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ABSTRACT 
This research is concerned with the applications of strategic management 
concepts and practices by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in managing 
linkages in the value web and formulating competitive positioning strategies. For the 
purpose of the study, interviews were held with managers of the selected Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses, and their key distributors/retailers and suppliers. 
The finding of the study shows that the strategic group concept is an important 
tool for understanding strategy, competition and opportunities within an industry. In 
the study, the geographical dimensions and the product dimensions of the market are 
used as the strategic dimensions for forming strategic groups (at the business level) of 
the selected Malaysian wooden furniture businesses: SG I (businesses in the low end 
segment of the domestic market)-, SG2 (businesses in the medium segment of' the 
domestic market); SG3 (businesses in the low end segment of the international 
market); and SG4 (businesses in the medium segment of the international market). 
In terms of the management of linkages in the value web (in respect of 
selection criteria and channel relationships), the study dernonstrates that it varies 
according to strategic groups. Specifically, greater variation is observed along the 
product dimensions than the geographical dimensions of the market. Meanwhile, it is 
observed that there are differences between the way businesses manage linkages in the 
downstream value web (with distributors/retailers) and upstream value web (with 
suppliers). As for the businesses' perceptions of competitors (in terms of the 
businesses' view about competition and categories of competitors considered), greater 
variation is obser. /ed along the product dimensions than the geographical dimensions 
of the market. However, most businesses (irrespective of their strategic group 
membership) appear to give low attention to competitors and to have no clear 
approach for organising competitor analysis. 
In the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, the study shows that 
the activities undertaken and approaches considered (in respect of defining markets. 
determining the key factors for success, identifying sources of sustainable competitive 
advantage. formulating competitive strategies and developing positioning themes) 
vary more along the product dimensions than the geographical dimensions of the 
market. Althouglý the activities undertaken and approaches considered by members of 
SG4 are broader that those of other strategic groups, they are not fully adequate as 
certain factors in the external environment have not been explicitly considered. 
I ience, it is suggested that the rotating wheel framework. which is based on pull-factor 
and push-factor approaches, should be considered by Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses for the formulation of competitive positioning strategies. The distinctive 
characteristics of the rotating wheel framework are: an integration of concepts from 
the strategic management and marketing disciplines; an integration ofthe con1petiti\ c 
forces perspective and the resource-based view perspective within the field of 
strategic management; a broadened concept of environmental analysis, and a dynamic 
analysis ofthe competitive environment. 
As regards the measurement of businesses' competitiNe advantage. the studý 
reveals that the added value concept offers not just an alternative. but an important 
measure of businesses' performance, particularly in terins of their ability to add value. 
Specifically, the study shows that the added value contribution of businesses varies 
according to strategic groups: members of SG4 add greater value to their inputs than 
those of members of SG3. who in turn add more value thaii those ofnienibers ofSG 1. 
Finally, recommendations (in respect of management of linkages in the value 
web, fon-nulation of competitive positioning strategies and measurement of' 
businesses' performance) are made for the consideration of Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses and the government. 
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I. I. Introduction 
Strategic management is an interdisciplinary field (Schendel, 1997). \Nhere 
researchers working with different disciplinary tools routinely attack the sarne problems 
(Henderson & Mitchell. 1997). According to Prahalad & Hamel (1994). strategy as a 
field encompasses an abundance of issues that can be studied frorn a multiplicity of 
theoretical vantage points. Hence, Prahalad & Hamel are of the opinion that there is no 
need to limit variation in approaches at this time. 
Notwithstanding the above view, Quinn (1992) argues that: 
-... strategic management must shift from concepts that presume primarily the orderly 
alignment of internal resources behind selected product-oriented missions. Instead ... 
strategy concepts need to focus internalli, more on developing "best In world capabilities" 
around a few 
ýey 
activities - the firm's core competencies - and evernalli, more on managing 
a rapidly changing network of "best in world" suppliers for its other needs. " (p. 49) 
Quinn further mentions that the key to strategic success for many businesses has 
been their relationships with the external factors, namely suppliers and 
distributors/retailers. Meanwhile, Kay (1993a) stresses that in understanding corporate 
success and failure, the most important issue to be considered is the match bet\wen a 
business' capabilities and the challenges it faces in the external environment'. 
This research attempts to study the applications of strategic management concepts 
and practices by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in managing linkages in the 
I Kay ( 1993a) defines strategy as the effective match between the external relationships of a business and its 
own distinctive capabilities. 
value web (which Porter, 1985, calls the value chain)' and formulating competitive 
positioning strategies. These two aspects were selected as they are among the main 
challenges faced by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, and due to the fact they have 
a significant role in ensuring sustainable competitive advantage of businesses. 
In introducing the thesis, this chapter firstly highlights the main problems faced by 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, that require an in-depth Study. Secondly, tile 
objectives of the study are outlined. Thirdly. the research questions of the stud), are 
presented. Fourthly, the scope and method of the study are explained. Finally. the 
organisation of the thesis is discussed. 
1.2. Statement of the Research Problem 
A review of literature on the current situation of and challenges faced by 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, reveals that they are encountering a number of 
problems. The main challenges are related to the following: 
i. Businesses-distributors/retailers and businesses-suppliers linkages, if ally, are weak, 
and businesses' perceptions of competitors are narrow, due to lack of knowledgc in 
relation to the management of linkages in the value web; 
ii. Positioning" for key markets, if any, is not emphasised by Malaysian wooden furnItUre 
businesses due to lack of knowledge in relation to the formulation of competitivc 
positioning strategies, and 
2 Porter ( 1985) introduced the concept of value chain as a basic tool for examining the activities a business 
performs, how they interact, and where this interaction provides sources of sustainable competitive 
advantage. Though important, the term value chain seems to denote that only a single and simple link 
exists between a business and its external environment (namely suppliers, distributors/retailers. customers. 
complementors, government and the environmental non -govern menta I organisations (ENG0s)). As there 
are multiple and complex links between a business and its environment, th,,, use of the term value web, 
instead of value chain, is more appropriate to demonstrate the complexio. ofthe environment. 
Positioning is related to Porter's ( 1985) consideration of strateg) as a position, namely determination of 
particular products in particular markets. Similarly, Reve ( 1996) asserts that strategy is primarily concerned 
with how businesses can obtain sustainable competitive positions in the marketplace. Porter ( 1996) further 
argues that strategy is the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a different set ofacti% itics. 
I 
iii. Performance of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses is questionable due to 
inadequacy in the conventional measurements of performance in assessing their 
competitive advantage. 
1.3. Objectives of the Study 
The overall otýjective of the study is to explore the practices undertaken by 
Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses in managing linkages in the value web and 
formulating competitive positioning strategies. Although many scholars have emphasised 
the importance of managing linkages in the value web 4 and formulating competitive 
positioning strategies 5. these aspects have not been explicitly considered by studies on 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses6. In studying these two aspects, strategic groups 
will be used as the unit of analysis. Therefore, the specific objectives of the study are as 
follows: 
i. To identify strategic groups of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and use these 
strategic groups as the unit of analysis: 
11 . To analyse the pattern' of the practices undertaken 
b,, the strategic groups in managing 
linkages in the value web-, 
iii. To analyse the pattern of' the practices, in terms of the activities and approaches. 
undertaken by the strategic groups in formulating competitive positioning strategies, 
and 
iv. To assess the performance, in terms of conventional measurements of performance and 
added value contributions, of the strategic groups. 
4 Porter ( 1985), Williamson ( 1991 ), Kaý (1991 ). Quinn (1992), and Webster ( 1998). 
5 Ries & Trout ( 1986a). Muhlbacher ei al. ( 1994). D'Aveni ( 1994), Porter (1996), and Kare-Silver ( 1997). 
6 Baharuddin ( 1991 ). Shukri ( 1993), and Roszehan ( 1994). 
7 Mintzberg (1994) defines strategy as a pattern (consistency in behaviour over time) in a stream of' 
significant decisions. On this basis, Mintzbero (1994) distinguishes bet\Neen five forms of strateg): 
intended strategyý deliberate strategy. unrealised strate-,: emergent strategy: and realised strateov. 
3 
1.4. Research Questions 
Considering the specific objectives of the study, the research questions that need 
to be addressed are as follows: 
I. What are the strategic dimensions that should be used in identifying the strategic 
groups of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses? 
ii. What are the factors that should be considered and strategic tools that should be used 
in managing linkages in the value web? 
iii. What are the activities and approaches that should be considered in formulating 
competitive positioning strategies? 
iv. What is the measurement that should be used in assessing businesses' competitive 
advantage? 
An understanding of the answers to the above questions \vIll assist Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses in managing linkages in the value web and formulating 
competitive positioning strategies to ensure sustainable competitive advantage. 
1.5. Scope of the Study 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are involved in the production of variOLIS 
types of fumiture, such as: 
Domestic furniture (including living-room furniture/upholstered furniture. bedroom 
furniture, dining-room furniture. kitchen furniture, and garden turniture): 
Office furniture (including automated system work stations, filing sy stem s/sto rage. and 
fitted partitions), and 
Other types of furniture (including school furniture, laboratory furniture such as work 
benches. theatre furniture, and furniture parts). 
It is observed that most of the wooden furniture businesses in Malaysia are not 
specialised and are involved in the production of' more than one type of' lurniture. This 
notwithstanding, as most of' them are involved in the production and marketing of' 
domestic furniture, emphasis will be given to the practices undertaken by these businesses 
4 
in managing linkages in the value web and formulating competitive positioning strategies. 
This basic premise will be used as a basis for the selection not only of wooden furniture 
businesses but also of key distributors/retailers and suppliers to be interviewed. Despite 
this, practices undertaken by a number of businesses that are producing and marketing 
office furniture and school fumiture will also be studied. 
1.6. Method of Study 
1.6.1. Research Instrument 
In deciding the research instrument to be used. consideration is given to the 
overall objective of the study, of examining the practices undertaken by Malaysian 
wooden fumiture businesses in managing linkages in the value web and I'Orniulating 
competitive positioning strategies. As the study attempts to identify the processes 
involved and identify the phenomena and their characteristics, a qualitative research 
method' is chosen. Moreover, the study also takes into accoant the need to develop 
strategies to test for the impact of unobservable'. According to Godfrey & 11111 ( 1995), 
8 Duncan (1979) argues that the decision to pursue a qualitative or quantitative research approach must 
depend on the kind of research problem one is studying. If one understands what the phenomena are and 
understands their characteristics, then one is in a better position to start focusing on causes and relationships 
among the various comnonents of the phenomena and thus start using quantitative research techniques. On 
the contrary, if it is unclear Just what the phenomena are, then qualitative research techniques are more 
relevant. The researcher cannot be concerried with issues of causation when there is little or no 
understanding, regarding the phenomenon in question. 
9 According to Godfreý & Hill ( 1995), the debate over unobservables has raged in the philosophy of science 
literature for more than half a century. Godfrey & Hill further commented on scientistic error in strateoic 
management research due to an obsession with the measurement of observable variables and corresponding 
failure to develop empirical strategies for testing theories that are based upon unobservable constructs (such 
as the resource-based view). Godfrey & Hill ( 1995: 53 1) stress, "We suspect that the preoccupation NN ith 
observable variables may be driven bý issues such as data availability. Developing strategies to test for the 
impact of unobservables is a far more difficult endeavor, but we believe that ultimately it is likely to proke 
to be far more relevant and rewarding". 
S 
researchers should try to develop new instruments, or pursue new research 
methodologies, that may enable them to observe the formerly Unobservable, hence: 
"... qualitative methodologies such as multiple case studies, event histories, and ethnographic 
inquiries may represent the best way forward in observing the effects of otherwise 
unobservable, idiosyncratic effects on business strategy and performance ... " (p. 53 1 ). 
According to Duncan (1979). in qualitative research, researchers are interested in 
discovering the nature and characteristics of the phenomena associated with the research 
question. Such research will yield descriptive data which enable the researchcrs to see 
the situation as the actors see it. This view is in line with that expressed by Schendel 
(I 996b) 
"Much of the development of the field of strategic management is like the solution to ajigsaw 
puzzle'O. As any field unravels ideas it becomes more specific, more focused -a picture 
emerges. As we create the picture from the pieces themselves, we can then begin to evaluate 
each remaining piece more carefully. " (p. 3) 
Moreover, as the issues of concern relate to environmental analysis and the 
process of strategy formulation, the use of a qualitative research approach is the most 
appropriate, as suggested by Duncan (1979). Within the qua] itative research approach. 
'0 Parallelism between ajigsaw puzzle and the problems of research was initially observed by Kuhn 1962). 
Nonetheless, Kuhn's ( 1962) application of a jigsaw puzzle analogy in resolving research problem seems 
restrictive and denies the existence of emergent solutions to research problems. Specifically, Kuhn 1962: 
38) stresses that: -If it is to classify as a puzzle, a problem must be characterized bý more than an assured 
solution. There must also be rules that limit both the nature of acceptable solutions and the steps b-, "hich 
they are to be obtained. To solve aj igsaw puzzle is not, for example, merelý "to make a picture. " F ither a 
child or a contemporary artist could do that bý scattering selected pieces. as abstract shapes, upon some 
neutral ground. The picture thus produced might be far better, and would certainly be more original, than 
the one from which the puzzle had been made. Nevertheless, such a picture would not be a solution. Fo 
achieve that ... all the pieces must be used, their plain sides must be turned down. and theý must be interlocked without forcing until no holes remain. Those are among the rules that govern _jigsaw-puzzle solutions. " Bogaert et al. (1994) argue that strategy is not to be compared with aji-saýN puzzle, in Miicli 
the diffierent components have a fixed (predestined) place. but it is rather to be considered as a puzzle game 
bearing uncertaint ,v and 
ignorance as inherent characteristics. Mean"hile. I leene ( 1997) explains that the 
process of strategý making can be modelled as a complex 'puzzle oame' that ainis at 'reconciling' potential Z, 
conflicts resulting from decisions taken in the different constituting content-clenients ofthe strategý defined. 
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the interview technique'' is chosen so as to enable the researcher to follow and develop 
understandings of what is going on within Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and 
allow data to be collected on real issues of concern, as shown in Appendix 1.1. 
1.6.2. Strategic Groups as the Unit of Analysis 
In assessing the practices undertaken by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in 
managing linkages in the value web and formulating competitive positioning strategies, 
different levels of analysis - industries, strategic groups of businesses, individual 
businesses, and managers - could be considered. This study mainly focuses on the second 
level of analysis, i. e., strategic groups". Nonetheless, information about the strategic 
groups was gathered from managers of businesses in the groups. The strategic group 
concept and its application will be discussed in ChapterThree. 
1.6.3. Managers as Key Informants 
According to Huber & Power (1985), many studies of strategic management have 
relied on retrospective reports from managers positioned at the upper echelons of' the 
organisations. These key informants have important information about organisational 
events and the use of retrospective reports from thern can often provide information not 
'' Comparisons made bý Duncan (1979) between interviews, case studies, and observations, show that 
interviews have strengths in tenns of in-depth analysis of situation, ability to develop better understanding 
of what is going on. ability to develop empathy and understanding with members in the system. and 
allowing data to be collected on real issues of concern as subjects can provide evidence to researcher. On 
the other hand, the weaimesses of interviews include high costs for researcher, problems of interviewer bias 
and interviewee self-report bias, coding- i nterpretat ion problems, and difficulty of canvassing entire 
organisations. 
12 Pruett & Thomas ( 1994) discuss the use of strateoic groups as tile unit of analysis for understanding 
competitive strategies and competitive advantage. According to Day (I 997b), strategic groups are a useful 
intermediate level of analysis between the broad industry and the individual firm. 
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available from other sources. Meanwhile, Dyer (1997) emphasises the need to identify 
managers responsible for the day-to-day operation in studying interfirm collaboration. 
According to Pitt & Johnson (1987), making sense of strategy is precisely Axhat chief 
executive officers (CEOs) are required to do. This remark is parallel with the view 
expressed by Hofer & Schendel (1978), that effective strategy making relies on the 
creativity, judgement, and insights of the strategic decision maker. In this study of 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, emphasis was given to interviews with the chief 
executive officers (commonly termed as general managers or managing directors) as theN 
are the prime-movers of the businesses"'. 
1.6.4. Samples of the Study 
Taking into consideration the scope of the study, the criteria used tor the selection 
of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in which to carry out interviews were as 
follows: 
" production of one or more types of domestic furniture; 
" involvement in one or more of the product dimensions of the market. narnely low end. 
medium and high end segments, and 
" involvement in one or more of the geographical dimensions of the market. namely 
domestic, regional/ASEAN and international markets. 
A Jist of the xAooden furniture businesses in which interviews vvere conducted is 
shown in Appendix 1.2, while lists of key distributors/retailers and suppliers of the 
wooden furniture businesses appear as Appendices 1.3) and 1.4. respectively. 
13 According to Peteraf & Shanleý ( 1997), when a firm is led by a single top decision-maker, as many small 
firms are, the cognitive processes of the chief executive officer (CEO) are arguably the same as those ofthe 
firm. Peteraf & Shanlev ar ue that althou h the firrn maý be composed of rnanN individuals, the CEO has 99 
full responsibility for scannin,:, j the environment and charting a course of action for the firm. 
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1.6.5. Intemiew Technique 
The following steps vvere also undertaken to ensure the effectiveness of the 
fieldwork 
" convincing the interviewees of the researcher's interest and ability to understand the 
major issues confronting the businesses in view of the researcher's previous 
attachment" at the Ministry of Primary Industries, Malaysia", 
" encouraging the interviewees to co-operate with the researcher by ensuring anonymity 
and confidentiality of responses, and by explaining the usefulness of the research 
results", 
" structuring questions to minimise the possibility of misunderstanding and using 
follow-up probes to ensure that the original question was understood"; and 
" sequencing the interviews in such a manner as to facilitate data collection. For 
instance. if more that one interviewee needed to be interviewed frorn a business, an 
interview was first conducted with the general manager or managing director, followed 
by other personnel. 
In the course of the interviews, which on average lasted three hours", tape 
recordings were used, whenever permission was granted by the interviewees. Mean\\Illle. 
note taking was also used to record the interviewees' personal reactions, as well as in 
cases where they preferred the sessions not to be tape recorded. The tapes were replayed 
on a number of occasions during the analysis and compared with the notes taken to assess 
the general sense of the ('FOs" comments and to permit transcription for detailed 
14 According to Mehra ( 1996), a researcher's own keen interest and working knowledge of the industrý is ail 
important prerequisite for analysing strategic groups of an industry. 
15 The Ministrý of Primary Industries, Malaysia, is responsible for the orderly development of the 
commodity sector and commodity-based industries, including torestry sector and timber industry. 
16 Huber & Power 1985) provide the guidelines foi- improving the accuracý of retrospective reports. 
17 H uber & Pow er 1985). 
'8 Houthoofd & Heene ( 1997) also took on average three hours to intervieA 23 firms to study the existence 
of strategic groups and strategic scope groups in the Belgian bre"ing industrN, and their pertorniance 
implications. Meanwhile. Dyer ( 1997), in his study on interfirin collaboration. took a shorter time of two 
hours per interviewee, to interview three US autornakers, two Japanese autoinakers. 30 US suppliers, and 20 
Japanese suppliers. 
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analysis". After transcription. inforrnation was categorised according to the specific 
areas of study. and compared for similarities and differences. Meanwhile. emergent 
views on the areas studied were also identified. 
1.6.6. Research Fieldwork 
The fieldwork was conducted in two phases as follows: 
(1) Phase 1: February - March 1996 
(ii) Phase 11: June - August 1996 
(i) Phase I: February - March 1996 
The first phase of the fieldwork was an exploratory study in which a preliminary 
exchange of views was carried out with senior officials of the Ministry of Primarv 
21, Industries. Malaysia, and the Malaysian Timber Industry Board , concerning the I 
government policies for the various sectors of the wood-based industry. During this 
phase, views from the industry leaders were also sought. 
After taking into consideration the views expressed, it was decided that tile study 
should focus on Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, for two main reasons: the 
emphasis given by the government to promoting the development of wooden furniture 
businesses; and difficulties faced by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in ensuring 
their competitive advantage. 
19 Pitt & Johnson (1987) discuss the methodology used in assessing how a CEO perceives and makes sense 
of the change processes he observes and manages. 
20 The Malaysian Timber lndustrý Board (MTIB) is a statutory body accredited to the Ministry of' Primar); 
Industries, Malaysia. Established in 1973 bý an Act of' Parliament, MTIB exercises overall control of 
timber trade and co-ordinates development within the different sectors of the timber industry. 
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(11) Phase 11: June - August 1996 
The second phase of the fieldwork involved interviews with managers of the 
selected Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, their distributors/retailers, and suppliers. 
As can be seen from Appendix 1.2, interviews in wooden furniture businesses were 
conducted at four stages covering different regions of Peninsular Malaysia, i. e., Stage I 
for the Central Region (Selangor, Negeri Sembilan and Malacca), Stage 11 for the Eastern 
Region (Pahang and Terengganu) and Stages III and IV for the Southern Region (Johore). 
During these stages, interviews were also held with key distributors/retailers and 
suppliers in the three regions. 
The conduct of the interviews according to the above stages was undertaken with 
a view to saving time and cost, particularly for Stages 11,111 and IV. However. there 
appear to be a number of limitations of such an approach due to the following reasons: 
" Inability to cover some key wooden furniture businesses in the regions as their senior 
managers were unavailable and other personnel \vere not given the authorisation to be 
interviewed; 
" Inability to interview the right personnel as senior inanagers had other commitments 
(as the case for Business H). 
" In certain cases, in-depth interviews could not able be conducted due to a tight 
interview schedule and time constraint. 
Despite the above limitations. the study was able to assess the patterns of the 
practices undertaken by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in managing linkages in 
the value web and formulating competitive positioning strategies. 
1.6.7. Other Sources of Information 
Other sources of information used for the purpose of this study include: 
" library research, such as articles and working papers published in journals, magazines 
and newspapers; 
" government documents, 
" non-government documents, such as company documents and press reports-, 
" formal and informal meetings with relevant government officials and industry leaders; 
" seminars - the researcher attended a seminar on "Furniture Marketing - Successful 
Marketing Through Improved Technology. Quality & Design- on 8-9 March 1996 in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. organised by the Malaysian Timber Industry Board. and 
" conferences - the researcher also attended an annual conference on the "Future of' 
Strategic Management" on 19 November 1997 in London, United Kingdom, orgamsed 
by the Strategic Planning Society. 
1.7. Organisation of the Thesis 
This thesis is divided into ten chapters as follows: 
Chapter One: Introduction, presents the main features of and key challenges 
faced by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. This chapter also outlines the 
objectives of the study. research questions. method of study, and organisation of the 
thesis 
Chapter Two: Wooden Furniture Businesses in Malaysia. deliberates on the 
situation of \, vooden furniture businesses, and challenges related to pull factors and push 
factors. This chapter also seeks to identify the main problems faced by the businesses. 
that warrant a detailed study. 
Chapter Three: Literature Review on Strategic Groups, Value Chain, and 
Management of Linkages. discusses strategic tools. narriely strategic groups and value 
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chain for diagnosing industry structure. This chapter also deliberates on the importance 
of managing linkages in the value web, especially in terms of relationships with 
distributors/retailers (downstream value web) and suppliers (upstream value web), and 
perceptions of competitors. 
Chapter Four: Literature Review on the Formulation of Competitive 
Positioning Strategies, discusses the activities and approaches used in defining markets. 
determining the key factors for success (KFS), identifying sources of sustainable 
competitive advantage (SCA). formulating competitive strategies. and developing 
positioning themes. 
Chapter Five: Theoretical Framework for the Formulation of Competitive 
Positioning Strategies. explains the theoretical framework of the study. This chapter 
proposes a rotating wheel framework, which encompasses the activities and approaches 
to be considered in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies. 
Chapter Six: Analysis of the Interviews in Malaysian Wooden Furniture 
Businesses - Management of Linkages, seeks to identil'y strategic groups within 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. This chapter also presents the pattern in the 
management of linkages in the downstream value web (xvith distributors/retailers) and 
upstream value web (with suppliers). and perceptions of competitors, by the four strategic 
groups of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
Chapter Seven: Analysis of the lnten, ie", s in Malaysian Wooden Furniture 
Businesses - Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies, explores the pattern 
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in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, adopted by the four strategic 
groups of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. This assessment includes activities 
and approaches considered by the businesses in defining markets. determining the KFS. 
identifying sources of SCA, formulating competitive strategies. and developing 
positioning themes. 
Chapter Eight: Assessment of Businesses' Performance. discusses added value 
as a measurement of businesses' competitive advantage. This chapter also seeks to 
compare the relative performance of the strategic groups of Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses in terms of their added value contributions. Moreover, a comparison is rnade 
between added value and conventional measurements of performance. 
Chapter Nine: Discussions and Recommendations, seeks to identify value 
adding activities, by integrating the tormulation of competit1w positioning strategies and L- 
management of linkages, undertaken by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. An 
analysis is undertaken of the businesses' strategic capabilities in the forniulation of 
competitive positioning strategies with added value contributions. Recommendations are 
made for measures to assist Malaysian wooden furniture businesses to gain and sustain 
their competitive advantage. and policy issues that should be considered by the 
government are also highlighted. 
Chapter Ten: Conclusion, presents the main findings of' the study and 
suggestions I'Or further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
RNITURE BUSINESSES IN MALAYSIA WOODEN FU 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the current situation of' and challenges faced b\ 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. Firstly, the importance ofwooden furniture 
businesses to the Malaysian economy will be highlighted. Secondly, the current 
situation of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses will be assessed. Th i rd I y, 
challenges related to push factors, namely suppliers, government, and competitors. 
will be discussed. Fourthly, challenges related to pull factors, namely customers. 
distributors/retai lers, and the environmental non-governmental organisations 
(ENGOs) and certification will be elaborated. Finally. as a conclusion, the main 
problems faced by Malaysian wooden furniture businesses will be surni-narised. 
2.2. The Importance of Wooden Furniture Businesses to the Malaysian Economv 
In explaining the importance of' Malaysian \, voodcn furniture businesses. it 
appears that the sole indicator used in government reports is export earning. 
According to the MTIB (1995) and Othman (1995), exports offurniture for the Years 
1993 and 1994, already exceeded the RM409 million export target t'or the year 1995 
set by the First Industrial Master Plan'. The Minister ol'Primary Industries. Malaysia, 
I The First Industrial Master Plan is an indicative development plan for tile industrialisation of' 
Malaysia's manufacturing industries for the period 1986-1995, which was launched in 1985 to provide 
the direction and development strategies for 12 sectors: Wood-based Industry: Rubber Products 
Industry, Palm Oil Products Industry, Food Processing Industry, Chemical and Petrochemical Industry, 
Non-ferrous Metal Industry, Non metallic Mineral Products Industry, Electronics and Electrical 
Industry: Transport Equipment Industry, Machinery and Engineering Industry. Ferrous Metal (iron and 
Steel) lndustryý and Textiles/Apparel Industry. The main objectives of the wood-based industr\ 
development plan are to transform the wood-based industry into a ma , 
jor resource-based industr\, 
maximise value-added from forest resources, and make Malaysia a highly reputable centre for furniture 
and joinery'niouldings (MIDA'UNIDO. 1985). In this respect, the export target for furniture exports 
was set at RM409 million in 1995. Subsequenth, according to Baharuddin ( 199 1 ), the export target for 
fumiture exports in 1995 was revised upward from RM409 million to RM600 million. 
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Lim Keng Yaik (1996) further reported that the exports of furniture in 1995 reached 
RMI. 6 billion, which is four times the export target set by the First Industrial Master 
Plan 
Notwithstanding the above, in terms of export earnings, wooden furniture 
businesses are still far behind compared to other businesses in the wood-based 
industry 2. Hence, the use of export earning as the sole indicator in emphasising the 
importance of wooden furniture businesses seems to be inadequate. Indeed, the 
potential to add value should be used as a basis for deciding businesses that need to be 
promoted. This suggestion is in line with the remarks made by the Prime Minister of 
Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad (1995) in the context of balance of payment-: 
"Exports from Malaysia of manufactured goods are made up largely of items produced bý 
foreign owned industries .... Usuallý these are 
industries which process and add value to 
imported parts and components, in order to produce other components or the finished 
goods. Because they only add value to imported components, the import bill rises 
together with the volume of exports. The contribution to the balance of payments is 
therefore much less than the value of the exports. " (p. 12) 
With reference to furniture businesses, Mahathir (1995) further argued that: 
"Furniture trade from Malaysian timber for exports contribute more in percentage terms 
to the surplus in the balance of payment because the raw material and processing would be 
almost completely Malaysian. ... 
For the purpose of maximising the balance ofpaNment 
surplus, it would really be better to export processed timber including furniture ... than to 
export electronic products or motor vehicles. ... 
If Malaysia is to earn more foreign 
exchange and have a bigger trade surplus, Malaysia must try to export products with little 
imported contents and as much value-added as possible. - (p. 13) 
2 The export earnings of the wooden furniture businesses in 1995 of' RM 1.6 bill ion were relatively loýN 
compared to the export earnings by the logging (RM2.3 billion), sa"millim-, (RM3.6 billion). and 
plywood (RM3.5 billion) businesses. 
Consideration of the balance of payment for the future is more crucial than ever in the wake of an 
alarming trade deficit of RM2.8 billion (US$ I billion) in June 1997, Malay sia's biggest trade deficit in 
17 years. The main immediate effects of the deficits are depreciation in the Malaysian currency 
(ringgit), increase in interest rates, and plummeting stock market (Fimincial Times, August 6ý 29,1997, 
September 1.1997aý b: September 2: 5.6 ý7,1997: Far Eastern Economic Rcview, August 21ýI 997a). 
The growing trade deficit was attributed to two main reasons: imports seem to be increasing due to 
investment vortex: and exports appear to be losing competitiveness, partlý due to competition from 
China and lo"-cost countries, and parti-, due to Malaysia's slow access up the , alLie-added ladder 
(Financiul Times, Januar,, I 3ý 1908). 
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Despite the above advice, it appears that wooden furniture businesses have not 
been accorded any greater importance in the Second Industrial Master Plan 4 than the 
previous one. Indeed, the reverse seems to be the case. In particular, whilst wooden 
furniture businesses were initially categorised as a sector of the "Wood-based 
Industry" in the First Industrial Master Plan. they were considered as a sub-sector of' 
the wood-based sector, which in turn is a sector of the "Resource-based Industry 
Groupý'- in the Second Industrial Master Plan. The cluster-based approach 6 used in 
the Second Industrial Master Plan may seem to be the explanation given for 
categorising the wood-based sector (including furniture sub-sector) under the 
Resource-based Industry Group. However, there seems to be verý little, It' any. 
linkage between the wood-based sector and the other four sectors within the Group. 
It seems that such a clustering approach has been adopted more for 
administrative purpose 7 than due to any real linkage. This view is supported by the 
fact that four industries (i. e.. Electronics and Electrical Industry. Machinery and 
Engineering Industry. Transport Equipment Industry, and Textiles/Apparel Industry) 
4 The Second Industrial Master Plan (1996-2005) was launched in 1997. "File plan is codenalned 
manufacturing - strategy. and aimed at moving emphasis beyond manufacturing operations to include 
streni, gthening industrial linkages and enhancing value-added through the full integration of activities 
along the value chain for eight industry groups: Electrical and Electronics Industry Group. 
Transportation Industry Group: Chemical Industry Group, Textiles and Apparel Industr-, Group: 
Resource-based Indu.; tD Group: Agro-based and Food Products Industry Group; Materials lndustrý 
Group; and Machinery and Equipment Industr,, Group (Ministry of International Trade and IndustrN, 
Malaysia - MITI, 1997a). ýI Fhe Resource-based Industr,, Group comprises the Aood-based sector, rubber products sector, palm 
oil-based sector, oil palm-based non-food sector, and cocoa-based sector (MITI, 1997d). 
6 The cluster-based approach is an agglomeration of inter-linked or related acti%ities comprising tN industries, suppliers, critical supporting business services, requisite infrastructure and institutions 
(MITI, 1997c). 
7 In this respect, tile Resource-based Industr,, Group appears to fit well under the _jurisdiction of' 
the 
Ministry of Primar,, Industries, Malaysia, the Agro-based and Food Products IndustrN Group under the 
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture, Malaysia, and the remaining industrý groups (Electrical and 
Flectronics Industr\ Group, Transportation Industry Group. Chemical IndustrN, Group, Textiles and 
Apparel Industry Group. Materials lndustrý\ Group, and Machinerý and Equipment lndustrý, Group) 
under theJurisdiction oft0111. 
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in the First Industrial Master Plan were merely upgraded to industry groups under the 
Second Industrial Master Plan. 
In view of the above, there is a need to re-assess the situation of Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses. Nonetheless, instead of only focusing on Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses per se, a broadened scope to include challenges relating 
to pull factors and push factors within the value web needs to be considered. This 
broadened perspective necessitates an examination of the added-value contribution of 
wooden fumiture businesses. 
2.3. Situation of Wooden Furniture Businesses in Malaysia 
According to the Malaysian Institute of Economic Research (MIER) &, 
DRI/McGraw-Hill (1996c) there are more than 3,000 wooden furniture businesses in 
Malaysia 8. Malaysian wooden furniture businesses vary in size from small cottage 
operations producing for the domestic market to much larger automated plants 
equipped with sophisticated machinery for mass production, mainly for the export 
markets (MTIB, 1995, MIFR & DRI/McGraw-Hill, 1996c). 
Furniture produced by Malaysian \vooden furniture businesses could be 
broadly, categorised as domestic furniture (which the International Tropical Timber 
Organization/International Trade Centre, 1990, terms as household furniture)" and 
8 About 2,600 wooden furniture businesses are in Peninsular Malaysia. 215 and 210 in Sabah and 
Sarawak respectively. GenerallN. the furniture businesses in Peninsular Malaysia are concentrated in 
the west coast, especially in Selangor and Johore. 
9 Accordint, to the ITTO/ITC ( 1990), household furniture includes living-rooni furniture, dinino-room 
furniture. bedroom furniture and kitchen furniture. Meanwhile, the Key Note Report ( 1992) says that 
domestic fumiture is taken to include all furniture items that normally appear in the home, including 
living-room fumiture. dining-room furniture, bedroom furniture. kitchen fumiture. and bathroom 
furniture. lioýkever. neither the ITTOITC nor the Key Note Report ha,. e considered garden furniture a 
type of domestic furniture. 
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office furniture. However, currently there are no up-to-date I () and reliable 11 
production figures for wooden furniture in Malaysia. due to difficulty in measurement. 
According to Shukri (1993), it is difficult to quantify the amount or value of furniture 
due to varying values put on different furniture items by diftlerent manufacturers, and 
inability or unwillingness of most manufacturers to provide the figures. 
Although furniture production cannot be measured in terms of volume, as can 
other timber products, such as sawn timber and plywood, certain countries (e. g.. the 
USA, Japan, United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Italy) use monetary value as a 
measure of furniture production. The absence of production figures tor wooden 
furniture has led to ambiguity concerning the product dimensions of' Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses' 2, percentage of wooden furniture sold in the domestic 
market compared to total sales 13, and value-added contribution of wooden furniture 
businesses 14 
. Due to this reason, the export 
figures for furniture seem to be the only 
indicator currently used in assessing the perforniance of the wooden furniture 
businesses. 
10 Although the production figures for fumiture were computed in the First Industrial Master Plan, for 
unknown reasons. no mention of production figures for furniture was made in the Second Industrial 
Master Plan. 
11 Whilst Baharuddin ( 1991 ) mentions an annual output of furniture of about RM500 million, he seems 
to imply that the fumiture businesses are experiencing zero growth in production. 
12 In terms of the product segment, though there are no definite figures given, it appears that the 
majorit,, of Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses are producing the low end furniture (Minister of 
Primary Industries, Malaysia, January 16,1996, Business Times, March 8.1996. March 9.1996b: The 
Slar. March 1 1,1996), although the industry leaders argue that Malaysian furniture businesses are 
producing mainly the rnedium to mediurn-lo,. v end fumiture (The Star. September 1,1995). 11mvever, 
the views expressed b-, the industr\ leaders \vere contradictory, and appear to give the impression that 
most of Malavsian wooden furniture businesses are producing the lmk end furniture (Oh. 1995). 
13 Although it is frequently mentioned that the domestic market for furniture is small, MTIB (1995) 
argues that the potential for expanding the domestic market is tremendous due to increasing spending 
on home furnishing, 
" Nasaruddin (1990) provides -ýalue-acldecl figures for furniture for the period 1983-1988. Up-to-date 
figures on value-added contribution bN wooden furniture businesses are not available. 
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In terms of exports. the main types of wooden furniture exported are as shown 
in Table 2.1. It can be seen from the table that the export of wooden furniture 
increased by about 385.6 percent per annum from RM 59.0 million in 1988 to RM 
1,673.8 million in 1995. Although the highest increase in export was recorded for 
office furniture (1.039.3 percent per year). the absolute export valLic of RM50.2 
million in 1995 was relatively low compared to other types of furniture. Within the 
wooden furniture sub-sector. domestic furniture (living-room furniture, kitchen 
37.9 percent of wooden furniture and bedroom furniture) accounted for about ) 
furniture exported in 1995. 
Table 2.1. Types of wooden furniture and their export value Im 1988 and 
1995. 




'ý/o change in 
export Nalue per 
year 
Living-room furniture 15.1 350.9 318.7 
Kitchen fumiture 9.0 201 
.3 
304.5 
Bedroom furniture 6.2 82.9 178.3 
Office furniture 0.7 50.2 1,039.33 
Baby walker of wood 0.1 0.3 414.3 
Other ýNooclen Furniture 27.9 988.3 492.1 
Total -'-, 9.0 1,673.8 385.6 
Sources: 
Malaysian Timber Industry Board (MTIB) 
Malaysian Timber Council (MTC). 
Despite the above export performance. Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
are experiencing a number of problems which are related to the availability of ra\,,, 
materials, lack of design capability, high production cost, lack of' product 
differentlation (in ternis of' quality. design, and technical performance). lack of' 
managerial approach to business, lack of buyer-supplier linkages. Linequal gro"th of 
large businesses relative to small-sized businesses, environmental-related problems. 
and competition from ne%N entrants (Baharuddin. 1991. Roszehan. 1994, Othinan. 
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1995, MTIB. 1995, MIER & DRI/McGraw-llill. 1996c -A summary oftlie findings 
and recommendations of the study undertaken by MIER & DRI/McGraw-I lill, 1996c 
is shown in Appendix 2.1). The above problems will be discussed in the context of 
push-factor and pull-factor challenges in sections 2.4 and 2.5. respectively. 
2.4. Push-Factor Challenges 
2.4.1. Suppliers, Supplies of Raw Materials, and the Role of Covernment 
Despite criticisms made pertaining to dependence on basic factor conditions 15 . 
the development of wooden furniture businesses in Malaysia is influenced by the 
availability of raw materials. Hence. suppliers of sawn timber and panel products, 
such as plywood. veneer and medium density fibreboard (MDF) play an important 
role in ensuring the competitive advantage of wooden furniture businesses. In this 
respect, MIER & DRI/McGraw-Hill (1996c) stress that good access to logs is still a 
significant success factor to wood products manufacturers. 
Meanwhile, Othnian (1995) provides a link betx,,, een basic factors and 
advanced factors: 
in Malaysia, wood based industry have (has) the comparative and competitive 
advantage of a valuable and sizeable resources made more valuable b) scientific 
management. " (p. 10) 
llo\vever. suppliers of wooden furniture businesses are facing diftICLIltV in 
securing wood materials from the Malaysian natural forests 16 "hich are dýNindling and 
will be further reduced to meet the International Tropical Timber Oi-gani zat Ion's 
1ý Porter ( 1990) explains that there are four attributes (i. e., factor conditions, [ionic demand, related and 
support industries: and firm strategy, structure. and rivalry, which are collectiveIN termed the national 
diamond) that constitute the building blocks of national competitive advantage. As for factor 
conditions, Porter distinguishes between basic factors and advanced factors. Basic factors. which are 
mainly inherited, include natural resources. climate, location, labour. and capital. Meanwhile, advanced 
factors. which are mainlý created, include infrastructure. educated personnel. technologý, and research. 
According to Porter. advanced factors are more important than basic factors for competitive advantage. 




(ITTO's) target of sustainable management by the year 2000 . Due to this reason, it 
is expected that plantation wood, especially Rubberwood, will become increasingly 
important as a source of raw material. The use of Rubberwood (from plantation 
forests which are renewable) as a raw material is an advantage in the wake of strong 
environmental movements in major markets, especially Europe. In fact, currentl,, 
about 80 percent of wooden furniture is made of Rubberwood (MITI, 1997d). 
In the effort to promote further downstream processing of' timber products. 
especially for the production of furniture and moulding, a number of measures have 
been introduced by the government to curtail the export of basic timber products, such 
as logs, sawn timber. plywood and veneer. These measures include the imposition of' 
91 () ban on the export of logs' . quotas on exports of selected sawn timber . and levies 
on exports of selected sawn timber. plywood and veneer 20 
17 At the Tenth Session in May 1991, the International Tropical Timber Council adopted a "Year 2000 
Target" that encourages "ITTO members to progress towards achieving sustainable management of 
tropical forests and trade in tropical forest timber from sustainably managed sources bý the year 2000. - 
In this respect, it is anticipated that the suppl), of logs in Malaysia will gradualINr decline and cventuallý 
stabilise at sustainable levels of about 18 million cubic metres per annurn from the Pernianent Forest 
Estates (Barbier, 1994). 
" The export of logs from Peninsular Malaysia has been banned since 197 1, while export of logs from 
Sabah is no longer allowed beginning 1993. As for Sarawak, domestic processing quotas are being 
imposed on logs beyond which exports are allowed. The domestic processing quotas are continuously 
being increased to cater for domestic requirements. Starting with 10 percent quota of logs for domestic 
processing in 1988, the amount of logs available to downstream industries in Sarawak had increased to 
55 percent bý 1996 (Asian Timher, January 1996). MIER & DRI/McGra"-I fill (1996c) mention that 
Sarawak plans to reserve 80 percent of its annual log production for local downstream processing bN 
the year 2000. 
19 Quotas are imposed on tile export of Rubberwood sawn timber (since June 1990) and Chengal sawn 
timber (beginning June 1996) (Business Times, March 9,1996b). 
20 Levies (equivalent to export duties) have been imposed on the export of certain timber species from 
Peninsular Malaysia since September 1990. The rate of export levies is beino continuously revised 
upward, ranging from RM40 - RM250 per cu. metre, depending on timber species and degree of 
processing (Business Times, March 9,1996b). However, Malaysia's economic slowdown has dealt a 
severe blow to the sawmilling businesses folio\ving the cancellation or suspension of numerous -rne,! 
-,, 
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proJects-. Meanwhile, in the export market, Malaysian businesses are expected to experience a further 
lost in competitiveness due to Indonesia's reported move to reduce its export tax on log and sa\, \-ti 
timber. Hence, the Viniber Exporters' Association of Malaysia (TEAM) has called on the Ministrý of 
Primary Industries, Malaysia to temporarily suspend the export levy oil smNn timber (71w Stai% 
Februarý 27,1998a). 
The above measures have resulted in the increased availability of raw 
materials for downstrearn processing. Nonetheless. whilst the exports of wooden 
furniture have increased after the imposition of export levies, a similar case \kas not 
observed for moulding 21 . Meanwhile, Mohd 
Shahwahid & Mad Nasir (1993) argue 
that not all furniture and moulding businesses are able to take advantage of the greater 
availability of sawn timber due to the small size of their operations. Mohd Shah\A,, ahid 
& Mad Nasir also caution about the welfare effects of such impositions on the 
backward linkages (log markets) and forward linkages (downstream industries). 
In the effort to forge relationships between wooden furniture businesses and 
their suppliers. the Vendor Development Programme 22 has been undertaken by the 
govemment (Govemment of Malaysia, 1996). The programme is aimed at assisting 
small-scale furniture businesses (vendors) in upgrading their capabilities through 
support from bigger businesses (anchor companies), in terms of production and 
marketing (MTIB, 1995). Despite this. intervievvs conducted bv the researcher \, vith 
managers of selected Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, including vendors of' 
Guthrie Furniture Scln. Bhd., reveal that the programme suffers from a nLI111her of 
shortfalls. The underlying reasons for these shortfalls include: 
The extension of the Vendor Development Programme that appears to be 
successful in a particular sector (automotive industry) to other sectors \, varrants 
careful consideration due to the different nature of the industry. particularly in 
2' Exports of wooden furniture increased from RM 215 million in 1990 to RM579 million in 1992, and 
further to RM 1.6 billion in 1995. Exports of moulding initially increased from RM487 million in 1990 
to 713 million in 1992. Floýkeýer, in 1995 exports of mouldings decreased to RM618 million. 
22 The Vendor Development Programme is a tripartite arrangement involving anchor companies, 
vendors and financial institutions. Under this arrangement, co-ordinated bý MITI, the anchor companies 
guarantee markets to the vendors, ývho in return supply parts and components to the anchor companies. 
Mean"hile. the financial institutions provide loans to the vendors to finance their operations. For the 
wooden furniture sector, Guthrie Furniture Scln. Bhd.. has been appointed as the anchor compariN, 
whilst its vendors include SPPIK Kayu Nilai Scln. Bhd.. Hasro Sdn. Bhd.. and MalaNsian Industrial &I 
Engineering Co. Sdn. Bhd. (MIECO). In was reported by Zuraidall ( 1995) that in 1993. the 78 vendors 
under Guthrie Furniture Sdn. Md.. managed to make total sales of'RM60. -') million. 
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terms of businesses' capabilities and external opportunitics, as well as supplier- 
businesses-distributors/retailers and customers linkages; and 
The tripartite arrangements that may seem to be mutually beneficial could be lop- 
sided if not well co-ordinated. A number of personnel interviewed mentioned that 
the co-ordinating role is being exercised by Guthrie Furniture Sdn. llhd., rather 
than MITI. This has an impact on the anchor company's impartiality I'Or the 
selection of vendors and markets guaranteed for them. These arrangements could 
lead to excessive control by the anchor company, which may inhibit the vendors" 
entrepreneurial creativity. 
Meanwhile, for the purpose of promoting greater Burniputra 23 participation in 
the furniture sector. the Furniture Villages Programme 24 was subsequently 
implemented (Government of Malaysia. 1996). Although the programme is still in its 
infancy, it is observed that problems in the selections of anchor companies and 
entrepreneurs, have led to delays in implernentation. 
Related to the supply of raw materials, MITI (1997d) mentions that 
distribution bottleneck persists as suppliers of timber are not located near wooden 
furniture businesses, and a need is recognised to improve efficiency in the system for 
supply of timber. It needs to be stressed that whilst the suggestion made is relevant. it 
does not necessarily mean that suppliers must be physically close to wooden furniture 
businesses. 
23 Bumiputra refers to the native Malays and other indigenous groups living in Malaysia. They currently 
constitute about 55 percent of the total population of the country. The Siar (February 27,1998b) 
reported that the go\, ernment is disappointed with the perfon-nance of Bumiputra furniture businesses 
which are not competiti, ýe either in the domestic or international markets. The Deputý Minister of 
Primarýy Industries, Malaysia. Hishamuddin Hussein said. -Burniputra companies are lagging tar behind 
in the furniture manufacturing industrv (i. e.. contributed only 4 percent of' the total furniture exports) 
and they face problems such as a lack of capital, technical knowledge. experience and skills, poor 
management and marketing strategies. - (TheStar, February 27,1998b, p. 10). 24 Zý The Furniture Villages Programme is co-ordinated bý the Minism of Priinarý Industries, Malaýsia. 
whereby the Federal Government finances site preparation. basic infrastructure and common facilities. 
g the state governments provide lands, while the entrepreneurs are responsible for setting up the factories. 
The programme is also based on the vendor s,, stem. %Nherebý the anchor companies will farm out orders 
to the small furniture businesses in the furniture \ illa,,,, es (MTIB, 1995). 
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It was also suggested that procurement of timber from cheaper sources ot 
supply and appropriate incentives should be considered to encourage Malaysian 
businesses, particularly those in the upstream industries, to invest abroad in wood 
resource-rich countries and export the raw and serni-processed materials back to 
Malaysia (MITI, 1997d). Whilst external sourcing of logs from outside Malaysia 
would be a way to overcome supply constraints, the suggestion faces two main 
problems: firstly, like Malaysia, most timber producing countries are imposing export 
restrictions due to their own domestic requirements (this will be discussed in section 
2.4.2 and Appendix 2.2), and secondly, even if export restrictions are not imposed, 
importing logs from other timber producing countries, namely the South Pacific 
Melanesian nations, is far from easy 2i 
It was also recognised that only a limited number ofindigenous timber species 
is currently used for furniture production. whilst the potential for many other species 
is yet to be tapped (MITI. 1997d) 26 . Although the comment is limely. the suggestion 
that commercial plantation of timber species be increased seems to miss the core 
point. Indeed, what needs to be considered is to encourage wider utilisation oftimber 
species. both the indigenous species and plantation species. 
Aside from raw material supply, MITI (1997d) eniphasises the need to 
establish capabilities in generating indigenous Malaysian designs and Innovation, and 
25 According to the Business Times (March 23,1996) more than 30 Malaysian logging companies 
operating in Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Island, and Vanuatu, with total investment ofniore than 
RM I billion, faced the problems of security of tenure and unfavourable investment climate. Meanwhile. 
Malaysian logging companies were being criticised for their alleged rapacious behaviour of obtaining 
forest concessions in largek poor and technologý deficient countries (FUr Eastern Economic Review, 
December 12,1996) and to an extent the\ have been labelled as new colonisers (The Ecotionlist, 
August 6,1994). 
26 Baharuddin ( 199 1) mentions that although the Malaysian tropical rainfor--ýst contains over 2,000 tree 
species. just over a hundred are identified as commercial species and utilised for a range of 
applications. 
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suggests that Malaysian holding companies should be established to acquire leading 
designs in key markets. It can be argued that there are altemativc methods of 
acquiring designs in key markets, such as establishing close relationships with 
designers, and customers. which could be done by the businesses themselves. I lence, 
the establishment of holding companies will not necessarily be able to assist 
businesses in acquiring designs. 
2.4.2. Competitors 
It appears that not many writers have discussed at length the key competitors 
of Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses. Although ail attempt has been made hý 
MIER & DRI/McGra\A,, -Hill (1996c) to study this aspect, they seem to have adopted 
no clear basis for categorising competitors of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
Indeed, the study only considers direct competitors of Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses (producers of wooden furniture businesses in Asian countries that are 
competing for similar export markets). 
In categorising key competitors of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
consideration should given to both direct competitors (wooden furniture businesses 
from other Asian countries. namel, v Indonesia, Thailand. and Taiwan) and indirect 
competitors (wooden furniture businesses in the main export markets. i. e.. the USA, 
Japan and the European Union - EU) 
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. Current production and exports of NAooden 
furniture by key competitors of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are shown in 
Table 2.2. 
Chen ( 1996) considers competitors as businesses operating in the same industr-\. offerint) similar 
products, and targeting similar customers. 
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Table 2.2. Production and exports of wooden furniture by Malaysia and key 
comnetitors 
Competitors Furniture Furniture production Furniture exports 
businesses 
Malaysia (1 3,000 businesses Production: n. a. RM 1.6 billion (US$644.0 
million in 1995) 
(Markets: USA-40%, Japan- 
25%, Singapore-10%, and 
EU-7%) 
Indonesia (2) n. a. Production: n. a. US$310.3 million (1993) 
(Markets: East Asia- 44%. 
Western Europe-28%, and 
USA-21%) 
Thailand (2) 700 businesses Production: n. a. USS408.0 million (1994) 
(Markets: Japan-40%, USA- 
25%, and EU- 15%) 
'Fai\A, an (2) 2,600 businesses Production: n. a. US$1,786 million (1994) 
(Markets: USA-64%, Japan- 
18%, and FU-80, o) 
Japan (3) (6) 12,000 businesses Production: 2 trillion yen n. a. 
(US$17.3 billion in 199-33) 
Types: Chests, chairs for 
livin-room and dining-room, 
and cabinets (60%), and other 
furniture (40%) 
USA (3) (4) -1.600 
businesses Production: US$10.6 billion US$1.0 billion ( 1995) 
(1995) (Markets: Japan, United 
Types: bedroom furniture Kingdom. Saudi Arabia, and 
(31%), living-room furniture German\ 
(200/10), dining-room and 
kitchen furniture (20%), and 
other furniture (14%) 
FU (5) n. a. Production: 60.3 billion ECU 13.4 billion FCU ( 1993) 
(1991) (Markets: intra-FU-68.50o, 
Types: living-room furniture and extra-FU-31.511o) 
(14%), bedroom furniture 
(10%), dining-room furniture 
(12%), kitchen furniture 
120/6), and office furniture 
(12110 
Sources: 
(1) MIER&, DRI McGraw-Hill (1996c) 
(2) Ginning (1996) 
(3) West & Hansen ( 1996) 
(4) West (1995) 
(5) Kimtsaris ( 1995a) 
(6) Nakao ( 1995) 
The situation of wooden fumiture businesses in competing countries is shown 
in Appendix 2.2. In respect of competition, the t-ollowing patterns could be observed: 
Malaysia wooden furniture businesses and their direct competitors are competing 
for similar markets. namely the USA. Japan. and the FU. In particular, the 
percentages of furniture exported bý Malaysian and Tak"anese ý'Noodcn furniturc 
businesses to these three markets are almost similar. the sole exception being that 
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the Indonesian wooden furniture businesses focus more oil the East Asian markets 
than the USA and EU-, 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and their indirect competitors (namely 
wooden furniture businesses in the USA) are competing not only in the US 
markets, but also in Japan and the EU; 
Taiwanese wooden furniture businesses have been the leading players in Japan. 
Nonetheless, wooden furniture businesses from Thailand are beginning to take a 
lead role in the Japanese market. In contrast, Thailand's wooden furniture 
businesses are not leading exporters of wooden furniture to the USA. Meanwhile, 
Chinese wooden furniture businesses have shown to be major exporters ofwooden 
furniture to Japan and the USA; and 
Access to local raw material supply, does not seem to be a pre-requisite in order to 
be a leading exporter of wooden furniture in key markets. In particular. the success 
of Taiwanese businesses. and lately Thailand's businesses, appears not to rely on 
access to local raw material supply. Conversely, policies to restrain the exports ol' 
raw material supply by certain countries, including Malaysia and Indonesia, at tills 
point in time, do not appear to be of significant assistance in enhancing tile export 
performance of their furniture businesses. 
Notwithstanding the above, generalisations of the above pattern could not be 
made due to the unavailability of production figures for businesses in the relevant 
countries, namely, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand. and'I'aiwan. Moreover, the absence 
of figures concerning the product dimensions of wooden furniture produced by 
businesses from these countries, would make it even more dift-ICUlt to generallse the 
above observations. 
2.5. Pull-Factor Challenges 
2.5.1. Customers and Distributors/Retailers 
jor custorners for Malaysian wooden furniture in 1995 were the USA The nia* I 
(40 percent), Japan (25 percent). Singapore (10 percent), the UK (4 percent), Australia 
(3 percent) and Taiwan (33 percent) (MITI. 1997d). This seerns to be in line xvith the 
remark made by West & Smith (1995) that examination of export trends and markets 
for furniture reveals three niaýjor trading blocks - North America. Europe, and Asia. 
'Fable 2.33 shows the imports of vvooden furniture by the USA, Japan, and the 
European t. 'nion (EU). 
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Table 2.3. Major importing countries of wooden furniture 
Importing Types of wooden Product Value of imports/ 
countries furniture imported dimensions of Suppliers 
market 
USA ( 1) (2) (3) bedroom furniture (61%) low end (17 o) US$4.4 billion ( 1995) 
and dinino-room medium (700o) (Suppliers: Canada- 20(), ), 
furniture (39%) high end ( 13%) Italy- 13%, Taiwan- I 20, o, 
Clima-12%, Malaysia-71), ), 
Mexico-6%, Indonesia-5"o, 
and Thailand-40,, o) 
Japan(l)(3)(5) living-room and dining- low end (majority) 117.2 bi II ion yen 
room (55"0), kitchen (US$1.0 billion in 1995) 
furniture (28%), (Suppliers: Thailand-2 I `, ý, 
bedroom furniture (6%), Taiwan-10%, China-91ýo. 
and other furniture Indonesia-9010, Italy-90o, and 
(1 1 %) Malaysia-89, o) 
EU 1 (4) - living-roorn furniture low end (18%) 12.4 billion ECU (1993) 
dining-room n (34%) mediui (Suppliers: Poland-12%, 
furniture (18%), high end (48%) Sweden- I Wý'o, Austria- I 00, o, 
bedroom furniture Switzerland-71o, Roniania-Wo. 
(100,, o), office furniture and I JSA-61, )) 
(90, o). kitchen furniture 
(50o), and other furniture 
(31%) 
Sources: 
(1) ITTO,, 'ITC (1990) 
(2) West ( 1995) 
(3) West & Hansen ( 1996) 
(4) Kimtsaris (I 995a: 1995b) 
(5) Nakao ( 1995) 
The demand situation in major importing countries of wooden Furniture is 
shown in Appendix 23. In respect of demand for wooden furniture, a number of 
observations could be made: 
Trends in furniture consumption in the USA, Japan, and the Eli are changing. 
Hence, the factors considered by customers in purchasing wooden furniture 
(customer value) also change. Even within a particular country. custoiner value 
elements ma-,. - vary according to diftlerent product dimensions ofthe market. 
The EU markets are relatively diverse, and an EU-wide analysis ofconsumption of 
furniture may not be meaningful. Hence. member countries within the EU need to 
be considered separately, in assessing the market potential for furniture-. 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses appear to be making significant presence in 
the USA (from the 10t" position in 1989 to the 5"' position in 1995) and Japan 
(from the 10"' position in 1989 to the 6t" position in 1995). This notwithstanding. 
most of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are concentrating on the lo, ý\ 
end segment ofthe market. Hence, Malaysian businesses need to consider moving 
from the low end to medium or high end segments of the market: and 
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Furniture distribution systems in the above markets vary. Therefore, an 
understanding of retailing trends in these markets is important to improve the 
competitive position of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. I 
Meanwhile, MITI (1997d) recognises the lack of strong linkages betvveen 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and their foreign custorners. hi this respect. I 
the need to establish direct marketing channels in high growth potential regions . Nith 
the aim of distributing directly to retailers and end customers, and create distinct 
Malaysian brands is emphasised. MITI further recornmends that Malaysian holding 
companies should be established for three main purposes: directly participate in 
distribution and retail activities in key markets; invest in the setting up ot'distribution 
centres and marketing support services in key markets to assist Malaysian businesses 
to directly market their products to retailers abroad-, and buy foreign wood-based 
companies so as to tap into their design and distribution channels in key markets. It is 
hoped that this arrangement Aill enable Malaysian businesses to develop capabilities 
through direct contact \, \ ith retailers and end users of the acquired firms. 
28 The above emphasis and recornmenclations appear not only too ambitious 
but also of little relevance. Distributing products directly to customers through 
Malaysian holding companies is not the answer in gaining competitive advantage. 
Indeed. what is crucial is to develop reciprocal relationships with distributors/retailers 
and custorners so as to be competitive. Similarly, acquiring foreign I'Lli-IlItUN 
21) 
companies to gain access to designs and markets is not an easy way out . What is 
2" Porter commented the zealousness of Asian conglomerates to diversify into myriad business fields b\ 
seizing opportunities across the board (e. u., hands in everything from ships to chips). Accordino to 
Porter. "In the coming age. ... 
it will be hard enough to compete in one area, let alone hall'a dozen. " 
(Far Eastern Economic Review. No% ember 2 1,1996. p. 73) 
29 Porter believes that "Asia*s companies are going to have to be more disciplined about what industries 
theý get involved in - and look t1or \,. aýs to make themselves distinctive when theN do. " (Far Eastern 
Economic Review, November 2 1.1996. p. 74). 
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critical is to develop businesses' capabilities in tenris of designs and managing 
relationships with suppliers (including designers), distributors/retailers and customers. 
to ensure long tenn competitive advantage. 
2.5.2. Environmental Non-Governmental Organisations (ENGOs) and 
Certirication 
Demand for wooden furniture made from tropical timber is influenced by the 
I worldwide concern for the environnient'o. This concern has resulted in negative 
campaigns undertaken by environmentalist groups, generally knovvn as eiivironmemal 
non-governmental organisations (ENGOS31) to influence governments and customers, 
especially in the European countries. the USA, and Australia, to restrict the 
importation and use of tropical timber products (MTIB, 1995). 
As a result, in the early 1990s. a number of European governments considered 
a ban or restrictions on imports of tropical wood 3-1. This action angcred developing 
countries, which said they did not want rich-world environmental standards floisted 
upon them (The Economist. August 31,1996). In a related development, Fink (1996) 
reported that the ENGOs have abandoned their dernand to boycott tropical timber. 
after realising that such an action is not the solution to the problem of t'orest 
degradation. The focus ot'discussions now is on certification schernes to allow 
10 It was reported that South East Asia has got rid of more of its forests than either Africa or Latin 
America. With special reference made to Malaysia, it was mentioned that in 1980s, the countrý 
chopped down more tropical trees than any country, except Indonesia and Brazil (The Economist, June 
25,1994). Mean"hile. it is observed that concern for environment is not confined to tropical timber 
producing countries. but also encompasses temperate timber producing countries, such as the USA ( The 
Economist, Apri 1 10,1993, April 22,1995) and Canada (The Economist, June 11,1994). 
The ENGOs include World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF). Green Peace, Raint'Orest Alliance, 
Friends of the Earth, and Friends of Cla\oquot Sound. 
For example, in 1992. Austria tried to introduce a compulsory eco-label for tropical (but not 
temperate) timber. Malavsia then threatened to ban Austrian imports and obliged Austria to back down. 
Meanwhile, in Gerrnaný and the Netherlands. the local governments refused to buN tropical tiniber for 
projects theý, paid for themsel\es (The Economist, June 2ý, 1994). 
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customers of timber products. rather than governments, to choose what sort of wood 
to buy. The idea behind certification schernes is to encourage customers to buy 
products made from environmentally sound wood by giving such products a label or a 
certificate 33 (The Economist. August 31,1996). In this connection, a number oflarge 
retailers in Europe have promised to buy only products from certified 
forcStS34. Fink 
(1996) mentions that in Germany, customers are interested in certitication, and 
furniture businesses need to regard the issue as a marketing tool. 
However. the main issue of concern is what sort of' lorestry practices is 
environmentally sound. In this respect. many foresters and politicians in developing 
countries remain suspicious that certification is a rich-world plot to keep out their 
imports (The Economist, August 1 " 1,1996). 
"... we must be vigilant against the emergence of "green protectionism" especially in the 
western markets. ... 
Certification is purportedly intended to inform consumers whether the 
timber they purchased is from sustainably managed forests and therefore could be Utiliscd 
as a useful marketing tool. However, if certification schemes are not implemcnted 
equitably and fairly, the), will have the effect of curtailing the entry and use of' tropical 
timber in the market place. So far, there is (are) no internationally agreed guidelines and 
standards on sustainability which can be applied to temperate and boreal forests ... unlike 
IT"I"O's guidelines for tropical timber. " 
(Minister of Primary, Industries, Malaysia, Lim Keng Yaik, January 16,1996) 
Meanwhile. smaller timber growers in developing countries have complained 
that it would be more costly Ior them to comply with the schemes than for their larger 
rivals in developed countries. Moreover. since certified wood is likely to cost more 
than the uncertified wood. customers will turn green only if they arc vOling to pay 
more for the privilege (The Economist, August 33 1,1996). A study by Shukri (1991) 
,3 According to Fink (1996), such a certificate. akkarded by an independent institution, is to inf'orm 
consumers about the origin of the materials used. In the case offurniture. this cer-tificate Aould include 
a statement on ý%hether the materials originate from sustainabl) managed forests or plantations. 
34 In the United Kingdom, more than 60 big buyers of forest products, including B&Q, a DIN' store. and 
Tesco, a supermarket firm, have pledged not to buy uncertified products after 1 999. A representative of 
B&Q savs. -The environment Nk ill become a competitive issue. " (The Economist, Auoust 3 1.1996. p. 
64). Meanýkhile, IKI--. A has a firm policy of not dealing with any furniture wade %kith tropical hard"ood 
(MIER & DRI McGrak%-1 fill. 1996c). 
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shows that customers in the United Kingdom are willing to pay an extra of 5 to 20 
percent for wood products manufactured from sustainably managed sources. 
Meanwhile, a study undertaken by Fink (1996) indicates that customers in Germany 
are prepared to pay up to 10 percent more for certified products. On the contrary, 
Thompson & Wilson (1994) explain that in the USA: 
"No one in the trade believes that they have serious regular long term buyers who are 
willing to pay increased prices for certified tropical timber. There are some small 
customers who express interest, but the amount are (number is) extremely small. ... Everyone speaks of being -green- but when it comes time to actually put your money oil 
the line, price, quality. and availability return as the deciding factors for a purchase. " (pp. 
15-16) 
On the issue, The Economist (June 25,1994) argues that: 
-Although most shoppers may be reluctant to pay a "green premium", timber producers 
could still gain, according to rough sums by World Bank economists. To be credible, 
certification needs to cut out middle-men and put timber importers in close touch with 
producers. The economists reckon that this, plus regaining those lost green markets, 
might eventually bring producers an extra $100m-120rn a year in revenues. " (p. 75) 
The effectiveness of certification schemes in addressing environmental 
problems has also been questioned. According to The Economisl (July 30,1994), 
green Western markets can have only a marginal influence on logging practices, since 
consumption of forest products by Western Europe and North America together 
represents less than 10 percent of South Fast Asia's timber production. The 
Economist (Jul-v- 30,1994) further reported that: **... Japan and I'ast-gro-wing I 
economies, such as China are keen to import tropical timbers, including those rejected 
by the West on environmental grounds. Forest devastation cannot be stopped by 
certiticates or labels" (p. 8). Meanwhile, Thompson & Wilson (1994) argue that 
certification schernes . Nill not be effective in reducing tropical dellorestation. because 
trade in tropical timber products does not contribute substantially to tropical 
deforestation. lience. Thompson & IvVilson say that certificates \\111 have limited use 
in the USA because they have little economic value. 
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Notwithstanding the above criticisms. tropical timber producing countries, 
especially Malaysia and Indonesia, have begun to change their stance, whereby efforts 
have been undertaken to study the possibility of certification. In this respect, the 
issue of certification of tropical timber products, including wooden furniture, needs to 
be considered from two perspectives: short-term-, and long term. From the short term 
perspective. especially during the introduction stage, certification could be a source of 
competitive advantage for businesses that produce certified products-; ý'. Froin the long 
term perspective, especially at the stage when most businesses are producing certified 
products, certification may be just a basic requirement for staying in the business 30 
Hence, the issue of certification should be given emphasis by Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses. 
2.6. Conclusion 
Malaysian ýNooclen furniture businesses have a significant role to play in the 
Malaysian economy. in Niew of the relatively greater potential to add value to the 
products produced. compared to other businesses. Nevertheless. Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses are facing a number of challenges relating to both push factors 
and pull factors. The main push-factor challenges are concerned with the availability 
of raNA material supply and competition. Meanwhile, the main pull-factor challenges 
include establishing relationships with distributors/retailers and customers in the main 
markets. namely the USA. Japan. and the EU, as well as the issue of' product 
certilication. 
According to Steaoman et a/. (1995). businesses that can convince customers oftheir environmental 
sensitivit-, maN have a tremendous a&antage over competitors. 
,6A basic requirement is ternied a 'competiti-ýe requirement' by Heene ( 1997) to explain the minimum 
threshold that businesses ha,, e to satisf,, in order to -remain in business'. 
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Considering the above, the competitiveness of Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses will depend on their ability to manage relationships with the external 
factors, namely suppliers, distributors/retailers. and customers. Meanwhile, in vie\N of 
competition and increasing concern on the environment. competitive positioning is 
also a major issue that needs to be considered. The importance ofmanaging linkages 
with the external factors and formulation of competitive positioning strategies will he 
discussed in Chapter Three and Chapter Four. respectively. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON STRATEGIC GROUPS, VALUE CHAIN, AND 
MANAGEMENT OF LINKAGES 
3.1. Introduction 
A situational analysis of the Malaysian wooden furnItUre businesses as 
discussed in Chapter Two, revealed that the businesses encounter a number of 
challenges relating to both pull and push factors. The competitiveness of these 
businesses depends on their ability to manage linkages in the value web and fOrmulate 
competitive positioning strategies. 
The review of literature (Chapter Three and Chapter Four) looks first at past 
studies on strategic groups. Secondly, the value chain concept as a strategic tool for 
diagnosing the businesses' activities is explored. Thirdly, a review on the 
management of linkages in the downstream and upstream value xvebs, is carried out. 
Fourthly, literature on the formulation of competitive positioning strategies is 
reviewed 
The above sequence of reviews was undertaken so as to assess the 
relationships bet%veen the various aspects of the study. Specifically. the rationale J'or 
the various stages of the reviews is as follows: 
" literature on strategic groups is reviewed to demonstrate the importance of using 
strategic groups as the unit of analysis for assessing the structure ofan industry and 
the strategic dimensions that could be used for forming strategic groups', 
" literature on the value chain concept is reviewed to illustrate its possible 
application in assessing those activities of a business that could add value. "hich 
will in turn determine its ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantage: 
" literature on the management of linkages (i. e., interdependence between a business 
and the external factors in tile value sý stem) is reviewed to examine the aspects that 
are important in businesses' relationships in the downstrearn value web (especially 
with distributors'retailers) and upstream value web (especially mth supplicrs), and 
businesses' perceptions of competitors. and 
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literature on the formulation of competitive positioning strategies is reviewed to 
study the activities and approaches considered by businesses in the formulation 
process. 
This chapter presents the first three aspects of the review (i. e., strategic groups, 
value chain. and management of linkages). The fourth aspect (i. e., formulation of 
competitive positioning strategies) will be discussed in Chapter Four. 
3.2. Strategic Groups 
3.2.1. Strategic Group Concept and Its Application 
The term *strategic groups' was first coined by Michael S. I lunt In his doctoral 
dissertation (1972) (cited from McGee & Thomas, 1986) to describe the 'symmetry ol 
operations' in the home appliance or 'white goods* industry in 1960si. Hunt's 
rationale for this grouping was to minimise economic asymmetry vvithin each group 
(McGee & Thomas. 1996) and clarify understanding ofthe apparently viable strategic 
options in the industrv (Reger & fluff. 19933). The generally accepted definition ol'a 
strategic group in terms of the similarity of competitive behaviour \vas provided by 
Porter (1980). 
"A strategic oroup is the group of firms in an industry folloýking the same or a similar 
strategy along the strategic dimensions. An industry could have onlý one strategic group 
if all the firms follo%ked essentialIN the same strategy. At the other extreme, each firm 
could be a different strategic group. Usually. however, there are a small number of 
strategic groups which capture the essential strategic differences among firms in the 
industry. " (p. 129) 
There have been a number of studies on the application ofthc strategic group 
concept, using a variety of strategic dimensions t1or identifying strategic groups and 
linking group membership ý, Nlth performance2. In strategic management research. the 
' According to McGee & Thornas ( 1986), Hunt observed that there were three sources of' asý minetry 
between firms within the industr,, studied (i. e.. extent of' vertical integration, degree of' product 
diversification. and differences in product differentiation) which resulted in four strateoic groups (i. e., 
full-line national manufacturers' brand producers. part-line national manufacturers' brand producers. 
private brand producers, and national retailers). 
2 McGee & Thomas ( 1986) and Retyer & Huff ( 1993) provide comprehensive reviews of' strategic 
groups' studies. 
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strategic group concept is used in examining different aspects of competitive 
3 
strategies. For instance, from the structure-conduct link , the strategic group concept 
4 
enables researchers to study how businesses formulate competitive strategies . 
From 
the structure-conduct-performance linký, attempts have also been made to relate 
strategic group membership with businesses* performance, particularly linancial and 
6 marketing perfon-nance . 
While recognising the contribution of previous studies on strate Ic groups. 9 
several researchers have expressed dissatisfaction pertaining to the insufficicnt 
7 theoretical underpinnings for the construct itself and inadequate model specification 
haphazard selection of strategic dimensions used to form groupsg. and inconclusive 
results from empirical research9. Of these, two issues, firstly, how strategic groups 
should be identified, and secondly, the performance consequences ofstrategic groups' 
membership, will be given attention as they are key Issues discussed by strategy 
scholars. 
"A lack of theorý regarding how (strategic) groups are formed, how they evolve, or how 
they influence outcomes has produced profound disagreements about how groups should 
be studied. " (Peteraf & Shanlev. 1997: 165) 
3 According to Pitt & Thomas (1994). the structure-conduct link assesses strategists' perception of 
grouping and its effect on strate, -,,, 
formulation. 
4 Porter (1980), McGee & Thomas (1986), Lewis & Thomas (1990), Fie,, enbaum & Thomas (1990, 
1995), Mehra ( 1996) and Smith ei a/. ( 1997). 
5 Mehra (1996) states that the structure-conduct-performance link attributed ditferential firm 
performance to the structural nature ofthe industr%. Houthootd & Heene ( 1997) argue that the strateg, ic 
group concept was intended to provide increased explanatorN and predictive power on performance. 
6 Cool & Schendel ( 1988). Mascarenhas & Aaker (1989). Fiegenbaum & Thomas ( 1990), Lewis 
Thomas (1990), Cool & Dierickx (1993). and Mehra (1996). 
' Hatten & Hatten ( 1987), Barne,. & Hoskisson ( 1990). Reger & Huff ( 1993). and Peteraf & ShanleN 
(1997). 
9 McGee &Thornas (1986). Thomas & Venkatraman (1988). Fiegenbauni & Thomas (1990). and Reger 
& Huff ( 1993)), 
9 Barneý & Hoskisson ( 1990). Fieý_, enbauni & Fhomas ( 1990), Lewis & Thomas ( 1990), and Cool & 
Dierickx ( 1993). 
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3.2.2. Strategic Dimensions for Identitying Strategic Croups 
Revie"s undertaken by McGee & Thomas (1986) and Reger & Iluff'(1993) 
show that a number of dimensions were used in identifying strategic groups. Partridge 
(1991 ) argues that there is no simple way of mapping strategic groups, which may 
vary between industries. and it is uncertain which strategic dimensions are the most 
relevant for each industry. In order to address this problem, McGee & Thomas ( 1996) 
propose that concepts such as mobility barriers and isolating mechanism be developed 
to identify appropriate strategic dimensions for forming strategic groups"'. This view 
is similar to those expressed by Porter (1980: 152) that: -... the best (most 
appropriate) strategic variables to use as axes (for mapping strategic groups) are those 
that determine the kej, mobiliýv barriers in the industry". Mascarenhas & Aaker 
(1989) also consider mobility barriers as important dimensions in forming strategic 
groups. 
On the basis of the strategic dimensions used in forming strategic groups, 
McGee & Thomas (1986) conclude that: 
(strategic) group concept appears to be a supply-side concept insol'ar as it defines 
structures "Ithin industries, but is in all its essentials a behaviour or conduct concept 
fittim, 
,, neatlý 
bemeen the supply idea of an industrý and a demand idea of a market. " 
(pp. 157-158) 
10 McGee & Thomas ( 1986) noted the similarities between mobility barriers and isolating mechanisms. 
They argue that the notion of isolating mechanisms generalises the concept of mobility barriers and 
links it to unique firm characteristics. According to McGee &, Thomas ( 1986: 153). -MobilitN harriers 
are a corollary to the existence of strategic groups. The), are factors which deter or inhibit the 
movement of a firm frorn one strategic position to another ... mobility 
barrier is essentially a limitation 
on replicabilitý or imitation". Three sources of mobilit,. barriers identified bý Mc(jec & Thornas are 
market related strategies (such as market segmentation and geographical coverage), industrý supply 
characteristics (such as economies of'scale of production and distribution system) and characteristics of' 
firm (such as diversification and vertical integration). Zý 
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This not\. vithstanding, it can be argued that although the strategic group 
concept is predominantly a supply-side perspective' 1, it can also be a deniand-side 
perspective 12 if market related factors are considered in lorming strategic groups. In 
this respect. the use of market segmentation 13 in identitýing strategic groups is a 
demand-side consideration. 
Although Fiegenbaum & Thomas (1990) have proposed a methodology, in the 
form of a framework or a flo%v diagram, and Reger &I lul'l'(199)) have proposed a 
cognitive perspective, for identifying strategic groups (which they term the 
cognitively-derived strategic groups). they are not universally received. This is 
evident from the recommendation put forward by Mehra (1996) that niarket-based and 
resource-based views should be considered in identifying strategic grOLIPS. 
It appears that one of the main problems in identifying strategic groups steins 
from the fact that the above researchers do not explicitly distinguish bet\, veen 
corporate, business and functional level strategic groups, and agree on a common 
framework for identi(ving strategic groups (McGee & Thomas, 1989). This problem 
could be minimised by distinguishing the purpose of identifying strategic groups - 
whether for corporate. business or functional level analysis. In this connection. 
Houthoofd & Ileene (1997) propose a distinction between the strategic scope group 
and the strategic group. Although Houthoofd &- Heene do not explicitly explain the 
Curran & Goodfello" (1990) explain that a supply-side perspective focuses on the similaritv of' 
production. 
12 According to Cur-ran & GooclfelloýN ( 1990). a demand-side perspective focuses on the benefits sought 
from product usage. 
Market segmentation is %k ithin the domain of the marketing discipline. Johnson & Scholes ( 1997) 
distinguish bemeen strategic group analysis and market seornentation. Stratepc group analýsls is about 
analysing differences bet%keen businesses which are actual or potential competitors, whilst market 
segmentation is about anal% sinu, differences bet%keen customers. 
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difference between these two concepts in relation to the level of analysis (i. e., 
corporate, business or functional level), it appears that the strategic scope group is for 
corporate level, whilst the strategic group is for business level analysis. Nonetheless, 
the strategic dimensions used by flouthoofd & lieene for identifying the strategic 
scope group are a combination of the corporate level dimension (level of vertical 
integration) and the business level dimension (product type, buyer type, and 
geographical reach). 
In developing a framework for identitý, mg the strategic dimensions. the 
approach discussed by Porter (1985) in identifying a set of variables lor conducting 
industry scenarios could be explored. According to Porter, an industry scenario is an 
internalb., consistent vie", of what an industry's future structure might turn Out to be. 
Porter further explains that a set of industry scenarios reflects the range of' possible 
(and credible) future industry structures with important implications lor competition 14 
Although Porter does not explicitly mention the possible application of' the industrý 
scenario approach for the purpose of identifying the dimensions of' groups. there is 
merit for extending it in the context of strategic group analysis. 
There appears to be no explicit attempt made to use both the supply-side 
perspective (such as the product dimensions of the low end, medium, and high end 
segments) and demand-side perspective (such as the geographical dimensions of the 
domestic and international markets) as the strategic dimensions in identifying strategic 
groups for business level analysis. Consideration of these two perspectives is 
14 Examples given Porter (1985) sho" that for a chain sa", indijstrý, the scenario variables (similar to 
strategic dimensions in the case of strategic groups) ), Nhich could be used include level of casual user 
demand. shape of the casual user penetration curve, channel mix. and the extent ofpriýate label versus 
branded sales throu, -, 
h non-dealers. 
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important as according to Kay ( 19933a: 127): "The key issue for the firn-i is its choice 
of markets - in both product and geographic dimensions 
1ý 
- and its membership of' 
industry and strategic group folloýý from that". This aspect voll be discussed in 
Chapter Six. 
3.2.3. Relationship between Strategic Group Membership and Performance 
A number of researchers have discussed the theoretical relationship between 
strategic group membership and performance. Fiegenbaurn & Thomas ( 1990) reported 
that there is consistent evidence of perfon-nance difflerences, measured in terms of 
economic and risk. across strategic groups. However. empirical studies have NlIelded 
conflicting and inconclusive results (Lewis & Thomas, 1990, Reger &I luff. 1993)). 
Cool & Dierickx ( 1993) pointed out that \, N-hile the existence of strategic groups has 
been sufficiently documented. group membership has performed poorly as a predictor 
of firm profitability. They added that the findings of empirical studies cast doubts on 
the existence of a direct 'strategic group membership --- firm profitability' link. 
This raises the question of the relative role of firms and industry (in this case 
strategic groups) in deterrnining profitability as discussed by Baden-Fuller & Stopford 
(1994). According to thern. profitability variations betvNeen businesses are not 
explained by their choice of industry, but rather their choice of strategy. Baden-l"Liller 
& Stopford further conclude that in general, profitable industries are more profitable 
because they are populated by more imaginative and creative businesses. These 
businesses create the cn% ironment that attracts custorners, gro"s industr,. revenue, and 
is For the purpose ofthe stud%. the geographical dimensions and the product dimensions ofthe market 
are collectivelý termed the geo-product dimensions of the market. 
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makes the industry attractive. In contrast, less profitable industries are populated by 
uncreative businesses that fail to innovate"' 
It is observed that in studying the relationships between strategic group 
membership and perfonnance differences, prominence is given to financial and 
marketing measures of performance 17 . The above results are, to a certain extent, not 
surprising due to the choice of performance measures utilised. The use of 
conventional measurements ot'perfon-nance. particularly market share (indeed relative 
market share) and profitability by Lewis & Thomas (1990) is inappropriate as the t\No II 
measures are, more often than not, contradictory (Kay, 1993a). According to Kay. 
size, market share and profitability are aspects of corporate success, but success is not 
measured by any one of these alone. 
"What underpins the success of firms ... is their ability to add value to the 
inputs they use. 
... Adding value, in this sense, is the central purpose of 
business activity. A commercial 
organization which adds no value - whose output is worth no more than the value of' its 
inputs in alternative uses - has no long-term rationale for its existence. " (Kay, 1993a: 23-24) 
In this respect, although the use of added value offers an OPPOMLInitý' for 
assessing performance difference between strategic group members. it appears that 
none of the above researchers have used added value for measuring the performance 
of strategic group members. The concept of added value and its usage in assessing the 
performance of strategic oroups in the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses will be 
discussed in Chapter Fight. 
16 Baden-Fuller &, Stopford ( 1994) argue that the choice ofthe industr-, only determines a very small 
part of the profit expectations: it is not the industrý but the --firm" is a decisive measure of' succes, 
(cited from Elfring & Volbercla. 1996). 
Cool & Schendel ( 1988). Leýk is & Thomas ( 1990). Fiegenbauni & Thomas ( 1990), Cool & Dierickx 
(1993). 
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3.2.4. Strategic Croups as the Unit of Analysis 
Although there are shortcomings in the theoretical and empirical research oil 
the concept of strategic group (Hatten & Hatten. 1987; Peteraf & Shanley, 1997), it is 
still an important tool to understand the complexity of the business' environment and 
can be used as a basis for determining a firm's competitive strategy in an industry. 
This argument is in line with the thinking of Reger & Huff (1993) who acknowledge 
that: 
"Even if strategic groups are found to be uncorrelated with performance outcomes, our 
position is that managerial perception(s) of similarities and differences among competitors 
(based on strategic group analysis) influence strategic decision rnaking... ." (p. 
104) 
Likewise, C arroll et al. ( 1992) argue that strategic groups can help researchers 
to understand strategy, competition and opportunities within an industry. 
"if it is carefully used as an adjunct to industry and competitor analysis and firill-level 
analysis (e. g., core competencies, strengths'weaknesses), it can provide 'rich' insights into 
the competitive forces N%hich the strategist can then incorporate in the process of' 
formulating competitive strategy. " (Carroll el al., 1992: 88) 
Meanv, -hile. Cool & Dierickx (1993): 47) recognise that: "While the existence 
of a direct link between group membership and firm profitability appears 
questionable. group structure may have an indirect impact insofar as it affects 
conditions of rivalry". I laving discussed the relevance ofusing strategic groups as the 
unit of analysis for assessing the structure of an industry, there is a need to explore a 
strategic tool for assessing businesses' or strategic groups' activities that could add 
value 
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3.3 Value Chain 
3.3-1. Value Chain Concept 
Porter (1985) introduced the concept of value chain as the basic tool for 
examining the activities a business performs and their interactions with a view to 
identifying the sources of sustainable competitive advantage. 
'*Competitive advantage cannot be understood by looking at a firm as a whole. It sterns 
from the maný discrete activities a firm performs in designing, producing, marketing, 
delivering and supporting its product. Each of these activities can contribute to a firm's 
relative cost position and create a basis for differentiation. " (Porter, 1985: 33) 
According to Porter ( 1985). in the value chain there are two categories of 
activities: primary activities and support activities' 8, as shown in Figure 3.1. A 
business gains competitive advantage by performing these activities more cheapIN 
than its competitors (lo\-ver cost). or performing them in a unique way that creates 
superior customer value and commands a price premium (dit'llercntlation). 
SuppLml H-w ljý- 
acl-t.. :I echnl. &, de, elopýmt 
: nbound Ou bowd I klwkeiin, ý 
og'sl. ý log: sný I ýd sajý 
Pný wow- 
Figure ', I The value chain 
Source \1 E Porter, Cornpetime Ad%antage Creating and Sustaining Supenor Pcrfonnance, 
Free Ness. 1985 
,8 Primary actiNities comprise inbound logistics. operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, 
and service. MeamOile. support acti,, ities consist of procurement. technologý development, human 
resource management and infrastructure. 
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A business's value chain is embedded in a larger strearn of activities which 
Porter (1985) terms a value system, as shown in Figure 3.2. Porter argues that there 
are linkages and interdependence between the actors in the value system, comprising 
the business's value chain, suppliers' value chains, distributors' value chains and 
customers' value chains. Hence, gaining and sustaining competitive advantage 
depends on understanding not only a business's value chain but how that value chain 
fits in the overall value system. 
Suppliers %alue chains 
-1-dw- ( u'lo'n" " "llue du s 
D liii D--- 








Figure 32 The value system 
Source Adapted from M E. Porter, Competitive Advantage Creating and Sustaining Superior Pertonnance, 
Free Press, 1985 
Identi t ication of the value systern of an industry, as proposed by Porter ( 1985), 
is also important flor assessing the relative position of businesses NAIthin tile industry. 
"To perceive the value chain as existing solely within the boundaries ofthe fit-III Would be 
less than realistic. Most firms operate within a part of a vertically integrated chain of 
manufacture and supply and so may be insulated front their ultimate market place. Yet, it 
is there that the customer's value perception is most important. " (Partridge & Perren, 
1994c: 29) 
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Shank & Govlndaraýjan (1992a) stress that the focus of the value-creating 
activities within the value chain is extemal to the business, with each business viewed 
in the context of the overall chain of value-creating activiiies. But, whilc it is 
important to view firms as being a part of the entire value system ofthe industry, the 
remark made by Shank & Govindarajan (1992a) warrants some qualification as the 
focus of value-creation activities is in fact, both within the businesses (internal 
linkages) and beyond the businesses (external linkages). This view is shared by many 
researchers, including Hergert & Morris (1989). who emphasise the importance of' 
internal and external linkages as well as interrelationships between strategic business 
units (SBUs). Normann & Ramirez (1993: 69) also stress that: "... the only true 
source of competitive advantage is the ability to conceive the entire value-creating 
system and make it work'". 
From the -ends" perspective. Porter (1985) explains that m competitive terms. 
value'9 is the amount customers are willing to pay for a product or service, and is 
measured by the total revenue, i. e., a reflection of price a busincss's product 
commands and the units it can sell. A business is profitable if the value it commands 
exceeds the cost involved in creating the product. MeanvOile, 1'rorn tile "means"' 
perspective, Hergert & Morris ( 1989) argue that the fundamental notion ot'value chain 
analysis is that a product gains value (and costs) as it passes through the xertical 
stream of'production within the firm and when created value exceeds costs, a profit is 
generated. On this basis. Ilervert & Morris argue that rightfUlly value should be 
19 The concept of 'value' of a product or service is associated with products and services being viewed 
as a 'bundle' ofattributes (cited from Hergert & Morris, 1989: Lancaster. 1975). The creation of' this 
'bundle' can result from a number of configurations of the value chain so that a particular firm's 
configuration and resulting bundles of'offerings to its custorners kvill be unique. 
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computed based on activity, hence. they consider value as the willingness of 
customers to pay for the product at each stage of processing. 
Besides creating value, each activity that a business pertorms will have an 
underlying cost structure and behaviour, which Porter (1985) calls cost drivers 20 
Shank & Govinclarajan (1992a-, 1993) offer an alternative set of cost-influciicing 
factors and distinguish between -structural cost drivers 21., and -executional cost 
drivers 22- 
. Despite this. Hergert & Morris (1989) and 
Partridge & Peri-cii ( 1994d) 
warn of the difficulty of quantifýing these costs, as they are not readily available from 
cost accounting data. 
"Neither Porter's nor Shank's (and Govindajan's) cost drivers are capable of' being 
operationalised under existing accounting systems in the cost analysis of tile value chain. 
... 
However, they offer an important reminder of the strategic decisions that firms need to 
take, or be aware of, in designing their value systems. " (Partridge & Perren, 1994d: 22) 
3.3.2. Distinctive Characteristics of Value Chain Concept 
Many researchers agree that value chain analysis has several distinctive 
characteristics. The first distinctive characteristic is the emphasis on identilying the 
sources of sustainable competitive advantage and developing positional advantage 
(Day & Wenslev. 1988, fiergert & Morris. 1989). The second distinguishing 
20 The cost drivers identified by Porter (1985) are: economies and diseconornies of scale, Icarning or 
experience effects: capacity utilisation. linkages within the value system, interrelationships or shared 
resource between SBUs, vertical integration, timing of market entr-y. discretionary policies: location. 
and institutional factors. 
21 The structural cost drivers suggested by Shank & Govindarz(jan (1992a; 1993) are: scale (size of 
investment in inanufacturin,,. R&, D. and marketing resources): scope (degree of vertical integration), 
experience (accumulated experience); technology (process technology employed); and complexity 
(breadth of product line). According to them, structural cost drivers derive from a business' choices 
about its underl,, ing, economic structure. These choices drive cost positions for any iven product. 
22 According to Shank &, Govindarajan ( 1992a, 1993), the executional cost drivers include: workforce 
commitment to continuous improvement. total quality management (TQM). capacity utilisation, plant 
layout efficiency: product design or forniulation. and exploitation of external linkages (ýN ith suppliers or 
buyers). Theý explain that the executional cost drivers are those determinants of a business' cost 
position that hinge on its abilitý to manage itself successfully. 
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characteristic of the value chain is the emphasis given to the complex linkages and 
interrelationships (Hergert & Morris, 1989) which, according to Armistead & Clark 
(1993), can lead to an increase in causal ambiguity or uncertain imitability 23 and act as 
barriers to imitation. Similarly. Kay (1993a) regards linkages and interrelationships 
(which he terms as architecture) as one of the crucial distinctive capabilities which can 
assist businesses to add value and achieve sustainable competitive advantage. The 
third distinctive characteristic of the value chain is for the ilormulation ofcompetitive 
strategies, e. g., cost leadership, differentiation and f. ocus '14 
Value chain analysis can be used for both corporate level analysis (arriving at 
make or buy decision and undertaking vertical integration) and business level analysis 
(quantifying suppliers' or customers' power and identification of major competitors). 
Specifically, value chain analysis has been used by business strategists and economists 




by accountants for the purpose of strategic cost 
management 
26 
. and bv s\stem analysts for developing advanced decision support 
27 
system 
This not"ithstanding. the value chain concept has been criticised on txv, o 
grounds that are interrelated. Firstly, the value chain concept has been commented l'or 
23 Lippman & Runielt's ( 1982) concept of uncertain imitability indicates that it is hard to replicate 
competitors' successful strategies even with full knowledge of their strategic choices with respect to 
scope and resource deploý inent. 
24 Hergert & Morris 0 989). Shank & Govindarajan (I 992a). Arm istead & Clark ( 1993), Partridge 
Perren ( 1993,1994b). 
25 Karlof ( 1989), Fifer ( 1989). Thompson (1990), O'Sullivan & Geringer ( 1993), Armistead &, ('lark 
(1993), KaN (1993a). Norniann & Ramirez (1993), Ra\port & Sviokla (1995), Karlof & Ostblwn 
(1995). Reve ( 1996). Johnson& Scholes (1997), and Ramirez ( 1998). 
26 11 ergert &Morris( 1989), Wi I son( 1990,1994). Shank&, Gov indaraj an( 1992 a: I 992b, 1993), and 
Partridge & Perren ( 1994c: 1994d). 
27 Shapiro ct u/. ( 1993). 
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being simplistic and neglecting the difficulty of obtaining the intormation required to 
conduct a particular analysis (Hergert & Morris, 1989, Partridge & Perren, 1993). 
"Value chain analysis is not easy to apply. The framework has extensive data 
requirements, many of which relate to parts of the firin in which data collection is likely to 
be minimal (e. g. outbound logistics). " (Hergert & Morris, 1989: 178-179) 
Secondly, as value chain analysis is conducted with the airn of' discovering the 
business's relative competitive position. it involves comparing the value chain of a 
business with those of its competitors (Flergert & Morris, 1999, Wilson, 1994, 
Partridge & Perren. 1994c). As conducting value chain analysis of a business based 
on intemal data is difficult, it is anticipated that analysing the value chain of 
competitors based on external data will be even more difficult. 
The comments made by the above researchers are relevant. Nonetheless, it 
appears that one of the main tenets of the value chain, i. e.. value aspect, has not been 
given prominence. All in all, it appears that the above scholars, including Porter 
himself, have missed the basic principle in the value chain analysis, that is. to identify 
value adding activities. It is observed that instead of identifying value adding 
activities. most scholars tend to fall into the trap of using cost. This tendency is due to 
the relative ease of computing cost using quantitatixe data, compared to icici-itifying 
where value is being added. \\hich requires managerial judgernentl'. It needs to he 
emphasised that the concept as proposed is the value chain, and not the cost chain. 
Hence, the preoccupation should be with identifying and enhancing value adding 
activities. rather than indirect determination of value based on cost computation. This 
argument is parallel with the ,, ie,, N- held by Partridge ( 1991 ). that part ofthe clit'l icult,, 
of value chain analysis is that value creating activities arc shared by dificrent 
Godfrey &IIi 11 ( 1995), Op. Cil. 
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products, services and even SBUs. Furthermore, Partridge (1991) contends that if' 
intermediate products or services are not traded on external markets, it is difficult t1or 
businesses to know the value to customers of intermediate activities. 
Notwithstanding the above criticisms, the value chain has a number of 
strengths compared to other management tools. Shank& Govindarajan (1992a) argue 
that the major strength of value chain analysis compared to value added analysis is 
due to the explicit recognition that the various activities mthin a firin are not 
independent but, rather, interdependent. Meanwhile, Partridge & Perren (1994c) 
mention that: 
"Activity analysis, benchmarking and business process re-engineering, for example, are all 
ways of examining and possibly restructuring or making more cost-effective a firin's value- 
creating processes. They are not in themselves strategic tools or techniques but they may, III 
certain cases, offer new insights and ways of effecting a selected strategic direction. As 
such, they may offer useful guidance at the implementation stage following a Porter-style 
analysis. " (p. 42) 
Based on the above views, it can be deduced that value chain analysis is 
superior to a number of management tools, such as value added analysis, activity 
analysis and business process re-engineering. In this respect. I lergert & Morris ( 1989) 
comment that despite the problems in obtaining accounting data for value chain 
analysis. the approach does provide insights into creating competitive advantage that 
are unlikely to emerge from other frameworks. 
In conclusion, the value chain is an important tool lor Understanding hovv 
value activities, both NNIthin and beyond a business, are being managed and co- 
ordinated. in comparison mth major competitors. Nonetheless. the term valuc chain 
seems to denote that only a single and simple link exists bet"cen a hLISIness and its 
extemal environment (namely suppliers, distri butors/retal lers. CLIstomers, 
comple'llentors. go\crnment. and FNGOs). As there are multiple and complex links 
ýN I 
between a business and its environment, the term value web, instead of value chain, is 
more appropriate to demonstrate this complexity. Hence, in this study, the term value 
web will be used in place of value chain 29 . Aspects of the management of linkages 
within the downstream value web and upstream value web 311 will be discussed in the 
subsequent paragraphs. 
3.4. Management of Linkages in the Value Web 
The rationale for studying the importance of managing linkages in the value 
web is related to Porter's (1980.1985) earlier work on five competitive I'orces-" that 
drive competition within an industry. Subsequently, for competition at a national 
level, Porter ( 1990) incorporates government as an additional force. It can be argued 
that even in industry-level competition, government is an important I, orce that needs to 
be considered by businesses. Meanwhile. other forces or factors that should also be 
considered include complementors (Brandenburger & Nalebuff, 1995; Day, 1997a) 
and the environmental non-governmental organisations (ENGOs) 32 
Despite the above. most studies on businesses' linkages seem to 1`6cus only on 
one aspect: either linkages in the downstream value \A,, eb, especially with 
di stri butors/retai I ers or linkages in the upstream value web. particularly witli 
29 The suggestion to use value web instead ot'value chain is made based oil the conceptual viewpoint to 
denote the complexity of a business' relationships with the external factors of the environment, Nvhilst 
Reve's ( 1996) preference that value chain be drawn as a value tree (with roots aniono suppliers and I 
technological milieus and branches reaching the target customer segment) appears to be based inerelý 
on a semantic viewpoint. 
10 Porter ( 1992) provides a distinction between downstream value activities and upstream value 
activities. 
Porter ( 1980,1 98i) stresses that there are five forces that shape competition in an industry: suppliers: 
buyers: new entrants: substitutes: and intensity of ri% alrý . 32 Porter & Van der 1, inde 1995), Steadman et al. ( 1995), Hutchinson ( 1996), Hartman &, Stafford 
1997). RuL,, rnan & Verbeke 1998). and McGee ( 1998). 
Grant ( 1987). Saý itt ( 1987). Frazier & Kale ( 1989). Katsikeas & Piercv 199 1 ), Aston ( 1993), Mohr 




Only a few studies incorporate both linkages in the downstream and 
upstream value webs. particularly between businesses. distributors/retailers and 
suppliers 35 .A review of 
literature concerning businesses' relationships with 
distributors/retailers and suppliers, indicates that a number of frameworks have becii 
used, mainly based on the concepts of power and control between businesses (Frazier 
& Kale, 1989), resource dependency (Anderson & Narus, 1990), social exchange 
(Pirog ef al., 1997), transaction costs (Williamson. 1975,1985) and agency 
perspective (Lassar & Kerr. 1996). 
3.4.1. Businesses-Distributors/Retailers Relationships in the Downstream Value 
Web 
Along the clownstrearn value web (ten-ned the distribution channel by 
marketing scholars), businesses have two main options in reaching their end 
customers: internalisation or externalisation of the distribution function (Buckley el 
a/.. 1990). The degree of internalisation or externalisation depends on the choice of' 
using independent intermediaries at a particular stage, such as distributors (sometimes 
referred to as dealers. . Nholesalers or agents) and retailers. In view of this 
phenomenon, the generic term. distributors/retailers, will be Lised in the study to 
encompass the abo\ e intermediaries along the downstream value web. 
Importance (? I'Bii. slne. vse. v-Di, vii-ihiitorsReleiilers Relalionships 
The crucial role of distributors/retailers in enhancing businesses' competitive 
advantage has been frequently discussed. particularly by marketing scholars in the 
,4 Bertodo ( 1991 ). Cusuniano &, Takeishi 1991 ), Turnbull et al. ( 1992). Furnbull ei al. ( 1993), 
Kalwani & Narayandas ( 1995). Sinclair ef al. 1996), and Dver ( 1997). 
3ý Williamson ( 1991 ) and Kaý (I (-)') I ). 
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context of relationship marketing 36 . Businesses and retailers 
have learnt the value ot 
co-operation in streamlining the system that delivers products from fiactory to 
supermarket shelf (The Economist, May 17,1997) which can generate appropriable 
sources of competitive advantage (Aston, 1993). Similarly, Lewis (1990) cmphasises 
the importance of strong ties between businesses, including with distributors/retailers 
(which he terms strategic alliance) to gain access to markets through bctter market 
coverage, improved advertising, and effective channel control. Lassar & Kcrr (1996) 
explain that the competitive strategies pursued by businesses influence their 
relationships with distributors, in terms of control system, channel management, and 
channel intensity. Considering the above, issues relating to selection criteria (relative 
bargaining power between businesses and distributors/retailers, CLIstomer value, types 
of di stri butors/retai lers, and distributor's/retai lers' intensity), and channel 
relationships (types of relationships, levels of co-operation, and intlorniation 
exchanges) need to be addressed. 
Disiribiitor, v'. IRetailer. v', ýelec-tion Criteria 
According to Porter (1980,1985) the relative bargaining power between 
businesses and their distributors/retailers (which he terms as firms and buyers. 
respectively) depends on a number of c ircurn stances, such as distribLitors'/retailers 
concentration versus businesses' concentration, distributors'/retailers' switching costs 
relative to businesses' switching costs, and ability of distributors/retailers to back 
integrate 
'6 In this respect, a number offrarneworks have been sugaested by niam scholars (Dwyer ei al., 1987, 
Frazier & Kale. 1989: Anderson & Narus, 1990: Anderson et at, 1994. Kim & Frazier. 1996) to 
explain the relationships between businesses and their disti-ibutors, 'retailers. 
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Frazier & Kale (1989) argue that the relative bargaining power between 
businesses and distributors/retailers will vary depending on whether they exist in 
buyers' markets or sellers' marketS37. In buyers' markets, choosing the "right" 
channel partners in the initiation process 38 is critical as effective distributors/retailers 
can generate incremental sales for businesses, and vice versa (Frazier & Kale, 1989) 
For this reason, businesses and distributors/retailers will be likely to spend a relatively 
large amount of time and effort in choosing channel partners, particularly in 
international marýets. On the contrary, in sellers' markets, businesses fiace much less 
risk in choosing channel partners as the quality of distributors/retailers will not 
substantially contribute to sales gains or sales losses (Frazier & Kale. 1999). As such, 
businesses are not likely to go through elaborate and detailed processes in selecting 
distributors/retailers, which are primarily based on "personal" considerations. 
Kim & Frazier (1996) argue that the relative bargaining power (which they 
explain in terms of channel behaviour bet\, veen suppliers and intermediaries) depends 
on three factors: uncertainty of the environment, value-added contribution in the 
downstream channel, and replaceability of suppliers (businesses) 39 
,7 According to Frazier & Kale ( 1989), buyers' markets exist in maný parts of the world, especially 
developed countries, "here the supply of manufactured products exceed their demand level. 
Meanwhile, sellers' markets frequentlN exist in developing countries, where demand levels for 
manufactured products exceed their supply over a long period of time. 
" Frazier & Kale ( 1989) argue that three processes are of central importance in the dyadic channel 
relationships: the initiation process (why and how to begin channel relationships with other business 
firms); the implementation process (how the businesses manage and co-ordinate ongoing channel 
relationships), and the review process (how the businesses evaluate rewards or losses achieved by each 
firm from the interfin-i exchange relationships). 
'9 Based on these three factors. Kim & Frazier ( 1996) identify eight channel contexts. market exchanoes 
(very low commitment), short-ter-m relationships (low commitment). supplier domination (lo"-rnediuni 
commitment): supplier leadership (medium commitment): intermediary domination (lolA-inedium 
commitment), interniediar\ leadership (medium commitment): long-term relationships (high 
commitment): and partnerships (%en high commitment). 
Although it is important to consider the existence of buyers' markets and 
suppliers' markets, the generalisation made by Frazier & Kale ( 1989) that buyers' 
markets especially exist in developed countries and sellers' markets in developing 
countries warrants qualification. More often that not, it is possible flor both types of 
markets to exist in developed countries as well as developing countries. As I'Or the 
eight channel contexts proposed by Kim & Frazier (I 996)ý they appear to be confusing 
and lose the basic thrust of the issue. Of these, the two main poles (i. e., market 
exchanges and partnerships) deserve detailed attention as they are in line with the 
framework of sellers' markets and buyers' markets as discussed by Frazier &, Kale 
(1989) and the concept of arm's-length transactions and strategic alliances as 
discussed by Lew] s( 1990). 
In practice. there seems to be a majority view that there has been a 
fundamental shift of power from businesses to distributors/retailers 40 . Nonetheless, 
certain writers (Pirog ef al.. 1997") appear to consider that there is a balanced power 
position between businesses and distributors/retailers. Hence, it may not be possible to 
make a generalisation that distributors/retailers have greater bargaining power than 
businesses (manufacturers), as a wider study needs to be undertaken to observe the 
pattern in other countries. as well as in other businesses. At this .1 unclure, it needs 
to 
be emphasised that the relative bargaining power between businesses and 
4" Grant ( 1987), Segal-l-Iorn ( 1987), Lusch (1987), Wolfe & Asch ( 1992), Kumar ( 1996), S, jobloin 
(1998), and The Economist. March 4.1995. The Economist (March 4.1995) reported. "The distribution 
system is now being turned upside down. The traditional supply chain, powered by manul'acturer 
"push". is becomim ia demand chain, driven by consumer "pull". Retailers have won control over 
distribution 
... not just 
because theý decide the price at which goods are sold, but also because both 
individual shops and retail companies have become much bigger and more efficient. - (p. 4). 
41 Pirop et a/. ( 1997) explain that Linder the Japanese keirelsit distribution sý stein, there are cooperative 
relationships between businesses and distributors retailers which are cemented hý mutual shareholdino 
among members. Pirog et aL ( 1997: 129) further argue that: "'File existence Aa inanulactUrer-based 
power structure helps to explain partly why distributorships in Japan have tended to be snialler than 
most western counterparts. " 
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distributors/retailers has implications for the selection criteria. and demonstrates the 
importance of businesses forging close co-operation with distributors/retailers and 
being aware of their distributors'/retailers' value chains. 
As for customer value elements emphasised during businesses-distributors/ 
retailers relationships. this aspect has been discussed by a number of scholars (Day, 
1990; Vantrappen, 1992, Kini & Mauborgne, 1997). 
"For the 1990s, 'value for the customer' is emerging as the strategic imperative. While 
the firm's shareholders are its right of existence, its customers live - or refuse - right of' 
passage. Top managers now effectively spend time on implementing a principle that has 
been obvious all along: only by creating value for the customer will the firm create value 
for its shareholders. ... 
Opportunities to create customer value in this way exist in each 
stage of the life of a product, from its planning to its disposal ... .- 
(Vantrappen, 1992: 53) 
As for the details of value elements, Stalk & llout (1990) consider 
responsiveness as the key value element to be emphasised, whilst Williamson (1991 
considers product variety and responsiveness (which lie explains in ternis of lead 
time) as the two main dimensions of customer value. From a ýkider perspective. Stahl 
& Bounds (1991) and Vantrappen (1992) argue that three critical dimensions of' 
customer value are quality 42 . cost and response/delivery time. 
In the case of' wooden 
furniture businesses, similar value elements of price, quality and responsiveness have 
been observed (West. 1995: West & Hansen, 1996, Nilsson. 1996). Other value 
elements suggested include design, colour and durability (West, 1995, Claxton. 1996). 
As regards the relationship between cost and quality value, McGee (1997) 
explains that down-market retailers, particularly discount and do-it-yourself' (DIY) 
stores focus on price. %Nhilst up-market retailers. such as high-strcct retailers. 
42 There appear to be no clear parameters for defining or measuring quality. In most cases, it seems to 
be used bý businesses and distributors, retailers as a "catch-all phrase". Accordino to Abell ( 1993), the 
term quality is ambiguous and difficult to define. Abell ( 1993: 25) further argues that: "In a nutshell. 
quality and customer satifaction are theoretically, as well as practicallN, elusive. " 
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emphasise quality and service. Nonetheless, Savitt (1997) argues that under 
conditions of intense competition, there seems to be a -blurring efflect", vvhcreby 
businesses emphasise the value of both cost and qual itY43 
In terms of types of distributors/retailers. a number of writers (Buckley ei al., 
1990; Klein & Roth. 1990, Ramaseshan & Patton. 1994) have discussed the possible 
channel structures that could be considered by businesses. According to Ramaseshan 
& Patton (1994), there are two main channel structures that are available to businesses 
in reaching end customers: direct or integrated by using the businesses' sales florce, 
businesses-owned distribution channels, and affiliated businesses 44 , and indirect or 
independent by contracting distribution to outside distributors and agents 45 
Nonetheless, Klein & Roth (1990), and Ramaseshan & Patton (1994) argue that in 
practice, these two types of channel structures signify two extremes along a 11orward 
integration continuum. Hence, according to Ramaseshan & Patton (1994), businesses 
may resort to different combinations of the features of the direct and indirect 
distribution system (which Kelin & Roth, 1990. refer to as all intermediate mode). 
Mean\A, -hi le. Buckley ei a/. ( 1990) stress that: 
"On the issue of' interrialisation versus external isat ion, the choice of using independent 
organisations at a particular stage in the process generallý determines that all activities 
further down the chain ýkill also be extemalised. This interdependence between functions 
suggests that firms must treat the channel as a whole rather than as a series of indcpendent 
units ... .- (p. 26) 
According to Buckley et al. (1990), the choice of channel structures depends 
on five factors: the relative costs of operations, the importance ofmarket intelligence, 
41 Specificallý, Savitt ( 1987: 119) observes that: ...... Down-market' retailers have sýsteniaticallý 
increased the quantity and qualitý of their product assortments and 'up-market' retailers have engaged 
extensively in price-based promotional programmes. " 
4*' Related to Klein & Roth's ( 1990) hierarchical mode and Buckleý ef al. 's ( 1990) internalisation 
process. 
Related to Klein &, Roth's ( 1990) market mode and BuckleN et al. 's ( 1990) external isation process. 
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perceived needs of manufacturers to control channel operations, host market 
infrastructure; and competencies of the businesses. Ramaseshan & Patton ( 1994) 
explain that the choice of structures depends on products, markets, and size of firnis. 
The above suggestions are related to Lewis's (1990) views on possible ways to build 
strengths based on internal development and strategic alliances, whereby the approach 
to be considered depends on resource availability, risk involved and the nced f'or 
control 
As for distributors"/retailers I intensity 46 , Lassar & Kerr ( 1996) are ofthe view 
that it varies according to the competitive strategies pursued by businesses. They 
argue that businesses pursuing cost leadership will distribute intensively in order to 
foster intraband competition leading to lower retail prices. On the other liand, 
businesses pursuing a differentiation strategy will provide a degree of' territorial 
protection to their distributors/retailers and restrict the level of' intraband competition 
by limiting distribution intensity. 
Distribution Charnel Relalionships 
In terms oftypes of relationships between businesses and distributors/retailers, 
two main types of relationships are frequently discussed: contractual relationships-. 
47 
and reciprocal relationshi ps . Kim & Frazier (1996) argue that Linder contractual 
relationships (\Ahich they temi market exchanges). environment uncertainty and value- 
40 Lassar &Kerr ( 1996) define distribution intensity as the number of' distributors used by businesses 
within a market area. Low intensitv implies few distributors (at the extreme. exclusive distribution 
through a single outlet): hi,, h intensitN implies broad distribution through rnaný outlets. 
Fhe terms contractual relationships and reciprocity (better termed reciprocal) relationships were 
suggested bý Carothers & Adams ( 199 1 ). According to Carothers & Adanis, it contractual relationship 
is an intemal orientation focusing on self financial return, whilst a reciprocity relationship is an external 
orientation focusing on mutual interest and interdependency between a firm and its Customers. 
Mean" hile. Kaý (I 993a) uses the terms spot contracts and relational contrects, respectively. to explain 
the above phenomena. 
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added in the downstream channel are low, and suppliers are easily replaceable-, hence, 
there is little incentive for businesses and distributors/retailers to work closely. Kirn 
& Frazier explain that reciprocal relationships (which they term partnerships) anse 
when each of the three factors (i. e., uncertainty of the environment, value-added 
contribution, and businesses' replaceability) indicates a strong need or motivation to 
co-ordinate the channel relationship closely. 
Meanwhile, Pirog ef al. (1997) explain that contractual relationships (which 
they term market exchanges) use money and are governed by a contract that spcci ties 
businesses' and distributors'/retailers' obligations and rights, with no social 
obligations once the exchange process is completed. Under reciprocal relationships 
(which they term reciprocal exchanges). businesses and distributors/retailers do not 
negotiate the terms of exchange which are mainly based on trust and, hence, create a 
natural obligation between the parties to carry out future exchanges. 
As for channel management, Lassar & Kerr (1996) argue that it vanes 
according to the strategies pursued, whereby for businesses pursuing a cost strategy, 
the co-ordination and support given to distributors/retailers are likely to be low. On 
the contrary, Lassar & Kerr suggest that businesses pursuing a dillerentiation strategy 
are engaged in relatively high levels of support and co-ordination eft'Ort in their 
management of distribution channels. 
Frazier & Kale ( 1989) stress that the levels ofco-opcration between busincsses 
and distributors/retailers vary according to markets. They argue thZ11 in sellers 
markets, the concept of "'manufacturer-distributor teamwork" is almost a misnomer. as 
intert irm assistance programmes "-III rarely be developed and Interfinii 
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communications, especially personal visits, will be infrequent. On the other hand, in 
buyers' markets, promotion of teamwork between businesses and distributors (in the 
implementation process) is extremely important. 
According to Kirn & Frazier (1996), the levels of co-operLition depend on the 
types of relationships. They argue that under contractual relationships, neithcr 
businesses nor distributors/retailers have any incentive to expend resources to build a 
high level of commitment and closely co-ordinate their relationships, so the price 
mechanism is likely to be the primary, if not the sole means ofinterfirin co-ordination. 
Kim & Frazier argue that under reciprocal relationships, businesses and 
distributors/retailers are induced to work closely with one other in order to understand 
what changes are occurring, and how to cope with thern effectively and ell-Iclently. 
Moreover, the level of joint-action, joint problern solving and decision making 
between the firms is likely to be very high because of mutual need for co-operation 
and support. 
As for information exchanges between businesses and distributors/rctallers. 
Frazier & Kale (1989) mention that interfinn communications will be at lower level in 
sellers' markets, compared to buyers' markets. Kim & Frazier ( 1996) argue that 
under reciprocal relationships. the mechanism for gathering, analysing, and sharing 
market information are established. In the case of contractual relationships, they 
appear to regard information exchanges as low. Mohr & Speknian (1994) reported 
that closer ties result in more frequent and relevant information exchanges betv., een 
partners. They further argue that by sharing information and by being knowledgeable 
about each other's business. partners are able to act independently in maintaining the 
relationship. This nom ithstanding. The Economist (May 17,1997) is sceptical. clue to 
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the fact that, although in theory the benefit of sharing knowledge on the demand side 
of retailing could contribute towards profitability, joint category management between 
manufacturers and retailers is slow to take off. 
"Of 15 manufacturers quizzed by consultants at McKinsey Ior an article in tile latest 
AkKin. ýe 
,v 
Quarter4v. none was sharing ideas with retailers on new product development. " 
(The EcOnomist. Maý 17,1997, p. 103) 
It appears that little, if any, attention is given to studying tile variations in 
selection criteria and distribution channel relationships according to the geographical 
dimensions and product dimensions (geo-product dimensions) of' the market. This 
aspect will be discussed in Chapter Six. 
3.4.2. Businesses-Suppliers Relationships in the Upstream Value Wei) 
Importance ol'Businesses-Suly3flers Relalionshij)s 
The need for businesses to consider establishing relationships In thC Upstream 
value web. especially with suppliers, has been discussed by many strategy scholars 48 
Lewis ( 1990) considers close ties between businesses. including suppl iers (\N hich lie 
terins strategic alliance) as important in gaining access to needed resources. 
Meanwhile. close relationship between businesses and key suppliers is considercd as a 
new and an important source of competitive advantage (Martin el al., 1995). able to 
influence the effectiveness, cost and cycle time (Bertodo, 1991 ) and the quality ol'the 
customer*s end products (Sinclair et al., 1996). Similarly. Williamson ( 1991 ) stresses 
that customer responsiveness must start with suppliers. On the cillects ot'husinesses- 
suppliers relations to the businesses' overall strategy, Farmer ( 1984) stresses that: 
a successful competiti,, e strategy at the supply end of the business allowed tile 
companý concemed to compete more effectively in its end markets. ... 
Certainlý, a 
business which seeks competitive advantage solely in its end-market(s) is ionoring 
considerable potential. " (p. 72) 
49 Bertodo ( 1991 ), Cusumano & Fakeishi ( 1991 ), Turnbu II et al. ( 1992), Turnbu IIL, / al. ( 1991), Martin 
el al. ( 1995). Sinclair et al. (1996). D\er ( 1997), and Pvke (1998). 
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As in the case of businesses-distributors/retailers relations, the aspects most 
frequently discussed in the literature are the selection criteria and supply channel 
49 
relationships . However, the aspect of relative 
bargaining power between bLISInesses 
and their suppliers is not explicitly discussed by the above researchcrs (Kraplcl, Jr. el 
al., 1991. is one of the exceptions). 
Suppliers 'Selection Criteria 
According to Porter (1980; 1985), the relative bargaining power bctwcert 
businesses and their suppliers depends on a number of factors, such as suppliers' 
concentration versus businesses' concentration. suppliers' switching costs relative to 
businesses' switching costs, and ability of suppliers to integrate 6orward. Meanwhile, 
Krapfel Jr. ei al. (1991 ) study the effect of perceived power position (considcrcd ýts 
the inverse of dependency) and interest commonality on relationship management 
modes 50 that could be considered by businesses. Although the six typcs of 
management modes suggested by Krapfel. Jr. ef al. (1991) are comprehensive, two 
main modes, i. e., the submission and collaboration modes, will be considered as they 
are parallel with those discussed by Lewis (1990). Moreover, two modes, i. e., the 
accommodation and negotiation modes, appear to overlap with SLibinission and 
collaboration mode, respectively. Meanwhile, the remaining two modes, i. e., the 
domination and administration modes, are in fact adversarial relationships, hence. 
49 These studies include relationships between Japanese and US automakers and their suppliers 
(Cusumano& Take ish i, 1991, Dýer, 1997), the changing trend in relationships between UKautomakers 
and their suppliers based on a tiered structure (Turnbull et al., 1992. Turnbull et al., 1993), and 
different models ofbusinesses-suppliers relations in various industries intheUK(Sinclaireted., 1996). 
'0 Six possible management niodes that could be considered are: collahorationý neootiationý 
administration. domination: accommodationý submission (Krapfel, Jr. ei al., 1991). Considering the 
types of relationships (based on relationship value and interest commonality) as suggested by them, 
twelve possible relationships models (termed by them as relationship mappin-g, model) Could be 
explored. 
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they are highly unlikely to be considered by businesses. 
According to Krapfel, Jr. ef al. (1991), the collaboration mode is a highly co- 
operative mode distinguished by very open. trusting communication and a high 
density of inforniation sharing between businesses and suppliers. The collaboration 
mode is appropriate only \vhen the threat of exchange partner opportunism is very 
low. i. e., in a baianced power situation. On the other hand, under the submission 
mode, businesses are in a weak power position; hence, suppliers are not particularly 
interested to co-operate with thern. Moreover, there is Nery littIc voluntary 
information sharing between businesses and suppliers (Kreptel, Jr. el al., 1991 ). 
Sinclair ef al. ( 1996) suggest a frame\, vork based on customer's importance to 
supplier and importance of supplier to customer, to determine the relative bargaining 
power between businesses and suppliersý'- In fact, the framework as suggested b,, 
Sinclair ef al. (1996) is closely related to, though not as extensive as. the typology of 
channel systems proposed by Kim & Frazier (1996). 
The two main poles of businesses-suppliers relationships, i. e., contractual 
relationshipsý' and reciprocal relationshlpsý". xvill be used to contrast the diff'emices 
in terms of supplier intensity and suppl-v chain relationships. In terms of customer I 
value elements. types and intensity of suppliers, comparison of supply chain 
management by businesses in different countries (particularly between Japanese, (IS 
Sinclair et a/. ( 1996) identiN four types of businesses-suppliers relationships: market cxcharwcsý 
dependence rnanagementý dependence leverage, and strategic partnership. 
52 The concept of contractual relationships is related to competitive relationships (Turnbull et a/_ 1993) 
or 'traditional* arm's length relationships (Lewis, 19W Turnbull el al., 1992, PNke, 1998) or 'spot 
market' relationships (Williamson, 1991 ) or spot contracts (Kaý, 1993a). 
ý3 The concept of reciprocal relationships is related to 'partnership' relationships (Turnbull et al., 1992, 
Turnbull et al., 1993, Pýke. 1998) or strategic alliance (Lewis, 1990) or oblioational contractual 
relations (Williamson. 199 1) or relational contracts (Ka), 1993a). 
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and UK automotive businesses) will be made. It appears that most Japanese 
businesses use reciprocal relationships. whilst US businesses adopt contractual 
relationships with their suppliers. According to Dyer (1997), various Studies have 
shown that Japanese businesses and suppliers have close relationships and are oftcn 
part of a keiretsu group. This view is supported by Kanter ( 1991 ) who argues that 
Japanese businesses are more likely to open their boundaries to suppliers than to 
customers. On the contrary. American businesses are higher than average on 
customer closeness, but lower than average on supplier closeness. 
In studying businesses-suppliers relationships, one of the key factors to be 
considered is the value elements emphasised by both parties. Based on the reviews 
undertaken by Cusumano & Takeishi (1991). most studies seem to suggest that in 
selecting suppliers. the US manufacturers place emphasis on price (contractual 
relationships), whilst the Japanese manufacturers consider a wider elemem, il"ICILiding 
quality and price (reciprocal relationships). This view is supported by Turnbull el al. 
(1992), who say that under contractual relationships, price competitiveness %\as the 
primary criterion on which contracts were awarded. MeanvOile, under reciprocal 
relationships, quality. reliability and frequency of delivery were the main criteria. 
"The drive on quality has gradually, but inexorably, intensified over the past decade, and 
is now part and parcel of doing (and staying in) business. In more recent years ... other 
criteria have come to the fore. most notably delivery ... ... (Turnbull et al., 1993: 55-56) 
This nomithstanding. in Turnbull el al. 's, (1993) study, over 60 percent ol'the 
firms stated that the three criteria of price, quality and delivery are no\, \, preconditions 
to securing any ne" sales agreement or even to maintain current business. 
As regards types of' suppliers. Cusumano & takeishi (1991 ) indicate that. 
generallý. American businesses appeared to be more vertically integrated than the 
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Japanese. The Japanese also appeared to be organised more in a pyramid structure, 
with many more affiliated suppliers, such that each business had its own suppliers, 
creating a high level of *group' integration. In contrast, the US businesses seerned to 
buy more lower-level components and have several independent suppliers for each 
component, with supplier selection mainly by competitive bidding. Specifically, in 
their study, Cusumano & Takeishi found that 60 percent of' the Japanese businesses 
relied more on outside suppliers, whilst 50 percent of the US firms had a high level of 
vertical integration. 
In terms of suppliers' intensity. Cusumano & Takeishi ( 199 1) observed marked 
differences between US and Japanese businesses. They found that whilst the Japancse 
businesses had a small number of suppliers per part (reciprocal relationships), the I JS 
businesses had many suppliers (contractual relationships). Dyer (1997) adds that 
Japanese businesses not only work with much smaller groups of suppliers than US 
businesses, but also engage in repeated exchange with those suppliers, ý4 
The above views are parallel with the observation made by Pearson & 
Gritzmacher (1990) that under contractual relationships (which they tcrm tile 
operational approach) businesses tend to work \vith many suppliers, whilst under 
reciprocal relationships (which they term the strategic approach) businesses work vvith 
fe", suppliers. Sinclair et al. (1996) further suggest that the more complex a 
component, the greater the tendency to reduce the supply to a single or dual Source, 
In the UK. Turnbull el al. (1992) argue that new buyer-supplier arran-ements are beoinnino to 
evolve, involving a reduction in the number of suppliers and the closing off of a [lumber of' direct 
supply lines to the motor manufacturer. A studý bN Turnbull el al. ( 1993: 61) suoysts that: "... the 
UK automotive industrý is noýk beginning to display many of the distinguishing features of' what has 
been labelled the *post-Japanese model' of buyer-supplier relations, in particular fewer, larger and 
more 'talented' suppliers ýOo are the sole source of supply for component systems and a tiered 
structure of component manufacturers. " 
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and from this, it is a short step to the development of some close torm of relationship. 
Dyer (1997) further explains that: 
"... repeatedly working with few suppliers results in low transaction costs ... 
By making 
the transaction a repeated game, Japanese automakers increase the cost of defection/ 
opportunism on the part of the supplier. ... a 'repeated game' allows 
for more 
opportunities in the future to correct for transaction inequities, thereby reducing 
bargaining costs. " (p. 544) 
Supply Channel Relationships 
Cusumano & Takeishi (199 1) explain that: 
"Numerous studies indicated that the relationships between buyers and suppliers in the 
Japanese auto industrý (reciprocal relationships) tended to be longer term and more stable 
than in the U. S. industry (contractual relationships). Not only did many relationships date 
back to before World War 11 ... 
but Japanese automakers seemed to continue purchasing 
new components from the same suppliers after model changes, a; though without formal 
guarantees o. extending their contracts beyond an initial 2 or 4 years. " (p. 564) 
In contrast, in the USA, businesses reportedly set contracts lor one year at a 
time and tried to locate the least expensive suppliers through annual competitive 
bidding (cited from Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991: Asanuma. 1988; Lamming, 1999). 
Similarly, Tumbull et al.. ( 1993) stress that: 
In Japan, the actual contract between motor manufacturer and Supplier is based oil co- 
operation, a full exchange of information, a commitment to improve quality, and a 
recognition (and acceptance) that prices can (and will) be reduced each year. " (p. 51) 
In their study, Cusumano & Takeishi (1991) observed that the Japanese 
manufacturers had long-term relations with a small number of suppliers, which v\ent 
beyond formal contracts (reciprocal relationships). In contrast, most US contracts 
were short term (one year). Dver ( 1997) also observes that Japanese busi nesscs do not 
use legal contracts but instead rely on self-enforcing safeguards, such as relational 
trust and financial hostage (stock ownership)" - In contrast, US 
businesses have 
historically \,, -orked . vith a large set of suppliers and relied on legal contracts to control 
5' Through self-entorcim, safel-lUards. Japanese businesses and suppliers are able to reduce transaction tý - 
costs by minimising search. contracting. nionitorin,,, and enforcement costs (Dý, er. 1997). 
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opportunism in relationships with suppliers (Dyer. 
1997)56. 
As for the involvement of suppliers in new product development. a number of 
studies found that Japanese suppliers became involved in product development earlier 
than their US counterparts. At the same time, Japanese manulacturers appeared to 
push suppliers to make a greater commitment to technological improvement, giving 
them more effective product development than the US counterparts (Cusurnano & 
Takeishi, 1991). However, the overall results of Cusumano & Takeish i's (1991 )study 
suggest that suppliers of US firms play a larger role from an apparently earlier stage in 
development, although Japanese suppliers still play a greater role in design. I'lle 
ability of Japanese manufacturers to send out inquiries relatively late appears to rcilect 
the extent of their relationships with suppliers and their dependence on supplici-s I'or 
detailed design5 7 
Joint probiem-solving between businesses and suppliers could be assessed in 
terms of the efforts to remedy defects and improve processes (Sinclair et al., 1996). 
"... while ill no U. S. case did the defect rate improve by more than 10 percent, ill spite of 
a relatively high average defect rate, most of the Japanese transplants and Japanese 
automakers have improved their defect rates by more than 10 percent, CVCII starting with 
lower defect rates than the U. S. sample. " (Cusumano & Takeishi, 1991: 574-575) 
56 In the UK. Turnbull ei al. ( 1992) observe that autornakers are now awarding larger, longer-terin 
contracts to suppliers often as the sole or *preferred' supplier of components. The concept of'prel'eri-ed 
supplier relationships was also discussed by Williamson ( 1991 ) who says that the establislinictit of' it 
system of 'preferred' suppliers and customers based on long term contractual relationships is an 
important element in building a strategý of customer responsiveness. 
57 Turnbull et al. ( 1992) note that the new partnership relationship (reciprocal relationship) between I JK 
manufacturers and their suppliers was characterised by far greater dependency as it involved suppliers 
in design, research and development work. and quality control, and this in turn flicilitated more 
commitment from suppliers b, ý allowing them to engage in more forward planning. Similarly, Bertodo 
199 1) observes that dnder reciprocal relationships (which he terms 'co-producer' relationships, based 
on the Japanese keirctsu principle) Western auto manufacturers are progressively inteorating their kev 
suppliers in the business. from concept to production. This includes early involvement and familiarity 
with product aspirations and environmental needs. 
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The above finding is in line with Cusumano & Takeishi's (1991) review that 
in Japan, businesses and suppliers themselves will examine on a continual basis, 
defects found in designs. materials, manufacturing methods, customer responses to 
products, employee training and involvement in problem solving, and other areas of' 
co-operation. As their defects level was close to zero, Japanese bLIS111CSSCS generally 
did not inspect incoming parts and thus saved on inspection labour as vell as losses 
from the costs of defects. In contrast, not only were the defect levels of the tJSI irms 
higher, but they seemed to rely more on the detection of errors after-the-lact rather 
than prevention of problems. Dyer (1997) explains that Joint problem solving 
between Japanese businesses and suppliers. in terms of quality improvement and 
delivery/inventory, is facilitated by a high degree of information sharing compared to 
their US counterparts5 8. Thus, it can concluded that reciprocal relationships between 
businesses and their suppliers could result in a high level o1joint problem solving. In 
contrast, contractual relationships between businesses and their Suppliers Could result 
in a lo\v level of joint problem solving. 
As for the extent of inforniation exchanges between businesses and suppliers, 
Cusumano & Takeishi (1991) explain that Japanese manufacturers have a high Icvel 
of information exchanges with suppliers, including frequent otTering of suggestions 
for improvement. On the other hand, the US manufacturers have low information 
exchanges with suppliers, including few suggestions for iniprovenicrit. On top ofthat. 
. Japanese manufacturers have more information on process steps and costs. whilst the 
US have more infon-nation on statistical process control. Similarly. Dyer (1997) 
58 In the UK, a studN bN Sinclair ct al. ( 1996) indicates that there is an overwhelming emphasis given by 
manufacturers to co-operation "Ith suppliers on technical matters and 'joint 
trouble shootino. Kare- 
Silver ( 1997) reported that Japanese autornakers still maintain a vast perforniaricc lead (Ii. c., in terms of 
defects level and deliverý schedule) over US autornakers and rivals. 
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observes that Japanese businesses and suppliers share a tremendous amount of 
information on their costs, methods of production and technology. 
"Indeed, the supplier selection process is such that Japanese autornakers 'screen' lor 
suppliers who are willing to share information. Suppliers who are unwilling to share 
information are screened out. " (Dyer, 1997: 546) 
In the UK. Sinclair et al. (1996) reveal that only 12 percent ofthe businesses 
studied provided regular updating of business plans, investment, and product 
development to their suppliers. Sinclair et al. (1996: 70) Further argue that: - ... 
although partnership and collaborative relations are common parlance, only it snwIl 
core of customers is prepared to engage in a genuine sharing ol'planning intentions". 
According to Krapfel, Jr. el al. (1991), the low level of irilorniition sliming is 
experienced in the case of low interest commonality and a weak power position 
(submission mode). At the other extreme. high density of information sharing is 
achieved in a balanced power position and high interest commonality (collahoration 
mode). 
Meanwhile. Metcalf et al. (1992) single out the relative importance of 
information exchanges compared to other activities. Specifically, their study indicates 
a linear relationship between activities, whereby the exchange of' int'Ormation and 
interpersonal contacts produce a co-operative atmosphere between buyers and sellers 
which. in turn. sets the stage for mutual adaptation. Willie acknowledging the 
contribution of their study. the findings should be treated with caution as it is highly 
unlikely that such a linear relationship between activities exist. In I act, tile activities 
are not mutually exclusive but, rather, re-enforce one another. Based on the 
foregoing. there appears to be no attempt to study the variations of' businesses- 
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suppliers relationships in different geo-product dimensions ofthe market. Discussion 
of this aspect will be presented in Chapter Six. 
In assessing businesses' relationships with distributors/retailers and suppliers, 
the prime consideration is the ability of the channel members to add value to the 
products offered to customers (Bertodo. 1991). For this purpose, it is crucial to 
identlftý and enhance value-adding activities. On the other hand, non value-adding 
activities also need to be identified and contracted out. This suggestion is parallel 
with the view expressed by Quinn (1992) that managers need to assess each activitý in 
their businesses' value web (NA-hich he terrns the value chain) on a "make or buy" basis 
and seriously consider outsourcing the activity when the business itselfcannot achieve 
"best in world" status ig 
3.5. Perceptions of Competitors 
Importance qf ConipetitorAnaývsis 
The need to undertake competitor analysis has been elaborated by a number of' 
researcherS60. According to Gardner (1984) competitor analysis (which he ternis 
competitor intelligence) is the sine qua non of effective planning and a prerequisite lor 
winning. Specitically. Ghoshal & Westney (1991) regard competitor analysis as an 
important process for the purpose of sensitization, berichniarking. legitimation, 
inspiration. planning. and clecision-making. Hershey (1980) explains the Lisc of' 
competitor analysis (which he terms commercial intelligence) for the purpose of 
S9 Wagstyl ( 1999a) ar,, ues that: '*With the help of' IT (intormation technology), companies are 
restructuring their organ isat ions, dissecting even their core activities, to split the flunctions flieN do best 
themselves from those theN do not" (p. I Wagstyl ( 1998a) further explain,, that dillcrent slaoes ofthc 
commercial process can increasingly be carried out outside the company as well as inside. 
60 Rothschild (I 979a. 1979b). Montgomery & Weinberg ( 1979), MacMillan ( 1982), 1 anner 1984), 
Sarnmon el a/. ( 1984). Gardner ( 1984), Ball ( 1987), Ghoshal & Westneý ( 199 1 ), Prescott 1995), 
II ussey ( 1995). and Chen ( 1996), 
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developing marketing strategies. Meanwhile, Prescott (1995) considers competitor 
analysis (which he terms competitive intelligence) as an essential part of' the 
foundation on which strategies and tactics are built, assessed and modified. 
"... managers believe that Cl (competitive intelligence) is one piece of' a puzzle which 
when constructed leads to sustainable competitive advantage. " (Prescott, 1995: 74) 
From a broader perspective, Montgomery & Weinberg (1979) mention that 
strategic intelligence system can help managers to learn about the important 
environments (including competitive. customer. technological. economic, social, and 
political and regulatory environments) with which their organisation interrelates and 
to become aware of threats and opportunities that are posed. In tills conlicction, 
Rothschild (1979b) argues that though all aspects of the environment including the 
market. customer, supply, technology and socio/political factors are relevant, (lie area 
of competitor analysis requires the most attention. 
Altention Given lo Competitors 
Despite its importance, competitor analysis has remained an ignored or 
neglected managerial task"'. Porter mentions that: 
"... Out of 100 companies. the number of companies that pushed thc analysis of their 
competitors beyond the superficial level - thought systernatically about the cvolution of' 
their industry and what's driving it - is close to zero. ... they 
don't examine their 
competitors in aw, depth. " (cited from Sammon, 1984a: 23-24) 
According to Business Week (October 28,1996a), best guesses are that only 10 
percent of all the companies in the US conduct competitive intelligence. In the case 
of European businesses operating in the Asia Pacific region. Lasserre ( 1997) 1, Ound 
that only 4 percent of' the 167 businesses interviewed collcctcd inl'ormation about 
competitors. 
61 Rothschild (I 979b). Porter ( 1980). Hershey ( 1980), Sammon cl al. ( 1984), and I. asserre ( 1997). 
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In explaining the above phenomena, Rothschild (1979a) explains that many 
businesses tend to be overconfident and give the impression that everything is under 
control, confused what to do with competitive intelligence, and concerned that Illegal 
or unethical tactics need to be employed to get the data. The abovc point is supportcd 
by Hershey (1980) and Prescott (1995) who say that the term commercial intelligence 
evokes images of cloak-and-dagger efforts among corporate competitors to steal cach 
others' secrets, especially marketing and new product plans. I lershey ( 1980) fUrtlier 
asserts that commercial intelligence is essentially publicly available itil'orination about 
competitors' capabilities and intentions that provides a basis for planning long-term 
strategy and goals. This assertion is supported by Ball ( 1987) who claims that 90 
percent of useful information on competitors is available from legitimate public 
sources. Despite this generalisation, Lasserre (1997) cautions that in certain countries, 
namely South East Asia. information about competitors is not easy to collect, even I'or 
the well-established firms. Notwithstanding the above problems, Prescott ( 1995) 
argues that competitor analysis is becoming increasingly established and accepted as 
normal part of conducting business. 
Calegorisation oj'( I ompetitors 
One of the main factors to be considered in competitor analysis is the 
categories of competitors encountered by businesses. I lowever, Aaker & Shansby 
(1982) recognise that the task of identifying the relevant competitors is not as simple 
as it might be. This view is shared by Sammon (1984c) \vho further mentions thit 
determining the different categories of competitors is important so as to minirnise the 
dangers of --intelligence myopia". Hence, Sarnmon (1984c) suggests that competitor 
analysis should be developed in consideration of the full conipctitive spectrum - near- 
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term (direct competitors). intermediate (indirect competitors), and potential 
competitors, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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For the purpose of categorising competitors, Sammon (I 984c) and I lussey 
, roup concept (as 
discussed in section 3.2 above). I lussey (1995) use the strategic L, 
(1995) argues that although businesses have many competitors, they need not be 
studied in detail. Maný of the competitors can be grouped. since they behave in 
roughly the same waý. In categorising competitors, Sarnmon ( 1994c) proposes a 
number ot'dimensions (similar to those discussed in section 3.2.2 above). Meanwhile. 
Hussey ( 1995) suggests that: 
"Competitors can be grouped roughly into those who offer a -commodity- product and 
those who are highlý differentiated. and who support their activities with proprietilrý 
I approaches. " (p. 231 
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The dimensions used by Hussey (1995) in catcgorising competitors are similar 
to the product dimensions of the market (as suggested in section 3.2.2 above). 
Moreover, it shows that the strategic group concept is useful for categonsing 
competitors and analysing their competitive behaviour. 
Approaches to Competilor A nalysis 
As regards the method of conducting competitor analysis, Sarnnion (1984a) 
observes that. although the perceived need for systematic competitive inflormation has 
increased. for the most part. management continues to collect it in the customary 
informal, ad hoc and uncoordinated rnanner. This practice has led several researchers 
(Montgomery & Weinberg, 1979; Sammon el al., 1984-, Ghoshal & Westney, 199 1) to 
argue the need for a systematic competitor analysis system. 
an organized corporate intelligence system acts like an interlinked radar grid that 
constantly monitors competitor activity, filters the raw information picked up by external 
and internal sources, processes it for strategic significance, and efficiently communicatcs 
actionable intellioence to those who need it. " (Sammon, 1984b: 71 ) 
In the effort to develop a systernatic competitor analysis system, Saninion 
(1984b; 1984c) proposes an organisational framework"2 and an analytical approach"', 
respectively. Meanwhile, Ghoshal & Westney (1991) reported alternative methods 
used by the competitor analysis function in the businesses studied to meet competitive 
challenges 
64 
62 Sarm-non (1984b) suggests a radar-like framework which cuts across and involves all tile ilia 
, 
jor line 
divisions and staff function in a business, to constantly monitor competitors and C01111111.1111'CatC 
actionable intelligence to the relevant personnel. 
"' The analytical approach proposed bý Saninion (19840 consists of four phases: directing tile 
intelligence effort, collection, processing information, and dissemination and use. 
64 , Fhe methods used include interaction with clients (reporting structure and feedback), staffino the 
competitor analysis function, developing syner gies in a dispersed function, make or bLIV, and assessim, 
the role of specialised competitor intelligence function. 
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Operational i sation of the approaches suggested will depend on the 
commitment given to competitor analysis, particularly in respect of' financial and 
human resources. According to Sammon (1984a), there is some e\, Idencc to suggcst 
that larger companies place greater organisational emphasis on the value of 
competitive information, and therefore are more inclined to devote the staffand funds 
necessary for its management. Ghoshal & Westney (1991 ) also reported that a 1995 
survey of some of the Fortune 500 companies revealed that over a third of' the 
companies sampled were spending over US$l million a year on competitor amilysis 
and had at least one individual devoted full time to the activity. 
Literature on competitor analysis seems to focus on the need to monitor 
competitors for competitive purposes. Indeed, not many researchers have highlighted 
the importance of competitor analysis for the purpose of' identifying possible 
collaboration with competitors. It needs to be emphasised that the application of' 
competitor analysis needs to be broadened to take into consideration the possibility of' 
collaboration with competitors especially for strengthening operations and adding 
technological strengths, as suggested by Lewis ( 1990). This consideration is 
important in view of the existence of both competltlvc and co-operative relationships 
(termed multifaceted relationships by Carlin el al., 1994 or co-opetition by 
Brandenburger & NalebLIft' 1995). 
**As economics become increasingly global, industry boundaries blur, and lechnolo-'I'% 
keeps redefining markets, the situation of having a competitor as a supplier, customer, or 
partner will continue to increase. ... 
While the automatic impulse might be to ionore oi- l 
avoid these multifaceted relationships, companies that learn to live with and cvcn benefit 
from them "ill clearb. be better positioned forthe future. " (Carlin el al., 1994: 15) 
Meanvvhiltý. Partridge (1991) suggests that after analysing competitors. 
businesses should turn the analysis around and anticipate how competitors ýkould 
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analyse their businesses. According to Chen (1996), analysing what competitors think 
of a business is as important as what that business think of thern. Such a two-way 
competitor analysis is important in facing the dynamism of competitive rivalry, 
particularly in hypercompetitive environments 65 
Considering the above, there appears to be no attempt made to study the 
variations in the businesses' perceptions of competitors according to dilTerent geo- 
product dimensions of the market. Having reviewed the literature on the businesses' 
relationships Alth distributors/retailers and suppliers, and their perceptions of' 
competitors, it is then important to identify value-adding activities in the process. 
This aspect will be discussed in Chapter Nine. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The revic\ý of literature indicates that the strategic group is an important tool 
for studying the structure of an industry. Most pertinent is that the strategic group 
concept enables researchers to understand the complexity of tile business 
environment, they can use it as a basis for understanding businesses' competitive 
strategies. In respect of the management of linkages, the review of' literature 
demonstrates that it is an important aspect that shOUld be emphasised by businesses 
due to the potential t'Or adding value in both the downstream and upstream value 
webs. Indeed, tile relationship between businesses and distributors/retallers (in the 
downstream value web) and suppliers (in the upstream value web) could be in 
65 D'Aveni ( 1994: 1998) describes hypercompetition as emerging realities ol'conipeting in intense and 
dynamic environments. According to D'Aveni (1998). factors driving hypercompetition include: 
customers worldwide are demanding better qualitN at lower price; rapid technological changes all(] tile 
information revolution have made it easier to enter markets, a new breed of' aggressive deep-pocketcd 
competitor is on the rise: and government policies are causing entry barriers to collapse. 
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important source of sustainable competitive advantage. In studying the relationships 
between businesses and their distributors/retailers and suppliers, value web analysis 
could be applied to identify where, within the web, there is potential I'Or adding valuc. 
This notwithstanding, it appears that variations in the various aspects of' 
businesses-distributors/retailers and businesses-suppliers relationships according to 
different geo-product dimensions of the market have not been explicitly discussed. 
Similarly, little attempt, if any. is made to study the variations in the businesscs' 
perceptions of competitors according to different geo-product dimensions of' the 
market. As for the for-mulation of competitive positioning strategies, the literature on 
this subject will be reviewed and discussed in Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE FORMULATION OF COMPETITIVE 
POSITIONING STRATEGIES 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter is a continuation of the review of literature on strategic groups, 
value chain, and management of linkages in the value web, as discussed in Chaptcr 
Three. The review of literature on the formulation of competitive positioning 
strategies is undertaken in order to study the activities and approaches considcred by 
businesses, and identify where value could be added. 
4.2. Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
The importance of positioning as a strategic tool in enSLiring businesses" 
success is recognised by researchers, particularly in the ficid of markcting. In thc 
formulation of competitive positioning strategies, five activities, i. e., defining inarkets, 
determining the key I'actors for success (KFS), identifying sourccs of' sustainable 
competitive advantage (SCA), formulating competitive strategies, and developing 
positioning themes, will be considered. The underlying reasons for I'Ocuslng on, and 
proposing the sequence of, these five activities will be explained during the Course of 
the review. 
4.2.1. Defining Markets 
The Concepl ol ilic .1 farkel 
The concept of the market and importance of defining markets has been the 
subject of discussions by scholars in the fields of econornics and law 1, marketing 2, and 
Nightingale (1978), Horowitz (1981). StiL,, Ier & Sherwin (1985), Scheffinan &- Spiller ( 1987), Ka% 
1990a. 1990b: 1993a: 1998). and Buchanan & Vanberg ( 1991 ). 
Marketing scholars that explicitlý, discuss market definition include Sissors ( 1966), Day et al. ( 1971)), 
Srivastava ei al. ( 1984), Curran & Goodfellow ( 1990), and Bauer &I lerrmann ( 1995). 
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3. narket delinitiori is strategic management In the economics and legal fields, i 
important for the purpose of antitrust policies. 
"The term "market" ... evolved 
in the courts as a judicial construct that would be used to 
determine whether products competed, whether one or more firms held monopoly power, 
or whether a particular transaction was anticompetitive. " (Horowitz, 198 1: 3) 
Scheffman & Spiller (1987) explain that the main issue in antitrust analySIS IS 
the possibility of anticompetitive effects arising from the current conduct or change of 
conduct of businesses in a market. Scheffman & Spiller further elaboratc that M the 
analysis of a merger, the central question is whether the inerger will enhance the ability 
of the merger entity or some larger group of producers to exercisc rnarkct power. Kay 
(1998) argues that how the market is cletined will determine whether an Industry 
structure is particularly fragmented or concentrated. This issue is of concern to both 
antitrust agencies and business analysts. 
From the marketing discipline. Bauer & Herrmann ( 1995) argue that market 
definition (which they term market demarcation) is an essential element ol'practically 
all strategic and tactical marketing. According to Curran & GoodICIlow ( 1990)ý 
defining markets (which they term determination of market boundaries) is a necessary 
prerequisite for many marketing techniques including market share and market 
segmentation analysis. 
Meanwhile, in the strategic management field, dct-ining the business (Levitt. 
1960) and consequently the market has been regarded as the starting point of any 
strategy discussions (Abell & Hammond, 1979-, Abell, 1980.1993; Day, 1984). Day 
(1984) stresses that defining the market is important as: it reveals the truc function or 
Abell & Hammond (1979), Abell (1980-, 1993), Day (1984: 1990,1997a, 1999), McGowan ( 1986), 
Barnett (1988), Mascarenhas ( 1992), Brooks (1995), Robertson (1995), McTavish ( 1995), Boardman 
& Vining ( 1996), and Datta ( 1996). 
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purpose of the business, it establishes the boundaries of the efforts and horizon I'm 
growth; and it provides a basis for detailed strategy analysis. Depending on the choice 
of served customer segments, and the treatment of such issues as substitute 
technologies, geographic boundaries, and levels of production and distribution, the 
defined market may be broad or comparatively narrow (Day, 1984). Day (1999) 
argues that defining the market is both refreshing and dernanding to businesses that 
used to say. *'we've never met a market that we didn't like. " (p. 4). Day ( 1998) furtlicr 
suggests businesses to be market-driven organisations 4ý by integrating actions and 
aligning themselves to their markets, better than competitors. 
The above views are to a certain extent shared by Barnett ( 1988) who says that 
markets need to be defined broadly enough to include all potential end LISCI-S SO that the 
appropriate drivers of deniands can be identified and the risks of' surprised product 
substitutions can be reduced. Barnett adds that businesses are now broadening their 
market definitions because competition is intensifying. 
Similarly, Brooks (1995) says that market cletinition is an essential element of 
studies of competition. Relating to businesses' performance, Mascarcillias ( 1992) 
argues that market definition is important as it affects the set of entrants and 
performance measures. In this respect, Day (I 994a) suggests that bUSIlleSSeS need to 
leam about their markets. 
It sccnis that there are differences between the economics and legal concept of 
the market. the marketing concept, and the strategic concept of' defining markets, 
.4 Distinctive capabilities and behaviours of a market-driven organisation are. ofterino superior Solutions 
and experiences: focusing on superior customer value, converting satisfaction to loýalty, energisins-, and 
retaining employees. anticipating competitors' moves-, viewing marketing its an investment, not as a 
cost, and nurturing and levera,, ing brands and assets. 
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which relate to the different purposes and factors considered. Hence, this review 
intends to study businesses' perceptions of markets. dill-iculties encountered m 
defining markets. and approaches considered in defining markets. In the process. the 
strategic management perspective will be used. This not withstanding, ideas from the 
economics and legal, and marketing fields will also be considered wherever applicable. 
Businesses'Perceptions ol'Afarkets 
Brooks (1995) argues that markets can be viewed from either a natural market 
view or an enactment perspective. According to Brooks, a natural market view is a 
collective rather than a firm-level construct, whereby businesses consider their 
markets' existence largely independently of any single business within flicir 
boundaries. On the other hand, Brooks says that an enacted market is a firm-level 
construct, xNhereby businesses consider markets as outcornes ofcycles oforganisation 
action and managerial perception that shape managers' understandings of their 
environment. As such, an enactment view of the market is suited to managers seeking 
to understand their competitive environment. 
Based on the argument made by Brooks (1995), the ditl'crences between the 
two perceptions are in terms of environmental perspectives considered (i. e., levels of' 
construct and their existence) and applicability. Though differentiating the t"o 
perceptions of' the market is important. the distinction made by Brooks bemeen the 
two vie"s ofmarkets in terms of the level of construct is qLICStionable. In particular. 
the claim that an enactment view of the market is a firin-levcl construct and not a 
5 Even " ithin the economics and legRal fields. Horowitz ( 198 1: 3) contends that: -... the legal concept of' 
a market will not necessarilý correspond to that of the economist, because it is not especiallý clear or 
indisputable %%hat economists mean bN. or include in, a market ... .- 
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collective construct is debatable. Indeed, the reverse is highly probable, due to the tact 
that an enactment view of the market will offer a better understanding ofthe external 
environment than a natural market view, as discussed by Weick (1969) and Buchanan I 
& Vanberg (1991)6 . Also 
Brooks (1995) does not explicitly discuss the trade-oil's in 
choosing between the two views of markets. 
The concept of enacted markets as discussed by Brooks (1995) is related to the 
views expressed by Weick (1969) in discussing the relationships between process of 
orgarnsing and the environment. 
"Rather than talking about adapting to an extemal environment. it may be more correct to 
argue that organizing , consists of adapting to an enacted environment, an environment 
which is conwimled by the actions of interdependent hurnan actors. " (Weick, 1969: 27) 
Weick (1969) further explains that: 
-The phrase -enacted environment" preserves the crucial distinctions that kvc wish to 
make. the most important being that the human creates the environment to which the 
system then adapts. The human actor does not react to an environment, lie enacts it. It is 
this enacted environment, and nothing else, that is worked upon by the processes of 
organizing. " (p. 64) 
Considering this notion of enactment, Fahey & Narayanan (1986) argue that the 
image of environment. in x0iich an organisation's strategies and structures are based, 
may be incomplete or distorted. Fahey & Narayanan then suggest that a systematic 
environmental analysis is one mechanism of enactment that may reduce such 
distortions. 
Meanwhile. Buchanan & Vanberg (1991) consider the two perspectives (i. e., a 
natural market vievv and an enactment view of the market) as an allocative and creative 
process. respectively. Buchanan & Vanberg argue that the allocative process is a 
6 This is related to Griný er & Spender's ( 1979) concept of industrial recipes (i. e., shared perceptions or 
collective enactment) that constantl\ evolve, and hence enable manaoement to learn from both its own 
and its competitors' experience. 
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predetermined equilibrium paradigm that treats the future as implied in the present. In 
contrast, the creative process is a new paradigm of evolutionary perspective that 
regards the future as a set of unpredictable outcomes that unfold over time. 
Comparing the t\vo processes, Buchanan & Vanberg explain that the perceptual vision 
of the market as a creative process offers more insight and understanding of' the 
competitive environment than the interpretation of the market as an allocative process, 
due to the fact that the whole general equilibrium concept is questionable when applied 
to a constantly changing social world. This view is parallel with that held by WcIck 
(1969), that the market environment is neither given nor allocated, but created by 
organisations in an evolutionary process. It is by perceiving the market ýis a ci-eýitivc 
process. that businesses' imaginative potential can then be exploited. 
The perception of the market from an enactment view (Brooks, 1995) or as a 
creative process (Buchanan & Vanberg, 1991) is related to flanicl's (1996) suggestion 
on the need to redefine market space. According to Flarnel (1996), revolutionary 
companies (i. e.. rule breakers) focus not just on their served market, but on the total 
imaginable market. 
Considering the above vie\,, -s, defining markets is neither a simple nor an easy 
process. A similar concern \vas expressed by Mascarenhas (1992) \vho mentions that 
market boundaries are difficult to define precisely and reqUirc, judgement. Meariwhile. 
Bamett (1988) says, "In some cases, managers can make quick judgements about 
market definition. In other cases, they'll have to give their market considerahle 
thought and analysis. '" (p. 29). 
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Moreover, the fact that market boundaries may be subject to change (as 
discussed by Curran & Goodfellow, 1990, Abell, 1993), will further complicate the 
process of defining markets. In this connection, Partridge ( 1991 ) stresses that once 
the market changes, the structure within an industry also changes. Partridge further 
suggests that alternative definitions of markets should be considered by busincsses and 
their effects gauged. Mean\, N7hile, Chen (1996) mentions that difterent market 
definitions are needed for different strategic purposes. I lence, a systernatic approach 
to defining markets for the purpose of formulating competitive positioning strategies 
needs to be considered. 
Approaches to Dqfining the Market 
Curran & Goodfellow (1990) have undertaken a review of the approaches 
considered in defining markets and concluded that there are various approaches to 
defining market boundaries, whereby the only area of consensus appears to be that 
markets are complex and multidimensional phenomena. Nonetheless. it appears that 
in the marketing field. the approach considered in defining markets is mainly frorn the 
demand-side 7 (narrow1v termed a custorner-oriented approach8 by Day ci al., 1979, 
Srivastava et al., 1984). Day ef al. (1979) seem to suggest that in detining markets, 
attention should be placed on a customer-oriented approach, whereby customer needs 
and requirements (indeed customer value) have primacy. 
"A more productive approach can be derived from the l'olloving, premises: 
People seek the benefits that products provide rather than the products per se. 
Consumers consider the available alternatives from the vantage point ofusage contexts 
... It is the usage requirement which dictates the benefits being sought. 
From these t,. ko premises, Ae can define a product-market as the set q/ protlucts judged to 
be substitutes, \AJthin those usage situations in \Nhich similar patterns of' benefits are 
sought. and the customers for whorn such usages are relevant. " (DaN et al., 1979: 9- 10) 
7 Curran &, Goodfello%k (1990). op. cit. 
' Detailed discussion on a customer-oriented approach %kill be made in section 4.2.3. 
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Srivastava et al. (1984) also share the view that markets should be defined 
from the customer perspective. Specifically, they emphasise that the usage situation 
can be expected to influence the preference for, and the likelihood of use of'. products 
by customers. 
In the strategic management field, there appears to be no explicit consideration 
of either a supply-side 9 or a demand-side perspective (Abell & Hammond, 1979, Abell 
1980; 1993, Day, 1984). Day (1984) clarifies that the dimensions of a market arc 
identical to those used in defining the scope of the business, i. e., customer I'miction 
dimension, customer segment dimension, technological dimension (similar to the three 
dimensions as suggested by Abell, 1980) and the sequence ot'stages ofthe value-added 
system along which competitors serving the market can operate. Day ( 1984) further 
explains that eac: -i combination of discrete categories along these four dimensions 
describes a market cell which is then aggregated with other cells to lorm a total 
market. Although Day (1984) and Abell (1980) do not explicitly mention the demand- 
side or supply-side perspectives in defining markets, the four dimensions as discussed 
by them implicitly fall into the demand-side perspective (customer function and 
customer segment) and supply-side perspective (technological dimension and stages of 
the value added systern). 
Meanwhile. Day (1997a) uses Porter's five competitive forces to define the 
market (which he discusses in terms of market attract 1 vencss). Based on this 
framework. Dav (1997a) argues that one of the key ways to deline a market is to 
examine the pattern of substitution. which can be viewed from a dernand-side 
9 Curran &, Goodfellmý ( 1990), op. cit. 
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perspective (i. e., custorner-defined arenas) and a supply-side perspective (i. e., 
competitor-defined arenas). 
From the economics and legal point of view, the approach considered iii 
defining markets seems to be both the demand-side and supply-side pci-spectkes 
(frequently discussed in terms of the geographical and product dimensions, 
respectively by Horowitz, 1981; Stigler & Sherwin, 1995, Scheffman & Spiller, 1987-, 
Kay, 1990a. 1990b; 1993a). Kay (1990a, 1990b) argues that markets can be defined "I 
terms of the product and geographical dimensions. The product dimensions of' the 
market is determined mainly by the degree of substitutability perceived by the 
customers themselves. In a single product market, Kay (1990a) seems to denote that 
two or more substitutable products are sold at prices which are similar to each other in 
the different geographical markets in which they are found. Datta (1995) also 
discusses the product dimensions of the market (which lie terms price-qualit\ 
segments) and argues that although the number of major pricc-qualitý segnicilts can 
vary from product to product, many markets can be divided into three basic price- 
quality segments: premium. mid-price. and economyl(). 
As lor the geographical dimensions of the market, Kay (I 990a, 1993a) reported 
that economists understand the term market, as referring not to any particular market 
place in which things are bought and sold, but to the whole of any region in which 
buyers and sellers are in such free intercourse with one another that the prices of' the 
same goods tend to eqUalise. Thus, according to Kay (I 990a, 1993a) the market 
10 A revie" undertaken bv Datta ( 1995) reveals that there are three price-quality se-ments lor the 
electrical appliance industrý (i. e.. premium, mid-price, and economN ): four price-qual it\ segments l'or 
the toothpaste industr-N (i. e., super-premium, premium, mid-price, and econoni\ )-, and Iour price-quality 
segments for the hotel industr\ (i. e., luxury, upscale, mid-price, and economy). 
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boundaries are determined by -the law of one price", whereby there can be only one 
price for any commodity within a single market. Hence. it'similar goods arc sold at 
different prices. than it would be necessary to talk about distinct commodioes or 
distinct markets. 
Kay (1990a, 1990b) distinguishes between the econornic market and tile 
strategic market. According to Kay. the strategic market is the minimum area in which 
it is necessary to compete to be successful' 1. Kay (I 990a) argues that the boundaries 
of the strategic market are the product of the tension between I'actors which influence 
the boundaries ofthe economic market and the industry, and Cactors which influence 
the economies of scale, scope and locational comparative advantage. Kay provides a 
complex diagram, which indicates that the approach to defining the strategic market, 
which is predominantly a competitor-centred, is neither easy nor simple. 
Although the economic concept of the market is important in the process of 
defining markets, the conclusion drawn by Kay (1990a, 19933a) that its boundaries are 
determined by "the law of one price 1. is questionable and debatable. -The law of one 
price" might exist in the theoretical sense, however, in practice, there is no single price 
for a prodLICt. or even for commodities. This reservation is parallel to the Idea put 
forward by Henderson (1989) \vhen he states that: 
"Classical economic theories of business competition are so simplistic and sterile that they 
have been less contributions to understanding than obstacles. ... Their fraine ofreference is -perfect competition, " a theoretical abstraction that never has existed and never could 
exist. " (p. 143) 
II Kay (I 990a: 1990b) explains that as in the case of the economic market, the strategic market has both 
the product dimensions and the geographical dimensions. According to Kay, the concept of' the ZN -- -1 strategic market can be applied at the level of marketing, for example, the boundaries of' the strategic 
market %kill increase if marketing in countr% A brings benefits to marketin. - efforts in countr\ 11. 
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In short, many researchers share the views that the most 1'reqLlClltly discussed 
approaches to defining the market are the demand-side (narrowly terined a custoincr- 
oriented) and supply-side (narrowly ternied a competitor-centred) perspectives. 
However, in practice there seems to be a bias towards a demand-side perspective in 
defining markets, due to the preoccupation with customers. Such an approach is short- 
sighted as other factors of the general (macro) environment, SLICh as the government 
and environmental non-governmental organisations (ENGOs). have been ncglectcd. In 
this respect. there is a need to consider an extended approach for defining markcts and 
this will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
4.2.2. Determining the Key Factors for Success (KFS) 
For this part ofthe reN, le\, \-, the focus of discussion is on the concept of Kl, 'S'2, 
difficulties in determining the KFS. and the approaches to determining the KFS. The 
importance of determining the KFS has been discussed by Ohniac (1992) who 
mentions that: 
"When resources of capital. people, and time are as scarce as they are today, it is vital to 
concentrate them on ke,, functional or operating areas that are decisive I`or tile Success of 
your particular business. Merely allocating resources in the same way as your competitors 
will yield no competitive advantage. " (p. 42) 
Similarly, Porter ( 1996) argues that businesses are striving toward operational 
effectiveness (i. e.. getting more out of their inputs than competitors by eliminating 
wasted effort, employing more advanced technology, or adopting greater insight in 
12 A certain de,, ree of confusion exists as different researchers use different terminology to explain this 
concept. Ohniae ( 1982) uses the term key factors for success (KFS)ý I iof'er & Schendel ( 1978), Day & 
Wensle,, (1988), Day (1990), and Grant (1991a) use keN success lactors (KSF), Rockart (1979). 
Leidecker & Bruno 1984), Bullen & Rockart (1986), Johnson & Scholes ( 1997), and Wilson ci al., 
(1992) refer to critical success factors (CSF). and Taylor (1985) uses the phrase crucial factors for 
successful competition. For the purpose of the study, the KFS, key success factors, and critical success 
factors for successful competition, as used b-, the above researchers, will be collectivelý referred to as 
KFS, as their context of usage is similar. However, this view should not be generalised as similar 
terminology as used by different writers mioht mean different things, not the KFS. For instance the 
term critical success factors used bý Jenster 1987) is meant to describe important factors to ensure the 
success ofa particular stratcgý " hich are business-specific, and not industry-k% ide. 
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managing activities or set of activities) aimed at improving relative cost positions and 
levels of differentiation. Further discussion on this aspect will be madc in section 
4.2.4. 
Leidecker & Bruno (1984) elaborate that identification of KFS provides a 
means by which an organisation can assess the threats and opportunities of the 
environment, as well as providing a set of criteria for assessing the strengths and 
weaknesses of a business. Most pertinently. Leidecker & Bruno argue that KFS 
analysis can aid the strategy development process at three SpeCIfiC jUnCtUres: 
environmental analysis; resource analysis; and strategy evaluation. In rclating the 
match between the KFS and businesses' strengths, De Vasconcellos & Hambrick 
( 1989) stress that: 
"The fundamental paradigm of strategy states that, in order to perl'orni well, tile firm must 
compete in settings in which the prerequisite for success - tile 'key success factors' - 
match the firril's distinctive competences or strengths ... 
Viewed conversely, the firm must 
develop strengths that match tile key success factors in its industry. - (p. 367) 
Based on the findings of their study, De Vasconcellos & Hambrick conclude 
that businesses which are rated higher than their competitors on KFS (i. e., possess 
strengths in those areas) will outperform the competition. 
The Concepi ol'Key Faciors. 1br Success (KFS) 
Daniel (1961) was one of the first few researchers to discuss the concept of' 
KFS (which he terms. generally, success tactors) in the scope ofinl'orniation sýstcnl. 
a company's information system must be discriminatim, and selective. It should focus 
on "success factors. " In most industries there are usually three to six factors that 
determine success, these key jobs must be done exceedingly well for a company to be 
successful. Here are some examples from several ma 
, 
jor industries: 
" In the automobile industry, styling, an efficient dealer organization, and tight control 
of manufacturing costs are paramount. 
" In food processing, new product development, -ood distribution, and effective 
advertising are the major success factors. 
" In life insurance. the development of agency management personnel, effective control 
of' clerical personnel. and innovation in creating ne, ý% types of policies spell the 
difference. " (p. 1 16) 
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Daniel's work was further developed by a number of researchers 13 . 
According to Rockart (1979), KFS (which he terms critical success factors) reflers to a 
limited number of areas in which satisfactory results will ensure Successful 
competitive performance for any organisation. The above view is parallel with I lol'er 
& Schendel's (1978) argument that: 
"Key success factors are those variables which management can influence through its 
decisions that can affect significantly the overall competitive positions ofthe various firnis 
in an industry. These factors usually vary from industry to industry. " (p. 77) 
Meanwhile. Ohmae (1982) seems to imply that KFS are those I'actors that 
diffierentiate between winners and losers. Ohniae (1982: 83) further explains that: "In 
any business situation, a handful of the myriad factors present will basically detcrmitic 
the outcome, and strategy will be successful if these factors can be controlled or 
applied skillfully". 
Leidecker & Bruno (1984) argues that KFS are those characteristics, 
conditions. or variables that when properly SLIstained, maintained, or managed can 
have a significant impact on the success of a business competing in a particular 
industry. Mean"hile, Bullen & Rockart (1986) state that KFS are key areas where 
"things must go right- for a business to flourish. The above views were supported by 
Grant (1991a) who says KFS are those factors that are important in determining a 
business's ability to survive and prosper. An interesting point to note is that (irant 
uses Porter's five competitive forces as a framework to understand the link between 
industry structure, competition and protitabilio, which is then used f'or identifying 
KFS 
Il Rockart (1979), Leidecker & BrUno ( 1984), and Bullen & Rockart ( 1986). 
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14 Many writers agree that the KFS vary according to industry . In this respect, 
Ohmae (1982) says KFS of different industries lie at different points along the strcarn 
of functional activities that begins with raw materials sourcing and ends with customer 
service' Day & Wensley (1988) also argue that KFS are tailored closely to the type 
of business 16 . Meanwhile, Grant (1991a) 
discusses the KFS from the scope of 
commodity and differentiated products. 
"If the industry supplies a commodity product where there is limited scope for 
differentiation, then the focus of competition is likely to be price. To survive and prosper 
in the face of price competition requires that the firm establishes it low-cost position. ... 
the importance of scale economies, the extent of excess capacity, the ratio of' fixed to 
variable costs, can then indicate the major opportunities of a cost advantage' 7. - (Orant, 
1991 a: 57-58) 
Considering the explanation given, the above researchers appear to suggest fliat 
the KFS is an industry-wide phenomenon. This notwithstanding, Dc Vasconccllos &, 
Hambrick (1989) seem to argue that even within an industry, the KFS will vary 
according to transaction complexity and technology. Meanwhile, I loter & Schendel 
(1978) argue that KFS (which they sometimes term the bases ofcompetition) change 
according to the various stages ofthe product/market evolution. 
"During the development stage, ... the 
bases of competition in many industries revolve 
around product design, product positioning, and product quality. Likewise, during tile 
shake-out phase, the bases for competition usually shill to product features. market 
segmentation, pricing, and distribution and service effect iveness. " (I loter & Schendel. ZI 
1978: 163) 
14 11ofer& Schende 1 (1978), Ohniae (1982), Day& Wensley(1988), and Grant (199 1 it). 
15 Examples given by Ohmae ( 1982) show that the KFS include raw materials sourcing (for tile uranium 
industry), econornies of scale (for the steel industry), design (f'or the aircraft industr)), product 
range/variety, (for department stores), and distribution network (I , or the beer industry). 
16 According to Day & Wensleý (1988), the KFS for machine tools do not applý to college book 
publishing. 
17 Illustrations given byGrant (1991a) indicatethat forthe steel industr) wherccompention is primarilý 
on price, the KFS are cost eftliciency through scale-efficieni plants, rapid ad. justrnent of' capacitý to 
output. and low labour costs. [it the case of clothing industry where price and non-price compoition is 
strong. the KFS is the need to combine effective differentiation with low-cost operation. Orant ( 199 1 a) 
further mentions that key differentiation variables are speed of response to changing fashion,,, sly1c, and 
reputation with retailers or consumers. Meanwhile, low wapes and overhead costs are important except 
in less price-sensitive segments. 
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Despite the above. there has been no empirical research undertaken within a 
particular industry to study the KFS for different geo-product dinicilsions of' the 
market. Even Kay (1993a) who is the proponent of the geo-product dimensions oftlie 
market, has not sufficiently addressed this issue. 
Meanwhile. certain writers seem to give conflicting views on the concept of' 
KFS. For instance, Rockart (1979) and Leidecker & Bruno ( 1984) consider more than 
one level of analysis in determining the KFS. Leidecker & Bruno explain that KFS 
(which they temi CSF) have been applied at three levels of analysis: firm specific-, 
industry: and socio-political environment. They further believe that all three levels of' 
analysis have merit for determining critical success factors. From a similar perspective, 
though within a narrower scope, Rockart (1979) seems to imply that even "ithm aii 
industry, KFS vary according to organisations and various levels ofmanagernent. 
De Vasconcellos & Hambrick (1989) seem to contradict other rcscarchers xvith 
regard to the number of KFS that exist in a particular industry. Whilst other scholars 
(Daniel. 1961, Leidecker & Bruno, 198418) are of the view that there are only a tlew 
KFS in an industry, De Vasconcellos & Hambrick (1989) view otlici-wise. 
Specifically, De Vasconcellos & Hambrick provide a long list of' potential KFS 
comprising 17 attributes that are further sub-divided according to their order of' 
importance: key success factors, moderately important attributes, and less important 
attributes 
" Leidecker & Bruno (1984) explain that there are usually six different variables (Kl-'S) that are 
important determinants of organisational success and failure. Z, 
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It needs to be emphasised that KFS is an industry level ofanalysis in order to 
differentiate between winners and losers in an industry. I lence, a firm-speci I ic level of 
analysis is myopic, and indeed irrelevant, whilst a socio-political environment level of 
analysis is too broad and will complicate the identification of KFS. To state I, urther 
that KFS vary between the various levels of a business is indeed a flaw, as KFS is an 
industry-level construct. and not a business-level construct. 
In respect of the number of KFS, although it varies from onc Industry to 
another, the number of KFS should be reasonably manageable as a long list of' KFS 
might distract the attention of businesses away from those KFS that require in-depth 
consideration. The crucial point is that the number should rcilect the underlying thrust 
of the concept in question, i. e.. keyfiwlors for success. 
Approaches to Determining the Key Fuclors. 1br Success (KFS) 
In terms of the approaches to determining the KFS, limited frameworks appear 
to be offered by the relevant scholars. According to Ohmac ( 1982): 
the strategist has two approaches (for determining the KFS) at his disposal. I'lic first 
is to dissect tile market as imaginatively as possible to identify its key scoments, tile 
second is to discover what distinguishes winner companies from losers, and then to 
analyze the differences between them. " (p. 42) 
Meanwhile Day & Wensley (1988) proposes two approaches that can be 
considered in determining the KFS: comparison of winning versus losing competitors. 
and identifying high leverage phenomena. The first approach attempts to answer thrce 
key questions: Firstly. which competitors should be included in the comparison set" 
Secondly, what criteria should be used to distinguish the winners from the losers'! 
Thirdly, what are the reasons for the differences in perl'ormance" The second 
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approach tries to establish the relationships between controllable inputs and desired 
outcomes. 
Grant (1991a) proposes a framework based on the analysis of dernand 
(identifying customer -value) and analysis of competition (determining the business 
options to survive competition) for determining the KFS. 
"To survive and prosper in an industry a firm must meet two criteria: It must supply what 
customers want to buy, and it must survive competition. Hence, Our approach in 
identifying key success factors is to ask two questions: 
" What do our customers want? 
" What does the firm need to do to survive competition? " 
(p. 5 7) 
In addition to the above approaches, Leidecker & Bruno (1984) propose a 
framework comprising two stages for determining the KFS: the first stage deals with 
eight techniques for identifying the KFS, and the second stage deals with I'our areas I'or 
determining the factor importance'9. Although there appears to he no concrete basis 
for the classification of the eight techniques in the first stage, four of' them, i. e., 
environmental analysis, analysis of industry structure, analysis of' competition, and 
analysis of the dominant firm in the industry. have the potential to he applied in 
determining the KFS, due to their external orientation ol'analysis. Nonetheless, these 
techniques in themselves are not conclusive as evidence from the second stage of' 
determining the factor importance as suggested by Leidecker & Bruno ( 1984). 
It can be seen that although the importance of' determining the KFS has been 
recognised. the approaches offered are narrow in perspective and not comprehensive. 
Light techniques poposed bý Leidecker & Bruno ( 1984) for identit'ving the KFS are: crivironnicntal 
anaKsis: analýsis of' industrN structure: industr,, 'business expertsý anaksis of' competition-, analysis of' 
the dominant firm in the industrý . companý assessment; temporal/intuitive 
factors, and Profit Impact of' 
Marketing StrategN (PIMS) results. Meanwhile. the four areas suggested as the starlino points for the 
determination of factor importance are: major activaN of business, maJor cost components. maJor prot-it 
impact: and ma or changes in perforrnance. J Zý 
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Whilst attempts have been made to consider customers and competitors in determining 
the KFS, other important elements. namely suppliers and government, have not been 
included. Hence, an extended approach needs to be considered in determining the 
KFS and this will be deliberated in Chapter Five. 
4.2.3. Identifying Sources of Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA) 
Ohmae (1982) argues that Identifying the KFS is not enough as results do not 
automatically come just because one realises where the KFS lies. Thus, having 
determined the KFS. businesses need to identify the underlying soui-ces of their 
sustainable competitive advantage (SCA). In this respect, Friksen ( 1996) mentions 
that a firm's resources and capabilities are the building blocks of' its competitive 
advantage. According to Aaker (1989). the essence of strategic management is the 
development and maintenance of meaningful assets and skills and the selection of 
strategies and competitive arenas such that those assets and skilis l'orni SCA. To 
elaborate the above view, Grant (1991a) says that strategy formulation is concerned 
with matching a business' capabilities to the opportunities that arisc in the external 
environment. Meanwhile. according to Hofer & Schendel (1978), identilication oftlic 
sources of SCA by itself is a strategy formulation. 
".. there are times "lien strategy formulation consists primarily of identifying the types of' 
resources and skills that a business should develop for the future. " (Hofier & Schendel, 
1978: 152) 
In this section. the focus of discussion will be on the concept of distinctive 
capabilities as the sources of SCA, difficulties in identifying Sources of' SCA, and the 
approaches undertaken in identitýing sources of SCA. 
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Distinctive Capabililies as the Sources ol'Suslainable CompeliliveAdvanlage (SCA) 
In explaining the sources of SCA. certain writers distinguish between the 
20 
sources of SCA by using varied terminology, which can be confusing . 
Nevertheless, 
Day's (1997b) distinction between businesses' assets and capabilities deserves 
consideration. According to Day. assets are tangible reSOUrce endowments 
accumulated by husinesses. ý, vhilst capabilities are complex bundles of' skills Lind 
knowledge (which Kay. 1993a. ret , ers to as organisational knoMedge), imbedded in 
the organisational routines and practices. Day argues that capabilities are obscured 
from view because much of their knowledge component is tacit and dispersed along 
four dimensions: accumulated employee knowledge and skills, knowledge embedded 
in technical system-, management systems that create and control knowledge, and the 
values and norms that dictate what information is to be collected, "hat types are most 
important. and how it is to be used. 
However, certain researchers seem not to distinguish aniong the different 
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sources of SCA . 
Of these. the concept of distinctive capabilities as suggested by Kay 
(199' )a) is given consideration in the study as it is simple, yet clear and comprehensive. 
This stance is in line with the comment made by Eriksen ( 1996) that resources and 
capabilities are strongly related, hence. there may be littic value in distinguishing the 
20 For instance, Aaker ( 1989) differentiates between assets and skills, Grant ( 199 1 a) compares between 
resources (tangible resources. such as physical and financial resources, and intan-ible resources, Such 
as human. technological, and reputation) and capabilities (organ isationa I routines)ý I lall ( 1992,1993) 
distinguishes between intangible resources which are assets (for examples, intellectual propertý riolits, 
contracts, trade secrets, reputation and networks) and intangible resources N%hich are skills (for 
examples, know-how of emplo\ees, suppliers, distributors, 'retailers, and the culture of' oroanisation 
which enables it to cope with changes), Bogaert el al. ( 1994) distinguish between 'having and 'doino', 
i. e., assets versus skills and resources versus capabilities, respective]). 
21 Sources of SCA are discussed in terms of oroanisational capabilities by Stalk c/ al. ( 1992) and Collis 
1994): resources by Barnev ( 1991 ) and Collis & MontgornerN ( 1995): strategic I'actor markets hN 
Barneý, (1986), strategic assets b\ Dierickx & Cool (1989), Amit & Schoemaker (1991), and 
Schoemaker& Amit (1997)ý distinctive capabilities by Kay (1993a); distinctive competence bý 11ofer 
& Schendel ( 1978): core competencies by Harnel & Prahalad ( 1994). 
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two, as the line between them seems quite blurred. 
Kay (1993a) proposes four sources of distinctive capabilities, i. e., architecture, 
reputation. innovation, and strategic assets (which Dell'Osso & Szymanski, 1991, term 
architecture, reputation, technology and monopoly, respectively), which can assist 
businesses to add value and subsequently achieve competitive advantage. Kay 
(I 993a) stresses that urchileclure is the main source of SCA. 
"Architecture ... 
is a network of relational contracts within, or around, the firm. Firms 
may establish these relationships with and among their employees (internal architecture), 
with their suppliers or customers, (external architecture), or aniong a group of firms 
engaged in related activities (networks). " Kay ( 1993a: 66) 
Meanwhile. Dell'Osso & Szymanski (1991) consider architecturc as a structure 
of contracts (both formal and informal) within an orgamsation, which results M the 
value of individuals combined together greater than the value of the individuals taken 
separately. According to Kay (1993a), architecture adds valuc to Individual 
contributions in three ways: through the creation of organisational knowledgel 
through the establishment of a co-operative ethic, and by the implementation of 
organisational routines 23. Day (1997b) asserts that knowledge-bascd capabilities are 
embedded in organisational routines and practices, hence create barriers to imitation. 
On the whole, the concept of architecture as discussed by Dell*Osso & 
Szymanski (1991) and Kay (1993a) is related to Porter's (1995) concepts of' value 
chain linkages as discussed in Chapter Three. A slight difflerence licre is that Kay 
(1993a) also discusses the relationships bet\. N, een businesses. stakeholders and 
22 Nonaka & Takeuchi ( 1995). Schendel ( 1996b), Spender & Grant ( 1996), Tsoukas ( 1996). and Day 
(I 997b). 
2" Nelson & Winter ( 1982). Grant ( 199 1 a). Collis (1994) and Collis & Montgomery ( 1995). Grant 
(1991a) concludes that the concept of organisational routines offers illuminating insights into tile 
relationships between resources. capabilities. and competitive advantage. This conclusion is also 
consistent with the view expressed bý Black & Boal ( 1994) that it is the nctwork factor configurations 
that lead to hi, -, 
h suppi)rt of SCA. 
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govemment, as the potential for adding value, which is not emphasised by Porter 
(1985). 
Kay (I 993a) considers reputafion as another source of SCA. According to Kay 
(I 993a) reputation is the most important market mechanism for conveying inl'orniation 
about a business to customers. Kay explains that reputation can assist businesses to 
add value through a higher premium obtained from customers who are NAilling to pay 
more for reputable products and make repeat purchases, rather than buy competing 
products '14 . Hall (1992) also considers reputation as a major 
factor in achieving 
competitive advartage through differentiation. 
Nonetheless, Kay (1993a) argues that customers learn about a business* and its 
products' reputation after the purchase has been made. For some commodities, 
25 knowledge of their reputation (e. g., quality) builds Lip only slowly . Kay also 
emphasise that most frequently, reputations originate from another source of' 
competitive advantage, e. g.. innovation or architecture. These competitive advantages 
may be enhanced by reputation or over time may be transl'ornied into reputation. which 
is also a source of SCA. In this case, reputation plays an important role in enhancing 
the performance of other distinctive capabilities. 
Kay (19933a) describes innovation (which Dell'Osso & Szymanski, 1991, tcrm 
technology) as the third source of distinctive capabilities. However, Kay (1991a) 
24 According to Dell'Osso & Sz-virianski ( 199 1 ), the willingness of customers to pay a hi,, her price is due 
to the lower searching cost and the peace of mind a reputable product brings compared to other 
products. Meanwhile, Grant (199 1 a) ernphasises the importance of reputation with customers (through 
the ownership of brands, established relationships With Customers, and the associations of' businesses' 
products with qualitý and delivery) and with suppliers (of components, financc, labour services, and 
other inputs). On a broader basis. Preece et al. ( 1995) suggest that the value chain can serve as a means 
by which contributions to overall firm's reputation can be achieved. They further contend that manaoino 
activities Nvithin the value chain for reputational effects make the Job of overall reputation management 
much easier than focusing on one acti% it\ at a time. 
2S For wooden fumiture, its reputation (e'. g.. durability) can only be learnt allter a long period oftinic. 
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cautions that managing the process of innovation is dift-icult. costly and risky 26 
Moreover. in most cases, innovation can be replicated or imitated, which cvcntually 
renders innovation obsolete (Williams, 1992 )27. In this respect, Collis ( 1994) reports 
that capabilities researchers are now searching for organisational structures and 
behaviours that will generate effective product innovation. 
"'A more valuable capability would concern the rate at which the organizational structures 
that produce rapid innovations were innovated. But an even better source would be (tic 
ability to innovate the structures that innovate the structures that produce better product 
innovation ... Tile pursuit of the ultimate source of competitive advantage 
leads to in 
infinite regress until competition occurs over the nth order derivative ofthe rate ofchange 
of position, where no sustainable competitive advantage accrues to anyone because all 
competitors can almost instantaneously and costlessly match any valuable product market 
position. " (Collis, 1994: 144) 
In view of the possibility of imitation, Kay (1993a) suggests that the most 
effective way of turning innovation into competitive advantage is to deploy it in 
conjunction with another distinctive capability (e. g.. architecture). These arguments 
are parallel with the assertion made by Dell"Osso (1990) that the success ofinnovation 
depends on the development of complementary assets 28 
26 Managing the process of innovation is risky in the sense that a new product might not have sufficient 
dernand and a new distribution procedure might not be valued by customers. This view is supported by 
Quinn ( 1985: 747): -... innovation occurs in a probabilistic setting. A company never knows whether a 
particular technical result can be achieved and whether it will succeed in the marketplacc. For everý 
new solution that succeeds, tens to hundreds fail. " Meanwhile, Marcotti ( 1998) argues that: "... it is 
generally accepted that eight out of ten new products fail. Worryingly, the ratio has remained constant 
over the past 30 years. " (p. 21). Quinn ( 1998) eniphasises the role of' suppliers and customers in 
enhancing the process of innovation: -The majoritý of innovations come about %Nhen suppliers, outside 
technologists or customers add value to a producer's initial innovation. Software sNstenis that 
effectively tap these external sources of innovation enable innovators to leverage their own resources by 
factors of I Cis to I ON. - (p. 12). 
27 Kay (I 993a) argues that although innovation can be protected by laws (patent and copy right la\\ s) or 
commercial secrecy, neither ]a\% nor secrecy is sufficient to ouarantee that an innovation could he 
turned into competitive advantage due to low cost and high speed of imitation. A similar vicw was 
expressed by other writers (Ghema\vat, 1986: D'Aveni, 1994-, Day, 1997b: Kare-Silver, 1997). 
28 Dell'Osso ( 1990: 86) suggests that: "Any innovating firm needs speed both to maximize its rents 
from the mnoýation and to consolidate its position bN acquiring the strate, -, ic assets which it lacks. - Z, 
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Fhe fourth source of distinctive capabilities is straiegic assel derived either 
from legal-related privileges (such as licensing and regulation 29 ) or niarket-related 
privileges (such as monopoly condition and sunk CoStS30 ). According to Kay (1993a), 
businesses that possess strategic assets enjoy an advantage over their potential 
competitors, especially in industries which are regulated by government. Other 
writers. such as Hall (1992) and Amit & Schoemaker (1993)- 11 also discuss the concept 
of strategic assets. Hall's (1992) discussions of strategic assets (which lie terms 
intangible resources that are assets) also include both legal-related privileges (such as 
intellectual property rights of patents, tradernarks, copy rights and registered designs) 
and market-related privileges (such as contracts, trade secrets and data bases). 
Meanwhile, Kay's (1993a) concept of strategic asset is related to the concept of 
strategic regulation used by Maijoor & Van Witteloostui. in ( 1996). 
An important aspect to be considered in identifying the SOLII-CCS of SCA is the 
sustainability of the capabilities 32 . Kay (1993a) stresses that distinctive capabilities 
continue to add value if both the capability and distinctiveness are sustainabic. Da) 
29 Kay (1993a) explains that certain businesses gain strategic advantage through licensing and 
regulation. Under suLh conditions, a business may have a licence, benefit from regulatorýy restriction on 
entry, or enjoy special access to scarce factors. However, Kay argues that sustaining such strategic 
assets require careful management of campaigns against market liberalisation, and depends upon 
effective political and technical arguments. Meanwhile, Maijoor & Van Witteloostuijn ( 1996) discuss 
regulation in terms of its effect on the dernand-sicic and supply-side ofthe market. 
According to Kay ( 1993a), some markets are natural monopolies, whereby it is unlikely that more 
than one producer will serve such a market. However, in a contestable market, Kay contends that even 
a natural monopoly may have no strategic advantage. Hence, a natural monopoly on its o"n niaý be 
difficult to sustain. In order for a natural monopoly to become a tar more sustainable competitive 
advantage, Kay suggests that it should be combined with a strategic advantage based on sunk cost 
(incluclinL,, costs associated with investment and other less tangible expenditure, such as advertising). 
Amit & Schoemaker's ( 19933) concept of strategic asset is not similar to the one use(] by Kay's 
1993a). Whilst, Amit & Schoemaker's concept oil' strategic asset is more general, referring to aný 
resources and capabilities that could be the sources of SCA, Kay's concept of strategic asset is more 
specific. referrino to le-al-related and niarket-related privileges that can be the sources ol'SCA. 
,2, Fhe aspect of sustainability has been discussed bN a number of' researchers. namely i3arneN ( 19861 
1991 ), Dicrickx & Cool ( 1989). Grant ( 199 1 a), Arnit & Schoemaker ( 1993), Day 
J 199-41)ý 1997b). 
Collis & Montgomer-, ( 1995). Maijoor & Vail Witteloostuijn ( 1996), Schendel (I 996b), Spender 
Grant ( 1996). Feece et al. ( 1997), and Schoemaker & Ainit ( 1997). 
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(I 997b) argues that most advantages (e. g., product innovation and process innovation) 
are transitory because they can be readily duplicated. Day also warns that the greatest 
threats to the advantages of most businesses are changes in the "rules ofcompoition"' 
to which managers have been accustomed and the creation of new advantages by 
competitors. 
Barney (1991) surnmarises that sustainability of distinctive capabilities, 
depends on four attributes: valuable; rare; imperl'ectly Imitabic (due to 
historical conditions, causal ambiguity, and social complexity), and Substitutability. 
Of these. inimitability (particularly due to causal ambiguity) appears to receive 
33. 
attention from a number of writers Meanwhile, Schendel (1996b) and Spender 
Grant (1996) consider the process by which knowledge is created and utilised in 
organisations. not just individuals, as the key Inimitable resources that would create 
sustainable rent. 
Notwithstanding the above, Collis (1994) argues that distinctive capabilities 
(which he terms organisational capabilities) that could lead to cal. ISý11 ambiguity today 
vvill not be sustainable due to erosion of the capability as businesses adapt to 
competitive changes. 
"*... causal ambiguity ultimately cannot be a source of sustainable competitive advantage 
because it contains the seeds of its own self-destruct ion. ']'his arises because causal 
ambiguity requires that no one, except possiblý the entire firm itself' tacitly, understands 
the causes of its capability ... if firms try to adapt to aný change in the external 
environment, or respond to any competitive threat, they will be lucky to sustain the 
capabilit\! The sustainabilitý of a capability that is causally ambiguous is therel'Ore likel) 
to be of'sonie%khat limited duration ... .- (Collis. 1994: 147) 
Lippinam & Rumelt (1982), Dierickx & Cool (1989). Collis &' mont-golncrý (1995)ý and Daý 
1997b). 
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The above views are supported by D'Aveni (1994) who stresses that sustaining 
advantage has become increasingly difficult 34 and in hypercompetitive environments- ;5 
it will distract businesses from developing new advantages. Hence, D'Avem (1994) 
suggests that: 
"In hypercompetition, ... the company's goal 
is to disrupt the industry to create new 
advantages and erode those of competitors. By creating a series of these disruptions, 
companies can keep one step ahead of their competitors, moving fi-orn one temporary 
advantage to the next. " (p. 10) 
It appears that no attempts have been made to study whether the sources of' 
SCA will vary according to the different geo-product dimensions of' the market or 
otherwise. This aspect is important as the KFS may vary according to the gco-product 
dimensions of the market; hence. there is also a possibility that sources of' SCA may 
also vary accordingly. 
Although sustainable competitive advantage sterns from four distinctive 
capabilities as discussed above, identifying the sources of SCA is not an casy task 
(Grant, 1991 a). For instance, identifying architecture or linkages that have potential 
for adding value is not easy as it is an intangible source of SCA. In view oftlils. it is 
thus not surprising to note that certain researchers seern to be confused bct", cen the 
sources of SCA (means) and the outcomes of SCA (ends )-36.11, vi exý,, of- these 
34 D'Aveni (1994) argues that once the advantage is copied by or overcome, it is no longer all 
advantage. In fact. according to D'Aveni, that particular advantage is now the basic requirement 
(which Heene, 1997. -efers to as the competitive requirement) for doing business. 
,5 D'Aveni (1994), op. cit. 
,6 In this respect, Kay (1993a) says that factors like size, market share. market selection and market 
position, are often identified as sources of SCA. Kay (I 993a: 179) further stresses that: "None ofthem 
(size, market share, market selection, and market position) is a susiaitiahlc source of competitive 
advantage because theý are all characteristics , khich, given time and expenditUre, other firms call 
replicate. In this the,, differ sharpIN from the prinial-N distinctive capabilities - innovation, reputation, 
and architecture. Often, ofcourse. a distinctive capability will enable a firm to achieve large size, take a 
dominant market share, or be best applied in a quality market position. But these factors are the 
outcome of that firm's competitive success. not the source of' it. Confusion between manifestations of' 
success and its causes is one of the most w idespread errors in strategic thinking. " 
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difficulties, there is a need to consider the approaches undertaken in identifying 
sources of SCA. 
Approaches lo Identý&ing Sources of Sustainable Competitive A dvanlage (SCA) 
It is noted that a number of scholars have offered alternative frameworks lor 
identifying the sources of SCA. According to Grant (1991a), a simple classification of' 
the principal types of resources (i. e., financial resources, physical resources, human 
resources, technoJogical resources, and organisational resources) as used bv I lot'er 
Schendel (1978) could be a useful starting point in identifying the sources ot'SCA. In 
refining the classification, Grant (199] a) distinguishes between tangible resources mid 
intangible resources. Grant further explains that resources %Aork together in 
complementary groups. Hence, ways in which resources collaborate need to be 
examined using value chain analysis to appraise their potential for competitive 
advantage. Meanwhile, Hall (1992) uses a similar reso Li rces- based analysis (which lie 
classifies as intan ible resources which are assets and skills) as a basis I'Or identifying 91 
the sources of SCA, which are categorised as regulatory differential, positional 
differential, functional differential, and cultural differential. Arnit & Schoemaker 
(1993) and Schoemaker & Amit (1997) identify the sources ot'SCA (which thcv tcrm 
strategic assets) from businesses' resources and capabilities, after taking into 
consideration the KFS (which the), temi strategic industry I'actors). Schoemakcr 
Amit (1997) explain that sources of SCA are identified by combining the inside-OUt 
and inside-in perspectives. 
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Meanwhile. Day & Wensley (1988) propose competitor-centred 37 and 
c ustomer- focused approaches 39 to identifying the sources ot'SCA. Day ( 1990,1997b) 
and Day & Nedungadi (1994) further refine the above approaches and depending upon 
the emphasis on competitor comparisons and customer perspective, offer Iour 
approaches to identifying the sources of' SCA: competitor-centred. custonicr-orientcd: 
self-centred 39 , and market-driven 
40 (better termed a customer plus competitor-ccntred) 
approaches. The approaches suggested by the above writers appear to give tile 
impression that the sources of SCA are mainly within the business (internal) and do 
not reflect the importance of other external factors (such as suppliers and 
di stri butors/retai lers). In view of this, an extended approach needs to be devised flor 
the purpose of identifying the sources of SCA, that are both within and beyond 
businesses. This aspect will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
4.2.4. Formulating Competitive Strategies 
Once sources of SCA have been identitied, the next stage is to I'Onnulate 
competitive strategies. This sequence in the strategy t1orniulation process is recognised 
by Grant (1991a) who says that the essence of strategy formUlatlOll is to design a 
strategy that makes the most effective use of core resources and capabilities. 
37 According to Daý & Wensley (1988), a conipetitor-centred approach is a direct comparison with 
target competitors made bN the management team. Under the cornpetitor-centred approach. tile methods 
considered include: judgmental analyses of strengths and weaknesses, comparisons of resource 
commitments and capabilities: assessing superiority in marketing skills; and comparisons ofconipctitivc 
cost and activity using value chain. 
"A customer-focused approach is ail indirect comparison of competitors made by customers, rather 
than bv the management team (Day & Wensley, 1988). Under the custonier-fiOCUsed approach, 
customer comparisons of attributes of businesses versus competitors (usim-, choice models, coJoint 
analysis, and market maps) are suggested. 
39 A self-centred approach is an inward looking perspective that pays little regard to what competitors 
are doing or what customers believe (Day, 1990). 
40 According to Daý ( 1990), a inarket-driven approach intends to achieve a balance between customer 
and competitor perspectives and \%ork to avoid oversimplifications inherent in tile other three 
approaches. Considering Day's ( 1990) explanation, the market-driven approach is better termed a 
customer plus competitor-centred approach. as a market-driven approach seems to implý a "catch-all 
approach", which is not his underlining intention. 
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Similarly, Johnson & Scholes (1997) consider identification of the sources of SCA (an 
element of strategic analysis) as an on-going activity in the strategic management 
41 
process which includes the strategy formulation stage (an element of strategic 
choice) 
The formulation of competitive strategies is important as it provides a 
dimension on how and where businesses are going to compete. Discussions oil 
competitive strategies, traditionally centred on Porter's ( 1980,1995) generic strategies 
of overall cost leadership, differentiation and focus. Nonetheless, due to the dýnaniism 
in the competitive environment, discussion on the sub . ject 
has shifted beyond Porter's 
generic strategies (Treacy & Wierserna, 1993; 1995; Porter. 1996. Kare-SlIver, 1997). 
On this basis, the focus of the review will be on the concepts ofgeneric strategies and 
dynamic competitive strategies, difficulties in formulating competitivc strategies, and 
approaches to t1ormulating competitive strategies. 
The Concepts ol'Generic Strategies and Dynamic CompeliliveSiralegies 
Porter (1980) introduced the concept of generic strategies of' overall cost 
42 leadership. differentiation, and focus . which could 
be pursued by businesses to gain 
and sustain competitive advantage. The two-dimensional model of three gencric 
strategies proposed by Porter ( 1980,1985) is shown in Figure 4.1. 
" Johnson & Scholes (1997) contend that strategic management process comprises three main 
elements: strategic analysis (provides an understanding of the strategic position of the oroanisation), - 
strategic choices (fomiulation of' possible courses of actions, their evaluation, and the choice between 
them): strategic implementation (concerned with planning how the choice of strateoN can be put into 
effect, and managing the changes required). 
41 According to Porter ( 19M 1985) by adopting an overall cost leadership, a firm sets out to become the 
low-cost producer bý designin. -N, producing and marketing a comparable product more effiicientlý than its 
competitors. in the differentiation strategy, a firni seeks to be unique in its industry aloll, (-, some 
dimensions that are valued bý customers. Focus strategy relates to tile choice of a narrow competitive 
scope within an industr-%. ýý hereby: - Fhe focuser selects a segment or group ofsegincrits in tile industry 
and tailors its strategy to ser,. ing them to the exclusion of others. " (Porter, 1985: 1 
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Cost Leadership Ditlerentiation 
Cost Focus Differentiation Focuý 
Figure 4.1. Porter's generic strategies 
Sourceý M. F. Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance. 
Free Press, 1985. 
According to Porter (1985). each of the generic strategies involves a 
fundamentally different route to competitive advantage, lience it implies dill'crent 
organisational arrangements, control procedures, and incentive systerns. 
..... three generic sirwegies for achieving above-average performance in an industry: 
cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. ... 
if a firm is to attain a competitive 
advantage. it must make a choice about the type of competitive advantage it seeks to Z, 
attain and the scope within which it will attain it. Being -all things to all people" is a 
recipe for strategic mediocrity and below-average performance, because it often means 
that a firm has no competitive advantage at all. " (Porter, 1985: 11-12) 
Porter's ( 1980) concept of generic strategies has received attentions from many 
scholars 43 . According to Wilson et al. (1992) and Kotler (1994). 
Porter's three generic 
types of strategy provide a meaningful basis for strategic thinking. 
4-, Dibb ei a/. ( 1991 ). Wilson ei al. ( 1992), Sinclair ( 1992). Shank & Govindara, jan ( 1993), and Kotler 
(1994). 
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This not\, N ithstanding, Porter's (1980; 1985) concept of' generic strategies has 
been criticised by a number of scholars. These criticisms are mainly directed at the 
classifications of generic strategies, circular arguments of and relationships between 
overall cost leadership and differentiation strategies, inconclusive relationships 
between generic strategies and profitability, exclusivity in the selection of competitive 
strategies 44 and lack of conceptual clarity and descriptive power to capture the 
intended strategies of managers in a comPlex competitive environinent4 5. Meanwhile, 
Levitt (1980) and MacMillan & McGrath (1997) argue that all products are 
differentiable, even for commodities 46 
Whilst there are grounds for the above criticisms, it needs to be emphasiscd 
that the attempt made by Porter (1980-, 1985) in introducing the concept of genci-ic 
strategies is to provide a simple typology that could be used by businesses in deciding 
how and where to compete. The use of the term "generic" implies that competitive 
strategies pursued by businesses may vary depending upon the applications of various 
value drivers (i. e., cost drivers, differentiation drivers, and focus drivers). Thus, 
although the concept of generic strategies as introduced by Porter ( 1980,1985) might 
not be able to encapsulate much of the complexity in the external environment and, 
hence may not be exhaustive. it provides a useful starting point lor businesses in tile 
formulation of competitive strategies. 
44 Karnani ( 1984), Mi I ler &Friesen (1986b), Wright (1987), Mathur (1988,1992), Mintzber- ( 1988), 1 
Faulkner & Bowman (1992), Miller & Dess (1993), Partridge & Perren ( 1994b), and Cronshaw el al 
(1994) 
4ý Kotha &, Vadlarnani (1995). 
46 MacMillan &, McGrath ( 1997) contend that a business has the opportunity to differentiate itself' at 
every point Miere it comes in contact with customers along the consumption chain, ri-ght firom search 
process to product disposal. 
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However. in a highly competitive environment, Treacy & Wiersema (19931, 
1995) argue that the "rules of competition" have shifted to providing superior valuc to 
customers. Treacy & Wiersema propose three types of value-based competitive 
strategies (which they refer to as value disciplines): operational excellence; prodUCt 
leadership, and customer intimacy 47 . They argue that each of thcsc competitivc 
strategies requires different business process, organisation structure and managcrimit 
structure: hence, businesses need to focus on one of these competitive strategies, rather 
than being all thing to all customers. 
This notwithstanding, Kare-Silver (1997) argues that customer intimacy may 
become less a choice. but rather more a requirement for market succcss'48 . Also, 
Day 
(1997b) cautions that Treacy & Wierserna's (1993,1995) model of' competitive 
strategies is vulnerable to the problems of oversimplification: in reality the choice of' 
selection is determined by the dominant resource in an industry; and thC pUrsult of 
more than one strategy at a time is possible. Porter (1996) argues that whilst 
operational excellence (which he refers to as operational effectiveness) is necessary to 
achieve superior performance, it is not sufficient. Although operational excellence can 
directly affect relative cost positions and levels of differentiation, Porter warns that in 
hypercompetitive environment, it could be self-destructive for two main reasons: rapid 
diffusion of "best practices" due to imitation by competitors; and upsurge of 
47 Operational excellent businesses attempt to deliver customer value based on low price and/or hassle- 
free service. Meanwhile. product leaders strive to produce a continuous stream of' the state-ot , -the-art 
(leading-edge) products and services. Customer-intimate businesses concentrate on cultivating 
relationships with customers aimed at delivering specific customer value. 
49 As an alternative, Kare-Silver ( 1997) proposes a market commitment model for the purpose of' 
formulating strategies. The market commitment model. which is built upon a deep understandino of' 
markets and customers has three dimensions: commitment, four prime axes or florins of' competitive 
advantage (i. e.. price, performance. service hustle, and ernotion)-, and the underlying source of' that 
competitive advantage. 
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competitive convergence as businesses tend to -look alike". Thus, Porter asserts that 
competitive strategy is about being different by deliberately choosing a dilTerent set of' 
activities to deliver a unique mix of values 49. Porter's (1996) specific concept of 
strategy (strategic positioning) will be discussed in section 4.2.5. 
It appears that in Porter's generic strategies and the dynarnic conipctitivc 
strategies as discussed by Treacy & Wiersema (1993; 1995), Porter (1996) and Kare- 
Silver (1997), there is no explicit attempt to study the variation of competitive 
strategies according to different geo-product dimensions of the market. 
Approaches to Formulating Competitive Strategies 
With regard to the approaches to be considered in the lormulation of' 
competitive strategies, Porter (1980) proposes a two-dimensional model (i. e., strategic 
advantage and strategic target). Subsequently. Porter ( 1985) uses the dimensions of' 
competitive advantage and competitive scope, in place of' strategic advantage and 
strategic target, respectivelý. Bý using the above two dimensions, Portcr (1985) 
identifies four competitive strategies that could be pursued by businesses: cost 
leadership, cost focus, differentiation; and differentiation focus. The dimensions 
chosen by Porter (1980,1985) indicate that the approach taken is competitor-centred. 
Porter's ( 1980) two-dimensional model of generic strategies was further 
extended into three-dimensional model by Day (1990)5" and Miller & Dess (1991)-ý' 
41) With reference to generic stratetyies introduced in 1980, Porter (096) contends that the -eneric 
strategies remain useful to characterise strategic positions at the simplest and broadest level. 
'0 Day ( 1990) proposes a three-dimensional model of competitive strategies which eniphasises CLISIOIIICr 
value, costs and scope of market coverav , e. 
Miller & Dess ( 1993) argue that businesses fall somewhere along a continuum ofall three dimensions 
(i. e., relative cost, relative differentiation, and relative focus), regardless of' whether or not researchers 
choose to measure a] I of them. 
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Whilst Miller & Dess (1993) appear to adopt a competitor-centred approach (relative 
cost, relative differentiation, and relative focus), Day (1990) seerns to adopt a custorncr 
plus competitor-centred approach, i. e., a combination of customer-oriented (superior 
customer value and market coverage dimensions) and cornpetitor-centred (cost 
superiority dimension) approaches, in formulating competitive strategies. 
Meanwhile. different types of two-dimensional model of competitive strategies 
were proposed by several researchers (Mintzberg, 1988 S2 -, Faulkner & Bowman, 
1992 53 ; Bowman & Faulkner, 199654 ). The approach considered by Mintzbcrg in 
formulating competitive strategies could be categorised as a customer plus competitor- 
centred approach. However, Faulkner & Bowman (1992) and 11mviiian & Faulkner 
(1996) adopt a customer-oriented approach to formulating competitive strategies. 
Comparisons between the models suggested by Porter (1980,1995), Mintzhcrg 
(1988). Day (1990), Miller & Dess (1993 )), Faulkner & Bowman (1992), and Bowman 
& Faulkner (1996) in terms of the competitive strategies oftcred and approaches 
undertaken are as shown in Table 4.1. 
52 Mintzberg (1988) proposes a typology of generic competitive strategies using the dimensions of 
differentiation strategies (i. e., price differentiation strateg ; image differentiation strategy, support "Y differentiation strategy, quality differentiation strategy: design differentiation strategyý and 
undifferentiation strategy) and scope strategies (i. e., unsegmentation strateg)ý segmentation strategyý 
niche strategy: and customizing stratet, ). Mintzberg argues that differentiation is a supply-driven P 
concept, whilst scope is a demand-driven concept. 
S", Faulkner & Bowman ( 1992) suggest an extended generic strategy matrix using the dimensions of 
perceived value and price. The matrix outlines six viable competitive strategies that could be 
considered bý businesses: poor value and cheap; cheaper, average; better and cheaper; betterý and better 
and expensive. 
S4 Bowman & Faulkner ( 1996) (cited from Johnson & Scholes, 1997) refine the strategý niatrix [1) using 
perceived added value and price dimensions, and propose a "strategy clock". The -stralegý clock" 
suggests rive possible routes for formulating competitive strateoies: low price low added value (route ZN 
I )ý low price (route 2)ý h0rid (route 3), differentiation (route 4)ý and 60CLIsed differentiation (route 5). 
Fable 4.1. Coin parismis bet%% een the mode Is suggested bý Porter ( 1980ý 1995), Miiit,, ber,,, ( 1989), 1 )aý ( 1990), Mi II er 
& Dess (1993), Faulkner & Bo%kmaii (1992). and Bowmaii & Faulkncr ( 1996) in terms ol'(hc competitive 
strategies offered and approaches undertaken. 
Approaches Self-centred Competitor-centred Customer-oriented Customer plus 
onipelitor-centred 
Models 
Porter's 1,. %o- Cost stratep. 
Dimensional Model of' Differentiation stiatcgp i 
Generic Strategies and Focus strategN 




Strategies Qoaliw Design 
, and 
I Indillerentiation 
sirategoies) and Scopc 
strategic.,, 
(I Insconicniation. 
segincil till i oil , 
Niclic. aml 
Customizing Itrat glc,, ) 
DaN*sThree- 1: 111phasis Oil cost 
Dimensional Model of superioraN (Iowý aill) till 
onipctitilc 'ýtraicuic, pariO,, and high), 
I infillasis oil supcnoi 
customer value OollN, mm 
I'Or parlIN- and Ilioll), mid 
Market coverage (nario\k 
and broad) 
Miller & Dcý, 
ýý 
I lirce- Relative cost (lo\N, 
Dimensional N. 1odcl of medium, and high)ý 
Competiti, te `stratcgieý Relative differentiation 
(low, medium. and high), 
and Relative flocus (low, 
medium, and high) 
Faulkner& Bo,, %nian's Poor valucý Cheap, 
14rategN Matrix Clieapcrý Average, Better 
and chcapcrý llcttcrý and 
[letter bill expensive 
Bomiiari & Faulkner',., Route I (Lmll price/ Itm 
'Stratc, p ( lock- added value) , 
Route 2 (I. Ow price)ý 
Route 3 (1 ]Nrbrid)ý Route 4 
(Diflerentiation) 
, and 
Route ý (Focused 
differentiation) 
From the table, it can be seen that there are I'Mir possible approaches that could 
be considered by businesses in formulating competitive strategies: self-centred 
approach, competitor-centred approach, customer-oriented approach-, and customer 
plus conipetitor-centred approach. Nonetheless, the approaches suggested hý the 
above researchers seem to fall under the last three categories. None of' them has 
suggested that a self-centred approach be considered by businesses in t'orinulating 
competitive strategies as such an inward-looking perspective gives little emphasis to 
customers' value elements and competitors' competitive strategies. 
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This notwithstanding, the basic thrust in formulating competitive strategies 
centres on two main elements: perceived added value (differentiation or quality) and 
price. On this basis, D'Aveni (1994) uses a graphical representation between 
perceived quality and price to plot possible competitive strategies that could be 
pursued by businesses, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4 2. D'Aveni's coinpetitiNe strategies 
Source R. A D'Aveni, Hypercompetition: Managing Hie Mnamics of' 
Strategic Maneirvenjig, Free Press, 1994 
This graphical representation will enable businesses to plot not only their own 
current and fiaure competitive strategies, but also those of' competitors. As I'Or the 
approach considered in formulating competitive strategies, D"Aveni (1994) appears to 
adopt a customer plus competitor-centred approach. i. e., a combination of' customer- 
oriented (perceived quality dimension) and competitor-centred (price dimension) 
approaches. However. on the whole D'Aveni places more emphasis on the 
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competitor-centred approach than the customer-oriented approach, as the underlying 
thrust of his work is on competitive dynamics. 
As regards Treacy & Wiersema"s (1993-, 1995) valuc-based competitive 
strategies and Kare-Silver's market commitment model of strategy I'Orniukillon, they 
seem to fall into the customer plus competitor-oriented approach. Nonetheless, on the 
whole, Treacy & Wierserna (1993; 1995) and Kare-Silver (1997) give more emphasis 
on the customer-oriented approach than the competitor-centred approach as the main 
thrust of their works is based on the custorner-driven strategies. Meanwhile. in 
illustrating the value-based competitive strategies that COUld be pursued by businesses, 
Kare-Silver (1997) uses a graphical representation between perceived VALIc-added and 
price, as shown in Figure 4.33. 
Kare-Silver"s (1997) graphical representation (Figure 4.3) is different from 
D'Aveni's (1994) representation (Figure 4.2) in respect oftlic IolloNA ing: 
" D'Aveni's representation is mainly based on businesses . perspective, licrice. the 
axes of perceived quality and price are used. On the contrary, Kare-SIlvcr 
representation is mainly based on customers' perspective, licrice, the axes of 
perceived value-added and price are used, 
" Whilst D*Aveni does not explicitly distinguish the pricing option and plots a value 
line, Kare-Silver explicitly distinguishes between the pricing options (i. e.. lo\ý', 
value. premium, and shared pricing strategies) and plots a price Curve-, and 
" D'Aveni's representation is suited to plotting possible generic conipctItIve 
strategies, \vhilst Kare-Silver's representation is suited to plotting possible value- 
based competitive strategies. 
Notwithstanding the above, there seems to be a neglect on certain I'actors (i. e., 
suppliers and government) in the formulation ot'cornpetitive strategies. As a means ot 
addressing this shortfall. an extended approach needs to be considered in l'orniulating 
competitive stratcotes. This aspect will be discussed in Chapter Fi\c. 
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In the strategic management literature, the subject of competitive advantage 
mostly stops at the formulation of competitive strategies. However, the importance of 
positioning themes needs to be emphasised to ensure that businesses' competitive 
advantage be communicated to customers. This is evident from the gro\ving attention 
given by strategy scholars to the aspect of competitive positioning (Porter, 1996). 
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4.2.5. Developing Positioning Themes 
After having formulated competitive strategies, businesses need to develop 
their positioning themes. 
"Whether a business chooses to compete with superior customer value or tile lowest 
delivered cost, it still must find a way to favorably distinguish itself fi-om competition. 
Otherwise the customer will have no reason for buying, and will turn to the alternative 
with the lowest price for adequate performance or pay a premium for meaningful 
benefits. " (Day, 1990: 166-167) 
The above view is supported by Green el al. (1995) who theii provides the 
linkage between the identification of the sources of SCA, formulation ofcompetitive 
strategies and developing positioning thernes. 
-Daý and Wensley's ( 1988) conceptual ization of the progression sources ofadvantage 
positional advantages - performance outcomes - provides (a) conipellino rationale for 
viewing competitive positioning as a result of (I) the area of' compel itive eniphasis-the 
managerial intent or decision concerning the positional advantage to pursue, and (2) tile 
sources of advantage - the superior skills and resources of the firm. " (Green et a/., 1995: 2) 
On the linkage between competitive advantage and positioning, Banificid 
(1987) argues that the key to SCA is positioning in the market. Kare-SlIver (1997) 
emphasises that positioning (which he refers to as emotion or F-I'actor) is a vital and an 
additional source of competitive advantage. On this basis, Kare-Silver argues that 
positioning which is often pursued as an isolated functional activity t'()r marketing 
needs to be integrated as a mainstream initiative of strategy formulation55. McOce 
(1987) also says that competitive positioning and the sccuring of competitivc 
advantage is central to any discussion of strategy. Overal 1, Porter ( 1996: 68) stresses 
that: -Having defined positioning, we can now begin to answer the question, -What is 
strategy? " Strategý is the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a 
different set of activities. - Hence, in this part of the review, the emphasis of 
55 In Kare-Silver's ( 1997) market commitment model, positioning (emotion) is considered as one ofthe 
four prime axes or forms of competitive advantage, along-side with price, perl'Ormance and service 
hustle). 
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discussion will be on the concept of positioning, difficulties in developing positioning 
themes, and approaches considered in developing positioning themes. 
The Concept qf Positioning 
According to Day (1990: 167): "The purpose of the positioning thenic is to 
translate the generalities of the generic strategy choices into meaningful distinctions 
for customers. The most obvious positions make direct comparisons with 
competitors. " The above view is parallel with those expressed by Ries & Trout 
(1986a) and Muhlbacher et al. (1994). According to Muhlbacher ef al. (1994), the 
underlying concept of positioning is to provide an offer that is more attractive to 
selected customers than a competitor's bid. Meanwhile, Rics & Trout ( 1996a) stress 
that 
**To succeed in our overcommunicated society, a company must create a position in tile 
prospect's mind, a position that takes into consideration not only a company's own 
strengths and weaknesses, but those of its competitors as well. " (p, 24) 
In the retailing business, Johnson (1987b) states that by pursuing a positioning 
strategy, retailers aim to achieve a number of benefits, namely: create entry barriers 
from competitors; facilitate 'fine-tuning' of strategy; and incrcase the power of 
retailers and reduce that of manufacturers. This notwithstanding, Cronsha", el al. 
(1990) warn that although positioning is an important too] of strategy, it is not 
sufficient for corporate success. In view of this, Cronshaw el. al. ( 1990: 71 ) conclude 
that: -... successful entry to ... market has to be based on a combination of 
competitive advantage and successful positioning. " 
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As regards positioning themes, Aaker & Shansby (111)82) and Wilson el al. 
(1992) emphasise that there are six major themes % that could be considered by 
businesses. Of these, only four could be regarded as altcrnative positioning themes 
(i. e., attribute, price/quality, use or application. and product class), whilst the 
remaining two are. rather, approaches to developing positioning themes (positioning 
by product user and positioning with respect to competitor). Other positioning themes 
suggested include benefits (Kotler, 1994; Muhlbacher el al., 1994), service and 
reliability (Dibb el a/., 1991), durability, innovation. and sensitivity to environment 
(Aaker, 1995). and superior quality and service, superior responsiveness and close 
relationships with channel members and customers (Day, 1990). 
With specific reference to the retailing business, Berry & Barnes ( 1987) 
propose four positioning thernes: value retailing; time-efficlent retailing, high-contact 
57 Meanwhile, Banit- retailing; and sensory retailing ield (1987) applies Porter s0 990) 
generic strategies in the context of positioning for retailing businesses. In this respect. 
alternative positioning themes suggested by Bamlield (1987) are cost leadership, 
industry-wide differentiation, market-segment focus, and cost reduction. 
Relating to the above, D"Aveni (1994) uses price and quality in developing 
positioning themes. D'Aveni argues that a business's conipctitivc position and its 
sustainability are related to the moves ot'competitors and stresses that: 
ý" The positioning themes suggested by Aaker & Shansby (1982) and Wilson ei al. (1992) are 
positioning by attributeý positioning by price/quality, positioning by product user-, positioning with 
respect to use or application, positioning with respect to product class; and positioning \, Nith respect to 
competitor. 
Berrý & Barnes ( 1987) explain that: value retailing focuses on providing a 'package' ý% ith better value 
than that of competitors: time-efficient retailing attempts to make stores more convenient to get to and 
throuoh or to make shopping possible without going to a store at all. hioli-contact retailing focuses oil 
developing considerable contact between retail personnel and customers, and sensorý retailing attempts 
to inject excitement into the shopping experience. 
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"Relativity is important because a given price-quality strategy cannot be labeled as -low 
cost" or "differentiated" without knowing the positions of conipctitors. " (p. 19) 
According to D'Aveni (1994), the desirability of each position (i. e.. low cost or 
differentiated) depends on factors such as the number of firms that move into each 
position and the size of customer base desiring products at that pricc-quallty level, that 
might shift customer preference from high-priced to low-priced goods or vice versa. 
Meanwhile, Porter (1996) says that positioning thernes (which lie refers to as 
strategic positions) can be of three types depending on their SOUrces, which are not 
mutually exclusive and often overlap: variety-based positioning, iieeds-based 
positioning; and access-based positioning. Distinctions between the three types of' 
positioning themes vvill be discussed in the subsequent section on approaches to 
developing positioning themes. 
Treacy & Wiersema (1993; 1995) proposes value-based positioning themes 
(i. e., creating the cult of the customer) which centre on their value-bascd competitive 
strategies of operational excellence, product leadership, and customer intimacy 59 
Meanwhile, Kare-Silver (1997) suggests four main positioning themes: recognition; 
designs-, innovative, and 'politics'ý" 
Despite the importance of positioning. developing positioning themes is not 
easy, for a number of reasons: the different meaning of positioning to dill'crent 
5' For operational excellent businesses, the positioning theme is aimed at getting customers to trust then) 
with regard to low cost and hassle-free service. For product leaders, the aim is to get customers to "1 -1 
appreciate tile value of the state-of-the-art products. Meanwhile, for custonier-intiniate businesses, 
positioning theme is geared toward getting customers to consider them as trusted confidants and 
advisers (Treacy & Wiersenia, 1995). 
59 Recognition refers to ackno"Iedgernent and appreciation of an established brand; design relates to a 
style, shape, or structure that is regarded as aesthetically pleasing; innovative refers to a track record or 
a reputation particulark for contributing new ideas, offering a fresh approach or a new way of doino 
things: and 'politics' comprise both patriotism and favouritisni (Kare-Silver, 1997). 
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people 60 ; uncertainty on how positioning decision can be achieved"', and no basis for 
positioning 62 . According to Wilson el al. (1992), the above problenis could 
lead to 
one of three positioning errors: confused positioning (custorners arc unsure ol'what a 
business stands for); over-positioning (custorners perceive businesses' products as 
being expensive and are unable to recognise the full breadth ofthe range)-, and under- 
positioning (custorners have little idea of a business' products as the message is too 
vague) 
There appears to be confusion with regard to the positioning thcrnes that should 
be chosen by businesses, due to the lack of a basis in developing positioning themes. 
Indeed, the basic fundamental in developing alternative positioning themes is to 
explicitly consider the customer value elements as discussed in Chapter Three. 
Although a few researchers (Treacy & Wiersenia, 1993,1995, Porter, 1996, Kare- 
Silver. 1997) seem to propose value-based positioning thernes. the use of customer 
value elements as the basis for developing positioning themes has not been explicifly 
considered. 
60 According to Aaker & Shansbý (1982: 56) "To sorne, it (positioning) means tile segmentation 
decision. To others it is an image question. To still others it means selecting which product features to 
emphasize. Few managers consider all ofthese alternatives. " This vieýk is supported bý Muhlbacher et 
al. ( 1994), who says that although many authors have discussed the theoretical content and appl ications 
of positioning, no common agreement has developed upon what positioning means. Meanwhllcý 
Arnott (1993) mentions that the term positioning has taken on a variety ot'definitions and nuances of' 
meaning. Arnott further stresses that while many of the definitions overlap, others are contradictor\, 
even \A, hen defined by the same author. 
" Muhlbacher et al. ( 1994: 287) explain that: "Differences exist in the ways markets are segmented, 
and differentiation potentials are determined. They can also be tound in the structure ofthe proposed 
processes. But most important. there are some gaps and inconsistencies in all of the positioning 
approaches found in the literature. " 
')2 Johnson (1987b) contends that the fundamental problem with positioning is that the basis lot, 
positioning may not exist at all. Fven if there is a basis for positionino, there might be some practical 
problems if retailers adopt precise positioning due to: imitation by competitors; high cost involved. an(] 
problems in re-positioning tNl 
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Moreover, there appear to be no explicit attempts undertaken by the above 
scholars to study the variation of positioning thernes according to geo-product 
dimensions of the market. In this respect, although Cronshaw el al. (1990) recognise 
the existence of various product dimensions of newspaper market (low end, medium, 
and high end segments), their relationships with positioning themes are not explored. 
Approaches to Developing Positioning Themes 
A number of approaches have been suggested in developing positioning 
themes. ranging from step-by-step approaches to graphical representation. Doyle & 
Saunders (1985) propose a seven-step framework tlor devclopingg PoSitiollIlIg tilellICS63 
which implies that a customer-oriented approach is implicitly being considered. 
Meanwhile, Aaker & Shansby (1982) suggest a customer Plus competitor-centred 
4 
approach to developing positioning themes that comprises six steps" . 
Benniori (1997) 
also proposes a customer plus competitor-centred approach with a tlircc-step 
framework for developing positioning themes"-ý 
From a broader perspective, Muhlbacher el al. (1994) propose a systematic 
framework for managing industrial positioning strategy that comprises a number of' 
steps: defining the business, determining and analysing actual and potential Customers-, 
determining market segments; determining KFS, determining competitors' position, 
identifying differential advantage, selecting target markets, selecting differential 
6 Fhe steps suggested by Doyle & Saunders (1985) in developing positioning themes are: defining the I 
objective (i. e., market and financial objectives), determining market segments: evaluatino attractivcncss 
of alternative segments, selecting target markets; developing a positioning strategyý developing the 
marketing rnix; and validating the positioning strategy. 
64 , fhe steps suggested by Aaker & Shansby ( 1982) are: identifying competitors; determining ho" 
competitors are perceived and evaluated, determining competitors' position: analysino customers: 
making positioning decisions: and monitoring the position. 
65 According to Bennion ( 1987), in developing positioning themes, businesses should identiFy major 
benefits sought by customer, determine distinct segments and determine relative perceived positi on. 
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advantage; formulating positioning statement, and planning and implementation of' 
marketing mix. The framework considered by Muhlbacher et al. (1994) t'or 
developing positioning themes is a customer plus competitor-centred approach. 
Meanwhile. Ries & Trout (1986a) offer alternative positioning approaches 
(which Kotler, 1994, regards collectively as a psychological approach) namely: 
strengthening current position in the prospect's mind, searching flor a Ile" unoccupied 
position (cherchez le creneau or "look for the holc-) valued by the prospects. 
repositioning the competition, and exclusive club strategy. Thc alternative positioning 
approaches suggested by Ries & Trout (1986a) are based on it custonicr-oriented 
approach (i. e., strengthening current position in the prospect's mind and searching I'or 
a new unoccupied position valued by the prospects) and a competitor-ccntred approach 
(i. e., repositioning the competition and exclusive club strategy). 
Porter (1996) also proposes three alternative approaches to developing 
positioning themes. Firstly, positioning can be based on the choice of' products or 
service varieties rather than customer segments (variety-based positioning). Secondly, 
positioning can be based on -serving most of or all the needs ofa particular group of 
customers" (needs-based positioning). Thirdly, positioning can he based on 
segmenting customers \vho are accessible in different ways (access-based positioning). 
Considering the bases of positioning suggested, Porter seems to offer a customer- 
oriented approach (needs-based positioning and access-based positioning) and a 
competitor-centred approach (vari ety- based positioning) as alternatives I'or developing 
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positioning themeS66 
On the other hand, Treacy & Wierserna's (1993; 1995) alternative approaches 
to developing positioning themes are preclorninately custorner-oriented. Kare-Silver 
(1997) argues that for developing positioning themes (emotion or F-Cactor), a 'pull- 
through' approach needs to be considered as opposed to 'push-through' approach. 
"E' opportunities are not restricted to consumer goods companies. ... Any organisation 
has the potential to exploit its reputation and its products more aggressively to create a 
strong desire for them. ... We can characterise this as 
developing a 'pull-through, tor 
products and services as opposed to the more traditional push. Instead of' pushing 
products down the supply chain toward the end-user, there is the opportunity to create 
demand, to get customers asking for your particular products because they perceive them 
as more desirable. " (p. 190). 
Meanwhile, Davis (1990) suggests a graphical representation of' price and 
quality (referred to as product quality positioning diagram) Im the purpose of' 
developing positioning themes. Considering the dimensions chosen, Davis scenis to 
adopt a competitor-centred approach (price and quality dimensions) to developing 
positioning therne. The diagram for developing positioning thernes as suggested by 
Davis (1990) is similar to the one proposed by D'Aveni (1994), except for the quality 
dimension (which D'Avem terms perceived quality). D'Avem further states that 
positioning themes can be developed as within-segment positioning (, 7 and between- 
segment positioning" . Considering the explanation given, 
D"Aveni appears to take a 
('(' Although the approaches suggested by Ries & Trout ( 1986a) and Porter ( 1996) comprise both a 
customer-oriented approach and a competitor-centred approach, they arc not collectively termed as a 
customer plus competitor-centred approach, as what have been suggested arc alternative approaches 
instead of a step-by-step approach of developing positioning themes. 
67 D'Aveni ( 1994) mentions that as the value (ratio of quality to price) off'cred by groups offirnis within 
each position could var,,, some customers may start moving toward the firm that ofters the hiplier value 
at that position. 
6' Explanation given by D'Aveni ( 1994) indicates that between-segnient positioning can occurs in three 
ways: firstly, the difference between low-cost producers and differentiators can be reduced that the two 
segments overlap, which then allows low-cost producers to siphon off the low end of' diflerentiators' 
market or differentiators to siphon off the high end of low-cost producers' niarkctý sccondly. 
differentiators could reduce prices, which then allows customers in the lo"-end market to decide 
whether to pay the lowest total price or get the highest value for then- money, and thirdly, low-cost 
producers could improve quality which then alloNA customers in the high-end market to decide Miether 
to bLIV the highest overall-quality product or get tile highest value for theil, InoncV. 
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competitor-centred approach to developing positioning thernes. 
Cronshaw el al. (1990) study the trade-off in positioning and distinguish two 
models used by rcsearchers and practitioners for developing positioning thernes: single 
dimensional model-, and multi-dimensional model". Thc t\Ao models both appear to 
reflect a customer-oriented approach. 
Considering the approaches suggested by the above researchers. it appears that 
(with the exception of Muhlbacher el id., 1994) the), are neither comprehensive nor 
systematic. As a means of improving the deficiencies in the existing positioning 
approaches, particularly with the objective of incorporating other important clernents, 
such as the government and ENGOs, an extended approach 1'()r developing positioning 
themes is necessary. This approach will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
4.3. Conclusion 
The review of literature on the activities to he considered in the lormulation of' 
competitive positioning strategies, i. e., defining markets, determining the KFS, 
identifying sources of SCA. formulating competitive strategies, and developing 
positioning thernes, indicates their importance so as to enable businesses to gain and 
sustain competitive advantage. This notwithstanding, therc scem to have been no 
attempts undertaken to study whether the KFS and Sources ot'SCA will vary according 
to different dimensions of the market or othervvise. Furthermore, . vIll these variations, 
69 According to CronFhaw et ul. ( 1990). under the single dimensional model, products may be positioned 
along a single dimensional axis based on a certain characteristics, like quality-price combinations. 
Meanwhile, the 1111.11ti-dimensional model aims to fully understand the number of custofner. s that aný 
position will attract, hence require information about the first and subSC(ILIent PrelICI-ClICCS Of CaCh 
customer. 
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if any, affect the process of formulating competitive strategies and developing 
positioning themes. 
Moreover, the review of literature also reveals that the approaches undertaken 
to perl'orm the above activities are not comprehensive. On the \, \hole, the approaches 
considered during the process of formulating competitive positioning strategies are not 
synchromsed. As a result, opportunities and threats ofthe external environments have 
not been explicitly considered in the process, which not oill) cause difficulties. but 
also affect the realisation of the competitive positioning pursued. 
Considering the above, further studies need to be undertaken to assess the 
variations, if any. of the KFS, and sources of SCA, in different dimensions of' the 
market and their implications for the formulation ofcornpetitive positioning strategies. 
In addition, a systematic framework needs to be developed to Illcilitate the process of 




THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE FORMULATION OF 
COMPETITIVE POSITIONING STRATECIES 
5.1. Introduction 
The review of literature in Chapter Three and Chapter Four has revealed the 
importance of formulating competitive positioning strategies. I lowever, only a limited 
number of frameworks are offered by strategy writers for the purpose of' formulating 
competitive positioning strategies and even within these, it appears that the elements of' 
competitive strategies have not been explicitly considered. As a result, the 1ranieworks 
developed are not comprehensive due to the lack of' breadth and dviiamism In the 
environmental analysis (Porter, 1991, D'Aveni, 1994; 1998; Day el al., 1997). 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a framework that could be considered by 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses for the forniulation of competitive positioning 
strategies. Specifically, this chapter firstly proposes a theoretical framework I'Or the 
formulation of competitive positioning strategies. Secondly, distinctive characteristics of' 
the proposed framework will be highlighted. Thirdly, activities in the t1ormulation of 
competitive positioning strategies will be explained. Finally, approaches I'Or the 
formulation of competitive positioning strategies will be discussed. 
5.2. A Framework for the Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
Fhe proposed t'ranie\, \ork shown in Figure 5.1 difters from the conventional flour- 
boxed models or 2x2 matrices used by management theorists (e. g., Ansoff's growth 
vector matrix, the Boston Consulting Group's growili/sharc matrix, and the General 
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Electric's attractiveness/strengths matrix)'. Specifically, the framework is represented by 
wheels of activities and interactions: the middle wheel (rcpresý--nted as clockwise bold 
arcs) denotes the sequence of activities in the formulation of' competitive positioning 
strategies, the inner wheel (represented as clockwise broken arcs) rellects core 
interactions between the external factors (comprising pull I'actors and push factors. which 
are represented as circles and squares, respectively) during the various stages of the 
formulation process, and the outer wheel (represented as clockwise dotted arcs) shows 
peripheral interactions between these external Eactors. 
Meanwhile, the framework is also represented in terms of' arrows denoting 
relationships between activities in the formulation of' competitive positioning strategies 
and the external factors: double arrows indicate more important relationships-, and single 
arrows reflect less iniportant relationships. 
In Figure 5.2, the main external factors (categorised as pull factors and push 
factors) are incorporated in the frarnework: pull factors comprise customers, 
distri butors/retai lers, complementors, govemment and the environmental 11011- 
governmental organisations (ENGOs); and push factors consist of'conipctitors, suppliers, 
and government. Due to this inclusion ofthe main elements ol'pull and push factors, the 
number of circles and squares In both the inner wheel and outer ý, Oiecl of' Figurc 5.2, is 
greater than that of Figure 5.1. It appears that govern ment cou Id be cI ass iI icd as hoth a 
' Similar comments were made by Hamel (1997) and Grant (1997). In this respect, Hamel (1997) 
commented on attempts to siniplitý an understanding of strategy into 2x2 matrix and fivc compoitive 
forces. Meanwhile, Grant (1997) emphasises the need to turn the matri\ into concentric circles " ith labels 
and arrows. In a related development, Heene ( 1997) says that 'linear flow-chart-like' models arc too simple 
representation of the complexities ofthe strategy making processes. 
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pull factor and a push factor. This notwithstanding, in the context of Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses, the main role of government is as a push factor, particularly in 
2 
promoting Malaysian businesses and their products in the international market . As only 
the main pull and push factors are represented in the framework, it is bý no mean an 
exhaustive list of pull and push factors. 
The above Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are termed the rotating wheel framexvorks for the 
formulation of competitive positioning strategies. The terin framework, instead of 
mode 13, is used to denote the complexity of issues to be considered in the formulation of 
competitive positioning strategies. Meanwhile, the use of metaphor4, narnely rotating 
wheels, is important to emphasise that the formulation of competitive positioning 
strategies is a continuous process. In consonance with the literal application ofwheels for 
providing continuous movement. the framework symbolically reflects that in sustaining 
businesses' competitive advantage, the competitive positioning wheels need to be 
navigated and kept in motion. In fact, the relevance of' the competitive positioning 
2 The Economist (February 1,1997aý b) discusses the role of governments as salesmen: subsidising 
exporters, subsidising research and development; offering -tied aid", and financing export through "export 
credit guarantees". 
3 Porter ( 1991 ) provides a distinction between models and frameworks in the context of' thcon. buildim', 
According to him, a model abstracts the complexity of competition to isolate a few key variables whose 
interactions are examined in depth. Although models provide clear conclusions, they are highly sensitive to 
the assumptions underlying them and to the concept of equilibrium that is employed. Hence, it is difficult to 
integrate models into a general frame\Nork for approaching any situation. On the other hand, Porter argues 
that a framework encompasses many variables and seeks to capture much of the complexity of' actual 
competition. Frameworks identitý, the relevant variables and the questions which users must answer 'in 
order to develop conclusions tailored to a particular industry and company. Although the equilibrium 
concept is imprecise iiý frameworks, they seek to help analysts to better think through the problem by 
understanding the firrn and its environment and defining and selecting among the strategic alternatives. A 
reference to Porter's distinction between models and framework was also made bý Schendel ( 1996a). 
4 The use of metaphor in the context of know ledge-creation within businesses is discussed by Nonaka & 
Takeuchi ( 1995). Accordincy to them. metaphors are one communication mechanism that can function to 
reconcile discrepancies in meaning among team members. Nonaka & Takeuchi further explain that use of' zn 
an attractive metaphor is highk effective in fosterino direct commitment to the creative process (pp. 13. and 
64-67). 
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strategies formulated depends upon the continuous movements and interlinkages among 
the three wheels, particularly the inner and middle wheels. 
The use of a wheel-like framework for the purpose of formulating dynamic 
competitive strategies was also made by Day ef al. (1997). Comparison bet\, \cen the 
proposed rotating wheel and Day el al. 's (1997) dynarnic wheel framemorks will be 
discussed in Chapter Ten. 
5.3. Distinctive Characteristics of the Rotating Wheel Framework 
5.3.1. An Integration of Concepts from the Strategic Management and Marketing 
Disciplines 
The process framework as shown in Figure 5.1 builds on two disciplines. that is, 
strategic management (competitive strategy) and marketing (positioning strategy) which 
are often discussed, but rarely put together in a comprehensive manner . In particular, 
it 
is observed that the two disciplines stop short of providing a comprehensive framework 
in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies. On the one hand, competitivc 
The integration of concepts from the strategic management and marketing disciplines Is in line with the 
vie" expressed by Schendel (1997) that strategic management is an interdisciplinary field. Oil the role of' 
marketing to the strategy field, Schendel (1985) argues that while other functional areas have made 
significant contribution as well, marketing's orientation to the environment gives it a special place to deal 
with the problems of forecasting and adapting to change. Biggadike ( 198 1) examines tile contribution of 
marketin- to strategic management in five areas: the marketing concept, market segmentation, positioning, tý tR -1 
perceptual mapping: and product life cycle. Meanwhile, according to Day & Wensley ( 1983), there are 
three aspects of' the strategic context where a marketing perspective should offer a distinctive, it' not tile 
dominant view: analysis of the competitive market behaviour, definition of viable organisation boundaries-, 
and the processes by Nkhich resources are allocated. Similarly, other writers (Anderson, 1982: Daý & 
Wensley, 1988: Brownlie. 1989, Parkinson, 1995: Barwise, 1995) agree that marketing has a number of' 
positive contributions to the field of strategic management. On the other hand, it also appears that tile field 
of strategic management has also made significant contribution to the field of marketing as shown by the 
broader perspective (other than customers) considered in recent writinos bv marketim, scholars (Wellster, 
1992ý 1998: Kotler, 1994: Barwise, 1995, Doyle, 1995). Webster ( 1998) explains that niarketino scholars 
have expanded the definition of niarket-driven to include not Just customer orientation but also 
consideration of' competitors' product offerings and the discipline of profit orientation in the analysis of 
prod uct, 'market opportunities. Webster ( 1998) further aroues that marketing has three distinct dimensions: 
marketing as culture, marketing asstrategv; and marketing as tactics. 
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strategy frameworks do not seem to consider the positioning aspect part and parcel ofthc 
competitive advantage anal YSiS6. Indeed the positioning aspect is considered by 
strategists as an eltment of functional level strategy, not business level strategy (Kare- 
Silver, 1997). 
On the other hand, positioning strategy frameworks do not seem to incorporate 
explicitly the analysis of competitive advantage in developing positioning themes. In this 
respect, it can be deduced that currently. the two aspects are considered as being mutuall'. 
exclusive: competitive strategy frameworks that exist independent of' the positioning 
dimension, and positioning frameworks that exist independent of the competitive 
dimension. In order to bridge the gap between the two disciplines, the rotating vkheel 
framework proposes that the scope of competitive strategies be extended to incorporate 
the positioning aspect. Conversely, the framework suggests that in developing 
positioning themes. the competitive advantage aspect needs to be taken into 
consideration. Consideration of businesses' competitive strategies, particularly in terms 
of their sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), is important so as to ensure 
not only the success but also the sustainability of businesses' positioning strategies. 
5.3.2. An Integratit)n of the Competitive Forces PersPective and the Resource-Based 
Vie", Perspective within the Field of Strategic Management 
The proposed framexkork also takes into consideration the existing perspectives 
concerning the sources of sustainable competitive advantage (i. e., the competitive forces 
6 Kare-Silver ( 1997) argues that positioning is -typicallý seen as marketin,,, taý: tics as opposed to something 
which could become thý nia or drivin- force for the success of the whole compan\ and be developed as a 
most competitive and effective form of strategy. " (p. 193), 
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perspective, the strategic conflict perspective, and the resource-based view perspective)'. 
While these perspectives seem to be regarded as mutually exclusive, the rotating wheel 
framework considers these perspectives, particularly the competitive forces perspective 
and the resource-based view perspective, as non-mutually exclusive and needing to be 
integrated8 in diagnosing the sources of SCA and formulating positioning strategies. This 
stance is taken as strategy formulation is concerned with both the identifications of 
businesses' capabilities and matching them with the external environment L) . 
' According to Teece et al. (1997), while many theories have been advanced over the past two decades 
about the sources of competitive advantage, many cluster around just a fe" loosely structured frameworks 
or paradigms: the competitive forces perspective, the strategic conflict perspective; and the resource-based 
view perspective. The competitive forces perspective emphasises the actions a firm can take to create 
defensible positions against competitive forces. The strategic conflict perspective uses the garne theorý, to 
view competitive outconies as a function of the effectiveness with which firms keep their rivals off balance 
through strategic investments, pricing strategies, signaling and the control of information. Meanwhile, the 
resource-based view perspective emphasises firm-specific capabilities and assets and the existence of' 
isolating mechanisms as the fundamental determinants of firm performance. Nonetheless, Porter ( 1996) 
criticises the resource-based vie", perspective as it can be misleading to explain success bý specitNing 
individual strengths. core competencies or core resources as thev cut across manv functions and blend into 
one another. Porter argues that competitive advantage is achieved ftorn the way activities fit and reinforce 
one another. Teece et al. ( 1997) further argue on the need for an expanded parad ioni to understand how 
competitive advantage is achieved and propose a dynamic capabilities approach. According to Teece el al. 
( 1997). *dynamic' refers to the capacity to renew competences so as to achieve congruence with the 
changing business environment. whilst the term *capabilities' emphasises the key role of strategic 
management in appropriately adapting, integrating. and reconfiguring internal and external organisational 
skills, resources and functional cornpetences to match the requirements ofa changing environment. 
9 The need to intearate contemporary Strategic management issues was also recoonised bN Cra,, ens et ul. 
1997). However, as these authors are mainly from the marketing discipline, different perspectives are 
considered as crucial: becomin- a market-driven and learnino oroanisation- determininu the value 
propositiom selecting the strategý for competing on capabilities; making relationship strateov decisions: and ZN. implementing organisational change. 
This suggestion is parallel with the view held by Kay (1993a) that a distinctive capability becomes a 
competitive advantage only \vhen it is applied to relevant markets. Furthermore, it is also related to the 
reciprocal relationships between capabilities and competition as discussed bý Schendel (1997) and 
Henderson & Mitchell (1997). Nonetheless, Reve (1996) argues that the matching of the external 
competitive position and the internal resource base remains the weakest link in strategý development both 
theoretical]y and practically. Hence. Reve suggests that future research auenda should include the 
integration of the competitive position approach to strateoN and the internal resources approach to stratep. 
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Relating to the above, there have also been on-going debates in the literature on 
the order of environmental analysislo. It can be argued that the order of' environmental 
analysis is determined to an extent by the perspectives taken concerning the sources of 
sustainable competitive advantage. In this respect, it appears that the resource-based view 
perspective stresses an inside-out approach, while the competitive forces perspective 
emphasises an outside-in approach''. In order to bridge the gap bet"ecn these two 
perspectives. the framework suggests that a fusion of outside-in and inside-out 
approaches be used for environmental analysis 12 
For the purpose of formulating competitive positioning strategies, the fi-arne"ork 
proposes that the outside-in approach be considered during the stages of delining markets 
and developing positioning themes, in view ofthe relative importance of the pull I'actors 
that are mainly external to the businesses. On the other hand, during the stages of 
determining the key factors for success (KFS), identifying sources of sustainable 
competitive advantage, and formulating competitive strategies, the inside-OLIt approach is 
recommended in view of the relative importance of the push factors. 
While many writers agree that there are two main approaches to environmental analysis: outside-in 
approach and inside-out approach. Hofer & Schendel (1978) argue that the former is for corporate level 
analysis and the latter for business level analysis. Meanwhile, Fahey & Naravanan (1996) vie%N the two 
approaches as interrelated and mention that they are essentially two sides of the same coin. Fahey & 
Narayanan further stress that it is productive for businesses to adopt both approaches to environmental 
analysis. 
" McKiernan (1997) also considers the resource-based view perspective as ail inside-out approach and 
Porter's five competitive forces perspective as an outside-in approach. 
Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) consider the linkage between the outside and inside perspectives as an 
important floundation for continuous innovation within businesses which in turn leads to competitive 
advantage (p. 6). Meanwhile, specific to competition, Chen (1996) highlights the significance ofapphing 
both outside-in and inside-out perspectives for conceptualising competitors and predicting rivalr\. 
According to McKiernan ( 1997: 795): "Anv evolutionar\ strateov future would foster closer integration of' 
all the schools (i. e., the Planning and Practice School, Learning School. Positioning School, and Resource- 
Based Vie" of the Firm). Linking the outside-in (Positioning) to the inside-out (Resource Based) is one 
obvious route. " In this respect. Reve ( 1996) proposes an inteorative model of'strateoN which integrates the 
external and internal dimensions for business level analysis. 
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5.3.3. A Broadened Concept of Environmental Analysis 
The importance of undertaking environmental analysis In the Ilormulation of' 
strategies is frequently discussed both in the fields of strategic management and 
marketing. Fundamentally. the analysis is aimed at assessing the strategic fit (or failing 
which, strategic gap) of the businesses' capabilities and the opportunities in their external 
environment. However, in conducting environmental analysis, the factors considered 
vary from one scholar to another, depending on the level of analysis chosen: micro- 
environmental analysis 13 and macro-environmental analysis 14 
It appears that at the level of business strategy. there is a tendency to depend 
solely on micro-environmental factors in the analysis. However, it can be argued that 
even at business level, certain macro-environmental tactors, such as government and 
ENGOs have implication on businesses' competitive advantage, and so need to be 
considered in the environmental analysis (Porter & Van der Linde, 1995, Bailey, 1997). 
Indeed, even \vithin the micro-environmental analysis, certain factors. namely. 
Within the scope of micro-environniental analysis, the framework used includes Ohmae's ( 1982) strategic 
three Cs (comprising corporation, customers, and competitors) which was also discussed bý Hoole) et u/. 
(1988), Porter's (1980.1985) five competitive forces (i. e., customers, suppliers, substitutors, and 
competitors - existing competitors and new entrants). Meanwhile, other fraine"orks consider different sets 
of factors, including customers, competitors and suppliers (Hoter & Schendel, 1978, Aaker, 1995). 
customers, competitors. suppliers. and regulators (Bourgeois, 1980) customers, distribulors/retailers, 
competitors, and suppliers (Day, 1990). and customers, competitors, suppliers, substitutors. and 
complementors (Brandenbur er & Nalebuff. 1995ý Day, 1997a, Grove, 1997), 
14 As for macro-env iron mental analysis, the frameworks applied include tile stakeholders framework 
(comprising customers, competitors, suppliers, goverriment, activist groups and local communities) as 
proposed by Fahey & Narayanan (1986), Ginter & Duncan ( 1990), Grant (1991 a), I larrison & John ( 1994)ý 
and Johnson & Scholes ( 1997) and the national diamond franickkork (comprising factor conditions. demand 
conditions, related and supporting services, and finil strategy, structure and rivalry (Porter. 1990- 199 1 
Meanwhile. different sets offactors considered bý other writers include political (MacMillan, 1979. Baileý, 
1997). and ENGOs (Porter & Van der Linde, 1995: Steadman ei al., 1995: 1 lartnian & Stafford, 1997: 
Ru-rnan & Verbeke, 199& McGee. 1998). 
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di stributors/retai I ers and complementors have not been explicitly considered 
(Brandenburger & Nalebuff. 1995, Day, 1997a). 
In terms of the approach considered in analysing the environment, it appears that a 
customer-oriented approach 15 (broadly termed a deniand-side perspective 16 ) and a 
competitor-centred approach 17 (broadly termed a supply-side perspective 19 ) are frequently 
discussed. This notwithstanding. it might still be problernatic to tit certain I'actors, such 
as government and ENGOs in the competitive analysis. This is due to the fact that 
government could at times be a customer, and has a direct efTect on the businesses' 
19 
performance . Meanwhile. most of the time, government acts as 
businesses' 
20 
watchdog". and thus has an indirect effect on businesses . 
In the case of ENGOs. 
although their effects are mainly indirect, they have a strong influence on customers and 
government as regards businesses' operations. 
As the existing approaches of analysing the competitive environment are narrokk. 
the rotating wheel framework suggests that the pull-factor and push-factor approaches be 
applied as follows: 
A pull-factor approach: beyond customer-orientcd approach or dcniand-side 
perspective 
As indicated in Figure 5.2. pull factors comprise not only customers (as in the 
customer-oriented approach or demand-side perspective) bUt also other plaýers that might 
" Daý ( 1990). op. cit. 
16 Curran & Goodfellow (1990), op. cit. 
17 Daý ( 1990), op. cit. 
8 Curran & Goodfellmý (1990), op. cit. 
Bosch & Man (1994) argue that bN using its own procurement and investments, government is able to 
influence dernand condition. 
20 Cho ( 1992) identifies three basic categories of government roles in businesses: a subsicliserý a regulator. 
and a rule-setter. 
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have both positive and negative effects on the demand for the businesses I products. 
These players include distributors/retailers, complementors, government and ENGOs. 
Hence, during the analysis of the external environment. businesses need to examine not 
only how the activities within their value webs fit into the individual customers, 
distributors/retailers and complementors' value chains in comparison with competitors, 
but also how the activities within the govemment and FNGOs affect the value web 
system of the businesses. 
A push-factor approach: beyond competitor-centred approach or supply-side 
perspective 
Based on a similar argument, push factors comprise not only competitors (as in a 
competitor-centred approach or a supply-side perspective) but also other players that 
might have both positive and negative effects on the supply of the bUsincsses' products. 
These players include substitutors, suppliers and government. Thus, in the analysis. 
businesses have to assess not only how the activities within their value webs link Nkith the 
suppliers' value chains in comparison with competitors, but also ho, ýý the activities ofthe 
government affect the value webs of the businesses. 
The above pull and push factors can be further categorised Linder three levels of 
environment, that is, task environment, industry/competitive environment and general 
environment 21 as shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.33. 
Categorisation according to these three levels of environment was made by Fahey & Nara,. anan ( 1986). 
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Table 5.1. Categorisation of pull and push factors according to the three levels of 
environment 
Levels of en,, i ronment Pull factors Push factors 
Task environment Customers Suppliers 
Distributors/retailers 
Industry/Competitive Complementors Competitor" 
environment Substitutors 
General environment Environmental non-governmental JoVerninent 
organisations (FNGOs) 
- nment 
Categorisation of pull and push factors according to the above three levels of 





Figure 5.3. Pull and push factors in the three le%cls ofem ironnient 
1 3) 8 
Such a categorisation also provides a wide foundation Ior businesses to identify 
potential opportunities that could be exploited as well as potential threats that need to be 
avoided or turned into opportunities. Such a broad categorisation will also provide a 
platform for managers in identifying the variables that are directly under their control, 
those which are uncontrollable. and those variables that are under the control of 
competitors. This aspect is. indeed. important in view of the dynamic nature of the 
competitive environment. It needs to be stressed that not all the pull and push factors are 
of equal importance. The relative importance of these factors varies according to the 
stages of activities in the strategy formulation process. -rhis aspect will bc discussed in 
section 5.5. 
5.3.4. A Dynamic Analysis of the Competitive Environment 
In relation to the narrow perspective of the environment, one ofthe main concerns 
-2 voiced by a number of scholars is the lack of dynamism in environmental analysis' 
Porter ( 1991 ) cautions that the dynamics of the marketplace are crucial to strategic theory 
because competitive firms are those spawned by vigorous domestic rivalry. 
since the number of variables is substantial and environmental chan,, e is continuous and I 
unpredictable, the problem is not selecting good strategies but creating a flexible organization 
that leams and is able to continually redefine its strategy. " (Porter, IQ() 1: 110) 
The above concern is due to the fact that environmental analysis is normally done 
at a particular stage of the strategy formulation process (normally during the early stages 
22 Porter (1991). Abell (1993). Hamel & Prahalad (1994), D'Aveni (1994.1998). Teece et al. (1997). and 
Day ef al. ( 199 7). 
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of the strategy formulation process), and not carried out through the entire process 23 
This approach implies a snap-shot gap analysis of strategy formulation. Despite the 
presence of feedback loops in most frameworks, they are merely for contingency reasons 
and will not be sufficient to assist businesses in keeping abreast with the dynamism ofthe 
competitive environment. 
As an alternative, the rotating wheel framework proposcs a dynamic analysis of' 
the competitive environment both within activities and across activities during the 
strategy formulation process. These explicit and continuous linkages with the extcrnal 
environment are important so as to allow businesses not only to keep abreast of 
competitive actions. but also to stay ahead of them. Undertaking a dynamic analysis of' 
the competitive environment also requires a use of feedtorward and teedback processes 24 
based either on a formal or an infon-nal information system25 
Taking into consideration the distinctive characteristics of' the proposed 
Framework. it can be summed up that the rotating wheel framework offers a 
comprehensive and dynamic approach in analysing the environment for the purpose of 
Even Cravens ei al. (1997) who recognise the need to provide an integration of recent strateoic 
management perspectives consider environmental analvsis (in the context of making relationship strategN 
decisions) as a step. instead of a continuous process, in their model of' strategic management thought and 
practice. 
21 According to Morgan ( 1992), feedforward information is required for preventive purpose, whilst 
feedback information is needed for corrective action. In respect of control. Morgan argues that feedforward 
control and feedback control are not mutually exclusive, instead supplementarý - feedtorkNard control 
permits advance corrective action in approximate terms, whilst feedback control enables actual and final 
adjustment. Meanwhile, I leene ( 1997) proposes that strategy making as a complex puzzle oame should be 
considered as an iterative 'spiral-like'. complex feedback and feedforward processes in which decisions 
taken at one point oftime will affect decisions formerly taken and will be 'researched' in terms oftheir 
consequences for decisions to be taken at a later point in time. 
2S Doole & Lowe (1997) emphasise the need for obtaining information fi-orn both formal and inforinal 
networks. 
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formulating competitive positioning strategies. Hence, the framework could be used as a 
frame of reference for developing a new paradigm 26 both for the fields of strategic 
management and marketing. The application of the framework in the context of' the 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses will be discussed in Chapter Nine. 
5.4. Activities in the Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
This section deals with the middle wheel of the framework to describe the 
activities that fomi the building blocks in the f6miulation of' competitive positioning 
strategies as well as their alternative sequence. 
5.4.1. Activities in the Competitive Positioning Framework 
As mentioned in section 5.3.1, the competitive positioning t'l*anic%Aork bullds on 
the concepts of competitive strategies (strategic management discipline) and positioning 
strategies (marketing discipline). It can be distinguished that the emphasis of' tile concept 
ofcompetitive strategies has been on the importance of defining markets, determining the 
key factors for success (KFS). identifying sources of sustainable competitive advantage, 
26 The concept of paradigm was introduced by Thomas S. Kuhn in The Structure qlScictWfic Rci, olutions, 
to explain an accepted model or framework which underlies "normal science". that is, research based upon 
one or more past scientific achievements "that sorne particular scientific community acknowledges l'or a 
time as supplying the foundation for its further practice. " According to Kuhn ( 1962: 10), paradigms are 
.. accepted examples of actual scientific practice - examples which include lak%, theory, application. and 
instrumentation together - provide models from which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific 
research. " Meanwhile, Argýrous (1992) arL,, ues that there were two ways in which Kuhn (1970) used the 
concept of paradigm: paradigms-as-world viewsý and paraclignis-as-exemplar. Argyrous (1992) further 
mentions that: "Kuhn stressed this latter notion of paradigm as the more significant ofthe two in explaining 
the basis on which scientific communities resolve questions of theorý choice. " (p. 1,2). Paradiein-as- 
exemplar is taken to mean a concrete piece of research or standard illustration that becomes a classic 
example of how "good" science is conducted and that suggests further research (Argyrous, 1992). 
Nonetheless, the existence of paradignis does not preclude the cause for exploring new paradigms (Výhlch 
Kuhn. 1962, terms scientific revolutions). According to Kuhn ( 1962: 91 scientific revolutions are ... 
those non-cumulative developmental episodes in which an older paracligin is replaced ill whole or in part bý 
an incompatible new one. " 
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and formulating competitive strategies. On the other hand, the emphasis of positioning 
strategies has been on the aspects of defining markets, segmenting markets, targeting 
markets and developing positioning thernes. 
Although defining markets seems to be a common aspect between the two 
disciplines, the approaches considered in this respect differ: strategic managemcnt defines 
markets from a multi-dirnenslonal perspective (i. e., customer function and segment 
dimensions, technological dimension. and sequence of stages in the value-added 
system) 27 ; whilst marketing defines markets in terms of a single dimension of the 
demand-side perspective (narrowly termed a customer-oriented approach) 2 N. I lence, 
according to strategic management, competing businesses may define markets in dillerent 
ways. Meanwhile, from a marketing standpoint. competing businesses define markets in 
a similar way, namely, from the demand-side perspective. 
Considering the above, it can be seen that in the t, ormulation of competitivc 
positioning strategies. the activities that need to be perfornied are as follows: 
a) Defining markets, 
b) Segmenting markets, 
C) Targeting markets-, 
d) Determining the key factors for success (KFS), 
e) Identifying sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA). 
0 Formulating competitive strategies-, and 
g) Developing positioning themes. 
As activities (a). (b) and (c) are interrelated. they can be grouped together as 
activities associated with defining markets. 
27 Abel I& fI arnmond (1979), Abe I1 (1980,1991). and DaN (1984). 
28 Dav ei al. ( 1979), and Srivastava et al. ( 1984). 
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5.4.2. Sequence of Activities in the Competitive Positioning Framework 
As regards the sequence of activities for the t1orniulation of competitive 
positioning strategies, the following sequence of five interrelated steps is proposed: 
a) Defining markets (including the aspects of segmenting and targeting markets)-, 
b) Determining the key factors for success (KFS); 
c) Identifying sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA); 
d) Formulating competitive strategies; and 
e) Developing positioning themes. 
Defining markets is suggested as the first step in formulating competitive 
positioning strategies after taking into consideration the views expressed by many 
scholars (Abell & Hammond. 1979; Abell, 1980; 1993; Day, 1984; 1998). Defining 
markets is important as it reveals the true function of the business and providcs a basis Ilor 
detailed strategy analysis (Day. 1984). and it is an essential element of studies of 
competition (Brooks, 1995). Nonetheless, as mentioned in Chapter FOLir, defining 
markets is difficult and requires judgement (Barnett, 1988, Mascarenhas, 1992). 
Having defined markets, businesses need to identify the key I'actors flor success 
(KFS) that differentiate between winners and losers (Ohniae, 1982) or factors that 
determine their ability to survive and prosper (Grant, 1991 a). Leideckcr & Bruno ( 1984) 
suggest that determination of KFS provides a means for assessing the strengths and 
weaknesses of the businesses in relation to the environment. 
Having determined the KFS. businesses need to identify sources of' sustainable 
competitive advantage (SCA). According to De Vasconcellos &, Hambrick (1989), 
businesses must develop strengths that match the KFS in their indusli-N. This suggestion is 
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relevant as businesses' resources and capabilities are the building blocks ofcompetitive 
advantage (Eriksen, 1996). 
Once businesses* sources of SCA have been identitied. the next stage is the 
formulation of competitive strategies. This suggestion is in line with the argument made 
by Grant (1991a) that the essence of strategy formulation is to design a strategy that 
makes the most effective use of core resources and skills. Formulation of' competitive 
strategies is important as it provides the dimensions of how and where the business is 
going to compete (Porter, 1980; 1985; 1996). 
After having formulated competitive strategies, businesses need to develop 
positioning themes to ensure that their competitive advantage be communicated to 
customers (Day. 1984; Porter, 1996; Kare-Silver, 1997). Cronslia\A el al. (1990) also 
agree that successful entry to market depends on the combination of competitive 
advantage and positioning. 
The above sequence of steps is illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Although the 
sequence suggests a direct flow from defining markets to developing positioning thenies. 
it should be recognised that feedback and feedforward mechanism can occurs at any stage 
of the process to take into account the complexity of the environment. Considering the 
above, it can be observed that while each of the existing scholars contributes to one or 
more of the stages, none offers a complete coverage of the process for formulating 
competime positioning strategies. Moreover, although each of the above activities is 
discussed in strategy and marketing literature, their integration is new. 
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5.5. Approaches to Formulating Competitive Positioning Strategies 
Specifically, this section discusses which approaches (either a pLill-tactor 
approach or a push-factor approach) should be considered in det-liling markets. 
determining the KFS. identitý-ing sources of SCA, t'ormulating competitive strategies. and 
developing positioning thernes. Meanwhile, interlinkages between the respective pull 
and push factors (especially those in the inner wheel of Figures 5.1 and 5.2) will also he 
discussed 
5.5.1. A Pull-Factor Approach for Defining Markets 
Several authors, particularly Currran & Goodfcllow (1990) and Kay ( 1993a) sharc 
the vievs that the most frequently discussed approaches to defining markets are the 
demand-side (narrowlý tertned a custoincr-oriented) and supply-side (narrowly terined a 
competitor-centred) perspectives. Nonetheless, it is observed that such approaches are 
short-sighted as they are unable to accommodate other tactors of' the general Onacro) 
environment. such as the government and environmental non-governmental organisations 
(ENGOs). As a means ofovercoming the shortfalls in the existing traditional approaches 
to defining markets. the rotating wheel framework proposes an extended approach based 
on pull factors and push factors. 
Although both pull and push factors need to be considered in defining markets. it 
is suggested that during this stage the orientation ShOUld be an outside-in approach as the 
market domain is external to the businesses. Partridge (1999) argues the market is 
defined b\ the customers In the sense that thev also define competition. i. e., choosHIL" 
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alternative suppliers. Hence, greater emphasis should be given to pull factors (i. e., 
customer segment and functions, and stages of the customers' value chains as well as the 
distributors"/retailers" value chains), than to push factors. Consequently, the pull I'actors 
during this stage that will have strong interactions with either pull or push factors. \vhich 
will be decided during the next stage of deteri-nining the key factors for success (KFS). 
5.5.2. A Push-Factor Approach for Determining the Key Factors for Success (KFS) 
In deterrnining the KFS, it is observed that the emphasis has been on competitors 
and customers (Day & Wensley, 1988; Grant. 1991a). Mean"hile, other elements. such 
as suppliers, government, and ENGOs have not been included. As an alternative, the 
framework proposes that both pull-factor and push-iactor approachcs should bc 
considered in determining the KFS. 
Nevertheless, it is suggested that during this stage. greater emphasis should he 
given to push factors (especially competitors) than pull factors 29 . 
Meanwhile, businesses 
need to consider the interactions between the push factors during this stage and the Pull 
factors identified during the previous stage of defining markets (customers' segnients. 
functions and stages in the customers' value chains as well as the distributors'/retailcrs' 
value chains). Subsequently, these push factors will have bearing on either pull or push 
factors during the next stage of identifying sources of SCA. 
21) In most cases, determination of KFS normally relates to cost structure (e. g., capacity utilisation) ill 
comparison A ith competitors. hence a push-factor approach should be considered. Nonetheless. I, or certain 
businesses. such as fast moving consumer goods (wherebN shelf space is the KFS) and clothino businesses 
(whereby fashion and qualit-, are the KFS) that rely mainiv oil customers. a pull-factor approach maý need 
to be considered. 
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5.5.3. A Push-Factor Approach for Identifying Sources of Sustainable Competitive 
Advantage (SCA) 
The literature indicates that a number of approaches have been suggested t1or 
identifying sources of SCA. In this respect, Day & Wensley (1988) recommend 
competitor-centred and c ustorner- focused approaches. Meanwhile, Day (1990,1997b) 
and Day & Nedungadi (1994) distinguish competitor-centred, customer-oriented, self- 
centred. and market-driven (better termed a customer plus com pet] tor-centrccl) 
approaches to identifying sources of SCA. Nonetheless, other elements of the 
environment, such as suppliers, distributors/retailers, and government have been 
neglected. As a means of providing a clear foundation tor the purpose of identifong 
sources of SCA. the framework suggests that both pull and push I'actors be considered. 
Although both pull and push factors need to be considered, it Is suggested that 
during this stage. the orientation should be an inside-out approach as the sources ofSCA 
are to a large extent within the domain of the businesses. The framework proposes that 
greater focus should be given to push factors (businesses' distinctive capabilities. in terms 
of their reputation, innovation and network of relationships with Suppliers. 
distributors/retailers, customers, and government) than to pull I'actors. In fact, during this 
stage. businesses should consider the congruence between the push Iactors considered in 
detemilning the KFS and identifying sources of SCA. Subsequently. the PLISII CaCtOrS I- 
during this stage \A,, Ill have an impact on either the pull or push factors during the next 
stage ot'llormulating competitive strategies. 
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5.5.4. A Push-Factor Approach for Formulating Competitive Strategies 
In formulating competitive strategies, there appear to be a number ot'approaches 
30 31 
offered. mainly focusing on customers . competitors , and 
both customers and 
competitors 32 . Despite this, it seems that certain 
factors, namely suppliers and 
government. have been neglected in the formulation of competitive strategies. As an 
alternative. the framework suggests that an extended approach based on both Pull and 
push factors be considered in the formulation of competitive strategies. 
Although the framework incorporates both pull and push tactors in lormulating 
competitive strategies, it is proposed that greater attention should be given to push factors 
(businesses' distinctive capabilities in delivering low-cost or unique products compared 
to competitors) than to pull factors. This Is due to the fact that the strategic orientation at 
this stage should be an inside-out approach, as primary actions are mainly firm-specific. 
For this purpose, businesses could use the push factors identified during tile previous 
stage of identifying sources of SCA as a reference point. Ultimately. these push I'actors 
will have an impact on either pull or push I'actors during the next stage of' developing 
positioning themes. 
,0 Faulkner & Bowman ( 1992). Treacy & Wierserna ( 1993,1995), Bo" nian & Faulkner ( 1996), Porter 
(1996). and Kare-Silver(1997). 
Porter(1980ý 1985: 1996). Miller& Dess(1993), and D'Aveni(1994). 
M intzberg ( 1988) and Day ( 1990). 
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5.5.5. A Pull-Factor Approach for Developing Positioning Themes 
The review ofthe literature reveals that the approaches considered in devcloping 
positioning themes include customer-oriented 33, competitor-centred 34 . and customer plus 
competitor-centred approaches 35 . -rhis notwithstanding, the approaches suggested Ior 
developing positioning themes are neither comprehensive nor systematic. As a means of' 
improving the deficiencies in the existing positioning paradigm, particularly with the 
o ective of incorporating other important elements, such as the government and FNGOs. 
the rotating wheel frarnework, suggests that pull and push factors be considered. 
Although both pull and push factors need to be factored in the positioning 
equation, it is suggested that greater focus should be given to pull I'actors (customer value 
elements. such as perceived price, perceived quality and service as \, \ell as the ENGos' 
green value) than to push factors. This is due to the fact that during this stage the 
businesses should be seen as providing superior value to custorners, both physically and 
psychologicalk. The success of these positioning themes ý, Nill depend on the 
interlinkages between the pull factors during this stage and the respective push and pull 
factors during the earlier stages in the formulation ot'positioning strategies. 
I Fhe rotating wheel framework demonstrates that there are cause and efTect 
relationships betkkeen pull I'actors (cluring the stage of defining markets) and push I'actors 
(during the stages of determining the KFS. identifying sources of SCA, and I'01-InUlating 
Doyle &, Saunders ( 1985). Cronshaw et al. ( 1990), Treacy & Wiersema ( 1993 -1 1995). Porter ( 1996), and 
Kare-Siker ( 1997) 
,4 Davis ( 1990), D'Aveni ( 1994), and Porter ( 1996). 
Aaker &, Shansby ( 1982). Bennion ( 1987), and Muhlbacher ef al. ( 1994). 
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competitive strategies) and finally pull factors (during the stage of-developing positioning 
themes) as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. Activities and approaches for the I'ormulation of competitive 
positioning strateg , 
ies 
Activities Approaches 
Definin, markets. Pull factors (e. -., customers , in(] distributors' 
retailers) 
Deten-nining the key factors for success (KFS). Push factors (e. g., competitors, Suppliers, and 
government) 
Identifying sources of sustainable competitive Push factors (e. g., competitors, suppliers, and 
advantage (SCA). government) 
Formulating competitive strategies Push factors (e. g., competitors, suppliers, and 
government) 
Developing positioning themes. Pull factors Customers, distributors'retallers. 
and FNG0s) 
Nomithstanding the above. it does not mean that the rcspccti\c pull and PLISII 
factors during those stages have no impact on the process of' l'ormulating competitive 
positioning strategies. In fact, the interlinkages between thern are also important. thOLIgh 
their magnitude is less compared to their counterparts. 
Finally, the framework is represented as a combination of rotating . N-lieels to 
reflect the fact that the whole processes needs to be continuously rex, lexNed. not only in 
response to environmental dynamism but also in undertaking any pre-emptike measures 
in order to stay ahead of competitors. 
5.6. Conclusion 
Fhe importance of competitive positionim, in the strateg) l'ormulation proccss, is t7 
recognised. Although there have been attempts to develop positioning strateoies, it is L- 
observed that the aspect ofcompetitive strategy has not been explicitly considered. As a 
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result, the environmental analyses undertaken are short-sighted, lack dynamism and are 
confined to a particular strategic orientation. 
In the effort to provide a foundation for the formulation of competitive positioning 
strategies, the rotating wheel framework is proposed. The framework differs from the 
existing traditional models in that it builds on four important aspects: an integration of 
concepts from the strategic management and marketing disciplines, an integration ol'the 
competitive forces perspective and the resource-based view perspective within the field ot' 
strategic management, a broadened concept of environmental analysis, and a dynamic 
analysis of the competitive environnient. 
Although a comprehensive approach for assessing the competitive environnicni. is 
suggested, the relative importance of pull and push factors varies according to the variOUS 
stages in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies- For this reason, only the 
core interrelationships and interlinkages between pull and push factors during the various 
stages in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies are highlighted. 
As the framework is developed based on theoretical concepts, empirical studies 
need to be undertaken to examine its practicality. As a case in point, the frarnev\ork vvill 
be applied to det, ýrnilne the practiceS Undertaken by Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses in formulating competitive positioning strategies. For this purpose, Chapter 
Six and Chapter Seven will present the analyses ofthe study. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS IN MALAYSIAN WOODEN FURNITURE 
BUSINESSES - MANAGEMENT OF LINKAGES 
6.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the findings of the interviews conducted with managers of' the 
selected Malaysian wooden furniture businesses will be presented. The main t'ocus of 
analysis will be on identifying strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses, assessing how the strategic groups manage linkages in the downstream and 
upstream value webs, examining the activities and approaches undertaken by the strategic 
groups in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies. and assessing their 
performance in terms of added value contribution. During the course of the analýsis. 
cross-references will be made to the views and comments made by selected customers, 
key distributors/retailers. and key suppliers of the businesses. This chapter presents the 
first two parts of the analysis (i. e., identification of strategic groups and management of 
linkages). while the remaining parts will be discussed in Chapter Sevcn and Chapter 
Fight. 
6.2. Strategic Groups of the Malaysian Wooden Furniture Businesses 
In identi(ving the strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
consideration is given to the fOlloxving: 
" the purpose of the strategic groups is for business level analysis. and 
" the need to use supply-side and demand-side perspectives tor forming strategic groups 
as suggested by Kav ( 1991a). 
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Hence, a two-dimensional approach of geographical and product dimensions will 
be used in identifying strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
The geographical dimensions of the market according to the domestic, regional and 
international markets are used as this is a universally adopted approach used in literature, 
including by the in+ernational organisations'. From the geographical dimensions of' the 
market, most of the wooden furniture businesses interviewed are involved in marketing 
their products in the international market, compared to regional and domestic markets. as 
appears in 'Fable 6.1 and Appendix 6.1. 





Domestic Business A, Business 13, Business C, and Business 1) 
Regional ASEAN Business K and Business 1. 
International USA Business E, Business F, Business 11, Business 1. Business J. 
Business K, Business M, Business N, Business 0, Business Q, 
and Business R 
Japan Business E, Business F, Business 11, Business 1, Business N, 
Business 0, Business P, and Business Q 
FU Business E, Business F, Business (1, Business K. Business 0, 
Business Q and Business R 
Australia Business G, Business H, Business 1, Business K, Business 0 and 
Business R 
Canada Business B, Business F, Business 1, Business Q and Business R 
Republic of Korea Business 1), Business G, Business 11. Business I and Business 1. 
Tai%kan Business F, Business G and Business 1, and Business 1. 
Middle East Business F, Business 11, Business K, and Business Q 
Others (Hong Kono, Business C, Business F, Business 1-1, and Business 1, 
PRC, Laos and 
Reunion Islands) 
' These international oroanisations include the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) World 
Trade Organisation (\VFO). the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (IJNC FAD) and tile 
Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO). 
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As for the product dimensions of the market, the categorisation according to the 
low end, medium and high end segments of the market, though frequently mentioned in 
the press (The %r. September 1.1995, March 11,1996, Business Tinies, March 9. 
1996c, Minister of Primary Industries, Malaysia. 1996), has not been used or clOCLU'llented 
by researchers in the relevant field (Baharuddin, 1991, Roszehan, 1994) except for the 
FFTO/1TC (1990). Due to this reason, the study attempts to use the above product 
dimensions in identifying the strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses 
During the survey, most interviewees were receptive to the categorisation of the 
furniture market according to the low end, medium and high end scgments. Despitc this 
general agreement. there appears to be no common denominator for the categorisation of' 
the medium and high end segments of the market. The current practice ofcategorisation 
is mainly based on managerial judgernent as well as reactions given by key 
distributors/retailers in the international market. In view of the above problem of' 
categorisation, a number of interviewees suggested that the classification be sub-divided 
to include the mediurn-lovv end and mediurn-high end segments ofthe market. I lence. tor 
the purpose of identifying the strategic groups of' the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses, the use of a flex 1 -classification of low to medium-low end, medium. and 
medium-high to high end segments of the market was explored. 
Most ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses (e. g.. Busincss A, Business B. 
Business E. Business F, Business G, Business 11. Business 1, BLISIIIeSS .1 and 
Business K) 
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are involved in the low to medium-low end segment of the markets as shown in Table 
6.2. 
Table 6.2. The product dimensions of the market for the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses 
Low to medium-loA end 
segment of the market 
Medium segment of the market Meditim-high to high end 
segment of the market 
Business A Business C Business 1) 
Business B Business 1, Business M 
Business D BLISiness N 
Business E Business () 
Business F Business 11 
Business G Business Q 





From the information given. generally, the low to rnedium-lmv end fUrniture is f'or 
the UISA market. vvhilst the medium-high to high end furniture is targeted for the 
Japanese and European market. This notwithstanding, sorne high end furniture (from 
Business M. Business N, Business 0 and Business Q) is also exported to the I JSA. 
Based on the geographical and product dimensions (geo-product dimensions) of 
the market (Tables 6.1 and 6.2. respectively), the Malaysian "ooden I'Lirniture businesses 
could be grouped under seven strategic groups as shown in Figui e 6.1. 
Iýs 









Business G FSTýj 
Business P 
Business H -- -- 
Business I 





Low to Medium- Both Low and Medium-hi-li to 
low End High Ends High End 
Figure 6.1. A two-dimensional strategic group map of the Malaysian Vvooden 
furniture businesses based on the geo-product dimensions of the market 
(businesses' perspectives). 
From Figure 6.1. it can be seen that there are seven possible strategic groups of 
furniture businesses. I lowever. it is felt that alternative strategic groups for the Malaý sian 
fumiture businesses should be explored for two reasons. Firstly, the geographical 
dimensions of the market could be simplified as international market (including regional 




businesses that are involved in the ASEAN market (mainly Business L) are also involved 
in other countries. 
Secondly. the product dimensions of the market tor the Malaysian \, N, oodcn 
furniture businesses should be re-examined due to the fact that the categorisation is 
subjective. Moreover. the flexi-classification of low to medium-low end, medium. 
medium-high to high end segments of the market is confusing. Hence, additional 
perspectives other than the businesses' own perspectives should be considered in 
determining the product dimensions of the market. For this purpose, vlews from key 
personalities in the furniture businesses and key distributors/retailers will be presented. 
In this connection, the Bombay Company, Inc.. one of the kcy distributors/ 
retailers of' Malaysian wooden furniture businesses was of' the view that Malaysian 
furniture caters for all segments of the US market. The Vice President argued that: 
"The categorisation of furniture markets according to the low end, inedium and high end 
markets is highl-, subjective. In fact, I have seen Malaysian Windsor chairs (a type ot'dining 
chair mainly supplied for the medium segment ofthe market) being sold as high end furniture 
in tile Home Decor Store in the USA. I think what is important (in determining Miether the 
product would be sold as the low end, mediurn or high end products), is the image of the 
store. Perhaps the best approach is to ask end users. " 
On the contrarv, Guthrie Timber Products Ltd., a distributor/retailer offurniture in 
the EU. seems to regard Malaysian furniture as mainly catering for the lo\v end segment 
of the market. The Director contended that: 
-The majority of the Malaýsian furniture companies, mainly the Chinese, are involved in the 
lokk end of the market, particularIv in the US. " 
The N ieNA- expressed by Guthrie Timber Products Ltd., výas supported by Italcomm 
(Malaysia) Sdn. 131-id.. a distributor/retailer of Italian furniture in Malaýsia. Hie 
Sho,. N-rooni Executive mentioned that: 
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about 70 percent of sales, followed by the low end (17 percent) and the high end 
segments (13 percent). It was further reported that the bulk of the market in the I. JK and 
the Netherlands (50-60 percent) is in the broad middle price category. As for tile 
Japanese market, although a similar breakdown of the market segments was not given. the 
study clearly indicates that the bulk of the market for furniture is the low end segment 
(termed the mass market by the ITTO/ITC. 1990). 
-... imported mass-produced items of lower quality (low cntl) face severe competition froill 
domestic products, which are sold on the popular market in large quantities. These products 
are offered at a discount in the form of bargains. ... Furniture from Furope and the United 
States have recently penetrated the market for mediuni-priced goods. The main features of 
these imports are the novelty of designs and high functionality. Sales of these items are 
limited .... Imports from western countries 
have been, and still are, mostlý high-quality 
(high enif) products with sophisticated designs and outstanding functionality. However, the 
Japanese market for such furniture is extremely small, owino to a number of' factors peculiar 
to Japan. These include limited living space, differences in use and a corriparativek small 
number of high-income people. " (ITI-0/1-17C. 1990: 269-269, emphasis added). 
Considering the above views, it can be deduced that the bulk of Malaysian 
wooden furniture is exported to the low end and medium segments of the international 
market. Although a number of businesses boasted that they are producing Furniture t'or 
the high end segment. such clairris were not substantiated. Thus. at the most. ýOiat is 
claimed to be the high end furniture is just furniture lor the medn. 1111 segment of the 
market. In this respect. the observation made by the Vice President of the Bombay 
Company. Inc.. xNas merely his perception. i. e., an exception. rather than the norm. As l'or 
the reasons I'Or the businesses not moving to the high end segment. It seerns to he largelý 
due to complacency on the part of the businesses in maintaining the status quo. rather 
than a specitic stratep ofcatering lor the low end customers, as x! ie\, \ed bý the offlicial of 
the Malaýsian Fumiture Industry Council. In light of the above rc-asscssnient. tile 
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I. o\8 End Medium High End 
Se, -, tnent Segment Segment 
Figure 6.2. A two-dimensional strategic group map of the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses based on the geo-product dimensions of the market 
(multi-perspectives). 
Figure 6.2 shows that whilst the three product dimensions of the markct are 
maintained. the geographical dimensions have been reduced from three markets 
(domestic. regional and international markets) to two markets (regional and international 
markets). This reduction \Nas made due to the fact that the ASEAN market is an 




that are involved in the ASEAN market are also involved in the international market. 
Moreover, ofthe businesses interviewed, only Business 1, falls under this category. As a 
result of this shrinkage of dimensions, Business L could be grouped under either SG I or 
SG3. Nonetheless. due to the fact that Business 1. is an export-oriented business 
(Appendix 6.1 ), its grouping under SG3 is more appropriate than under SG 1. 
From Figure 6.2. It can also be seen that none of the businesses interviewed are 
occupying the high end segment of both the domestic and international markets. This 
phenomenon is not abnormal, as McGee & Thornas (1999) explain: 
"We do not believe that all possible positions in competitive space should necessarily have 
firms or, indeed, groups present. What is more interesting is how the theoretically available 
space fills up over time. -2 (p. 106) 
As a means of veri6, ing the above strategic groups, mobility barriers between the 
groups need to be analysed. This analysis is in line with the views expressed bý Porter 
( 1980) that the most appropriate strategic variables to use for mapping strategic groups 
are those that determine the key mobility barriers between the ditIcrent groups. Table 6.33 
details the mobility barriers that inhibit movement of furniture businesses from the 
domestic low end segment to the international low end segment of' the market (SG I to 
SG')). from the domestic medium segment to the international medium segment (SG2 to 
SG4). from the lo", end segment ofthe domestic market to the medium segment of the 
dornestic market (SG I to SG2). and from the low end segment ofthe international market 
to the medium segment ofthe international market (SG ) 3 to SG4). 
According to Johnson & Scholes (1997), vacant 'spaces' in strategic group maps could provide I -- - 
opportunities for ne-ýk strategies and neýk strategic groups. 
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Table 6.3. Mobility barriers based on the geo-product dimensions of the market. 
Types of mobility barriers 
Mobility barriers that deter movement from the 
domestic low end segment to the international low 
end segment of the market. 
(frorn SG I to SG3) 
Mobilitý barriers that deter movement from the 
domestic medium segm2nt to the intemational 
medium segment of the market. 
(from SG2 to SG4) 
Mobility barriers that deter movement from the low 
end segment of the domestic market to the medium 
segment ofthe domestic market. 
(from SG I to SG2) 
MobilitN barriers that deter movement from the low 
end segment ofthe international market to the 
medium se-ment ofthe international market. 
(from SG3 to SG4) 
Sources of mobility barriers 
1. High capital investment for mass production 
(higher volume and at lower price). 
2. Special know-how regarding distribution channels 
especially distribution networks and freight costs. 
3. Ability to develop relationships with key 
suppliers in sourcing raw materials at lower price. 
4. Ability to provide quick response on matters 
affecting cost. 
I. High capital investment I'Or mass production 
(moderate volume and at similar quality) 
2. Special know-how repi-ding distribution 
channels, especially delivery. 
3. Ability to develop relationships \kith ke) 
suppliers in sourcing materials offligh quality. 
4. Ability to provide quick response on matters 
affecting quality, design, delivery, relationships and 
reputation. 
1. High investment for R&D/innovation (smaller Z-1 
volume and at the same or higher price). 
2 Special know-how regarding design and quality. 
3. Ability to develop relationships ýOth keý 
suppliers in sourcing qualitý ra" materials at the 
same or higher price. 
4. Ability to develop relationships with key 
customers on product designing. 
5. Ability to develop good reputation in the market. 
6. Ability to provide quick response on matters 
concerning quality, design, relationships and 
reputation. 
1. High technological investment t1or mass 
custornisation (flexibilitý ot'higher volume at lower 
price and smaller volume at hiolier or reasonable 
price). 
2. Special know-ho-, N regarding international desion 
and quality 
Abilit\ to develop relationships with keý 
suppliers in sourcing qualitN raw materials at the 
same or higher price. 
4. Ability to develop relationships with kcý 
customers and distributors retailers on product 
designing and qualitý inspection. 
i. Abilitý to develop good reputation in the 
international market. 
6. Abilitý to provide quick response on matters 
concer-nino qualit\. design. deliver\. relationships 
and reputation. 
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Table 6.3 shows that the mobility barriers along the product dimensions (from 
SGI to SG2) are relatively higher than those along the geographical dimensions (from 
SGI to SG3). Thus, it is expected that the mobility barriers to shil't from SGI to SG4 
would be even higher. Despite the above observation, as for businesses in SG2. it is 
expected that the propensity to shift would be from SG2 to SG4 or to the high end 
segment (either the domestic or international markets), rather than to SG 1. due to greater 
opportunity to add value. Similarly, for members ot'SG4, the likely shift would be to the 
high end segment of the international market, rather than to the other quadrants. 
Considering the above arguments. it can be concluded that the above strategic 
groups (SGI. SG2. SG-33 and SG4) are a valid representation of the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses. These strategic groups will be used as the unit of analysis I'm 
assessing hoA the businesses manage the linkages in the downstream and Upstream value 
webs and formulate competitive positioning strategies. This approach is undertaken due 
to the fact that group structure at , fects conditions of rivalry (Cool & DIerickx. 1993) and 
managerial decision making (Reger & Huff, 1993). Hence, strategic groups can help 
researchers to understand strategy, competition and opportunities within an industry 
(Carroll et al.. 1992). 
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6.3. Management of Linkages in the Furniture Businesses' Value Web 
In assessing how the Malaysian \vooden furniture businesses manage the linkages 
in the value web, consideration will be given to their relationships with the external 
factors within the geo-product dirrienslons of the market. In the analysis, due emphasis 
will be given to the aspects of businesses-distributors/rettilet-s relationships (downstream 
value \,,, eb) and businesses-suppliers relationships (upstrearn value web) as discussed in 
Chapter Three. In addition. the businesses' perceptions of competitors mll also be 
analysed 
6.3.1. Businesses-Distributors/Retailers Relationships in the Downstream Value 
Web 
Table 6.4 summarises the businesses-distributors/retailers relationships in ternis of' 
selection criteria and distribution channel relationships as discussed in Chapterthree. 
Distrib wors 'Retailers 'Selection Criteria 
Table 6.4 shows that in terms of the relative bargaining power', distribUtors/ 
retailers seern to have a greater bargaining power than most of' the Malaýsian xýooclen 
fumiture businesses (SGI, SG2. and S(i'))-' In this respect. the Managing Director of' 
Business E mentioned that: 
.. M y company signed a manufacturino agreement with a retailer in the ( JSA, that provides 
designs or blueprints and in return imposes exclusivity of distribution on in) compariý. I haýc 
to seek the retailer's approval to distribute my furniture to other markets. The problem is 
that. rnN compan), has made some modifications to the original designs and ýkould like to sell 
the products to other markets. " 
Porter ( 1980: 1985), Frazier & Kale ( 1989), and Kirn & Frazier ( 1996). op. cif. 
4 ManN researchers (Grant. 1987: Se-al-Horn, 1987: hisch. 1987: Wolfe & Asch. 1992: Kumar. 1996- 
Sjoblom. 1998) observe a trend ot'a shift in the balance ot'power from businesses to distributors retailers. 
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Table 6.4. A summary of relationships between the Malaysian V%ooden furniture 
businesses and distributors/retailers 
Strategic (; roups SGI SG2 SG3 S(; 4 
Relative Distributor,, * Distributors'/ Distributors' Businesses' 
bargaining power retailers' retailers' retailers' bargaining poNýer 
bargaining power bargaining power bargaining power 
Custorner value Price Qual it-v Price Qualitv and 
elements uniqueness and deliver\ 
durability 
Types of Independent Integrated/ All independent All independent 
distributors/ (Business C and Associate company (e. g., I IS - Bombay (e. g., 13S - Sear". 
retailers Business B) (Business D for Co. ý Wal-MaW 
local market only) Japan - Marl. 111i, Japan - Maruni, 
TakakUiChi, YLjasa and Daici. 
UK - Aroos, The Netherland,, - 
Habitat) Flillo) 
Distributors' Few Few Manv Fe\\ 
retailers' intensity 
Yý pes of Contractual Reciprocal Contractual Reciprocal 
relationships with (Business C and 
distributors/ Business B- 
retailers tender) 
- Involvement of Businesses' Combination of Businesses' BFI,, 
ine"C' 
distributors desions businesses' and designs de"i"ns 
retailers in new distributors'/ 
product retailers' designs 
development 
Joint problem Low High Low iu h 
solving 
Information Lo\\ Hi gh 1,0\\ II i'01 
exchanges 
I I 
Meamýhilc. the Managing Director ol'Business F complained that **Mý distributor 
in the UK positions my products at the high end of the market .. 
hence, lokk volume is 
sold ... in 
fact. the distributor is getting too much margin. " 
At the same time. the Vice President of Bornbay Cornpaný Inc. (a 
distributor, 'retailer of Malaysian furniture in the t IS) said: 
-A/1ý compam tries to be an important or a big customer of furniture in tile region. Hle 
company purchases about 30-40 percent of their production capacities: hence, I alli able to 
dernand qualitN ... 
M\ compan\ wants to be an important, not a powerful, customer for 
Mala\sian companies ... 
However, being an important distributor retailer of' furniture in tile 
USA, it is difficult to sell furniture to my company. Mý main consideration is dclkcrý 
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Nonetheless, members of SG4 appear to have a greater bargaining power than 
their distributors/retailers. In this respect, the Managing Director of'Business 0 said: 
5 
"Furniture is now a manufacturers' market ... my company is unable to cope with increasing 
orders .. I have to choose and pick orders based on profit margin .. currently, I have to turn down some of the orders. " 
The importance of understanding customer value elements in ensuring bLISHICSS 
success has been docurnented by writers in the strategy field" in general and the furniture 
industry' in particular. The above Table 6.4 indicates that tile largest gap bct\, \ecn 
furniture businesses in the medium segment (SG2 and SG4) and low end segment (SG I 
and SG3) was in the importance accorded to price and non-price elements by the 
businesses in selecting distributors/retailers. Whilst members of SG I and SG') mainly 
emphasise price, members of SG2 and SG4 focus on non-price elements Wspecially 
quality8)9. In this respect. the Managing Director ot'Buslness F (a member oI'SG)) said: 
"For the low end segment, customers in the US are very price conscious ... ift 
lie re's a 15 
percent difference theý will switch to other (competing) products. Hence, our pricing is based 
on cost. not marketing, 
Similarly Business F (also a member of S(D) mentioned that: 
-PreviouslN ... 
5 years ago, qualitNI was what custorners were looking for. But, no", quality is 
almost the same among competitors ... 
hence, price is the major cletcrrninant. -'ý' 
' Similar to the concept of sellers' markets as discussed by Frazier &, Kale ( 1989). 
6 Stalk & Hout ( 1990). Dw, ( 1990), Stahl & Bounds ( 1991 ), Williamson ( 1991 ), Vantrappen ( 1992)ý 1 reacý 
& Wierserna ( 1993), and Kim & Mauborone (1997). 
West 1995). West &, Hansen ( 1996), Claxton ( 1996), and Nilsson ( 1996). 
9 Abell 1 993)ý o[). cit. For the purpose ofthe studN, quality is taken to include design and finishing. 
Fhe importance of price and qual ity as the main value elements has been discussed bý Vantrappen ( 1992), 
West ( 1995), West & Hansen ( 1996), and Nilsson (1996). Specifically, McGee ( 1987) and Berrv & Barnes 
1987) discuss differenLes in value elements between the low end and high end se, -nnents ofthe market. This finding is similar to the arounient made b Treacy & Wiersenia ( 1995) that traditionallý qualit\ wa', 
something businesses could add to a product or service: noNA. it's a given in all products. 
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The Managing Director of Business M (a member of SG4) explained "My 
distributors in the US, i. e.. Sears and Wal-Mart, specify quality and delivery as their main 
concerns. 
This notwithstanding, certain businesses in the medium segment (Business 1), 
Business 0 and Business Q) do not dismiss the importance of' price. The Managing 
Director of Business 0 revealed that "The requirement of the US market is top quality 
with reasonable price. - A similar view was expressed by the Managing Director of' 
Business QA ho said: 
"... to zero in (the market), one must produce products with good qualitN and (sell them at) 
reasonable price. " 
Likewise. for members of the low end segment. non-price elements (particularly 
quality and delivery) are not totally neglected''. The Managing Director of' Business F. 
said. '"In the Ja anese market. different segments require different qualitN and distribution p 
arrangements. " For Business B, the Managing Director explained that 'I'lic Ministry of 
Education (Malaysia) stipulates quantity. quality and delivery in the tender documents I'or 
the supplý of furniture to schools. " 
MeanýOile. the value elements emphasised by businesses also difIler according to 
the geographical dimensions of the market. In the international market, the emphasis 
seems to be on delivery and reputation. xvhilst in the domestic market, durability appears 
to gain prominence. 
Savitt ( 1987) discusses the "blurring effect" bemeen price and qualitý. 
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From the survey, it is observed that a new value element, i. e., flexibility, is being 
projected by Business L. The Production Manager said: 
-The speciality of our adjustable furniture is that customers can change it according to their 
requirement (flexibility). They can change the partition of the cupboards ... and accommodate future expansion. " 
This observation, in fact reflects, that an emergent value element is being explored 
during the study. Other new value elements which emerged frorn the stud), are 
relationships (Business B and Business 0) and reputation (Business 1) and Business 
Business B. surprisingly, indicates that quantity is also an element given consideration, 
and this reflects lack of understanding of the value elements to be cniphasised. 
In terms of the types of distributors/retailers (either integrated, independent or 
combination 12 ) for the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, it can be seen frorn Table 
6.4 that there is little difference between members of the low end and medium segments 
of the market. ý, vhereby most businesses tend to use independent distribLitors/retallers 131 
However. comparing between businesses in the domestic and international markets. it 
appears that the majority of members of SGI and SG2 use their associate companies 
14 , rather than independent distributors/retailers in marketing their products . I'llis 
arrangement is made due to the fact that having distribution arms for the domestic market 
is less cost]v and easier to co-ordinate compared to the international market. Based on a 
s1milar premise, even members of SG4 that emphasise non-price elements. do not have 
their own distribution arms in the international market, due to lack of tinancial resources 
Buckleý ef al. ( 1990). Klein & Roth ( 1990), and Rarnaseshan & Patton ( 1994). 
" Similar to Klein & Roth's ( 1990) market mode and Buckleý et al. 's ( 1990) externalisation process. " Similar to Klein & Roth's ( 1990) hierarchical mode and Buckley et al. 's ( 1990) internalisation process. 
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and expertise. 
Similarly, the Bombay Company, a distributor/retailer of Malaysian \vooden 
furniture in the US, contended that 
"The Malaysian businesses are fi-agmented and do not have the econornies of' scale to 
establish their distribution netNkorks in the international market. - 
Meanwhile, a distributor/retailer of Malaysian furniture III tile FU, Guthrie Timber 
Products Ltd., was of the view that: 
"'I"he European markets are unique compared to the US or Japanese markets. I'ven within the 
European markets, customer preference (in fact customer value) differs according to member 
countries. " 
Based on the foregoing, the use of foreign distributors/retailers that are 
familiar with the market conditions is crucial, especially during the initial stage of' 
making in-roads into such markets. 
In spite ofthe above, it is interesting to note that the parent company of Business I 
(a member of SG')) that is now exporting non-assembled Furniture, is planning to 
establish an assembly plant in the USA, to provide after-sales service t'Or its customers. 
The group has yet to identify potential partners or the location ofits American venturc but 
it is considering siting the plant in North Carolina, the hub of the furniture industry (New 
Strails Titne. v. July 20,24.1996). Judging from the fact that Business I is a mass 
producer of furniture with a turnover of RM 42.9 million in 1994, it is suspected that the 
I '011.1111e) rather thall business is trýing to capitalise more in terms of the price element (\ 
non-price elements (quality and design). Indeed. Business I Should consider its presence 
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in the USA as a means of learning about customers (i. e., different product dimensions ot 
the market) and competitors (i. e., manufacturers of wooden furniture in the USA)'ý 
It is also observed that in the domestic market, most busincsscs SLIPPI, V their 
furniture direct to prQject managers or property developers. For example, Business 13 
supplies its products direct to schools, and for this reason, the business has also to comply 
with non-price elements. namely quality, quantity and delivery. as specified in the tender 
documents. Business C's products are being supplied to proJects like Mount Kiara and 
Sibu Kidney Foundation. At the same time, Business C is manufacturing I'Lirnlaire to be 
used in hotels owned by its parent company in Fuchow Province in the PRC and the 
Fxecutive Hotel in Lahad Datu, Sabah. In the case of Business 1). it is involved in 
supplying furniture to local projects, namely the International Islamic Umvcrsity, the 
University of Technology and the State Mosque of Malacca. Special arrangements lor 
the supply of craftsmen furniture to palaces are also made. 
For Business R. its distributor/retailer in the domestic market. Vista Raya Sdn. 
Bhd. explained that: 
-Vista Raya is the retail arm of Land and General (tile parent company of both Business R 
and Vista Raya Scln. Bhd. ) to handle the domestic market (10 percent of Business R's 
production). The furniture here is meant for housing projects of Land and General, like the 
Sungai Buaya project in Selangor. The company offers a package of [louses plus furniture. 
Vista also participates in (supplying furniture for) big projects, like the KLIA (Kuala 1, unipur 
International Airport) and the KLCC (Kuala Lumpur City Centre). - 
Marsh ( 1998) contends that the underlying, reasons for internationalisation include to secure access to 
new markets which would be difficult to reach from companies' horne base and to tap technolooies that 
would be difficult to acquire in any other way. 
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In terms of distributors'/retailers' intensity 16 , 
it is observed that members of SG3 
tend to have many distributors/retailers (more than five distributors/retailers) compared to 
members of SG4. This shows that for the medium segment ofthe international market. 
fewer distributors/retailers are appointed due to the fact that relationships between the 
businesses and distributors/retailers are closer compared to those businesses in the low 
end segment. Moreover. the reputation of the businesses for producing quality products 
and delivering them according to schedule. requires them to be selective in choosing 
distributors/retailers. This is important so as to ensure distributors/retailers will add value 
rather than destroy their reputation in the market place. In contrast, members of SG3 
have wider options in choosing distributors/retailers, so long as they are able to distribute 
products at low cost 
17 
Comparing bet\veen businesses in the domestic and international markets, no clear 
pattern can be drawn in respect of distributors'/retailers' intensity. Although businesses 
in the domestic market seem to have a few distributors/retailers, the reason is attributed to 
their small scale of production rather than the value elements (price or non-price 
elements) emphasised. Moreover. their involvement in government tenders and property 
projects, does not require thern to appoint a large number of distributors/retailers. 
Distribution Channel Relationships 
In analysing the areas of co-operation bemeen businesses and their 
distributors/retailers. the types of relationships'8 between them need to be studied. From 
16 Lassar &, Kerr ( 1996). 
17 This finding, is similar to the observation made by Lassar & Kerr ( 1996). 
"' Carothers & Adams ( 1991 ), Kaý (I 993a), Kim & Frazier (1996), and Pirog el u/. ( 1997). 
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Table 6.4, it can be shown that members of the medium segment (SG2 and SG4) tend to 
forge reciprocal relationships, whilst those in the low end segment (SG I and SG3) appear 
to have contractual relationships. Taking into consideration the argument put forward 
earlier that most businesses use independent distributors/retailers, the difference between 
them relates to the value elements emphasised and the number of distributors/retailers 
appointed. In essence. businesses that emphasise non-price elements (SG2 and SG4). 
generally have fewer distributors/retailers. thus, they are able to forge reciprocal 
relationships. compared to those that focus on price elements (SGI and SG3). This 
notwithstanding. there are exceptions, whereby a few members of SG4 (BLISHICSS 0 and 
Business Q) appear to have contractual relationships. In addition, Business C of' SGL 
Business E of SG33, and Business P of SG4. have both reciprocal and contractual 
relationships. 
In exploring further the extent of relationships between the furniture businesses 
interviewed and their dI stri butors/retai lers. analysis \vIII be made Oil the 
I () distributors'/retailers' involvernent in new product development (in respect ot'designs) . 
From Table 6.4, it is somevNhat surprising to note that, generally, for all the strategic 
groups (except SG2). their distributors/retailers are not involved in nev\ product 
development. However. there are certain exceptions, whereby certain members oI'SG I 
(Business B) and SG') (Business G) co-operate xvith their disti-ibutors/retailcrs in 
developing neýN products. Meanwhile, Business F (a member of SG3) and Business () (a 
member of SG4) depend on designs supplied by their distributors/retailers. 
Kim & Frazier (1996). 
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Other than the above exceptions, it can be deduced that the Malaysian wooden 
fumiture businesses (both in the low end and medium segments of the market) have not 
made use of the experience of their distributors/retailers in the international market. 
particularly in respect of designs. For members of SG4, this is in marked contrast to the 
observation made earlier, that their relationships with distributors/retailers are mainly 
reciprocal, rather than contractual. 
As for product distribution 20, different arrangements are being made by the 
businesses in the low end and medium segments ofthe market. Whilst certain mcnibers 
of the medium segment (SG4) make arrangements for quality control/inspection, 
members of the low end segment (SG3 and SGI) just make arrangements flor factory 
visits to convince distributors/retailers of their production capabilities. In particular, the 
Managing Director of Business 0 (a member of SG4) said: 
"The quality controllers of major buyers will visit the factory to check every piece of 
components before loading. " 
Similarly, Business P (also a member of SG4) mentioned that: 
"The quality controllers of the Japanese agent will visit the tactory to inspect quality. The 
expenses for the attachment are equally shared between my company and the agent. " 
The above distribution arrangements relate to the difficrcrit value elements 
emphasised and the types of relationships forged between the businesses and their 
di stri butors/retai I ers. However, it is noted that Business D (SG2), as is the case for 
members of SG3, is also preoccupied with arranging familiarisation visits tor its 
di stributors/retai lers. 
20 Lassar &, Kerr ( 1996). 
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In terms of joint problem solving 21 . 
it is observed that businesses in the low end 
segment of the markets (both the domestic and international markets) tend to solve 
problems encountered with their distributors/retailers on their own. In this connection, 
the Managing Director of Business F is considering appointing other agents as a means of 
resolving the problem of inappropriate product positioning faced with its distributor in 
the UK. In the case of Business E. the Managing Director revealed that it is facing 
difficulties with its main distributor (which is also a provider of designs) in seeking a 
relaxation on the exclusivity of distribution; hence, is exploring the possibilitý, of' 
appointing other distributors in the future. 
As for businesses in the medium segment of the market. i. e., Business 1) (SG2) 
and some members of SG4 (Business 0. Business P and Business R) claimed that they 
solve the problems related to distribution Jointly with their distributors/retailers. In the 
case of Business P. Joint efforts are being made with its agents to resolve problerns, 
particularly with regard to glue formulation. due to climatic differences between Malaysia 
and Japan 
The abilm of the businesses to work jointly with their distributors/retailers to 
solve the above problems stems from the reciprocal relationships xAith their 
distributors/retailers (Business D. Business P and Business R) and the invokemcnt of' 
distributors//retailers in ne%ý product development (Business D and Business 0) as shown 
in Table 6.4. 
11 Mohr& Speknian (1994) and Kim &Frazier( 1996). 
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In assessing the awareness of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses of their 
distributors'/retailers* value chains, the extent of information exchanges 22 between them 
will be analysed. It is noted that businesses in the mediurn segment (both the domestic 
and international markets) tend to have a higher level of information exchanges with 
distributors/retailers than those in the low end segment. This includes inflormation 
possessed by the businesses about distributors'/retailers' retail outlets and delivery 
requirement. This phenomenon is due to the reciprocal relationships established between 
the businesses and their distributors/retailers. 
However, there are also exceptions, whereby certain members of SG4 (Business 
M, Business N and Business Q) have a low level of infon-nation exchanges with 
distributors/retailers, whilst a member of SG3 (Business E) seems to have a high level of 
information exchanges with its distributors/retailers. For Business M, this phenomenon is 
due to the claim made that it is the market leader for work benches. Similarly, Business 
being the pioneer in hardboard production. feels that it has the technical expertisc in 
producing furniture table tops made of hardboards. This is reflected by the intention of 
the business to brand its products as Iso-top brand. For Business N. the sheer size of' its 
factory causes the business to be complacent, thus, it does not feel the need to know more 
about its distributors/retailers. In Business E, a high level of information exchanges is 
IT observed xvith its Japanese distributors,,, retailers compared to the JS distributors/retailers. 
The underl-ving reasons for the loxv level of information exchanges with the US 
distributors/retailers (especially Bornbay Company) relate to the manufacturing 
22 Frazier& Kale (1989), Kanter(] 991 ), Mohr& Spekman (1994), and Kirn &Frazier( 1996). 
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agreement signed and the exclusivity of distribution imposed which, according to 
Business E. is one-sided. 
Comparing between businesses in the domestic and international markets. certain 
surprising results can be observed. Some businesses (Business A and Business C). 
despite using their associate companies as distributors/retailers, seem to have a loxv level 
of information exchanges. In particular. it is noted that while Business A emphasises the 
price elements. its distributor/retailer (which also distributes furniture for other 
businesses) emphasises non-price elements. In the case of Business C. it seems to have 
little say with regard to marketing, which is controlled by its associate company. The 
above phenomenon is typical of a multidivisional structure. whereby co-ordination is 
mainly done by the corporate headquarters 23. This arrangement does not appear to he 
conducive to direct information exchanges between strategic business units (SBI Is). 
In all. the following conclusions can be drawn as to how the various strategic 
groups manage the linkages xvith their distributors/retailers in the do\, Nnstreani value web: 
Members of SGI (competing in the low end segment of the domestic market) that 
mainly emphasise price elements make use of a few independent distributors/retailers 
(including project managers and property developers). Although the businesses have 
a few distributors/retailers. the relationships with them are contractual, hence not 
conducive for distributors'/retailers' involvement in new product development and 
Joint problem solý ing. %Iean\ývhile. information exchanges between the businesses and 
distributors/retailers are also lo%A--, 
Members of' SG2 (competing in the medium segment of' the domestic market) that 
cmphasise non-price elements (quality) make use ot'a tlevv integrated and independent 
distributors/retailers. Their relationships xvith distribLitors/retailers are of' the 
reciprocal type. facilitating distributors'/retailers' involvement in neýN product 
Bartlett & Ghoshal (1993) argue that in the classic multidivisional form (M-form) organisation. the zn 
control over most resources is held at the corporate level. 
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development and joint problem solving. Moreover. there is a high level of 
information exchanges between the businesses and distributors/retailers. 
Members of SG3) (competing in the low end segment of the international market) that 
emphasise price elements make use of many independent distributors/retailers. The 
relationships with distributors/retailers are contractual. therefore not conducive for 
distributors Vretailers' involvement in new product development and joint problem 
solving. Meanwhile. information exchanges between the businesses and 
distributors/retailers are also low, and 
Members of SG4 (competing in the medium segment of the international market) that 
emphasise non-price elements (quality and delivery) make use of a few independent 
distributors/retailers. The relationships with distributors/retailers are reciprocal 
relationships that result in joint problem solving and a high level of information 
exchanges. Nonetheless. their distributors/retailers are still not involved in nexv 
product development. 
Having analysed hovv the businesses manage linkages in the downstream value 
web, mainly with distributors/retailers, it is worthwhile to assess the similarities as "ell 
as differences in the way they manage linkages in the upstrearn value web, mainly moth 
suppliers 
6.3.2. Businesses-Suppliers Relationships in the Upstream Value Web 
Before assessing businesses' management of linkages in the upstream value web. 
it needs to be emphasised that the study only examines the relationships betvveen the 
businesses and suppliers of niqjor raw materials, namely sawn timber, plý\koocl. 
particleboard. chipboard. medium density fibreboard (MDF) and furniture components. 
Such an approach ý, vas undertaken so as to ensure comparability of' information. Table 
6.5 summarises the businesses-suppliers relationships in terms suppliers' selection 
criteria and suppIN channel relationships as discussed in ChapterThree. 
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Fable 6.5. A summary of relationships between the Malaysian wooden furniture 
hiisines. ws and sunnfiers. 
Strategic Groups SC I SG2 SG3 SG4 
Relative Balanced power Businesses' Suppliers' Businesses' 
bargaining power position bargaining power bargaining power bargaining power 
Customer value P: ice Quality, delivery Price Quality and 
elements and relationships deliverv 
T%ý pes of suppliers Integrated' Vendors Independent Independent 
Associate 
companies 
(Business A and 
Business C) 
Suppliers' intensity Few Many Many Maný 
-Fýpes of Reciprocal Reciprocal Contractual Contractual 
relationships with 
suppliers 
Involvement of Business's designs Businesses' Businesses' Busines"C", 
suppliers in new (Business A) designs desions desion. s 
product Suppliers' designs 





Joint problem Low High Low Moderate 
solving 
Information Loýk High Low 
exchanges 
Suppliers , Selection Crilcria 
The relative bargaining povver 24 between the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses and their suppliers seems to vary according to strategic groups as shown in 
Table 6.5. From the table, it can be seen that suppliers have a greater bargaining power 
than members of SG)", ý. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business G said: 
-The furniture industr,, is no", a suppliers' market. Due to increased demand for ra" 
materials. especiallý RubberNNood sawn timber, suppliers are not willing to co-operate "ith 
my cornpaný on technical matters. That's \kliv niN company has to do everything from A to Z. 
in order to ensure re,, ularlt\ of supply. - 
Porter ( 1980: 1985) and Krapfel Jr. et al. ( 199 1 ). 
Krapfel Jr. ct al. ( 199 1) term this situation whereby businesses are in a weaker power position than 
suppliers, as a Submission mode. 
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In a related aspect, the Technical Manager of Golden Hope Fibreboard Sdn. Bhd. 
(a supplier of MDF) mentioned that: 
"Furniture bus; nesses have to buy my MDF through agents .. they will handle the transactions 
... My company is willing to consider dealing direct with turniturc companies if the volume is 
right ... .- 
However. businesses in the medium segment of the market (SG2 and SG4) seem 
to have a greater bargaining power than suppliers. These businesses have developed their 
own network of suppliers/vendors in the upstream value web to ensure regularity of raw 
material supply. The Managing Director of Business D said: 
A encourage my good workers who have been with me for more than five years, to venture 
into components manufacturing and become my vendors ... they know my expectations... ." 
Meanwhile. there appears to be a balanced power position between businesses in 
SGI and their suppliers 26 . In this connection, the Managing Director of Business 11 
explained that: 
**. Mý company's purchasing policy is that there shouldn't be more than two suppliers for all 
materials. I also adopt an open and honest approach with my suppliers. Our relationships are 
so close that the suppliers are willing to provide RMLO million worth of' raw materials 
without (immediate) payment ... they will 
inform any movement in prices of raw materials 
and advise me accord 
The value elements given emphasis by the Malaysian wooden furniture bLISinesses 
in selecting their suppliers are as sho\,,, n in Table 6.5. The results shoxý striking contrast 
between the value elements emphasised by businesses in the low end and medium 
segments of the market (both domestic and international). In particular. businesses in the 
medium segment (SG2 and SG4) place more emphasis on non-price elements (qualit,, 
26 Krapfel Jr. el a/. ( 1991 ) term the situation whereby there is a balanced power position between businesses 
and suppliers, as a collaboration niode. 
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and delivery) 27 than price (SG I and SG3) 28 . In this respect, the 
Production Manager of 
Shing Leong Scln. Bhd.. (a supplier of table tops). said: 
-My companý supplies table tops, mainly to four furniture companies (including Business 0). 
They (especially Business 0) emphasise quality, in terms of moisture content, lamination and 
sanding, and their quality controllers usually come here to inspect my table tops. " 
Notwithstanding the above. there are certain exceptions, "hereby the price 
element is also considered by a member of SG4 (Business M), and both quality and 
n 21) delivery are given attention by members of SGI and SG-) . It is also interesting to note 
that relationship is gaining prominence and being considered as an important value 
element by most businesses (irrespective of their strategic group membership) in selecting 
their suppliers 30. Meanwhile, a new value element, i. e., trust, was also used bv Business 
F (a member of SG33) as a criterion in selecting its suppliers 31. This finding shovvs that 
trust is not only important in manufacturer-retailer relationships (as argued by Kumar. 
1996) but also in manufacturer-supplier relationships. 
Comparing between businesses in the domestic and international markets. there 
seems to be no marked difference in the value elements emphasised in selecting suppliers. 
This phenomenon is due to the commonality of non-price value elements (cspeciallý 
relationships. and to a certain degree, quality and delivery) that transcend both prodLICt 
and geographical boundaries. 
27 Similar to the emphasis given by Japanese manufacturers in their relations with suppliers (CUSUmano 
Tekeishi, 1991 ). 
2" Similar to the emphasis given bý American manufacturers in their relations "ith suppliers (Cusuniano &' 
Takeishi, 1991 ). 
29 Turnbull et a/. ( 19931). 
Ka,, ( 1993a). 
A similar observation on the importance of mutual trust bet"een customers and suppliers was made by 
M oodv ( 1992). 
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Having observed the above pattern in value elements. it is then necessary to 
determine the types of suppliers 32 chosen by the businesses. From Table 6.5, it is 
observed that greater differences exist along the geographical dimension than the product 
dimension. Most notably. businesses in the intemational market use independent 
suppliers (including vendors). while those in the domestic market usc associate 
companies. This finding is in contrast to the standard business recipe that to compete 
successfully, wooden furniture businesses need to have a high degree of' back"ard 
integration (in control of raw material supply)- 3-I. Although having a high degree of 
backward integration could be beneficial to businesses in terms of raw material control 
and transfer pricing, internal 'organisational politics' could be detrimental, partlcularlý 
when value-adding potential among the strategic business units (SBIJs) ditl'ers 
substantially. For instance, when the upstream businesses (e. g., logging and sawmilling 
businesses) add more value than the downstream businesses (e. g., furniture businesses), 
enhancing co-operation between the two SBUs could be problernatic. 
In fact, the study shows that what is crucial is the ability of the businesses to 
develop good relationships with suppliers, irrespective of their affiliation (this aspect will 
be discussed in detail at a later stage). The use of vendors (which are not affiliated to 
the businesses) based on the model of the Vendor Development Programme, is bcmg 
adopted by certain businesses (Business F and Business D) as a means of' t'Orging close 
relationships with independent suppliers. I lowever, there are exceptions, Nxhcrcbý certain 
Bertodo ( 199 1) and Cusumano & Takeishi ( 1991 
Ka) ( 199 1) seems to believe that vertical ownership provides firms \-,, ith excessive control and illflUenCe 
on suppliers. 
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members of SG4 (Business Q and Business R) also use associate companies and vendors. 
Hence, the common impression that good relationships could only be pursued by 
those businesses having their associate companies as suppliers does not hold true. 
Instead, the results of the interviews indicate that even lor businesses that use 
independent suppliers (including vendors). good relationships could also be emphasised. 
Based on a similar argument, it is also possible for businesses to emphasise quality and 
delivery value or even price, by working with independent suppliers (including 
vendors) 
34 
As regard suppliers' intens itY35. it is observed that although most businesses 
recognised the importance of forging relationships with suppliers, they (with the 
exception of members of SGI) seem to have many suppliers (in excess of five suppliers). 
However. studies by Cusumano & Takeishi (1991) and Turnbull el al. (1992) shoNN that 
businesses which have a limited number of suppliers tend to forge good rclationships 
36 
with them. compared to businesses that have many suppliers . 
The above phenomena are unique to the Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses 
due to the difficulties faced in sourcing major raw materials, narnely Rubber\. k-ood sami 
timber. In this respect. the businesses may recognise the importance of having close 
relationships xvith a limited number of suppliers. However, for 1ear of not getting rcgular 
,4A studN bý, Cusumano & Takeishi ( 1991 ) shows that Japanese businesses which depend more oil 
independent suppliers, have closer relationships with suppliers than US businesses that depend more oil 
affiliated companies and interrial divisions. 
Pearson & Gritzmacher ( 1990), Cusumano & Takeishi ( 199 1). Turnbull el al. ( 1993), Sinclair el al. 
1996). and DN er ( 1997). 
In particular. the stud-, bý Cusumano & Takeishi ( 199 1) indicates that Japanese businesses. which relý oil 
fewer part suppliers. tend to have closer relationships with their suppliers. compared to US businesses 
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supply of materials, alternative arrangements are made with other suppliers. This is also 
true, even in the case of businesses that have their own associate companies as suppliers, 
whereby alternative arrangements with independent suppliers are also made. 
In spite of the above, an exception is observed for members of SG 1. The most 
striking is the small number of suppliers appointed by Business 13. In this respect. the 
Managing Director explained that the business has a rnaxIMUrn of two suppliers, all of 
them are independent, for each component 37 
Supply Channel Relalionships 
In analysing the supply channel relationships between the businesses and their 
suppliers, the types of relationships between them, the extent ot'suppliers' involvement in 
new product development, Joint problem solving, and information exchanges will be 
explored. Table 6.5 shows that there are marked differences between businesses in the 
,x domestic and international markets in terms of their relationships with suppliers-' 
Businesses in the domestic market appear to have reciprocal relationships (with associate 
companies). whilst those in the international market tend to have contractual relationships 
(with independent suppliers). However, it is also observed that a number of bLISIIIeSSCS 
in the international market (Business E and Business F of SG3, and Business Q and 
BusIness R of SG4) develop only reciprocal relationships, whilst Business 11 and 
Business L, (members of SG3) adopt both contractual and reciprocal relationships. 
37 The benefits of forging reciprocal relationships with a few suppliers could be assessed in terms of 
percentage of material costs to gross output and added value contribution. Untortunately, such assessments I 
could not be rnade for Business B due to unavailabilitý, of financial figures. 
Williamson ( 1991 ), Turnbull et al. ( 1992), and Dyer (1997). 
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The interest in developing contractual relationships with suppliers is to ensure 
regularity of raw material supplies. The same reason explains why many suppliers are 
being appointed by the businesses. Comparing between businesses in the low end and 
medium segments of the market, it is observed that both types of' relationships are being 
used. 
In temis of the involvement of suppliers in new product development it i's noted 
that for most businesses (especially members of the medium segment - SG2 and SG4). 
their suppliers are not involved in new product development as shown in Table 6.5. 
Thus. most businesses develop designs on their own due to the fact that most of tile 
relationships with suppliers are contractual in nature. Meanvvhile, most ofthe businesses 
viewed furniture production as a totally different business compared to sawmilling or 
particle board manufacturing. hence, they claimed to be more knowledgeable about the 
processes and products involved. than their suppliers. 
Nonetheless, it is observed that certain members ofthc lovv end segment de\elop 
designs jointly with suppliers. In particular, the Managing Director of'Business 13 said: 
*'The company's relationships with suppliers is so close that they are willing to give advice oil 
raw material costs and sizes. based on end-customers' indication of product prices. " 
Meanwhile. Business L produces furniture based on designs provided by its 
venture partner in Gerniany. 
19 Cusumano &, Takeishi (1991). Bertodo (1991). Moodv (1992), and Turnbull ci al. (1992). 
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40 As for joint problem solving , most 
businesses, particularly those in the low end 
segment (members of SG3 and SGI), solve the problems associated with supplies on 
their own. It is for this reason that certain members of SG3 (Business F, Business G and 
Business H) have a high level of raw material stocks to cater Ior any eventualities". The 
Managing Director of Business F explained that: 
"The company encounters numerous problems with its suppliers. Most ofthern are unreliable 
in ten-ns of regularity of supply and unifon-nity of (timber) species. Sometimes, tile company 
is landed with wrong (timber) species at wrong price! Their prices are highly unstable and yet 
they are payment sensitive ... mostly COD (cash on 
delivery) and sonic based on two weeks' 
credit. That's why I have to keep three months' stocks at the factory. " 
On the other hand, it is noted that some businesses M the SG4 (Business N, 
Business Q and Business R) and a few members of SG3 (Business F and Business L) 
solve their problems related to raw material supply. jointly with their suppliers due to the 
reciprocal relationships forged between thern. In this respect, the Managing Director of 
Business E said: 
-Previously, the MDF requirement is sourced from Hume (Fibrebeoarcl ScIn. Blid. ). At times, 
it supplies MDF of inconsistent density and this affect the final finishing of nIN products ... 
absorption of paint and shellac varies and this caused variation in colour ... 
I lowever, the 
company's relations with flume is improving. My company is undertaking pro 
, 
ject with I lume 
to do MIDIF larnination at Hume itself in order to save transportation cost. I don't even have 
to keep inventorN (for MDF) now, I just order whenever I require! " 
In assessing the awareness ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses oftheir 
suppliers' value chains, information exchanges 42 will be analysed. It is observed that 
most ofthe businesses (irrespective of their geo-product dimensions of the market) tend 
to have a low level of information exchanges with their suppliers. F,,, 'en for Business A. 
40 Cusumano & Takeishi (199 1), Tumbull et al. (1992), Mohr & Spekman (1994), Sinclair el al. ( 1996). 
and Dyer ( 1997). 
4' Tumbull el al. ( 1992) consider raw material stock as insurance against disruption to the supply chain. 
protection against late or non-delivery of materials, or the delivery of materials not Lip to specificat ions. 
12 Cusumano & Takeishi ( 1991 ). Krapfel Jr. et a/. (199 1), Turnbull el a/. ( 1992), Metcalf ct al. ( 1992). 
Sinclair ei ul. ( 1996), and Dver ( 1997). 
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which sources some of its raw materials frorn its associate companies (sawmills). 
inflormation exchanges between them is surprisingly low. This is because Business A 
regards furniture as a totally different business, compared to sawmilling. 
However. it is noted that certain members of the four strategic groups (Business B 
of SGI, Business D of SGI Business E and Business L of SG3, and Business Q and 
Business R of SG4) have a high level of information exchanges with their suppliers. This 
observation can be explained in terms of the type of' relationships, i. e., reciprocal 
relationships, that are forged by these businesses with their suppliers (Table 6.5). 1 lerice. 
it can be said that reciprocal relationships with suppliers will lead to a higher level of 
information exchanges compared to contractual relationships. 
On the whole, the following conclusions can be drawn as to ho" the various 
strategic groups manage the linkages with their suppliers in the upstrearn value xNcb: 
Members of SGI (competing in the low end segment of the domestic market) that 
mainly ernphasise price elements make use of' a t'e\, \ associate companies and 
independent suppliers. The relationships with suppliers are reciprocal type of 
relationships. which are conducive to suppliers' involvement in neýk product 
development but not joint problem solving. Information exchanges bet\, veen 
businesses and suppliers are low, 
Members of SG2 (competing in the medium segment of the domestic market) that 
emphasise non-price elernents (quality and delivery) make use of many vendors as 
suppliers. Although their relationships with vendors are of the reciprocal type. they 
do not facilitate vendors' involvement in new product development. limvever, there 
is a high level of intlormation exchanges between businesses and vendors. There is 
also joint-problern solving with vendors, 
Members ofSG3 (competing in the low end segment ofthe international market) that 
emphasise price elements make use of many independent SLIPPIICI-S (Including 
vendors). The relationships with suppliers are contractual and. hence, not conduciNC 
to their involvement in new product development and joint problem solvin. g. 
Information exchanges betvveen businesses and suppliers are also lo": and 
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Members of SG4 (competing in the medium segment of the international market) that 
emphasise non-price elements (quality and delivery) make use of many independent 
suppliers. The relationships with suppliers are contractual relationships, and are 
therefore not conducive to suppliers' involvement in new product development. 
Consequently, there is a low level of information exchanges between businesses and 
suppliers. I lowever, there is a certain degree of joint problem solving with suppl iers 
(vendors). 
6.4. Perceptions of Competitors 
Having analysed how the businesses manage their relationships mth 
distributors/retailers and suppliers, it is also important to Study how the businesses 
perceive their competitors 43 . 
For the purpose of the study, the aspects of competitor 
analysis to be covered are the businesses' views about competition. categories of' 
competitors faced, attention glven by the businesses to their competitors and approaches 
to competitor analysis as shown in Table 6.6. 
Views aboul Compelition 
As most ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses interviewed are invoked 
in the international market, it is expected that they have to encounter a certain level of 
competition. However, certain members ot'SG I and SG2 proudly claimed that the), do 
not face any competition. Specifically, the Managing Director 01' BLISHICSS 1) (SG2) 
mentioned that: 
"For craftsmen furniture, I do not have any competitors in the domestic market. In reality, I 
am the market leader. " 
4ý ' ' The need to undertake competitor analysis has been elaborated bý a number of writers (Rothschild. 
1979a, 1979b, MontoomerN & Weinbero, 1979, Hershey, 19M MacMillan, 1982: Sammon ei al., 1984. 
Farmer, 1984. Gardner. 1984. Ball, 1987, Ghoshal & Westney. 1991 ý Prescott. 1995ý 1 lussey, 1995. Chen. 
1996). 
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Table 6.6. A summary of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses' perceptions of 
comnetitors 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SG3 SG4 
Views about Do not face Do not face Do not feel the Do not fecl the 
competition competition competition effect of effect of' 
competition competition 
Categories of Domestic Domestic Domestic Regional 
competitors competitors competitors competitors competitors 
considered (members of SG3) 
Attention given to Low financial Low financial Low financial Low financial 
competitors ailocation and no allocation and no allocation and no allocation and no 
personnel personnel personnel personnel 
commitment commitment commitment commitment 
(exception 
Business F) 
Approaches to No definite No definite No definite No definite 
competitor analysis approach for approach for approach for approach for 
or-anisinu organising organising oi ... anisin- 
conipetitoraiialýsis competitor analysis competitor analysis competitoranaksis 
In the case ot'Business B (a member ot'SG I), the Managing Director said: 
-My company does not have any competitors in the local market. In tact, my compan) 'is 
jor competitor by more than 1' )6 vendors under Guthrie Furniture Sdn. regarded as the ma' II 
Bhd. " 
Meanwhile. certain members of SG3 and SG4 say that they do not Ieel the elTect 
of competition The Managing Director of Business F (a member ofSG3) said: 
"In Malaý sia, there is no other -full time" wood folding screen manufacturer. In most cases, 
screens are onlý a portion of the products manufactured. Even in Taiwan, their businesses 
are phasing out production due to shortage of materials and labour. in ternis of quality, their 
qualitNr is no more excellent than mine. " 
As for Business 0 (a member of SG4), the Managing Director claimed that "The 
US market for furniture now is very big. I don't really feel the effect ofconipetition. - 
The above stance was adopted due to good demand from customers or inability of 
the businesses concerned to define their markets appropriately. This not withstanding. 
the majority of the businesses interviewed (Irrespective of their strategic group 
membership) recognised the importance of piving attention to competitors. L- 
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Calegories oj'Compelilors 
From Table 6.6, it can be seen that most of the businesses (except members of 
SG4) consider domestic manufacturers of furniture as their direct competitors. and 
businesses in other countries as their indirect competitors. In particular, the Managing 
Director of Business F (a member of SG3) revealed: 
-My company faces competition from other local rnanutacturers, especially Winshine 
(industries Sdn. Bhd. ), Muar Hardboards, Hume Furniture (Industries Scln. Bhd. ), Shan"Jin.... 
SJI (industries Scln. Bhd. ) and Oriental West .. ." 
When probed further, the Managing Director of Business E' said: 
"... well, my outside competitors are from the US, Japan and Taiwan ... 
tor the company's 
distributor, Bombaý, its main competitors in the US are Levitz, the number one retailer in the 
US, Wal-Mart and IKEA. " 
Similarly, the Production Manager of Business H (a member of' SG3) said, - 
local competitors are many. but my company has the edge of being an integrated timber 
complex ... 
in the international market, the competitors are mainly Koreans and 
Japanese. " On a broader basis, the Managing Director of BLISiness G (a member ofSG3) 
said 
-MN companý has to compete with Muar furniture manufacturers (including Business 1. 
Business K and Business J) for Rubberwood supplies .... and the company has to compete 
with electronic companies for workers .... . 
In the market, my company is competing with 
Indonesians. but their quality and design is inferior than mine ... 
future competitors could 
be from China, Thailand and Vietnam. " 
Meanwhile, the Corporate Planning Director of Business I (a member of SG3) 
said. "'The conipaný's main competitors are from China and Indonesia. They limc the 
advantage in terms of cheap labOUr 
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On the other hand. businesses in SG4 do not consider domestic businesses as their 
direct competitors. Instead they consider furniture businesses in ASEAN COUntries as 
their direct competitors. In particular. the Managing Director of Business M stressed that: 
"in this country now, there are no real work bench manufacturers ... 
Guthrie has closed their 
work bench line last year (1995) ... and 
for Harvest Court, its core business is door and 
window frame (manufacturing) ... work 
bench is just its supplementary product can now 
set the rules. " 
The Marketing Manager of Business M added: 
- ... the main competitors are from Thailand, one manufacturer ... two manufactures of work benches in Sutabaya, Indonesia and also China ... 
but we are rnore worried about Thailand: 
their quality is OK but their price is lower than ours! ... 
The overseas Competitors are entirely 
different 
... traditional makers of work 
benches are the Swedish, Danish, Germans and British 
... although cheaper than our products, their quality 
is low 
... ... 
Some businesses in SG4 regard only furniture businesses beyond ASFAN as their 
direct competitors. In particular, the Marketing Manager of Business N said, -Although 
my products are more expensive than those (produced) by Muar furniture manufacturers 
(Business 1, Business K and Business J), my design is good and original. ... In Japan, my 
company has to compete with Karimuku and Maruni. - 
As Business Q, the Managing Director mentioned that: 
"China is waking up ... 
Chinese companies are learning very fast and will be able to catch-up 
with Malaysian companies ... moreover, they 
have the advantage of I-ibour and raw materials. 
... 
As for Taiwan. her furniture industry is non-existent now, ... furniture companies 
have , one 
to China, and have oood networking in Indonesia and Malaysia (Including Business P). - 
Flovvever. there are exceptions, whereby Business R (a member of' SG4) still 
considers domestic businesses of the loxv end furniture (members of SGI) as its direct 
competitors. According to Business R. - ... main competitors no" arc Muar 
furniture 
manufacturers ... sometimes cut each other's price. Future competitors could be frorn 
China or Vietnam ... ... On further probing. the Production Manager added: 
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- .. I don't regard Indonesians as my main competitors, their products are of lower quality and 
maink for the lo" end of the market ... but they still have the advantage in terms of cheap labour and low ra" material costs. " 
Meanwhile, Business P considers both local and Japanese businesses its 
competitors. The Assistant General Manager mentioned that " ... the competitors are 
from Japan, Indonesia and local. i. e.. KDA Nilai. Negeri Sembilan. " 
Businesses that are involved in the domestic market (SGI and SG-2) seem to 
regard local manufacturers as their direct competitors. llo,, vever. the Managing Director 
of Business A (a member of SGI) does acknowledge the possibility of Vietnam as a 
potential competitor in the future: 
- Technically. Vietnam is about 10 to 15 years behind Peninsular Malaysia ... about the stage 
of timber industrý in Sabah now ... 
but the Vietnamese companies have the potential to be a 
major player due to lo%k labour and raw material costs. " 
Simi larly, the Managing Director of Business B (a member of SG I) said: 
**In the export market. rný main competitors are from China and Vietnarn ... 
but their product 
qualitý is low As for the Indonesians. although their raw materials price and labour cost are 
low. their (product) quality is lo%N and delivery is poor. For those dealing "ith the 
Indonesians, it's normal to have delays. " 
Business C (SGI). xNhich is involved in supplying furniture to major prQjects. 
faces a different sets of competitors. For instance. Business C' said, -The company's 
competitors are small scale contractors that have lower production costs ... 
like Kong 
Guan Construction. " Similark for Business L (a member of SG3) that produces modular 
furniture. the Production Manager said: 
-Possible competitors (in the domestic market) for mv companN mi, be custom-made 
furniture manufacturers and carpenters ... ... 
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Attention Given to Key ( 'ompetitors 
In terms of the extent of attention given by the businesses to key competitors. not 
many businesses (Irrespective of their strategic group membership) were able to address 
the issue at great length. Nonetheless, commitments in terms of organisational resources 
seem to vary according to businesses 44 . Most 
businesses seem to learn about competitors 
mainly by subscribing to furniture literature. In particular, the Managing Director of 
Business E (a member of SG-3)) said: 
"I am are keeping abreast of the development of competitors in keý markets through furniture 
magazines. e. g.. US Fumiture Today, and other literature . 
A similar approach was undertaken by other businesses. namely Business 1. 
Business N and Business R. As Business G, the Managing Director said. "I will not give 
too much attention to competitors ... I would rather target (attention) on my own 
customers. - 
Meanwhile. a fe%N businesses appear to be more serious than others in terms of 
financial allocation for monitoring competitors. For instance. Business C (a member of 
SG I) has gone to the extent of purchasing their competitors' products to do reverse- 
englneering4-ý. The Production Manager explained that: 
"The compan-, bought executive desks from the US to gauge market acceptance of the 
products, particularIN in terms of qualitý ... the company also bought executi%e desks and 
occasional tables from Australia ... ... 
Furthermore. certain businesses seem to allocate financial and personal resources 
for monitoring competitors. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business F (a 
'4 Sammon (1984a) and Ghoshal & Westne-ý (1991). 
4ý Ball ( 1987). 
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member of SG3). took a step further to learn about its competitors. The Managing 
Director explained that: 
**I have been to TaiNvan ... pretending to 
be a supplier of raw materials ... my 
intention is to 
get information about competitors ... their product quality 
is deteriorating! " 
On further probing as to whether the same tactic was used in Indonesia, the 
Managing Director of Business F added - ... as 
for the Indonesians, I don't know how are 
they performing. - 
Approaches to CompetitorAnalysis 
Almost all of the businesses interx-iewed (regardless of their strategic group 
membership) appear not to have an), specific approaches to keep track of their 
competitors' moveS46. They also seem either not knowledgeable or not interested in 
using their key customers, distributors/retailers and suppliers as important sources of 
seeking information about key competitors. 
Based on the above arguments, while most of the businesses (irrespective of their 
geo-product dimensions of the market) recognise the importance of giving attention to 
competitors. the nizijority of them are just monitoring competitors through technical 
literature. Moreover, there appears to be no definite approach being used flor organising 
competitor analysis. 
46 Sammon (I 984a). 
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6.5. Conclusion 
The findings of the study show that Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses could 
be categorised according four strategic groups (SGI, SG2, SG3 and SG4). based on the 
geo-product dimensions of the market. These strategic groups are used as the unit of 
analysis for assessing how the businesses manage the linkages in the downstream and 
upstream value webs. 
In managing the linkages, the selection criteria and channel relationships adopted 
by the businesses vary according to the strategic groups. Comparing between businesses- 
distributors/retailers relationships (in the downstream value xveb) and businesses- 
suppliers relationships (in the upstream value \veb). the findings indicate that there are 
also variations between the strategic groups with regard to the emphasis given to 
distributors/retailers and suppliers. Businesses' perceptions of competitors also vary 
according to the strategic groups. Therefore, there is a need to study the variation in 
strategy t, orniulation process between the strategic groups. This aspect of strategy 
formulation, in terms of formulation of competitive positioning strategies, will be 
discussed in Chapter Seven. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS IN MALAYSIAN WOODEN 
FURNITURE BUSINESSES - FORMULATION OF COMPETITIVE 
POSITIONING STRATEGIES 
7.1. Introduction 
The last chapter analysed the interviews undertaken xvith managers of the 
Malaysian wooden fumiture businesses. From the analysis. four strategic groups (SG I. 
SG2. SG-3. and SG4) of the furniture businesses were identified. Using these strategic 
groups as the unit of analysis, an assessment was made of how the businesses manage the 
linkages in their value Nvebs. As a continuation. this chapter xvill discuss the activities and 
approaches undertaken by the businesses in formulating competitive positioning 
strategies. Specifically. this chapter seeks to address the following questions: 
\, Vhat are the businesses' perceptions of markets and ho\ý do they define their 
markets? 
" What are considered to be the key factors for success (KFS) in the furniture industn' 
and how the businesses determine these factors'? 
" What are the sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) of the businesses 
and ho\, N- do they identiýv these sources of SCA? 
" What are the competitive strategies pursued by the businesses and ho\N do they 
l'on-nulate these strategies" and 
" What are the positioning themes chosen by the businesses and ho\\ do thcý develop 
these themes'. ' 
For the purpose ofanalysing the pattem and for the sake ofcomparability. the l'OUr 
strategic groups (SGL SG2. SG3 and SG4) will also be used as the unit of analysis. 
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7.2. Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
For the purpose of the study, the activities and approaches undertaken bý the 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in formulating competitive positioning strategies I 
will be analysed. Specific issues that -vvill be explored are definition of the market. 
detennination of keý factors for success (KFS). identification of sources of sustainable 
competitive advantage (SCA). formulation of competitive strategies, and formulation of 
positioning themes. 
7.2.1. Defining Nlarkets 
As explained in Chapter Four. many \NTIters from the fields of econornics and laýý. 
marketing and strategic management2. have discussed the importance of defining 
markets. I lence. it is important to analyse the businesses' perceptions of' markets, 
approaches considered in defining markets, and activities undertaken in expanding 
markets. Table 7.1 below shows the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses' 
perceptions of markets. mainly based on dimensions studied by Brooks (1995). as 
discussed in Chapter Three. 
' Doyle & Saunders ( 1985) observe that companies which are historically concentrated in basic commodity 
industries (for example. logging. saNkmilling. veneer and plNwood manufacturing) face problems %%hen theN 
try to switch to faster -, rov%in, -,, higher margin, "value-added" specialitN products (for example. "ooden furniture). These problems are associated %kith the mabilitý to manage the transition effectiýelý. partlcularlý 
in terms of' flexible responsiveness and skills in market segmentation and positioning. According to them. 
the development of a marketing strategý could serve as a guideline to address those problems. 
2 From the strategic management discipline. defining markets is important as it is the starting point in 
strategý formulation. In essence. it establishes the boundaries of where the businesses are going to compete 
and provide the basis for subsequent strateo analysis (Da\, 1984). 
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rable 7.1. Malaysian wooden furniture businesses' perceptions of markets 
Strategic Groups SG I SC2 SG3 SG4 
Perception 
Main perception Natural market Enactment , IeA of Enactment vieý% of Enactment ý ieýN of 
vi ew, market market market 
Other perception Natural market Natural market 
view vieýk 
Exceptional -Awarded- market 




1-he above table indicates that the majority of the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses (except for members of SG I) seem to adopt an enactment view of the market. 
In this respect, the Managing Director of Business D (a member of SG-1) viewed that: 
-Companies need to change A ith changes in markets and technology ... there 
is a need to keep 
updating the technology, change attitude and organisation structure... on top of that, markets 
need to be 'created' in order to be successful ... the common problem 
is, Malaysian (furniture 
businesses) don't know about markets ... 
The main challenge now is AFTA (ASEAN Free 
Trade Area) 
... these are the growing markets with 
400 million buyers ... 
but there will be 
incoming goods (including furniture) into the country ... 
from Indonesia. Thailand and the 
Philippines that will be competing with ours ... to enter their markets, Malaysian products are 
not competitive. " (an enactment , ie%v of the market). 
In Business M (a member of SG4). the Marketing Manager said: 
I ýkas initiallý a timber consultant for this company. I have explored the market for ", ork 
benches in the UK for three months. I see that there are potential markets in the UK 
(specificallý) and Europe as ýNhole. ... in the domestic market, there is not much potential. " 
(an enactment vie%N of the market). 
From a broader perspective. the Managing Director of Business Q (a member of' 
SG4) held the vie%N that: 
"The market is ever groNkino. With the liberalisation of trade under (the auspices of the) 
WTO (World Trade Or, -, anisation), the 
demand for furniture \kill al\ka\s be there. 
Ho"ever, the market place is dynamic and ever-changing due to competition. especiallý frorn 
China and Vietnam ... Moreoker. there is no such thing as customer 
lo\, alt\. To face these 
challenges ... %ke need to go into R&D (research and development). inculcate workers and 
change the way of manufacturing. We have to fight in the international market... if 
Accord in g to Brooks( 1995), an enactment viev, oft lie market considers markets as outcornes of cýc I es of 
organisation action and managerial perception that shape managers' understand ing of their en, ironment. 
The perception of the market from an enactment viexN is related to Buchanan & VanberL, 's ( 199 1 
discussion on market as a creadw process. 
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(businesses) don't have the will, they "ill just be the sub-contractors to others. " (an enactment 
view of the market). 
Whilst businesses in SG2. SG3 and SG4 perceive an enactment view of the 
market. members of SG I appear to adopt a natural market view 4. As the Managing 
Director of Business A (a member of SGI) put it: 
-Mý compan) plans to venture in the intemational market. The first priority will be the 
Thailand market ... that's where the present customers of our sawn 
timber (produced bý the 
parent compan,, ) are ! -5 
For Business C (also a member of SG I), the Production Manager said: 
"The companý is not Aorried about market ... the company's emphasis 
is on projects ... it 
avoids holding stocks. The compan-, also makes furniture for subsidiaries' offices. " (a natural 
market . ieý% 
The study sho,. Ns that in addition to the dimensions of a natural market view and 
an enactment view of the market (as observed by Brooks. 1995) or market as an allocative 
process and market as a creative process (as discussed by Buchanan & Vanberg, 1991 
respectively). there are other dimensions as to how the businesses perceive their markets. 
In particular. Business L appears to view the market as being "'awarded": 
-(The business) has secured a licence from its joint venture partner, BLB-Germaný. ail 
international modular furniture manufacturer .... The German partner "ill provide all designs, 
pattern, structures and other know-how to assist in the manufacture and marketing of the 
furniture. (The business) \kill have exclusive rights to sell the modular furniture in 14 
countries in the Asia Pacific region. " (Afalcii, sian Business, November 16,1995, p. 37). 
It is particularly interesting to note that businesses' perceptions of markets may 
also evolve over time. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business F (a member 
' Brooks ( 1995) explains that a natural market view regards market existence largely independent of any 
sin-le business %% ithin its boundaries. The natural market view is related to Buchanan & Vanber&, 's ( 1991 
discussion on market as an allocative process. 
Fhis is related to the notion of strategic drift as discussed by Johnson & Scholes ( 1997). Accordin-, -, to 
Johnson & Scholes: "... managers rnaý seek to extend the market for their business, but assume that it \kill 
be similar to their existing market, and therefore set about managing the neý% venture in much the same ýkav 
as they have been used io. " (pp. 75-76). 
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of SG3) said. Initially, the company signed a licensing agreement with the Bombay 
Company. Inc.. from the US ... Bombay provides the 
blueprints for furniture production- 
(an enactment view of the market). Now. Business E seems to regard this arrangement 
as a constraint. According to Business E. although the Bombay Company. Inc.. provides 
the blueprints for furniture production. it imposes exclusivity on distribution. Hence. 
instead of exclusive rwhts being granted to market the products, distribution constrahit is 
imposed on Business E (a constraint market view). 
Considering the above, markets should not only be perceived as an enactment 
view (as discussed bv Brooks, 1995) or market as a creative process (as explained b, ý 
Buchanan & Vanberg, 1991). but should also be perceived as an evolutionary process. In 
view of the dynamic evolution of markets. a longitudinal view, instead of a cross- 
sectional view. should be considered in defining markets. The rotating wheel framework 
as discussed in Chapter Five should be considered for this purpose. 
Having analysed ho%% the businesses perceive the market, it is interesting to 
compare how these perceptions will affect their approaches to defining markets. 
Although markets can be defined in many ways as discussed in Chapter Four. the 
frequently discussed approaches are customer-oriented and competitor-centred 
approaches 6 (or broadly referred to as demand-side and supply-side perspectives 7 ). Asa 
modification. a further refinement based on Day (1990,1997b) and Day & Nedungadi's 
(1994) categorisation ofself-centred. custorner-oriented. competitor-oriented and market- 
Day & Wensley (1988). op. cit. 
Curran & GoodfelloA (1990), op. ci . t. 
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driven (better termed a customer plus competitor-centred) approaches8 will be used in the 
study. Table 7.2 below describes the approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses in defining markets. 
Table 7.2. Approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
in defining markets 
Strategic Croups SCI SC2 SC3 SC'4 
Approaches 




Exceptional Government- Government- Gove nment- 
approaches centred centred centred I 
(Business B) (Business F) 
From the above table, it can be shown that whilst members ot'SG2, SG3 and SG4 
tend to adopt a cust, )mer-oriented approach. those at the lo\, N- end segment ol'the domestic 
markets (SG I) appear to adopt a self-centred approach to defining markets. In this 
respect, the Production Co-ordinator of Business C' (a member of SG I ), explamcd that: 
-The company concentrates on the local market ... proJect by pro , 
ject. The companý does 
exactly the same quantit% (of furniture) because of customers I design. At the same time. it 
also caters for property projects managed by the KTS Group (the parent company). " (it self- 
centred approach). 
As Business B (a member of SG 1). the Managing Director said: 
"Earlier, there was no such thing as marketing. My company Just looks for (Federal) 
Govemnient's tenders in newspapers and tenders offered by the Johore State Government. In 
1988. when Guthrie Furniture Sdn. Blid. was entrusted to handle the tenders of' tile Ministrýv 
of Education (MalaNsia), it basically took over the market from my company ... that is, my 
company lost the entire market. Then, the company tried to penetrate the Vendor 
Development Programme under Guthrie ... My company is now one ofthe major suppliers of' 
school furniture for Guthrie. " 
Day ( 1990: 1997b) and Daý &, Nedungadi ( 1994), op. cit. 
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Considering the above explanation, it is rather surprising to note that after 26 
years of operation, the business is still dependent on government tenders. I lence, it can 
be said that Business B adopts a self-centred approach to defining markets. 
On the other hand, members of SG2, SG3 and SG4 tend to adopt a customer- 
oriented approach. The Deputy General Manager of Business P (a member of' SG4), 
explained: 
"The company has agents in Japan to take care of the Japanese market. The agents will bring 
the wholesalers to the factory annually, usually between Januarv to March ... the wholesalers 
will specify their own designs ... come 
back to have a look at samples ... or sometimes the 
company sends the samples to them (wholesalers). Once they are satisfied with the samples, 
their 'big bosses' will come to sign agreements and visit tile factory. " (a customer-oriented 
approach). 
Despite the above observations, there are certain exceptions. Within members of 
SG3, the Managing Director of Business F said, "My company never do 'hard selling" 
customers will come (and purchase the products) ... in fact. the company is selective in 
choosing customers" (a self-centred approach). 
From another perspective, it is observed that businesses' approaches to defining 
markets e-volve owr time. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business D (a 
member of SG2) explained: 
"Earlier, my company was a subcontractor of furniture for the Chinese. I was not worried 
about markets then. The company then went on its own (without depending on the Chinese) 
by supplying school furniture ... markets are secured (a self-centred approach). Now, my 
company is slowl) exporting furniture to other countries. The company is also having 
discussions with a consultant (Guthrie Timber Products Ltd. ) in the UK to undertake market 
study. My company needs to do what it is strong in. " (a customer-oriented approach). 
Taking into consideration the earlier findings on how the businesses perceive their 
markets, there seems to be a certain degree of correlation between the businesses' 
perceptions of markets and the approaches undertaken in defining markets. For instance, 
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among members of SG I that perceive a natural market view. the approach undertaken in 
defining markets is a self-centred approach. Meanwhile. members of SG2, SGI and SG4 
that perceive an enactment view of the market. adopt a customer-orlented approach to 
defining markets. 
The study shows that most of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses adopt a 
custorner-oriented approach to defining markets. Basically, none of the businesses 
interviewed adopts a competitor-centred approach and/or a customer plus competitor- 
centred approach to defining markets. At the same time, it is noted that a number of 
businesses (Business B. Business D and Business E) depend heavily on government 
agencies in defining their markets. and so can be ternied as adopting a government- 
centred approach. This findings show that although the dimensions offered by Day 
(11990,1997b) and Day and Nedungadi (1994) are broader than those given by earlier 
writers. they are still not fully adequate to cater for the complexity in the market, at least 
in the Malaysian context. 
In support of the above findings. it is worthwhile the study the activities 
undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in defining their markets as 
shown in Table 7.33. From the table, it can be seen that members of SG I that take a self- 
centred approach to defining markets. mainly depend on their participation in tenders 
(offered by govemment agencies) and pro .. ects. 
Meanwhile. businesses in SG3 (that take 
a customer-oriented approach) participate in international furniture fairs and exhibitions 
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9 
as the main means of marketing their products 
Table 7.3. Activities undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in 
defining markets 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SC3 SC4 
Acti% ities 
Main activities Participation in Undertaking Participation in Undertaking 
tenders and market studies international market studies 
projects furniture fairs 
Additional Participation in Participation in Undertaking Participation in 
activities domestic furniture international market studies international 
fairs (Business B furniture fairs. furniturc f"lir" 





Exceptional Special Special Special 
activities arranoements arranoenients arrangenients 
(Business 1. ) (Business M and 
Business R) 
As reflected in Table 7.4 below. there is a positive relationship between the 
number of international furniture fairs participated in by the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses and the value of their sales. 
Table 7.4. Number of international furniture fairs participated in by the Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses and the value oftheir sales 
Vear 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Number of international furniture 4 1 6 6 6 
fairs partic pated 
Number of participating n. a. n. a. n. a. n. a. II. a. 
businesses 
Value ofsales RM 1 -33.6 
RM 7.4 R. M 2 0.9 RM27.4 RM, 1.2 
million million million million million 
So Lit-cc: NI inistr\ ofII rimar% I ndUstrics. Ma I aýsia ( 1994c). 
9 Gopalakrishna et ul. ( 1995) mention that participation in trade fairs provides positive economic returns tor 
businesses and positive effects on generating product a"areness and interest. I tý 
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The above table shows that the number of intemational furniture tairs participated 
in by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses increased from four fairs in 1989 to six 
fairs in 1991. During the same period, the value of sales increased from RM 13.6 million 
to RM20.9 million. From 1991 to 1993). although the number of international furniture 
fairs participated in by the businesses remained at six fairs, the value of sales continued to 
increase to RM31.2 million. This increase in sales in 1993 compared to the previous 
years could be attributed to the long-terms effect of participation"' or increasc in the 
number of participating businesses. 
Despite the above positive trend, the seriousness ofthe businesses in participating 
in the furniture fairs in terms of the personnel representing the businesses during the 
exhibitions and the costs of participation need to be explored. It is observed that most of 
international furniture fairs are attended mainly by the managing directors themselves or 
at the most. together with their marketing managers. In terms of the willingness to spend 
on furniture exhibition, it is noted that for certain businesses (Business 1) and Business 
E), their expenses are borne either partly or wholly by the Malaysian Timber Industry 
Board (MTIB) 11 
Despite the importance of participating in international furniture fairs. it is 
surprising to note that a number of businesses held a different vie". In this respect. the 
'0 Certain businesses do not generate sales either at the fairs or within one vear. Sales will be -enerated in 
subsequent years (Hansen, 1996). 
" Participation in furniture fairs, especially at overseas exhibition centres is costly and beyond the nicans of 
most medium and small scale manufacturers. In view of this constraint, the taA ofco-ordinatino Malaýsian 
furniture businesses' p, irticipation has been taken up bý the MTIB as a project at governmental level 
(Mohd. Suffi, 1993). 
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Production Co-ordinator of Business C (a member of SGI) said, "The company only 
participates in the MIFF (Malaysian International Furniture Fairs) in Kuala Lumpur. As 
the company's products are meant for projects, the company has no intention of 
participating in international furniture I'airs. ' 
Mean, Ahile, the Managing Director of Business F (a member of SG-3)), questioned 
the effectiveness of furniture exhibitions and fairs, and posed a mirnber of questions: 
-How effective are the (businesses' participation in) exhibitions'? [low many customers 
really visit the exhibitions'? In my case, which exhibitions should I participate in? Is a screen 
a (piece of) furniture or not"" 
While Business C and Business F were concerned with the effectiveness ot 
participation in furniture fairs. Business M (a member of' SG4) is concerned with the 
products' imitation by competitors. The Marketing Manager ot'Business M mentioned: 
"The companN does not %Nish to participate in domestic furniture fairs (namely MI FF) in order 
not to create interest among competitors! In fact, over-exposing the products (work benches) 
could be dangerous to the company. " 
The above scepticism is shared by Guthrie Timber Product Limited (a distributor 
of Malaysian . vooden furniture in the EU). The Director cautioned that: 
"Exhibitions are maink attended by competitors, not customers! If businesses need to 
participate in exhibition ... the rule 
is 
... 
just display products that are already in the market. 
not new ones. For the ne" products, they (businesses) can discuss with potential bl. lý, ers ... 
among those visitors, you can differentiate between potential buyers and competitors". 
In contrast to SG33, members of SG2 and SG4 (that also adopt a custorner-oriented 
approach to defining markets) undertake market studies as well as participate in furniture 
fairs. According to the Managing Director of Business D (a member of SG2), "I need to 
do market study ... in order to create new markets ... in the US and Europe. " Similar 
12 According to Hansen ( 1996). visitors may have dual motives in their participation at international trade 
fairs: as buýers (customers) and as sellers (competitors). 
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activities are being undertaken by other businesses in the SG4 (Business M. Business 0 
and Business 
In addition to the above activities. a number of businesses (particularly members 
of SG2 and SG4) are making special arrangements to market their products. In particular. 
Business D is making the arrangements with its distributor, Guthrie Timber Products 
Ltd.. to penetrate the European markets. Meanwhile. the Marketing Manager ol'Business 
M explained: 
"The cornpaný is trý inu to re-define the market for work benches. i. e., from technical items or 
tool benches to become part of finishing iterns or furniture. The cornpaný is also prornoting 
work benches as a Father's Day gift. There is also the potential to market them as children's 
wor enches 1'. - 
Considering the above arguments. there is a need to assess tile eftlects of 
businesses' perceptions of markets, approaches to defining markets, and activities in 
defining markets. on the subsequent activities in the tormulation of' competitive 
positioning strategies. 
7.2.2. Determining the Key Factors for Success (KFS) 
Defining and rc-detinling markets just provides the f0undation of where the 
businesses are going to compete. The subsequent stage involves decisions as to ho" the 
businesses should compete. First and foremost is to determine the differences between 
winners and losers (Ohniae. 1982) or important factors that determine a firm's abilit\ to 
survive and prosper (Grant. 1991 a). Table 7.5 beloxv shows the K FS for the four strategic 
groups of the Malaysian %Nooden furniture businesses. 
13 1 I'his is related to the characteristic of revolutionarý, companies NNhich seek to re-clefine market , pace-. 
hence, focus on the total inmjnable market. not Just on their served market (I lamel, 1996). 
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'Fable 7.5. Key factors for success (KFS) in the Malaysian wooden fUrniture 
business 
Strategic Croups SC I SC2 SG3 SG4 
KFS 
Main factor Abilitý to source Abilitý to produce Abilitý to mass Abilitý to produce 
raýk materials at qualitN fumiture at produce low price quality furniture at 
low price low volume furniture - 
high volume 
Additional factor Abilit-, to produce Abilit\ to produce Abilit,. to mass 
qualitN furniture at qualitý furniture at produce low price 
lo\k volume high volume fu rn itu re (B us, inc,,,, 
(Business B and (Business E, 0 and Bu,, iness R) 
Business C) and Business G and 
ability to provide Business H) and 
, ood service access to raw 
(delivery - material supply 
Business B) 
Exceptional factors Ability to define Abilitý to 
markets (Business understand 
H) customer buý in, -, 
habit (Business P) 
and incorporate 
technolo, -* II I I I (Business Q) 
1-he above table indicates that the largest gap between furniture businesses in the 
low end segment (SG I and SG33) and the medium segment is in terms of the dichotomy 
between cost-related KFS and quality-related KFS. Whilst members of SGI and SG3 
regard the ability to source ra%N- materials at low price and produce furniture at loxN cost as 
the KFS. members of SG2 and SG4 consider the abilivy to produce quality furniture as tile 
KFS. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business Q (a member of SG4) stressed 
that: 
-The ke,. factor (for success) for now and the next five years is the abilit\ to up-rade or 
incorporate technoloo\ into manufacturing. In fact. an\, leader in the market must have 
elements of technologý in the process. ... need products with good qualit\ and at reasonable 
price. ... Indeed, providing value to customers 
is the key to or essence of rnarketin,,. - 
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Business M (a member of SG4 that produces work benches) goes to the extent of 
trying to change the KFS in its particular sub-segment of the market 14 . The Managing 
Director of Business M said: 
"As there are no real work bench manufacturers in the country, I can now set the rules ... to be 
successful, the product must be of high qual i ty 15.1 am not worried about other producers, 
except those from Thailand ... while producing (products of) a similar quality, their price 
is 
lower than mine! " 
On the other hand, certain businesses in the low end segment of the market 
explained the "blurring effect" between quality and price"'. The Managing Director of 
Business B (a member of SG I) said: 
"In the furniture industry, price (low cost) and quality are very important ... now, we can see 
even the high end products being sold at low price! " 
As Business F (a member of SG3), the Managing Director contended that: 
"in this (furniture) business, cost is very crucial in order to survive; hence, raw material 
purchasing is very important ... even 
big companies can collapse because of raw material 
cost". " 
Despite the above pattern. it is surprising to note that certain members of SG4 
(Business R and Business 0) also regard cost-related factors as the KFS. The ProdUCtIOJI 
Manager of Business R said. -In furniture production and marketing, cost is the most 
important element". " Likev\ise, the Managing Director of Business 0 mentioned that 
"The profit margin for fumiture (businesses) is low ... therel'ore, there is a need to reduce 
production cost ... and increase productivity. 
" 
14 This effort is in line with the suggestions made bý Brandenburger & Nalebuff ( 1995). 
" This statement is also in part parallel to the views expressed by Day ( 1990) and Wilson el a/. ( 1992) that 
quality standard is a KFS. 
16 Savitt ( 1987). ol). cit. 
17 Financial and manufacturing figures obtained froin a number of businesses, show that raw material is the 
major cost component in the operating costs (for instance, 65 percent and 48 percent in the case of Business 
B and Business L, respectivelý ). Refer to Chapter Fight on the breakdown ofcost components, i. e.. material 
costs, capital costs. and wages and salaries, in comparison with added value contribution. 
19 1 Fhe importance of cost-related factors as the KFS has been discussed by a number of' scholars (I Ioler & 
Schendel, 1978: Thompson & Strickland, 1990: Grant. 199 1 a). 
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It is observed that quality-related factors are gaining importance as one moves 
along the product dimensions of the market (from SG I to SG3. and from SG2 to SG4). 
Meanwhile, aside from cost-related and quality-related KFS, another factor peculiar to the 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses is the regularity of raw material supply' 9. The 
Managing Director of Business F said: 
-The success of furniture (businesses) in this country depends on ra%N materials ... especially 
Rubberwood and Mempisang sawn timber. " 
Although the above businesses seem to understand what the KFS meant. most of 
them have not gone one stage backward to assess what determines low cost or quality. 
Hence, it appears that the KFS for SG I is similar to that for SG-3, and the KFS t'()r SG2 is 
similar to that for SG4. However, if one goes one stage backward, there are ditTerences 
between the factors that determine low cost (SG I and SG3) and quality (SG2 and SG4). 
On the other hand, a number of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses appear 
not to understand the meaning of KFS. In particular, the Marketing Manager ofliusiness 
N mentioned "The company has high investment cost (RM50 million) ... as such, it 
needs to compete on quality so as to obtain a high margin to cover the investment cost. " 
Although he quoted a reasonable KFS (quality), the rationale in determining it (to cover 
high investment cost) is inappropriate. Moreover. the basis of determining the KFS is 
from the business's perspective, without due regard to competitors. 
Mean\. N-hile, other businesses (Business D and Business K) seem to be confused 
between the "standard business recipe" and specific recipe (KFS) offUrniture businesses. 
19 This vie", is in line with that expressed bý certain writers (Ohmae, 1982-, Taylor, 1985) that access to 
strategic ra\A, materials is a KFS (Much Taylor terms crucial factors for successful competition). 
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In this connection, the Managing Director of Business D said, "To be successfUl, there is 
a need for well-defined ob* II jectives. good management practices and relationships ... of 
course, products must be acceptable in terms of quality. " Similarly, in the Malaysian 
context. Business K mentioned that -Business is just like politics ... two requirements 
must be met in order to succeed ... honesty in terms of keeping to your promises ... and 
the Malays and Chinese must work together in business ... the Chinese have expcricnce 
and contacts. whilst the Malays have political backing! " 
In terms of the approaches to determining the KFS, there appears to be no 
concrete framework offered by the relevant scholars. I lowever, for the sake ot 
comparability, the approaches to be considered in the study will be in respect of' self- 
centred. customer-centred. competitor-centred and customer plus competilor-centred 
approaches, as discussed in section 7.2.1. Table 7.6 below shows the approaches 
undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in determining the KFS. 
Table 7.6. Approach undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in 
deterrnining the KFS in furniture business 
Strategic Groups 
Approaches 
SG I SG2 SW SG4 
Main approach Self-centred Competitor- Competitor- Competitor- 
centred centred centred 
Additional Competitor- Self-centred 
approach centred and (Business N) and 
supplier-centred Custorner-oriented 
(Business F) and (Business P an(] 
Customer-oriented BLISiIICSS Q) 
(Business 1-1) 
Jhe ahme table shox\s that members of SGI seem to adopt a self-centred 
approach to determining the KFS. This phenomenon is rellected in the explanations 
given by the Managing Dffectors of Business A and BLISilleSS C (members of SG I) that 
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they use past experience in other timber businesses in determining the KFS for furnItUre 
business. 
Meanxvhile, other businesses (SG2, SG) and SG4) adopt a competitor-centrcd 
approach. In this respect, Business D (SG2), Business F and Bumness F (. SG3)), Busincss 
P and Business Q (SG4) made a judgement after considering the successes and failurcs ot 
certain furniture businesses in the country. The Managing Director ot'13usiness 1) said: 
"in managing a furniture company, one needs to really assess what contributes to the 
successes of companies, such as Federal Furniture and Hong Kong Teak ... and the 
Cailures of' 
companies. such as Peransang Delima. - 
Meanwhile, the Managing Director of Business F mentioned that: 
- ... comparison needs to 
be made with competitors, especially Taiwanese businesses ... even 
without local timber supplies, they manage to become leading exporters of' lurniture in the 
international market. *' 
Having analysed the businesses' consideration of' the KFS and approaches to 
identifying the KFS. the next stage in formulating competitivc positioning strategies is 
concerned with identifying sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA). 
7.2.3. Identifying Sources of Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA) 
A number of scholars argue that having recognised the KFS, bLIS111CSSCS should 
then identify the underlying sources oftheir sustainable competitive advantage (S('A)2() 
Although numerous terms (such as distinctive capabilities, distinctive competence. and 
core competence) have been used by different vaiters to discuss tile sources of' SCA as 
mentioned in Chapter Four, this study vvill use the categorisation according to innovation, 
20 Ohniae ( 1982), De Vasconcellos & Hambrick (1989) and Grant ( 199 1 a). 
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reputation. architecture/relationships and strategic assets. offered by Kay ( 199 1a) as 
shown in 'Fable 7.7. 
Table 7.7. Sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) ofthe Malaysian 
xNooden furniture businesses 
Strategic Croups SCI SC2 SW SG4 
Sources of SCA 
Main sources of' Innovation (cost Innovation Innovation Innovation 
SCA reduction) (finishing) and (finishin- and cost (finishino and 
architecture (good reduction) and material 
working architecture (good combination). 
relationships with working architecture (oood 
employees and relationships with working 
reciprocal ernplovees) relationships ýN ith 
relationships with employees and 
suppliers and reciprocal 




Additional sources Architecture Reputation Reputation 
of SCA (reciprocal 
relationships with 
suppliers) 
[Aceptional Strateoic assets Strategic assets Strategic assets Strateoic assets 
sources of SCA and reputation and vertical (Business 0) and 
(Business B) and inteuration vertical inte-ration 
vertical inteoration (Business (1, (Business M) 
(Business A and Business H and 
Business C) Business L) 
The above table sho,, vs that across the board. innoi, tilion is considered as the main 
source of SCA by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. Nonetheless, the elements 
of innovation emphasised vary according to the different geo-prodLICt dimensions of the 
market. \Vhile businesses in the low end segment ofthe market (SG I and SG)) niainh, 
emphasise design and cost reduction. those in the medium segment of the market (SG2 
and SG4) emphasise finishing. In particular, the Managing Director Of 13LIS111CSS B (a 
member ot'SG I) said: 
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"My company has its own designs (for school furniture) ... which are now used by other 
manufacturers under Guthrie Furniture Sdn. Bhd. ... though they are using illy designs. their 
products are not as good as mine ... my company adopts Quality Improvement Systern and Practices since 1990 ... through the system, wastage on raw material, which constitutes 65 
percent of total cost, has been reduced by 15 percent... this is achieved by working closely 
with my main suppliers ... the number of employees 
has also beevi reduced from 155 (in 
1990) to 95 (ir. 1996) .. my principle 
is that, there is no need to add people where value is not 
generated. " 
Meanwhile, the Managing Director of Business G (a member ofSG3) said: 
"Sometimes competition can be stiff ... there will 
be price-undercutting. In my case, I will try 
to cut cost ... My company manufactures standard 
lengths of' legs for dining table ... the 
company also does contract spraying. I stress this to my employees ... in fact, incentives will be given to workers who can save on raw materials' cost. " 
For members of SG2 and SG4, the emphasis is on finishing. The Managing 
Director of Business D (a member of SG2), explained: 
"... in furniture business, trends and designs keep changing ... sometimes 5 times 
in a year ... if we can't develop our own designs and improve on our finishing, the government should 
help us ... to 
buy the designs! " 
The Managing Director of Business 0 (a member of SG4) also explained "My 
company sources table tops from outside and manufactures other components. Final 
finishing is done at this plant ... the company 
has a good finishing sectioi-i and TQC (total 
quality control) is done at every stage. " 
Despite the above, there are exceptions, whereby certain members of SG3 also 
emphasise finishing. The Managing Director of Business E (a member of SG3)) 
commented, -Although my company depends on its vendors for the supply of furniture 
components, final finishing, especially top spraying, is done here. The company dares not 
take the risk and will not compromise on product finishing. " 
It is also observed that certain members of SG4 focus on material combinations. 
The Managing Director of Business Q (a member of S(A). mentioned that: 
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"The new trend now is to change the material combination of furniture, i. e., using wood, 
melamine and steel ... it is more appealing and will reduce the usage of solid wood. I'm now 
producing imitation marble table tops ... it gives the look of marble, but at lower price ... furthermore, with the melamine overlay, it's scratch-resistant. " 
Business H (a member of SG3) is exploring the suitability of other timber species 
(Aeacia mangium) for furniture production. 
In contrast to the above product-based innovation, certain businesses adopt 
process-based innovation. In particular, Business N is practising a flexible manufacturing 
system so as to cope with changing specifications from custorners. 
As for architecture, it is observed that most businesses (except members of' SG I) 
consider it as one of their main sources of SCA. Nonetheless, the types ofrelationships 
(particulariv reciprocal as opposed to contractual relationships) forged vary between SG2, 
SG3 and SG4. While members of SG3 only have good working relationships with 
employees, members of SG4 also have reciprocal relationships with distributors/retailers. 
Meanwhile, members of SG2 have good working relationships Nxith employees, and 
reciprocal relationships vvith suppliers and distributors/retailers. This aspect of 
relationships. particularly businesses-distributors/retailers relationships In tile 
downstream value web and businesses-suppliers relationships in tile upstream value NNch. 
has been discussed in Chapter Six. 
It is also observed that repulation is gaining importance as one ofthe sources of 
SCA if one moves along the product dimensions (from SGI to SG2, and SGI to SG4). 
and even along the geographical dimensions (from SG I to SG-'). and SG2 to SG4). For 
instance. Business C said: 
" 14 
"The company hopes to establish its image as a major manufacturer of furniture ... the 
problem is, my parent company has been in the logging and sawmillin businesses for 34 9 
years. The group is now slowly moving into the production of' value-added products, like 
furniture ... however, its reputation is for sawn timber, not 
for furniture! " 
Meanv,, hile, the Marketing Manager of Business M said 
"Although my company's volume of production is (relatively) small compared to general 
furniture manufacturers, it has a good reputation of being the leader in work benches! " 
Nonetheless, there are exceptions, whereby certain businesses (even members of' 
SG4) do not seem to value the importance of reputation as one of the main sources of 
SCA. In particular, the Marketing Manager of Business N (a member of SG4) made a 
remark that -This company is not interested in participating in big proJects, like the KIAA 
(Kuala Lumpur International Airport) and KLCC (Kuala I. Limpm City Centre). 
Participation in such prQjects is more for building your reputation, not I*or making prof-it! " 
One peculiar point noted is that a number of' businesses appear to have strategic 
assets in respect of government ownership (Business B- SG L Business F- SGI, and 
Business 11 - SG-33) and political alliances (Business D- SG2. Business G- SG'), Business 
I- SG3, and Business M- SG4), yet none of these businesses acknowledged such 
strategic assets as sources of their SCA. In this respect, the Managing Director of' 
Business B stressed that: 
-The company's relationship with the State Government and politicians has not been used as 
an asset to gain financial, marketing, and political leverage ... even without such a 
connection, nný company can still grow! " 
Meanw-hile, certain businesses (Business D) considered such a -connection' as a 
liability rather than an asset. The Managing Director ol'Business 1) revealed that: 
"Being close to politicians can be a 'headache' for me ... supplying 
furniture to -overninent 
pro 
, 
jects, such as universities. and the State Mosque may look lucrative. hut payment is slový.. 
the situation will be even worse if it involves palaces ... 
But I have to keel) SUPPI\ ing 
furniture to such proJects. even if I am sceptical about payment! " 
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In terms of the approaches to identifying sources of SCA. it is noted that a number 
of scholars have offered alternative frameworks 21 . However, I'Or the sake of' 
comparability, a modified approach based on the suggestion rnade by Day (1990-, 1997b) 
and Day & Nedungadi (1994) will be used in the study. Table 7.8 below shows the 
approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in identilying their 
sources of SCA. 
Table 7.8. Approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
in identifying sources ot'SCA 
Strategic Croups SCI SC2 SW SC4 
Approaches 
Main approach Self-centred Competitor- Competitor CI 0111petitor- 
centred centred centred 
Additional Customer-o6ented ('11stomer-ol-icilled 
approaches 
The above table sho\vs that most of the businesses (except members of SO I) 
consider a competitor-centred approach to identifying sources of' SCA. In this respect, 
the businesses take into consideration the successes and failures of domestic furniture 
businesses, that were once their major competitors. 
It is also observed that certain businesses (Business 1, - SG3, Business 11 - SG4, 
Business Q) appear to adopt a customer-oriented approach to identifying sources of SCA. 
This is reflected by the concern shown for understanding customer value and identif'ýing 
value-adding activities. 
21 Day & Wensley (1988), Grant (1991a), Hall (1992,1993), Ainit & Schoemaker (1993), and Shoemaker 
& Amit ( 1997), 
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It needs to be pointed out that Table 7.8 above is generally similar to Table 7.6 
(approaches to determining the KFS). On this basis, it can be concluded that tile 
approaches to determining the KFS are closely related to the approaches to identifying 
sources of SCA. Hence, close association is observed not only between the KFS and 
sources of SCA (as discussed by Ohmae, 1982; De Vasconcellos & Hambrick-, 1989; 
Grant, 1991 a), but also between the approaches to determining the KFS and approaches 
to identifying sources of SCA. 
7.2.4. Formulating Competitive Strategies 
Having determined the opportunities in the market. the KFS, and Sources ol'SCA. 
businesses then will be in the position to decide the competitive strategies to be 
pursued 22 . Table 7.9 below shows the competitive strategies pursued 
by the Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses. 
Table 7.9. Competitive strategies of the Malaysian wooden furnitUre bUsinesses 
Strategic Croups SCI SC2 SW S(. 4 
Competitive 
strategies 
Main competitive Cost focus Differentiation Cost Differentiation 
strategies focus 
Additional Cost (Business 0 
competitive and Business R) 
strategies 
Exceptional Time (Business B- Cost focus Differentiation 
competitive delivery) (Business L. ) focus (Busines, ý M) 
strategies 
22 Deliberations on the competitive strategies that could be pursued by businesses have been made by many 
scholars (Porter, 1980ý 1985ý 1996. Day, 1990-, Grant, 199la-, Wilson et al., 1992, Faulkner & Bowman, 
1992, Treacy & Wierserna, 1993,1995: D'Aveni, 1994: Bowman & Faulkner. 1996: Kare-Silver, 1997). 
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Fhe above table shows that marked differences exist along the prodUct dimensions 
of the market. It clearly shows that while businesses in the low end segment of' the 
market (SGI and SG-")') compete on the basis of cost, businesses in the medium segment 
of the market (SG2 and SG4) undertake differentiation strategies. 
In this respect, the Production Co-ordinator of Business C (a member of' SG I) 
mentioned that: 
"When there is stiff competition, the company has to undercut prices ... 'rhe company's main 
worries are the small scale contractors that have lower production costs ... ... 
Meanwhile, the Managing Director of Business G (a member oI'SG 1) said, -The 
target market will be the US ... they are 
less concerned about quality as long as priccs zire 
low. " 
Despite the above similarities, there is a certain degree of diff'crence between 
members of SGI and SG33. It is observed that whilst members of' SG I pursue a cost 
focused strategy (e. g., Business B mainly participates in tenders offered by the Ministry 
of Education, Malaysia), members of SG-3 pursue a wider cost strategy. 
For businesses in SG2 and SG4, the competitive stratcgy pursucd is 
differentiation. particularly in respect of quality. The Managing Director offlusiness 1) (a 
member of SG2) said: 
"M,, company emphasises quality and excellence. I want quality ra" materials, machinery 
and organisation ... to suit to market requirements ... or else, my company will not be 
competitive. In fact, quality is also a means, not just the end. " 
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Nonetheless, the Managing Director seems to be confused as he also talked about 
the need to go for mass production. which means to say that the competitive strategy to 
adopt would be cost. 
For Business P (a member of SG4). the Deputy General Manager explained: 
"The (business's) main emphasis is on quality ... 
if there is any problem in the market, my 
company will not try to cut down prices ... 
both my company and the agents in Japan will try 
to compromise on each other's commission .. 
5% of selling price. " 
Meanwhile. the Managing Director of Business Q used a biological analogy 21 and 
said 
"Businesses are like plants and animals ... it's a world of competition ... but only the top 
fe" 
will survive. That's why my company is going for quality through technological t, 
improvement. " 
Based on the above table and considering the information gathered during the 
interviews, the cowpetitive strategies pursued by the businesses could be presented in a 
two-dimensional map of perceived quality and price as shown in Figure 7.1. In plotting 
the relative positions of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses on the inap. due 
considerations are given to not only information on the tbrmulation of' competitive 
strategies, but also those related to defining markets, determining the KFS, identifying 
sources of SCA, and developing positioning themes. Meanwhile, cross-rellerences are 
also made with the value elements emphasised by the businesses in their relations Nvith 
distributors/retailers and suppliers as discussed in Chapter Six. 







F igure 7.1. A t\, No-diniensional map representing competitive strategies (based oil 
price and perceived quality) of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. 
Figure 7.1 shows the relative difference between members ofthe Imk end segment 
(SGI and SG3), which pursued cost strategies. and members of' the medium segment 
(SG2 and SG4). which pursued differentiation strategies. Whi Ist members of' SG I and 
SG3 are positioned at the bottorn-left ofthe perceived quality-pricc line (the position of 
low-cost prodUcers that offer lower price and lower quality products), members of SG2 
and SG4 are positioned in the top-right of the perceived qualitý -price line (the position of' 
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differentiators, that offer products with premium price and higher perceived quality) 24 
The above figure also indicates that the difference between members ofSG2 and SG4 is 
smaller (as reflected by overlapping circles of the two strategic groups) than between 
members of SGI and SG3 (as reflected by distant position of circles ofthe t"o groups). 
Besides plotting the current competitive strategies pursued by the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses, the above figure should also be used for assessing the evolution of 
strategic group members, which can either move vertically, horizontally, diagonally, or 
any of these combinations. 
25 As regards the approaches to formulating competitive strategies , the Study 
attempts to assess them in terms of self-centred, custonier-oriented, competitor-orici-itcd 
and customer plus competitor-centred approaches. Table 7.10 below shows the 
approaches considered by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in formulating 
competitive strategies. 
Table 7.10. Approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
in fomiulating competitive strategies. 
Strategic Groups 
Approaches 
SGI SG2 SC3 SCA 




24 D'Aveni ( 1994) (pp. 47-52). 
25 Porter( 1980,1985.1996), Mintzberg (1988), Day (1990), Faulkner & Bownian ( 1992), Mi I ler & Dess L- (1993), Treacy & Wiersenia (1993ý 1995), Bowman &Faulkner( 1996), and Kare-Si I ver ( 1997) 
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The table indicates that whilst businesses in the medium segment of the market 
(SG2 and SG4) adopt a competitor-centred approach, businesses in the low end segment 
adopt the self-centred (SGI) and customer-oriented approaches (SG2). Thc approaches 
adopted by members of SGI and SG3 are unexpected, as the orientation should he a 
competitor-centred. 
7.2.5. Developing Positioning Themes 
Merely deciding the competitive strategies to be pursued is inadequate. it' a 
business is to be successful. The next step that should be considered is to develop 
26 
positioning thernes, as discussed by a number of writers . Most of' the Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses interviewed. especially those in ilic international market 
(SG3 and SG4) use independent distributors/retailers to reach end customers. as discussed 
in Chapter Six. Under such arrangements, there are at least t"o positioning levels that 
should be considered by the Malaysian wooden Furniture businesses, i. e., positioning for 
distributors/retailers and positioning for end customers. In view of' the difliculty in 
drawing a clear boundary between the two levels, in this study they will be discussed 
collectively. 'Fable 7.11 shows the positioning themes chosen by the Malaysian woodcn 
furniture businesses. 
26 Aaker & Shansbý ( 1982). Ries & Trout ( 1986a), Johnson ( 1987b). CronshaýN cl al. ( 1990). Muhlbacher 
ef al. ( 1994), D'Aveni ( 1994), Porter ( 1996), and Kare-Silver ( 1997). 
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Table 7.11. Positioning themes chosen by the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SW SG4 
Positioning 
Themes 
Main positioning Product attributes Customer value Custorner value Customer value 
themes (lo" price) (qualitý) (low price) (qualitý) 
Additional Product attribL]ICI, 
positiom g themes (Business Q) 
Exceptional Environmental Fnvirom-nental 
positioning themes value (Business E) value (Business M, 
Business N and 
Business Q) 
From the above table, it can be seen that most of the Malaysian wooden furnItUre 
businesses (SG2, SG3 and SG4) chose positioning themes based on customer value. In 
this respect, the Managing Director of Business Q (a member ofSG4) said: 
'"The company is trying to market its products under the Isotop brand. Arrangements are 
beino made with the distributors/retailers in the US to ensure customers, awareness and 
ability to identify the products in terms of high quality and consistent price. Firstly, I want to 
promote the Isotop brand in the overseas market ... 
it takes time to create a new image. In 
fact, one should position oneself in the market by responding to requirement (customer value) 
... 
but one will not be able to stay there forever ... one needs to carR out improvement ... 
Malaysian manufacturers should position themselves as producers of furniture with different 
combinations of materials, not just solid wood. " 
In order to ensure the success of the positioning thernes chosen (custorner value 
based on low price), Business F and Business I (members of' SG3) keep track of' their 
distributors"/retailers' promotional activities, including retail outlets and media flor 
advertisement. In this respect. the Managing Director of Business F said, *'In the US. the 
Bombay Company (the company's distributor) displays my products in its speclalitý 
stores ... 
in the UK through catalogue shops, such as Argos, and MY outlets, like Habitat 
and MFI. In Japan. the), are advertised in the Marum's (a manufacturer of' furniture) 
catalogue. " For Business H and Business 1, their flat-packed products are also promoted 
through catalogue. 
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For Business B (a member of SG I). the Managing Director said: 
"My company's marketing strategy is based on production (positioning based on product 
attributes). The company also offers an extended warranty ... that is, products are guaranteed 
for two years although the warranty period set by the Ministry of Education (Malaysia) ill the 
tender documents was just for eight months. I am not worried, because the products call last 
for five years! " 
In doing so, Business B in effect, has changed the "rules ofthe game". whereby. 
according to the Managing Director, "The Ministry of Fducation has now reqUested a 
two-year warranty from all furniture suppliers, instead of eight months. " 
Despite the above, there are exceptions, whereby certain members of SG3 
(Business H) also chose positioning themes based on product attributes (low cost). The 
Chairman of Business H said: 
**My company has plans to shift its current low-end furniture into aesthetic niediuln-end 
furniture 
... the group will 
first give priority towards capitalism,,, on the synergies that can be 
developed from greater resources ... and more extensive network available within Johore 
Corporation which is the company's ultimate holding company. " 
In addition. it is observed that as businesses venture into the international market 
(especially tlor members of SG4), there is an increasing need to consider environmental 
values in the positioning thernes. The Marketing Director ot'Business M said: 
"There is an increasing concern on environment nowadays ... 
In my case, the 'environmental 
characteristics' of the products are spelled out in the brochures. " 
Meanwhile. the Managing Director of Business Q stressed that: 
"Environmental concerns, especially in Europe, may disrupt trade in wooden furniture 
the Netherlands, customers questioned the 'origin' of furniture legs. " 
In terms of the approaches to developing positioning thernes, a modified approach 
based on the suggestions given by Day (1990,1997b) and Day & Nedungadi (1994) vvill 
be used. Table 7.12 shows the approaches considered by the Malaysian wooden furniture 
businesses in developing positioning. 
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'Fable 7.12. Approaches adopted by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in 
developing positioning themes. 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SW SC4 
Approaches 
Main approach Self-centred Customer-oriented Customer-oriented Customer-oriented 
Exceptional Environment- Environment- 
approaches oriented oriented 
The above table shows that most businesses (except members of SG I) adopt a 
customer-oriented approach to developing positioning thernes. Members of SG I seem to 
stick to their self-centred approach to developing positioning themes. In addition. 
members of SG3 and SG4 also take into consideration an enviroviment-oriented approach 
to developing then- positioning themes. Hence, the study shows that the approaches 
offered by Day (1990,1997b) and Day & Nedungadi (1994) are not fully adequate to 
cater for the environment-oriented approach considered by the businesses in developing 
positioning themes. 
7.3. Discussion 
As a means of integrating the above results, Table 7.13 belo\v surninarises the 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses' perceptions of markets, consideration of' the 
KFS, sources of SCA, competitive strategies, and positioning thernes. 
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Table 7.13. A summary of the Malaysian wooden Furniture businesses' 
perceptions of markets, consideration of the KFS, sources of SCA, 
competitive strategies pursued and positioning themes chosen 
Strategic Groups SC I SG2 SC3 SC4 
Main perceptions Natural market Enactment view of Enactment view of' Enactirient view of 
of markets view the market market the market 
Key factors for Abilitv to source Ability to produce Ability to mass AbilitN to prodUCC 
success (KFS) raw materials at quality furniture at produce low price quality furniture at 
low price low volume furniture hi,, h volume 
Main sources of Innovation (cost Innovation Innovation Innovation 
sustainable reduction) (finishing) and (finishing and cost (finishing and 
competitive architecture (good reduction) and material 
advantage (SCA) working architecture Qood combination), 
relationships with working architecture (good 
employees and relationships with working 
reciprocal employees) relationships with 
relationships with employees and 
suppliers and reciprocal 




Main competitive Cost focus Differentiation Cost Differentiation 
strategies focus 
Main positioning Product attributes Customer value Customer value Customer valLIC 
themes (low price) (quality) (low price) (qualitý ) 
The above table shows that the lour strategic groups (SG I, SG22, SG-3), and SG4) 
differ in terms of their perceptions of markets, KFS, sources of SCA. competitive 
strategies, and positioning thernes. Despite this, it is observed that there is a greater 
variation along the product dimensions of' the market (SG I versus SG2 or SW ) versus 
SG4) than the geographical dimensions of the market (SG I versus SG) or SG2 versus 
SG4). Meanwhile. there are linkages between the businesses I perceptions of markcts. 
consideration of the KFS, sources of SCA, competitive strategies, and positioning 
themes. In particular, businesses in the low end segment of the market (SG I and SG31) 
consider cost-related factors as the KFS, hence place emphasis on cost-based innovation 
as the main source of SCA. pursue cost-based strategies. and develop cost-based 
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positioning themes. On the contrary, businesses in the medium segment of' the market 
(SG2 and SG4) regard quality-related factors as the KFS, therefore place emphasis on 
quality-based innovation and architecture as the mairi sources of SCA, pursue 
differentiation strategies, and develop quality-based positioning themes. I lowever, in 
respect of the perceptions of markets, there appear to be no marked difference between 
these strategic groups as most of them adopt an enactment view of the market (except 
members of SG I that perceive a natural market view). 
The approaches considered by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses at each 
stage of the formulation of competitive positioning strategies are surnmarised in Table 
7.14 
Table 7.14. A summary of the approaches undertaken by the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses in the formulation of competitive positioning 
strategies 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SW SC4 
Main approaches 
in 
Definim, markets Self-centred (and Customer-oriented Customer-oriented Custonler-oriClItCLI 
government- (and government- (and government- 
centred) centred) centred) 
Determinim, the Self-centred Competitor- Competitor- Competitor- 
K I'S centred centred centred 
Identifying sources Self-centred Competitor- Competitor- Competitor- 
of SCA centred centred centred 
Formulating Self-centred Competitor- Customer-oriented Competitor- 
competitive centred centred 
strategies 
Developing Self-centred Custorner-oriented Custorner-oriented Customer-oriented 
positioning themes (and environment- (and environment- 
oriented) oriented) 
The above table shows that the four strategic groups differ in terms of the 
approaches considered in defining markets, determining the KFS. ldcntitýýing sources ot 
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SCA, formulating competitive strategies, and developing positioning thernes. It is 
observed that there is a greater variation along the product dimensions ofthe market (SG I 
versus SG2 or SG3 versus SG4) than the geographical dimensions of the market (SG I 
versus SG3 or SG2 versus SG4). However, the results show certain unexpected findings. 
namely the self-centred approaches considered by members of SGI in each stagc ot 
formulating competitive positioning strategies. and the customer-onented approach 
adopted by members of SG3 in formulating competitive strategies. The self-centred 
approaches considered by members of SG I is mainly due to the I'act that most ofthern are 
relatively new in the furniture business (i. e., one year for Business A, and two years I'or 
Business C). Of the four strategic groups, members of SG2 and SG4 appear to adopt a 
fairly reasonable approach at each stage of formulating competitive positioning strategies. 
Notwithstanding the above. the study indicates that the classification of self- 
centred, customer-oriented, competitor-centred, and market-driven (better termed a 
customer plus competitor-centred) approaches offered by Day (1990,1997b) and Day & 
Nedungadi ( 1994) is not fully adequate to incorporate some ofthe approaches considei-ed 
by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, namely a government-centred approach to 
defining markets. and an environment-oriented approach to developing positioning 
themes. Flencc, the use of the pull-factor approach (namely customers. distributors/ 
retailers. and FNGOs) and the push-factor approach (namely, competitors. suppliers. 
complementors, Lind govemnient), as discussed in Chapter Five, should be considered for 
the purpose of formulating competitive positioning strategies. This aspect %0l be 
discussed in Chapter Nine. 
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The study also shows that at each stage of forniulating competitive positioning 
strategies, the approaches that should be given priority vary: the pull-factor approach for 
defining markets and developing positioning themes; and the push-factor approach for 
determining the KFS, identifying sources of SCA, and Ilormulating competitive strategies. 
Hence, businesses that fail to adopt an appropriate approach during a partictilar activity 
may not be able to realise the opportunities and threats of the external environment (as 
discussed in Chapter Five). Meanwhile, businesses that adopt both approaches for each 
activity (without giving priority to either), may not only complicate the strategy 
formulation process, but also end up adding cost, instead ot'adding value. 
7.4. Conclusion 
The findings of the study show that the businesses' perceptions of markets. 
consideration of the KFS. identification of sources of SCA, lornILIlatiOll of' competitive 
strategies, and formulation of positioning themes. vary according to the strategic groups 
as summarised in Table 7.13. Similarly. in terms of the approaches undertaken by the 
businesses to define markets, determine the KFS, identify sources of SCA. I-Ormulate 
competitive strategies, and 6ormulate positioning strategies, the findings indicate that 
there are variations aniong the four strategic groups as highlighted in Table 7.14. 
Despite the above variations. the study shows that hLISIlleSSeS' definitions of' 
markets have implications for the subseqUent interrelated stages in tile 11orinulation of' 
competitive positioning strategies. As a way of simplifying the above process ofstrategy 
formulation, the rotating . vheel framework for the formulation ofcompetitive positioning 
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strategies as suggested in Chapter Five, should be considered. The significance of the 




ASSESSMENT OF BUSINESSES' PERFORMANCE 
8.1. Introduction 
The last two chapters discussed the strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses, assessed how the strategic groups manage linkages in the value web, 
and examined how they formulate competitive positioning strategies. As a continuation, 
this chapter seeks to assess the performance of Malaysian wooden fUrnItUre businesses 
usinj.,, the tlour strategic groups identified earlier (SG I, SG2. SG3 and SG4) as the unit of' 
analysis 
In assessing the perl'ormance of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. the 
following aspects will be discussed: 
" mcaSUrements of businesses' competitive advantage, 
" tdcritification ofvalue-adding activities performed by the Malaysian ý, voodcn furniture 
businesses (in respect of bLisiiiesses-distribtitors/retailers relationships, businesses- 
Suppliers relationships. perceptions of competitors, and tormulation of competitive 
positioning strategies), 
" assessment of the performance of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses in terms of' 
added value contribution. and 
" comparison between added value and conventional measurements of perl'ormance of 
the Malaysian kNooden furniture businesses. 
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8.2. Measurements of Businesses' Competitive Advantage 
The success of businesses is generally measured by financlai measures' and 
marketing measures 2 of performance. However. Johnson & Kaplan (1991 ) argue that 
these measures do not give valuable information to managers. 
-Contemporary cost accounting and management control systems, ... are no 
longer providing 
accurate signals about the efficiency and profitability of internally managed transactions. 
Consequently. managers are not getting information to help them compare the desirability of 
internal versus external transactions. " (Johnson & Kaplan, 199 1: 205) 
Meanwhile. Davis & Kay (1990) argue that all of these financial measures. 
routinely. give contlicting answers. Nonetheless. Kay (1993a) says: 
"Cash flow. profits. shareholders returns, competitive advantage are not different things, but 
different ways of measuring the same thing. and the different interest groups who are 
concerned with a cornpanN's performance are not pullino it in radicall\ opposed directions, 
but adopting different perspectives on the same phenomenon. " (p. 193) 
Meanwhile. several scholars. particularly in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
emphasise the use of value added concept as a means of assessing the underlying sources 
ofbUsinesses' performance. Most ofthese writers-' generally agree that value added (or 
added valLie as termed by a few of them) is the diftlerence between the market valLIC OfthC 
goods produced by a firm and the cost of raw materials consumed, including bought-in 
services 
Davis & KaN ( 1990), Kaý (1993a). and Wensley (1997). According to Ka,, ( 1993a), financial measures 
used bý dit't , erent interest . groups, namely accountants, economists, investors and strate-gists. include 
profitabilit%. earning per share, cash flow, and return to shareholders. 
2 Day & %k'ensley ( 1988) and Wensley ( 1997). Wensleý ( 1997) points out that in marketing, market share 
(indeed relative market share) is the most common measure of'performance. 
Ball ( 1968), Beattie ( 1970). Gilchrist ( 1970ý 1971 ), Wood ( 1974), Cox ( 1976: 1979). and Mcl. eav ( 1983). 4 Value added can be expressed as follows: 
Value added Market value ot'goods produced - (Cost of'raw materials , Cost ol'bought-in services). 
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Many of the above writers claim that value added is Useful in assessing 
businesses' performance. In this respect, Ball (1968) criticises businesses that fail to use 
value added (or net output) in measuring their performance: 
-The net output of the finn that is produced and sold, is the result of inputs of' labour, capital 
and bought-in factors. The success with which this is done determines profit. Yet, most 
systems of management ratios express capital, profits, selling costs and so Iortll, not as 
percentages of net output but as percentages of sales. The issues are totally confused by 
relating not a firm's inputs to its own output, but its inputs to its own plus someone else's 
Output. ... 
High profits or high rates of return on capital do not necessarily indicate all 
efficient use of resources, for they reflect not only the use of' resources but also elements of 
monopoly that exist in particular markets (not forgetting Government lllonetarý policy and tile 
extent of Trade Union organisation). ... 
The starting point lor such control is net oulpill or 
value added in constant prices which measures the work ilone hY lhefirin. Bringing nel 
output into relation with resources used hY the firm belongs it) the field ql"prochiclivilY 
unaývsis. - (pp. 6-7) 
Despite the importance of the value added concept in assessing businesses' 
performance, it has certain shortfalls. One pertinent question that needs to be addressed 
is. Should the policy of maximising value added be adopted by businesses? In I'act, in 
managing a business, besides the sales revenue. raw material costs and costs of bought-in 
services, there are other equally important elements, such as wages and salaries, and 
capital costs that need to be considered. As such, relatively higher value addcd figUres 
registered by a product compared to other products or a firm compared to other firms or 
I'or a current year compared to previous years do not necessarily mean higher profits. In 
fact, an illustration given by Cox (1979) indicates that it is possible to have a situation 
whereby an increase in value added will lead to an overall reduction in profit. According 
to Cox (1979), this phenomenon is attributed to the lact that the value added theory treats 
all labour costs as Fixed in the short term. 
Mcaimhile. Shank & Govindarajan (1992a) argue that the value added analysis 
has tNAo ma jor disadvantages: it starts too late (ignoring supplier finkages)-, and it stops 
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too early (ignoring channel and buyer linkages). This view is supported by Partridge & 
Perren ( 1994d) who state that the value added analysis ignores linkages and value created 
outside the firm's boundaries. Partridge & Perren further commented that value added is 
a broad contribution that %vill not help in identifying and meaSUring value-creating 
actiN Ities. 
A similar concern is raised by Kay (1993a, 199-3b, 1993c) who mentions that 
competitive advantage is necessarily relative, that is something that a business has over 
another. According to Kay (1993a), the key measure ofcompetitive advantage is added 
value. that is, the difference between the (comprehensively accounted) value ofa I-Irm*s 
Output and the (comprehensively accounted) cost of the firm's inputs. Kay ( 1993a) 
further elaborates that added value differs from value added in tl-e sense that added value 
deducts the costs of all inputs, including those oflabour and capital: '. 
Though the computation ol'added value seems simple, in reality it is not so. due to 
the fact that labour costs and capital costs cannot be directly obtained from financial 
accounts. This difficulty is acknowledged by Kay (1993a) who says. "Often it is not 
possible to assess this from published accounts . ...... (p. 2 11 ). Due to this di fliculty. an 
indirect measurement of added value is oftlered by Kay (I 993a) 6 
According to Ka-v (1991c) value is added bN developing a set of' relationships 
\. khich others are unable to perform. This can be achieved on the basis ofsome distinctive 
On this basis. added value can be expressed as follmNs: 
Added valLIC Revenue - Material costs - Capital costs - Labour costs. 
Added value Operating reýenue - Capital costs. 
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capabilities, namely architecture, reputation, innovation and strategic assets, which are 
applied to rele-vant markets. Kay (1993a) concludes that a company will be able to enjoy 
a competitive advantage over another if it adds more value than competitors. 
The application of the concept of added value as proposed by Kay (1993a. 19910 
could he further strengthened by combining it with value web analysis with the aim of 
identifying where. within the value web system (comprising the bUsiness itself. suppliers, 
distributors/retailers and customers), value is being added and where value is being lost. 
This analysis is important in deciding where, within the value web. an organisation can 
compete successfully. 
8.3. Identification of Value-adding Activities Performed by the Malaysian Wooden 
Furniture Businesses 
Bel'ore assessing the pertlormance of Malaysian wooden I'linilture businesses, it is 
worthwhile to analvse the activities performed by them (partiCLIlarly, ' in ternis of their 
relationships with distribUtors/retailers and SLIppliers, perccptions of compoltors, and 
formulation of com petit ive positioning strategies) and identitv those activities that could I 
contribute to added value. Taking into consideration customer xaluc elements. and by 
usin, -, the Iour sources of sustainable competitive advantage of innovation. architecture. z, 
reputation and strategic assets as a basis, Table 9.1 below outlines the activities 
performed bý the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses that could add value. 
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Table 8.1. Activities perflormed by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses that 
could add value 
Strategic Croups SGI SG2 SG 3 SGA 
tlqolllcfs alld Price Qualo, uniqueness Price Qualm and deliver\ 
di-, tributors" rctiulcis' and durabilit\ 
value cleinclaN 
Acti% mes that could add Cost reduction Design and finishing Cost reduction I illishill" (Husilless 
value in tcrnis of-. (Business H- reduces (Business 1) - keeps (Hil"Iness F- cstablislics a _, ood Innovation wastage on raw track of designs manufactures finishm, ýcction and 
materials bý adopting a changes and imprmes standardised practiýcs lotal qualil\ 
husiness-w ide QualitN I'mishing). market components, provides Colurol/ II'X ill C% cl \ 
Control Sýsteni and studies (Business 1) - incenti\CS to \vorkcr.,, slagc). malcrial 
Practices)ý desi2n undertakes markct who call save oil rav% combinalion (Busin"s 
(Business C- purchase,; studies) materials' cost), Q- reduces USa'_'C 01 
competitors' products 11CXibilit\ (BLINHICSS 1. - solid wood and for reverse-engineering) produce, a(tiuslahle produces scratch- 
I urniture), design resistant table lops), 
(Busincss F- pcrl'orms proccss-ba. sed 
c-, Piona,, c work to learn Ilino\atioll Olusincý' 
about competi(ors" - praclicc, ý tlc\ible 
products). market manufacturing s\. stcm I. 
piomotion (participate market studies 
in international (Business N1 - 
l'urniture flurs) undertakes markct 
sludIc") 
Reciprocal Good working Good working, Oood "orking 
relationships with rclatlolislllpý mill relationships m iih rclations1iips mth 
suppliers (Business B- cniplo * \ecs. reciprocal clnploýecs emploNcc. s. rcciprocid iii\ol\c,, suppliers in relationships, vkitli relationships mth 
new product supplier.,, (sohe distribulois/ rcladciý 
development) problenisjoinfl\ mth (Bli"incss 1) - solves 
suppliers), reciprocal problems lolmlý wifli 
relationships with distributors/ relailci,, )ý 
distributor.,, / retailer,, reciprocal rclationslups 
(Business 1) - iii%olvcs \% Ith Supplicrs ý Solve', 
distributors/ retailcrý ill problems 1011111\ voll 
lie" product sljppllclý) 
development and solves 
prohlenisjointl\ with 
distributors/ let ailers) 
Reputation Oood rclILIUM011 
Oiusincý,, M- de\clopý 
its I-cpmalioll as file 
leader in work bcncli"i 
Busine"S 1) - dc%clops 
It', ICpLlla(IOlI il', One 01 
llic Icading, pioducciý 
of Japanesc titbles, 
BusmeNs Q- dc%elops 
It. -, reputation as [lie 
pioneer in hardboard 
table top production in 
Malinsia) 
I icciising arrangement 
(M)"incss I- secuic. N 
c\cl(isi\c m-dits to 
11111111.1facturc and 
market modulai/ 
adjustable furniturc in 
14 countries in thc Nsia 
Pacific region) 
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Frorn the table. it can be seen that most businesses, irrespective oftheir strategic 
group menibcrship, appear to give greater emphasis to activities related to innoi, alion as 
compared to architecture. reputation and strategic assets. Despite thlis, Innovative 
activities pursued by members of SGI and SG3) are primarily aimed at cost reduction, 
\vhile those of SG2 and SG4 are aimed at product diftlerentiation. Though important, a 
number of \-kriters argue that innovation by itself is not sustainable due to possible 
imitation by competitors 7. In this respect. it is further suggested that innovation needs to 
be applied together vNith other sources of competitive advantage, particularly architecture 
(Kav, 1993a). 
In terms of archileclure. it appears that a number ofthe businesses in this study 
are heoinning to recognise the importance of forging good internal "orking relationships 
(with employees) as well as external working relationships (rnainlý mth suppliers and 
distributors/ retailers) which extend beyond the conventional contractUal arrangements. 
The importance of architecture as one of the sources ot'sustainable competitive advantage 
has been discussed by several writers8. This notwithstanding, members of SG I seem to 
give little emphasis to their employees and distributors/retailers, "hilst members of SGI 
appear to place little emphasis on either suppliers or distributors/retailers. 
Only members of SG4 seem to give attention to developing reInawion as a means 
ofadding value. This observation is rather surprising, since reputation is regarded as an 
7 GhemmN at( 1986), Wi II ianis (1991), Kay (1993 a), D'Aveni (1994), Day (1997b). and Kare-Si I ver(1997). 
' Porter ( 1985). Dell'Osso & Szymanski (1991), Kay (1993a). Amit & Schocmaker ( 1993)ý and Collis 
(1994). 
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important source of sustainable competitive advantage). and thus offers potential Ior 
adding value. In fact, Kay (1993a) seems to imply that reputation is a more sustainable 
source of competitive advantage than innovation. 
10 In the case of so-tilegic assels . 
it appears that only Business 1. (a member of' 
SG3) has secured a licensing arrangement that could be a source for adding value. As for 
other forms of strategic assets, particularly government ownership and political alliances. 
they are not regarded as potential sources for adding value by the related businesses. 
As a summary, Figures 8.1,8.2,83 and 8.4 show the value \, \, ebs of' activities 
performed by the four strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
(SGI, SG2. SG33 and SG4, respectively) that have the potential to add value. As an 
illustration. the value web Of BLIsiness G (a member oil' SG3). as shown in Figure 8.5 is 
discussed. It can be seen that the main value-adding activities of Business G are: good 
internal Nýorking relationships with employees (internal architCCtUrc). Litilisation ofrimcd 
media (such as solid wood and MDF) to reduce raw material cost Onnovation). 
production of standardised components, such as standard lengths of' furniture legs 
Onnovation): undertaking contract spraying to utilise idle spraying CVaCltY, COSt-CLIttlllg 
measures through inventory control instead of' price undercutting, a broad perception of' 
competition (I'or eniployces. raw materials and markets), and co-operation xvith (lie main 
competitors on transparency of' information on orders so as to avold price undercutting. 
Aaker 1989). Bender ( 1989), Hal I( 1992,1993), Kav ( 1993a), and Preece et al. ( 1995). 
I lall (1 1992: 1993). Kaý ( 1993a). and Maijoor & Van Witteloostui. iii ( 1996). 
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On the other hand, the activities perl'ormed/arrangernents made by Business G that 
can destroy value relate to the weak external architecture, i. e., Contractual relationships 
with suppliers (hence lack of co-operation from suppliers to resolve technical problem 
and keeping a high level of stock due to problem ofraw material supply). and contractual 
relationships with distributors/retailers (lack of' co-operation on Joint problern solving, 
although there is co-operation in developing new products). Meanwhi le, Appendices 8.1, 
8.2 and 83 sho", the value webs ot'Business C. Business L, and Business 11. respectively. 
\vhcreby activities that can add or destroy value are highlighted. The significaricc ofthese 
value-adding activities could be judged by assessing tile added value contribution of tile 
businesses. This aspect NAill be explored in the 1`61lowing section. 
8.4. Assessment of the Performance of Malaysian Wooden Furniture Businesses in 
Terms of Added Value Contribution 
In assessing the perl'Ormance of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. attempts 
were made to gather their financial reports, both during and after the conduct of' the 
interý leýý s. Nonetheless, responses from sorne businesses were not I'Orthcorning. only six 
busitiesscs (33 percent) furnished their financial reports. whilst another two businesses 
Percent) oave only their manufacturing figures. The relatively low response is due to 
a number of reasons: a cultural reason. whereby bLISinesses are reluctant to put their 
financial figures in f)LiblIc domain II, a tactical reason, vvherebý businesses tear that such 
information might fall into the "wrong hands", especially competitors. and a structural 
11( Jnder the Companies Act, 1965. companies in Malaysia are required to furnish their annual and financial 
reports to the Registrar ofCompanies, which are then made available to interested pUblic Im a nominal fiee. 
I lo%ýever. it appears that the reports submitted to the Registrar ol'Companies are neither comprehensive nor 
up-to-date, 
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reason. whereby inf'ormation is kept within a relatively small circle. The above 
experience. in a way, reflects that a number ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
intervie%Aed seem to consider their financial information a strategic asset that should not 
be disclosed to outsiders, not even their suppliers and distributors/retailers. Thls 
phenomenon is parallel with the view expressed by Lasserre (1997), that obtaining 
information in South Fast Asia is not easy, even for the well-established businesses. 
Based on the financial and manufacturing figures obtained from eight businesses 
(comprising one member of SGI. four members ofSG') and three members ol'SG4), the 
added value contribution and cost per unit of net Output are COMPLIted, as shmvii in Table 
8.2. Although figures from businesses representing all of' the Imir strategic grOLIPS 
(partICLIlarly SG2) are not available, the performance shown in the table below is a 
representation of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, tor two reasons: 
most ofthe businesses are export oriented, hence the Unavailability offigures for those 
in the domestic market (i. e.. members of SG2) will not have a significant 1111pact oil the 
analýsls: and 
figUrcs obtained are from key players in the Malaysian NAooden furniturc business, thus 
enabling the researcher to study the general pattern in terms of' the businesses' 
perf'ormance. 
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Fable 8.2. Added value statement of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
Busille%s ReNellue NN ages and Capital Material Addcd Net 011(put, 5 Cost per unif 
(R%I) salaries'2 costs" costs %aluel, IR%I) ofnel 
Mit pull(, 
(R%I) 
2.472,891) 1,267.353 1.155,360 -14,824 1.317,529 1M 
(1996) 
SW 
liusilicss G 33,. X73,144 2,991,170 7,471,843 U68,878 15,14 1,2 53 25.004ý266 11 
ý 1994) 
I illstlicss 1 42.923,499 6,600,000* 16,368.635 7.465,7 14 12.499ý 140 35,457ý77i 0 6ý 
(1994) 1.100 cillp) 









1 5.000,000 1,200.000 300.000 1.600,000 1.900.000 3A00,000 11 
(1996) 
Busilic"s 1) 98.385,071 4ý500,000* 3,228,054 5.940,778 74ý71 6,231) 92,444ý293 (I 
(1994) (750 cnip) 
13(1ý111c- R ý2 21X Q21 I- 1)48.000* 
- 
43,80 1.0ý, ý 1 1.034A27 -6. ý6ý. 161 -11 1 X4.494 1.16 
( 1994) ý659 cinp) 
From the above table, it can be seen that there is a marked difference in terms of' 
added . alue contribution by businesses in the low end and medium segments of' the 
market. In ucneral, it is observed that the added value contributions of' members of' the 
medium segment of the international market (SG4) are higher than those of members of' 
the loxk end segment of the domestic and international markets (SGI and SG3). Of 
particular interest is the added value of' RM74.7 million by BLISillCSS P (a member of' 
l4i4) compared to -RM15,000 by Business C (a member of SG I). Despite the above, 
there is an exception, "hereby the added value of Business R (a member of' SG4) is - 
RM6.6 million that is, lo\A,, er than those ofnienibers of SG') and SG I. 
'2 *Based on average wages and salaries ot'RW00.00 per month. 
Capital costs (based on cash t1mk basis) ý Expenditure on fixed assets - Disposal of fi\ed assets 
Replacement expenditUre - Acquisition expencliture. 
Added ýalue Revenue - Wages and salaries - Capital costs - Material costs. 
Net OUtpUt Reýenue - Material costs. 
Cost per unit ot'net output - (Wages and salaries f Capital costs). Net output. 
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Meanwhile, it is important to note that generally, the added value contribution of 
members of the IoNA, end segment of the international market (SG3) are higher than those 
of members of the low end segment of the domestic market (SGI). For instance, the 
added value contribution by Business G is RM15.1 million compared to Business C 
(valUe lost of RM15,000). Nonetheless, there is an exception, whereby Business 1. (a 
member ofSG3) appears not to add value to the inputs used (i. e., value lost to the tune of' 
RM1.0 million). 
From the above, what determines the success of businesses in SG4 compared to 
those in SG3 and SGI is their ability to add value to the inputs used. For Business P (a 
member of SG4), the business bought materials worth RM5.9 million in 1994. Its wages 
and salaries were RM4.5 million and the cost of capital that the business Lised was RM3.2 
million. The resulting products of the business, i. e., Japanese tables. were mainly sold to 
the medium segment of the Japanese market Ior RM88.4 million. i. e.. RM74.7 million 
more than their costs. As this lIgUre is exorbitantly Midi, a CIOSC SCI-Lltillý ol'the financial 
figures of' Business P was undertaken. which reveals that certain cost components have 
not been included under the raw material costs. The most notable is the cost flor tile 
purchase of electric heaters from Taiwan to be fitted in the centre ofthc Japanese tables 
produced (the cost figures were, hovvever. not rellected in the financial report). This 
explains the reason for the relatively lower cost of raw materials compared to other 
businesses. Although the figure seems high, it is still an inclication of' the added value 
created bv Business P. 
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In contrast, Business I (a member of SG3) consumed materials worth RM7.5 
million in 1994. Its cost of labour (wages and salaries) was RM6.6 million, whilst the 
capital cost was RM16.4 million. The prodLICtS were sold to the loA end segment ofthe 
US market valued at RM42.9 million. i. e., RM12.5 million more than their costs. As 
the added value created bv Business I is far less than that ot'Busincss 1. I 
Meanwhile, Business C (a member of SGI) used raw materials worth RMI. '-' 
million in 1996. Its cost of labour was RMI. -') million and capital RM65.000. 
The 
products were sold doniestically for RM2.5 million. i. e.. RM 15,000 less than their costs. 
Hence. while members of SG3) and SG4 (except t1or Business 1, and Business R) "ere 
adding value to their inputs, Business C \vas losing ýaluc. 
As for Business L, it consumed raw materials worth RM240.000 in 1996. Its cost 
of labour ("'ages and salaries) was RM 187.000 and capital RM 1.1 million. The products 
(modular fUrniture) were sold to the ASEAN and Asia Pacific region I'Or RM504,000, i. e.. 
RNA 1.0 million less than their costs. This phenomenon is due to the t. act that the business 
bet.,,, an its operation in December 1995 and is still in the stage of trial production. as 
evident from the relatively high capital cost (RMI. 1 million) compared to its revenue in 
1996 (RM504.000). Hence, In the computation of' added value, particularly for nevýlý 
established businesses, a longer time frame than just one year is required to assess their 
potential to add value. As an illustration. Table 83 below slio\. \s the added \alue 
statement of Business L for the year 1995 and 1996, "Jillst Table 8.4 shows the added 
value statement ol'Business R tor the year 1993 and 1994. 
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Table 8.3. Added value statement of Business L for the year 1995 and 1996 
N ca I. Re%enue ages and Capital costs Malcrial Added Nalue Net ou(put ( o%'l per unit 
(R%I) salaries (R%I) costs (RNI) (R%I) of net output 
(R%I) (R%I) (R%I) 
30,639 4.727 923,498 111.640 -1,003,2"0 -7ý1001 1 -1 
3,7 




From the above table, it can be seen that the value lost by Business 1. t1or both 
1995 kind 1996 was in the region RM 1.0 million. Nonetheless, the cost per unit of' net 
OLItPLIt seerns to improve considerably from RMI-2.37 to RM4.90. The importance of 
tising, cost per unit of net Output as a measurement of' competitive advantage will be 
discussed later. 
In contrast. 'Fable 8.4 shows that the added value contribUtion by Business R (ail 
established business) decreased from RM-25.4 million in 1993 to -RM6.6 million in 1994. 
Consequently, the cost per unit of net output also deteriorated from RMO. 45 to RM 1.16 
dUring, the same period. 
Table 8.4. Added value statement offlusiness R flor the year 1993) and 1994 
N Car Rc%enue NN ages and Capital costs Malerial Added %alue Nct oulpill ( ost per unit 




I x9j)() 1 3, Q48000 W9480 ', 9 6,907.183 2 ý.. W. 869 46,28 1 908 o4ý 
ý2.21 18,921 3,949.000 43,80 1.6 11 M34A27 -6- ý6 ý, 161 4 1.184.49-1 1 16 
According to Kav ( 1993a), the strengths ot'businesses' competitive advantage can 
he assessed by looking at the businesses' ratio of added valLIC to gross output or net 
OUtpUt 
17. For the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses, it is observed that most 
In KaN's (I 993a) illustration to assess businesses' performance, only the ratio Of' input cost to net output. 
i. e.. cost per unit of net output. Aas used. 
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businesses (e. g., Business P18 and Business 119) were able to add value, hence, their 
products' costs per unit of net output \vere less than one. However. Business (, 2( , 
Business 1.21 
. and Business R, were unable to add value, with cost per unit of net output 
exceeding one. Generally, it is noted that the cost per unit of net output by members of 
SG4 (rangino from RMO. 09 to RMO. 44 - except Business R) xNas lower Illan SG') 
(ram)ing from RMO. 41 to RMO. 65 - except Business 1. ). ý, Nhicll in turn lo%\er than SG I 
(RM 1.0 1 ). The strengths of the businesses' competitive advantage can be visually 
illustrated in the forni of -value pyramids- as in Figure 8.6 22 and Figure 8.71 3 in order to 
study the breakdown of cost components in comparison with added value contribution 
(Table 8.2) 
For Business 11. its net output is RM82.4 million. i. e., the difference between the value ofoutput sold and 
the cost ofniaterial bouoht. This is achieved "ith RM7.7 million oflabour and capital, representing a cost 
ofRM0.09 per unit of net output. 
"' Fhe cost per unit of net output of Business I is RMO. 65 (costs of labOUr and capital of RM22.9 million 
over net output of RM35.5 million). 
2" For Business C. its cost per unit of net output is RM 1.01 (costs of' labour and capital ofRM 1.33 million 
divide h) net output ofRM 1.32 million). 
'I The cost per unit of net output of Business L is RM4.90 (costs of labour and capital of RM 1.3 million 
over net output of RM264,000). 
22 In Fioure 8.6. the percentage of cost components (material costs, capital costs and labour costs) and Zý 
added value are expressed against 111-OSS Output. 
2" Figure 8.7 sho"s the percentage of cost components (capital costs and labour costs) and added value 
















































From the two figures, it can be seen that the added value contribution was highest 
for Business P (84 percent of gross output or 90 percent of net Output). l'ollowed bv 
BLISIness G. Business 0, Business K. and Business 1. In contrast. Business L, Busincss C 
and Business R were losing value (-205 percent, and -1 percent, and -11 percent of gross 
output respectively). 
Table 8.5. Added value staternent of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
(breakdown ofcost components compared to added value) 
Business Rc%cnue/ Net Output NN ages and Capital costs Material Costs %dded ýaluc 
Gross output (RNI) salaries, (R%I) (RINI) (R%I) (R%I) 
(R%I) 
.. "G, I 
IiH, Ilh- ( 2,472.889 1,3 17,521) 1, -16 
7-1, S3, 6ý, 000 1.1 5i_360 -14,924 
11 9Q6) (i I oi, ol"-, I oss (3(). of',, ross (47". of -, ros,, (-I" o 01', -, ross 
output) or (96o output) or (5o" output) output) or (- I"(. 
01, net output) ot'net Output) of lict output) 
33,973.144 25Ji04,266 2,991,170 7,47 1 ý843 
8ý268.878 15,14 1 ý2S3 
(901,. ofoross (2 2' . of'Lvoss (24". ot', -, ross 
0o I'g, ros 
output) or (I 2'ý'o output) or (29',, output) Output) or 09'). ) 
of' lict outpu() of' lict output) 01' net output) 
I 42,923.4S9 35,457,775 6ý600,000 1 Oý368.63 5 7.46i, 7 14 12,489.140 
(16% ol'pross OW. ot'gross 17 '! ý, ) o I' (-, r os (2W (, o 1', gn 
output) or (I 9o o Output) or (46% Output) output) or 
of' lict output) ol'net output) ol'IICI output) 
lwýmc- K 25,179,538 W258,710 5.200,490 3,621,482 8.920.828 7A36,738 
0, )ý , (2 1qo ot'gross (1 4o,, of'grosý Oi% of gross (30" " of' grosý 
output) or (32% output) or (22')o Output) Output ) or ON',. 
ofncl Output) ol'nct output) of" lict output) 
1 503,995 264.075 1 W596 1,1 W085 239.820 -1.030.606 
(37% ol'aross (220oo of'&rosý (48('(. ol'gross (-20, )o of' gro" 
output) or (70% output) or Oulptltý output) or 
Ohlet Output) (420% of'ncl (-390(), ý ol, lwl 
Output) OUtpUt) 
MA 
IILIIIIICII () 5,000.000 3.400,000 1,2WOOO 300,000 1 oO0,000 1,900.000 
1 '), Y (241ýo ol'oross (6% ot'gross (321, i) ol'gross (38% ol'grosý 
output) or (Wo Output) or (9% output) Output) or (SO",. 
ol'nct Output) ofnet output) of IICI OUIPLM 
11 99385.071 82.444-293 4.500M00 3,228.054 S940,77X 74,716.231) 
(51 o of'gross (4% ot'gross (T) (, ol't_noss (84"o ol', -, roýý 
output) or (60, o Output) or (4(1,, output) Out Pill I or (90",, 
of' net output) ot'net output) ol, Tic( Output) 
R 52,219.92 1 41ý 184,494 3,949,000 43,901 
ý6S 
5 11 M34A-17 -6, i6i. 10 1 
(1994) (80/. of-ross (84o o of'tjosý (2 1 "o ol', -, rosý 
1 VI., ot'gro- 
Output) or (9'ý, ýo output) or outpuO outpun or 
Ohlet Output) j 106"o of nct Of IICI OLIII)LI11 
OLI(l)(11 ý 
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Among the cost components in Figure 8.5, it is observed that. on the whole, raw 
material is the major cost component, particularly tor members of SG I (Business C' - 47 
percent of gross ouýput) and SG-') (Business 1, - 48 percent ot'gross output. Business K- 
I- 
-i: ) percent. and Business G- 24 percent). I lence. the potential 
for these businesses to add 
%alut, ý%ould depend on their abilltý to contain ra\N material costs, which can be achieved 
through innovation (e. g., using alternative raw materials), architecture (such as. florging 
reciprocal relationships with key suppliers), and strategic assets (tlor instance, possessing 
timber concessions). By referring to Table 8.1, and Figures 8.1,8.2,93. and 8.4. it is 
possible to assess whether the above businesses perl'orm valuc-adding actixities or 
otherwise. It can be seen that while the businesses in SG3 perform innovative activities 
(e. g.. Business F provides incentives to workers who can reduce wastage and Busincss 1. 
uses particle board made frorn wood residues) that could lead to cost redUCH011. Most 01' 
them have yet to 11orge reciprocal relationships vvith suppliers, as shown in Figure 8.3). In 
sharp contrast. members of SG4 (cspecially Business P) both pcrl'orm innovative 
actixitics that could lead to differentlation. and florge reciprocal relationships with their 
key suppliers. as illustrated in Figure 8.4. In particular, their ability to solve problems 
related to mk material sourcing jointly with suppliers, is one of the contribl. ItOrýý factors 
leading, to higher value being added compared to businesses in SG33. 
Capital cost is another niqjor cost component. especlallý lor members of SG-)' 
(Business 1, - 220 percent of gross output. Business R- 84 perccnt. and Business I- 38 
percent). Thus, the potential to add value would depend on their ability to CLII-tail IlIC 
expciiscs on capital investments or obtain machinery that could producc qualltN products, 
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which can be achieved through innovation (for instance, utilising rnachincrý to reduce 
costs or produce differentiated products) and architecture (by forging reciprocal 
relationships with suppliers of machinery). From 'Fable 8.1 and Figure 8.1, it can be seen 
that although members of SG3 use their machinery to reduce costs (tlor instance, Business 
L produces furniture using standardised components). their relationships \, kith suppliers of 
machinery are lacking. On the other hand, members of SG4 use their machinery to 
produce unique products (e. g.. Business N practices a flexible production systern to cope 
Nvith changing customers" value). whilst at the same time forging reciprocal relationships 
"Ith suppliers of machinery. as shown in Figure 8.4. 
In terms of labour cost, it is observed that wages and salaries ofmost businesses 
(except for Business C- SGI ) constitute less than 40 percent ofthe gross output. Despite 
this. the importance of establishing good working relationships mth ernploýccs should 
not be oxcrlooked, due to their potential for adding value, in ternis of cither cost 
reduction or product differentiation. From 'Fable 8.1 and Figures 8.3) and 8.4. it can he 
observed that members of S(Y-3) and SG4 have developed good working relationships mth 
thcir employees compared to Business C (a member ol'SG I as shovvn in Figure 8.1 ). 
Comparing between the costs of labour and capital in Figure 9.6 and FIgUre 9.7. 
it can generally be said that the cost oflabour is IoNAer than the cost of capital. Hence, in 
so far as the above businesses are concerned (except for Business C. Business K. and 
Business 0). they are more capital intensive than labour intensive. 
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8.5. Comparison between Added Value and Conventional Measurements of 
Performance of the Malaysian Wooden Furniture Businesses 
I lax Ing assessed the businesses' performance in tcrms of' added value. it is 
important to compare them with the conventional measurements of performance. ']'his 
comparison is needed so as to demonstrate the importance of using added value as a 
of' businesses' pertomiance. elther mdmduallý or in combination with 
conventional measurements of performance. 'rable 8.6 below compares between the 
added %, alue (as measured by the cost per unit of' net output) and the conventional 
measurements of performance (marketing measures, namely, turnover and sales growth 
and financial measures, such as profit and ROD ot'niembers of'SG 1. SG3 and SG4. 
Table 8.6. Comparison between added value and conventional measurements of 
performance 
Business Turnw. er Sales g, rfm th 1,1., )f 1 124 R0125 %(Idc(l %alue osl per tinit 
(R%I) (RNI) (R%I) of' 110 
(IINI) 
1472.981) 188,8". n. a a -1 4ý924 1M 
1996 995/96) 
S GJ 
Husincss (1 3 1.873.144 102.1 'o 3,045.292 1). 4') 0 15,14 1.2 53 0.41 
(I ()()-1) (1993/94) 
Btj,, incýs 1 42.923.489 103.9'ýo 5,018529 22,8",, 12,489.140 0 65 
ý 1994) (1993/94) 
fiuýmc, ý K 25.1'79.538 16,50o 1,951W 18.71)(, 7,436.718 0.54 
jI), ) ýý ) (1994/95) 
Busilic"s 1 503,895 1,275oo -1,030.606 4.90 
1 1996) 199i/()6) 
5.000.000 n a. 1.400.000 0,44 
98385.071 40.5oo 13.337,424 45 
-1"') 74.716.2139 09 
N93194) 
HLI, m,! ýý k 1 Xý921 1 8"., (4,461 ý8 19) 16 (I"o -0, ý6i. 16 11 1.16 
.I L)(ý, j ) 1993,194) 
Pot-it helore tax. 
Return on investment (ROI) (Profit'Sales) x (SaleslAssets) 
Return ofsales x Asset turno%. er. 
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From the above table. it can be seen that the use of conventional measurements of 
pertomiancc (turnover. sales growth, profit and ROI) scerns to provide conflicting r-I 
ans-vvers. In ternis of turnover. Business P (a member of SG4) seerns to enjoy the highest 
turnover of' RM88.4 million. a profit of' RM 13.3 ) mi I lion and ail Rol of' 45.2 percent. 
I lo%ýcvcr. its sales grow-th (46.5 percent) is relatively low compared to those of other 
businesses. In contrast, Business I (a member of SG-')) has the second highest sales 
growth of 103.9 percent (after Business C). though its turnover WM42.9 million). profit 
(RM5.0 million) and ROI (22.8 percent) are only average. This phenomenon is consistent 
with the remarks made by Kay (1993a: 23) that "All these measures tell us something 
about these companies. None. in itself. gives a complete picture". Similarly. Partridge 
( 1991 ) argues that: 
"The usual or conventional criteria tend to be financial, such as Return on I-quity, Profit 
Margin. Return on Assets, but these criteria can be difficult to interpret on a comparative I basis Nkhen capital intensit,,, gearing and even size vary- (p. 5.5) 
Moreover. the use of the above conventional measurements of' perflomiance. 
individually could be misleading. Business C (a member oI'SG I ), despite registering the 
highest sales growth of 188.8 percent, has a low added valUe (reflected hy a high cost per 
unit ofnet output ot'RM 1.01 ). This result is in consonance with the conclusion draxk n by 
\\ enslo ( 1997) that: 
determinants ofbusiness success are so complex that managers should reject anv "one bi, -, 
explanation" however convincing the presentation. " (p. I 
Despite the above. it is observed that prolitability is closelý related to the added 
value measurement of performance. For instance. Business P which records the highest 
profit (RMI'). ") million). has the lowest cost per unit of' nct output (RMO. 09). 
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Meanwhile, Business R which suffers a loss of RM4.5 million. has a high cost per unit of' 
net output (RM 1 . 16). 
Fheret'ore, it can be concluded that though important, conventional meaSUrements 
of performance. individually, do not give a complete indication of' the businesses' 
perl'ormance. particularly their efficiency in delivering value tO CLIStO111CI-S. In Cact. a key 
measurement ot'perl'ormance is added value. that is, the ability to add value to the IIIPUtS 
Used. namelý raw materials. capital. and vages and salaries. Moreover. added value 
f-IOUres are more informative than the conventional financial I igures. I lence. added value L- 
can he used as a measurement of businesses' perl'ormance. either by itself or in 
conihination \\ ith conventional measurements ol'perlorniance. 
8.6. Conclusion 
Considering the above aroLIIlICIltS. It can be seen that added V, 11LIC 01'1'C[*S 110t jLl', t 
an alternative. but an important measure of businesses I pert'ormance. The above analysis 
indicates that the application of' conventional meaSUrements of' performance by itself is 
inadequate in assessing businesses' performance, particularly in terms of their ability to 
add ýalue 
In so far as the Malaysian wooden furniture bLISinesses are concerned. the above 
anal, sis Is confined to certain segments. particularly members of' SG I (the lo%N end 
segnwnt ofthe domestic market), SG3 (the low end segment of' the international market) 
and SG4 (the medium segment of tile international market). Despite this constraint, the 
anaksis does indicate a certain pattern with regard to the performance of MalaNsian 
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wooden fumiture businesses. Generally, it is observed that mcnibers ol'SG4 add greater 
value to their inputs than those of members of SG3, who in turn add more valLIC than 
those ofi-nembers of SG 1. Their potential to add value to the Inputs used depends on the 
value-adding activities in the value webs (in respect of' relationships with Suppliers and 
distribLItors/retailers. perceptions of competitors, and lormulation of competitive 
positioning , strategies). 
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CHAPTER NINE 
DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1. Introduction 
The last three chapters have analysed four main aspects: strategic groups ofthe 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. management of linkages in the value ýNcb 
(Chapter Six); formulation ofcompetitive positioning strategies (Chapter Seven), and 
businesses' performance (Chapter Eight). As a continuation, this chapter. firstly, 
discusses the integration between the formulation of competitive positioning strategies 
and management of linkages as observed in the Iour strategic groups (SG 1, SG2, SG3 
and SG4) "ith the aim of identifying their strategic capabilities. Secondly. the chapter 
examines the managerial capabilities of' the groups in relation to their added value 
performance. Finally, recommendations will be made flor consideration of the 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and the government. 
9.2. Integrating the Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies and 
Management of Linkages 
As explained in Chapter Three, in the formulation ofcompetitive positioning 
strategies, the external factors that need to be considered IIICIUde CLIstorners. 
di stributors/retai I ers, suppliers. competitors, complementors, gox ernment and 
environmental non-governmental organisations (FNGOs). This notwithstanding, in 
studying how the Malaysian wooden ffirniture businesses formulate competitive 
positioning strategies. the main external lactors considered are distributors/retailers. 
SUppliers and competitors. 
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Tables 9.1,9.2,9.33, and 9.4 below show the matrices of' the fonnUlation of 
competitive positioning strategies and management of linkages in the value %veb 
(which, individually is termed the competitive positioning matrix) tlor members of' I 
SGI, SGI SG33, and SG4, respectively. From the tables, the managerial capabilities 
ofthe groups in respect of defining markets, determining the key factors flor success 
(KFS), identifying sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), lormulating 
competitive strategies. and developing positioning thernes, are identified. 
9.2.1. Managerial Capabilities in Defining Markets 
ars In line \, N ith the v, tings ot'Barnett ( 1988) and Mascarenhas ( 199' it appe. 
that sorne of the Malaysian wooden fUMItUre businesses face difficultics in defining 
their markets. In this respect, members of SGI adopt a natUral market view 2 and 
consider a self-centred approach 3. hence, inhibit the opportunity to define markets 
accordingly. One apparent reason is due to the newness ol'tli, - businesses concerned 
(as explained in Chapter Seven and Chapter Eight). I lowever, it is rather surprising to 
note that Business B, which has been in the furniture business for 26 years, perceives 
a natural view of the market. in the sense that, it is still highl) dependent on 
government tenders for the supply ot'school furniture. Due to the above reasons. theý 
are dependent on domestic furniture fairs and exhibitions, particularly those sponsored 
by government agencies, as the main avenue for expanding their markets (a 
' Mascarenhas (1992) arý-, ues that market boundaries are difl-icult to define preciselý and require 
judgenient. The problems of defining markets are not onlý faced bý, businesses but also government 
authorities enforcing antitrust policý ( The Economist, March 15,1997) and has been the central subject 
of a number ofcourt cases (Horowitz, 1981: Stigler& Sherwin, 1985. Sclieffinan &, Spi I ler, 1987). 
1 - Brooks ( 1995) and Buchanan & Vanbero ( 199 1 ), oi?. cil. 
Daý, ( 1990: 1 997b) and Day & Nedungadi ( 1994), op. cit. 
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Fable 9.1. The competitive positioning matrix for members ol'SG I 
Relafionships hel"cen SCI Relationships A ith Relationships A ith Percefifions ofCompelitors 
and Distributors, 'retailers, Distributors/ retailers Suppliers 0 catcgol ics of' 
Suppliers and Perceptions 0% al Lie clenicrit. price N %alue clement. price competitors domestic 
ofCompetitors 0 relationships: contractual 0 relationships iccipiocal m allefulion given it) 
0 imareness ot'%alue 0 a" areness oI% al tic Competitor's lim 
Formulation of chanis lo" chains ]ON% N c: 011miltment 01 
Compefiti%e Positioning o1paill'allonal rcsoufccs 
. Strategies 1111111111al 
Defining Markets Non-strategic capabdol, - apabilmes 
ýic%%. natural market natural market vicNý_ sell- Millok% %10% ol, compoition 
10% centred approach. contractual (domestic) and lack of 
approach self'-ccntred relationships %kith attention given to 
distributors/retailers and lo\ý compctitofs (Marketing 
information exchanges perýsonricl monitors 
awareness ofdistributor,., ', ' conipctitors through furniture 
retailers' value chains inhibit maga/incs) 
the opportunitk to clefine the 
market 
Determining the KFk% Strategic cupabilmes 
" I'actors. abihtý to source congruencý of'valuc clcrncntý 
rim materials at low (price) with KFS and 
price reciprocal relationships "ith 
" approach. self-centred suppliers 
\ on-s1rafegic c apahllltwýs 
high reliance oil tender,,. self- 
ccrared approach and lo\k 
a%%arencss ot'suppliers' value 
chains 
ldcnlif'ýing Sources ofSCA Strategic cupuhihliesý (apahl/111 
" 10LIrCeS: inno\ation (cost congruencý of v alue elenicrits lack ol'aftention gi%cn to 
iccluction) and (price) " ith Sources ol'SUA COMIM001 S' Sources Of MA 
architecture isuppliero (innovation for cost 
" ipproach ýcll-ccntrcd reduction) and reciprocal 
relationships with suppliers 
Non-stralegic capabditje. ý. 
greater emphasis oil design 
than cost reduction, self'- 
cciitred approach and I(m 
a\% areness ofsupplicrs' \ aluc 
chains 
1-orinulaling Competiti%e Strategic capahihjjesý \O)1-. S11, jA, g1, 
. Strategies congruenc\ ot'value cleniclit. s lack tit aticntion gi%co (o 
ýtratcgý cost focus (price) m1h compejul\c competitors* compclitiýc 
approach selt'-centrcd strategies (cost focus) and stratcgics 
reciprocal relationships with 
. suppliers 
Aon-strulegic, capabilltics 
self'centred approach and 
low a\%arcness ol'suppliers' 
value chains 
DeNcloping, Positioning Strategic capabilit *v \on-strafcgl, capabdat I hernes congrucncý of'\ alue clements lack ol'al(crition gi%cn to 
Ificnic product attributes (price) mth positioning coullmitol", positionow, 
(10\\ coýt) thernes 111cilics 
approach self-centred Non-strategic cqpuhih1,,, -ý 




distribUtors/retailers- and Itm 
a%%arenc,.,. s ofdistributorý' 
retailers' %aluc chauiý 
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Table 9.2. The competitive positioning matrix for members ol'SG2 
Relationships hemeen SC2 Relationships -A ith Relationships %s ilh Perceplions of( ompe6tor% 
and Distributors/retailers. Distributors/ retailers Suppliers 0 [ýpcs of compollor" 
Suppliers and Perceptions N value element: quality, 0 value element. qualo, donleýtlc 
ofCompetitors uniqueness and dcli%crN and m allenlion gn%ell to 
durabilit\ relationships competitors lo%% 
Formulation of 0 relationships reciprocal 0 iclationships: reciptocal 0 Commitment to 
Competiti%c Positioning a a\karencss ot'valtic N ; marcness o[val tic owaimalional resouicc, 
, Strategies chams: high chains high 1111111111al 
Defining Market s . ýIrawgl( capab I Imes: Ami-sirategit capabilmes 0% ic" enactment v ic" of' criactment view oftlic nano" vie", of competilion 
the market market, reciprocal (domestic) and lack of' 
0 approach customer- relationships mth attention unwil to 
oriented distributors/retailers and high competitors (Managing 
a, Aareness ot'distributors'/ directors monitor competilois 
retailers" value chains ifirough ILIIIIJIUrc mavwinc, ý 
Von-strategic capahilim: 
only custonier-oriented 
a roach to defining, markets 
Determining the KFS strategi, "Ipahdm, 'ý% 
" kiclors. ability to conlgucncý ofmajor % aILIC 
produce quality furniture elements (qualitk and 
al lo\%er volurne relationships) mth KFS, 
" approach. competitor- reciprocal relationships mth 
centred suppliers and high awareness 
of'supplicrs' valuc "eb 
Ami-mraiegic capabiblY 
onl\ conipetitor-cciitrcd 
approach to determinino the 
KFS and dehverý value 
clement is not congruent mili 
the KFS 
IdentifNing Sources of SCA S11'alegic 4 (1pubilmes 
" IOUrcc. s inno\ation congi-LICUICk 01'% 111tie Clenlent, 
i finishing) and (quality and relationships) 
architecture (crriploýees, with sources of'SUA 
di stri butt irs/retailers and (innovation for 
supplicrsf difterentiation). rcciprocal 
" approach- competitor- relationships Noll supphcrý 
,: cntrcd and high av%arcriess of' 
suppliers' value chams 
Aon-strutegic capabilm 
on]\ competitor-ccnircil 
approach to identil'\im-, 
sou Fees of, SC. A 
Formulating Competiti%c Stralegic t ajwhlhflesý Awl-s1ralegic al"Ibl/111. 
strategies congmiencý of'%aluc elcincilts lack ol'aftention given to 
" , Iratcgý dillerentiation (quality all relationships) Competitors, competitive 
locil" mth compctitiýe strategies strategies Olusme,, s 1) 
" approach competitor- (differentialion focus), conlidcr,, itsell'to be the 
centred reciprocal relationships mth market Icadet i 
suppliers and high a\sarencsý 
01'Alppliers' value chains 
A on-sirutegic 4 upubditY. 
on]\ competitor-centred 
approach to formulating 
competitive strategies 
Dc% eloping Positioning Strawgj( 'apabdifles \"n-slialegit Capabilaw's 
Thernes congructio of'% aluc clements lack ofattention given it) 
a theme custornet-Nalue (qtjalit,. and rclationslups) Competitor, " positioning 
( klUal it\ ) \\ith position][), fhclllcsý dicnic" (fill"Incss 1) 
approach cuýtonicr- reciprocal relationships will conýidcr, it,, clfto be the 
oriented distributors/rctailers. and mai ket Icadci 
hi Om av%areness of' 
distribLitors', 'retailers' Naluc 
chains 
Von-stratcgiL c apahilav. 
onlý cu-stonicr-oricritcd 
apploach to dewloping 
poýit 10111 m-, jjjclljcýý', 
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Fable 9.3. The competitive positioning matrix flor member of'SG3 
Relationships bet-Acen SC3 Relationships Aith Relationships s%ith Perceptions of'Competilors 
and Distributors/retailers, Distributors/ retailers Suppliers E INI)C', ol collipc1nols 
. 
Suppliers and Perceptions M% al tic element: price 0% aloe element price domestic (members 01 
of'( ornpetitors a relationships: contractual N relationships: contractual Y 6) 
0 mýarcness ot'val Lie IN a%karcness ot'value a a(tention giýen to 
chains: lo%N chains: low conipctitors high for 
domestic collitichilois but 
lo%ý l'or international 
competitors 
Formulation of commitment to 
Compctitiýe Positioning organisational rcsourccý 
Strategies 1111111111al 
Defining Markets Strategic Capabilln A oil -slratcg /C ýIjlrillhdllwý 
\ ie\% enactment % ie%k of enactment % ic%% ot'llie market narro%ý %ic,. % of'compoition 
the market \'oil -strategic, capabilitic. s. (domestic - members of'S( i 
approach custorner- onk custorner-oricrited and lack ot'attention giwn to 
oriented approach to definin. - competitors (Managing 
markets. contractual director.,, monilor componoi, 
relationships A ith 1111OW-di IrIIIIIIHIC IMWNUIIICý) 
distributors/rctailcrs and lo\k 
a%%areness of distributors'/ 
retailers' ýalue chains 
Determining the KFS Stralegt( caj)ahihiv, 
" tactors. abilit\ to mass conloruency ol' value 
produce lo%ý priced clcnlcllts (price) N% nh KIS 
furniture %oll-siralegic capubilill". % 
" approach competitor- onk conipctitor-ccinrccl 
,: CIltrcd approach to 
determining 
K FS. contractual 
relationships mth supplier,,, 
and low wNareness of 
supplier,, ' value chains and 
Idenlit'N ing Sources of S( A Strategic caliabilliv 
, ouices 
intimation ortiencv of'rna conI jor % altic 
(finishing arid cost elements (price) with sources 
reduction) ol'SUA (innovation for cost 
approach: competitor- reduction) 
centred A011-stralegl( Lallabitill"s 
only competitor-centred 
approach to idcnw\mg 
sources ot'SCA- contractual 
relationships "ith suppliers 
and to\% ak%arcneys 01 
suppliers' value chains 
Formulating Competitive Strategic capabilaws: Ntl', JWiýh ý, Jpahlh/v 
Strategies congruenc\ ol'ýaitjc clernents attention &i\en to domestic 
N qrateg\: cost (price) mth compefiti%c compoitors' compomw 
approactv customer- 
strategies 
(cost) ýIlatc, _, Ics 
oriented A on-stralegic capahihtwsý \on-slralegic capahilm 
CLIStOllier-oriciitcd approach lack ol'attention gi%cn it) 
to lormulating conipctiti\c [Incinational competilor, 
strate'llics. confractual coIIIpcIIll%c ýIlalc, _Iicý 
relationships mth suppliers 
and lo\% a%kareness of 
Suppliers' %aluc chains 
De%eloping Positioning Strategic capability: 
I hernes congruencN ot'value elements lack ol'ancinion &iwn to 
0 dicnic customer ý, aluc (price) wth positioning donicstic and international 
(price) therlies compoitors' poNilioning, 
0 approach: custorner- Aon-strategic capabilities. thenics 
oriented onIN custorner-orictited 
approach to de\cloping 
positioning il-icnics, 
contractual relationships xNah 
distributors/ retailers. and 
loýý a\%arcnc,, s ot" 
distributor, ICWIICIý' \aILIC 
chaill, 
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Table 9.4. The competitive positioning matrix tlor members ol'SG4 
Relationships behseen S(A Relationships "ith Relationships " ith Perceptions of( ornpelifors 
and Distribulors/retailers, Distributors/ retailers Suppliers 0 Iýpcs Of' Competilors 
Suppliers and Perceptions N% alue clemenc qualit\, E , alue element qUallh ICýLIonal 
of( ormpelitors and dcliverý and delivcrý 0 altenholl given to 
" relationships: reciprocal a relationships. contiaclual : ompctitors high for 
" a%%areness ot'valuc a awarcness ol'value wLional competitors but 
cliainsý high cliainsý low lo\N loi international 
Competitors 
Formulation of 0 commitment to 
Compeliti%c Positioning on-'ani'ational IC, A)ul,: C, 
Strategies 
Defining Markets Strategic capabilitv (, qwhdm,,, s 
\ ic\ý cnactnient vie%% of' enactment Oe" ofthe nailt)\\ ý10k of coil) lict it Ion 
(lie inarko market, reciprocal (rcuional) and lack of 
approach: customer- relationships with attention gi\cn to 
oriented distribUtors/retailers and high compottors 
a%varcness ot'distribLitors'/ directors and markom, 
retailers' Nalue chains personnel monitor 
\ on-strategic cal)abilmes compoitors through lurniturc 
onlN customer-oriented 
approach to dcl-ming markets 
Determining the KFS Strategic cul)ahilm, 
[actors abilitý to congruencN ofmajor \alue 
produce high volunic of' elements (qualit\ ) %% ith KFS 
qualitý furniture Non-strategic capahihtw, ý. 
approach. competitor- onlN, competitor-cent red 
ccritred approach to determining 
KIN dcli,, cr\ %aluc element 
is not congruent mill the 
KFS, contractual 
relationships with supplier.,, - 
and lo%% a"arencss of' 
. suppliers' %alue chains 
ldentifýN ing Sources of SCA Strulegic cujwhlhij-ý 
Urces. innovation con-ruencN ofmajor value 
(finishim, and material elements (qualm with 
combination) and sources of`S'( A (innovation 
architecture for di 11ci-cm iat ion) 
(d istr ib utors/retai fers) Non-stralegic. capablimes 
N approach: competitor- OnN competitor-cenlred 
centrcd approach to idenfit'\ing 
sources of" i(A contractual 
relationship,,,, mth supplici, 
and low a%\areness of' 
Suppliers' %alLIC chains 
Formulating Competili%e Straiegic kapahilit v (tilwhilm 
Strategies congruenc. \ ofinitlor value attention given to regional 
stratc, -, % 
diff'crentiation elements (quit] it\ ) %k ith competitors' conipeliti%c 
approachý conipelitor- comfictiti\e strategies stralcoic-s 
centred (differcmiation) capubditt 
Aon-. sfraiegic tapabilitics lack ofattention giwn to 
oil[\ compctitor-cenIrcd international competitors 
approach to t6rinulatinp, collipellOw stiate'-lics 
competitl\ C sti atcgjesý 
contractual iclationships \ý Ith 
supplier,., and lo%\ imarciicss 
ol'suppliers' \alue chains 
De%eloping Positioning Stralegic capah i Ii ties: apabdin, 
I'llernes com-, rueric) ofvalue elements lack of"Ittentioll to 
flicnic mmomer %aluc (quill it\ and deliver\ ) with rcional and inict-nalional 
(quaht\ and dcli\crý Positioning themes. compclitorý' po, itiomný, 
approach custonicr- reciprocal relationships %ýith IlIC111C, 
ormited distributors/ retailers, and 
high imarcriess of' 




approach to dc\clopmL 
posilionl1w themes 
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government-centred approach). Moreover, the contractual relationships 4 between 
these businesses and their di stri butors/retai I ers and Io v" a"areness Of 
distributors'/retailers' value chains (in respect of hil'ormation exchanges and joint 
problem solving) further aggravate the situation. 
Meanwhilc, it can be seen that members of I SG2 (the niediurn segment ofthe 
domestic market) and SG4 (the mediurn segment of' the international markets) have 
overall strategic capabilities, as they perceive market as an enactrncnt process . 
In this 
respect. apart from participating in furniture fairs and exhibitions, they undertake 
specific market studies (e. g., Business D, Business M, and Business 11) as a nicans of 
expanding their markets. I lowever, in terms of' the approach considered in dcl-ining 
markets, these businesses adopt a customer-oriented approach". Meamflille. members 
of SG'-) also consider a government-centred approach to dct-ming inarkets. Though 
relevant, the customer-oriented and government-centrcd approaches are not fully 
adequate to take into account other opportunities or threats in the external 
environment. Indeed. tile pull-factor approach (comprising customers, 
di stributors/retai lers 7, government and EN(; Os) should bc explicitly considercd in 
defining markets. In fact by explicitly considering their distributors/retailers in the 
process ot'defining markets, businesses can explore wider opportunities, as discussed 
Kumar (1996) argues that long and detailed contracts are inconsistent with building relationships 
based on trust and simply get in the way. lie further explains that the majoritý ot'NNholesalers in Japan 
operate without contracts. What holds these relationships together is not legal florce but mutual 
obligations and opportunities. 
Brooks ( 1995) and Buchanan & Vanbert, ( 199 1 cil. 
Daý et al. ( 1979) and Srivastava ei al. ( 1984), op. cit. 
Fhe importance of' distributors/retailers in definint, markets was reflected by the remarks made by 
Donald V. Fites, Chairman and CEO of Caterpillars in Peoria, Illinois that *'Over the ý cars. people have 
said to me, -Isn't it expensive to have all those independent dealers'. ) Couldn't You make more money it' 
you distributed and serviced Caterpillar machines yourself'? " I have alwaýs answered that the 
kno\, % ledoe ot'the local market and the close relations with customers that our dealers pro% ide are ýNorth 
every penný. - (Fites, 1996, p. 86). 
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by Barnett ( 1988). Of particular importance is the awareness of customers' and 
distributors'/retailers' value chains through information exchanges and Joint problem 
solving, as suggested by Day ( 1984). This notwithstanding, continuous monitoring of' 
competitors should be done through the whole process of strategy formulation. 
In the Malaysian context, the lack of emphasis in defining markets 
appropriately is partly due to complacency in ineeting increasing orders or lack of' 
expertise. This finding is similar to the observation made by Baharuddin ( 1991 ) that: 
"The economic buoyancy of 1990 has left the furniture makers with the , encral teelin- of 
satisfaction (complacency? ). For most of them do not consider much of a problem or a 
problem at all ... 
factors like lack of technology, managerial know-how, government 
reoulations, knowledge of tile market. and ra" material. " (p. 2 10) 
In addition. it is noted that some ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
(members of SGI and SG3) have not fully exploited the relationships with 
distributors/retailers to assist them in defining markets. I fence, the existing reciprocal 
relationships with distributors/retailers should be explicitly considered in dcl-ming 
markets. 
9.2.2. Managerial Capabilities in Determining the Key Factors for Success (KFS) 
The study reveals that the Malaysian ýNooclcn furniture businesses appear not 
to be tamiliar with the term KFS. This phenomenon IS 110t Lillique to the Malaysiall 
context, as experience by Ohrnae (1982) shows that many businesses Lire not 
conversant vvith ihe tenii KFS. Moreover. due to the lack of atmition given to 
competitors, factors that differentiate between xNinners and losers (Olimae, 1982, Dav 
& Wensley, 1988) or determine their ability to survixe and prosper (Grant, 1991a) 
have not been fully considered. This notwithstanding. after further probing. most 
businesses are able to outline the factors that 11111LIence their SUrvival. 
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Tables 9.1 ý 9.2.9. "), and 
9.4 show that members of SG2, SG 3 and SG4 are able 
to determine the factors that are crucial for survival in the furniture husiness due to the 
competitor-centred approach undertaken and congruency between custorner value 
elements and KFS 8. As for members of SGI, although there is congruency between 
customer value elements and KFS, they adopt a self-centred approach (especially 
ignoring competitors) in determining these factors. Although the KFS identified 
seems to be justified, it is a matter of luck and coincidence, due to the low intensity of 
competition in the domestic market. In the tlace of' increased competition, either due 
to entrants of new players in the domestic market or new set of competitors in the 
international market. such a self-centred approach will most likelY lead them to being 
losers, instead of'winners in the market. 
Despite the above short-sighted approach undertaken by members of SG I in 
determining the KFS, the study shows that the KFS vary according to the differcilt 
geo-product dimensions of the market. For members ofSG I, the ability to source ra\. v 
materials at low price is considered to be the KFS aimed at prodLICing 10" price 
furnitUre for public and private tenders. This ability is particularIN important, as raw 
material costs account lor a substantial portion oftheir operating costs (6-5 percent for 
Business B and 47 percent for Business C). For mernbcrs ofSG')', capacity UtIlisation 
is the KFS aimed at producing loxv price furniture flor the international market 9. 
" This observation is in line with the argument made by Grant ( 199 1 a) that the approach in identifying 
KFS is to ask two questions: What elements are valued by customers? What does a business need to do 
to survive competition' 
1) , Fhe importance of cost-related factors as the KFS has been discussed bý a number of\vriters 0 loter & 
Schendel. 1979: Aaker. 1989, Flionipson & Strickland, 1990ý Grant. 199 1 a). 
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Meanwhile. for members of SG2. the ability to produce quality furniture at a 
relatively lo", volume is considered to be the KFS. For this purpose, the ability to 
florgc good working relationships with employees, as practised by Business D, is 
crucial. For members of SG4, the ability to maintain and improve the quality of 
furniture that is produced on a larger scale (compared to members of'SG2) is tile KFS. 
It is for this reason that Business P is placing emphasis on quality control inspection, 
to an extent that the business is willing to share the expenses with its 
distributors/retailers for the attachment of' Japanese quality controllers at its 
premises I () 
Whilst most scholars agree on an industry-wide KFS, the findings ofthe study 
show that even within the sarne industry (i. e., wooden furniture business), KFS also 
vary according to the geo-product dimensions of the market. This finding is parallel 
with the observation made by Ac Econoniisl (September 28,1996) that most 
businesses appear to fall into the trap of assurning that a winning formUla (Kl, 'S) in 
one country would autornatically work in another. Cognisance of this I'act is 
important, as it has implications t'()r the subsequent stages ol'strateg) lorniulation. 
Although Grant (1991a) implicitly suggests a customer plus competitor- 
centred approach to detemiining the KFS, the study indicates a PLIS11-l'actor approach 
to determining the KFS. than a pull-factor approach. Whilst undcrtaking a 
competitor-centred approach is indeed important, consideration of other push factors, 
namely suppliers, is also crucial in enhancing the businesses' capabilities to Survive 
competition. In this respect. reciprocal relationships with suppliers (I'or members of 
I lie importance of quality-related factors as the KFS has been discussed bý Day ( 1990) and Wilson 
el al. ( 1992), 
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SGI and SG2) need to be explicitly considered in determining the KFS. It is 
worthwhile to stress that the above suggestion is by no means to denigrate the 
importance of customers in determining the KFS. Though important, however, they 
should be given less prominence compared to competitors and suppliers dUrIng this 
stage of strategy formulation. 
9.2.3. Managerial Capabilities in ldentifýving Sources of Sustainable Competitive 
Advantage (SCA) 
The study reveals that most ofthe Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are 
not conifortable with the usage of the term sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), 
though the), seem to be knowledgeable about the term, competitive advantage. The 
aSpeCt 01' SLIstainabilityll is not given emphasis. due to the I'act that inadequate 
attention is given to competitors. Also, due recognition is not oken to the role of' 
suppliers In sustaining businesses' competitive advantage. This lack of emphasis is 
particularly the case for members of SGI that adopt a self-cciltrcd approach to 
identifying sources of SCA. Meanwhile, for members of' SGI SG3 and SG4, the 
competitor-centred approach undertaken is inadequate to diagnose I'Ully their sources 
of'SCA. Nonetheless, by Iurther probing. the study was able to identily the sources of' 
the businesses' SCA. 
From Tablcs 9.1,9.2,9.33. and 9.4. it can be seen that the strategic capabilities Z-1 
ofthe businesses (SG I, SG22, SG33, and SG4) is their ability to integrate the KFS with 
their sources of SCA. The sources of SCA for members of SGI and SG') ccntre on 
I lie notion of' sustainabi I ity kk as discussed b\ Glienlawat ( 1986). Barnev ( 1991 ), Wi IIi it nis 1992), 
Amit & Schoemaker ( 1993), D'Aveni ( 1994), Collis & Montoomer\ ( 1995). Schoemaker Amit 
( 1997), and Day ( 1997b). 
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innoi, alion (mainly product-based innovation rather than process-based innovation 12 ), 
aimed at cost reduction, NA-hilst for members of SG3 and SG4, they revolve around 
innovation aimed at product difflerentiation. Dependence on 11111OVallOll aS a SOLII-CC 01' 
SCA has been frequently discussed by scholars I -" 
Meanwhile, it is also observed that members of SCA also consider repufalion 
as their sources of SCA. The important role of reputation in sustaining competitive 
advantage has been elaborated by a number of' writers (Aaker, 1989, Rovizzi & 
Thompson. 1992; Kay, 199)a). 
"The importance of reputation can be seen in markets - from car h ire to accountancy 
II- 
", here product quality is important ... 
In these markets, reputations are dit'ficult and 
costly to create but once established can yield substantial added value. " (Kay, 1993a: 87) 
Meanwhile, it appears that only members of SGI and SG2 consider their 
reciprocal relationships ýNith suppliers as a source of SCA (ai-chileaw-e This 
observation is parallel to the views expressed by Kuo ( 1996) that: 
1. ... Chinese businessmen are 
integrated and connected to the trade network to file extent 
that they have established close personal relations (guanxi) with one other, which give 
them competitive advantages over -alien- intruders. " (p. 128) 
On the other hand, flormal contractual relationships with suppliers will not 
assist the businesses in developing their competitive advantage. 
I, Rovizzi & Thompson ( 1992) classifý innovation as product and process innovation in their study on 
knitwcar industry. 
I', Bender ( 1989), Kay ( 1993a), Hamel & Prahalad ( 1994). D'Avcni ( 1994), Slater ( 1996), and Kim & 
Maubor(me ( 1997). Despite its importance. a number of' writers (Glienlmkat, 1986. Rovizzi & 
Thompson. 1992, Kay, 1993a-, D'Aveni, 1994) ariýue that innovation kvi 11 not be sustainable in the lono 
run. due to possible imitation by competitors. It is for this reason. Kay ( 1993a) suggests that innovation 
be applied tooether with other sources ot'SCA. fie argues that innovation and reputation, or innovation 
and architecture, are often possible combinations. 
"' Similarly. the success of Sears. Roebuck and Company, in the retailing business in the USA. was also 
attributed to its solid reputation Ior quality (The Economisi, October. 12,1996). 
'ý Dell'Osso & Szymanski ( 1991 ) and Kay (I 993a) coined the phrase -architecture- to ernphasise the 
importance ot'relationships as one ofthe sources ol'SCA. Mean"hile. other writers appear to use other 
terms, such as networks (Hall, 1992: 1993) and guaii-vi relationships (Kuo, 1996: 1 ong, 1996) to 
ernphasise a similar point. 
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Most businesses appear not to consider stralegic asset's as a source of' SCA. 
This notwithstanding. it is observed that a nUmber of businesses have strategic assets 
in respect of goverriment ownership and political alliances. The importance ofthese 
assets in sustaining the businesses' competitive advantage COUld not be ascertained, 
due to lack of access to confidential information. 
Nonetheless, the financial and econornic crisis facing the Asian econornies, 
including Malaysia, reveals that cosy relationship between businesses, politicians and 
civil servants as well as perverse links between lenders and borrmNers (i. e.. related- 
party lending that by-passed credit control) has led to crony capitalism (Ftir Paslern 
Economic Review, February 12,1998a, b, c; d; February 19.1998a; The b, 'conontist. 
March 7.1998). As a result. capital became too cheap and this led to overborrowing. 
overinvestment. and \ýasteful allocation of resources 10 Flius. businesscs' political 
alliance which may look good for the short term may not be so I'Or the long term as 
"insulation of businesses from market forces- affects their coin petit i veness, 
particularlý in response to changing market environment. 
The above findings indicate that the Malaysian wooden furniture bLISinesses 
are only able to pin-point their sources of SCA xvithin a limited scope. t'ocusing 
particularlý on innovation. I lence, they are preoccupied kvith undertaking activities 
mainly aimed at achieving product-based innovation, and to a linilted extent, 
it' The former DeputN Prime Minister of' Malaysia, Musa I-litani, commented: "it (crony capitalism) (-, of 
to the stage ýkhen the private sector was dictating terms, telling government "fiat to do based oil their 
links to leadership. The leadership got overambitious and the private sector got oreed, - 1-hey thouolit 
tonlorrow %%ould never come. " (Fur Eastern Economic Review. Februal-N 19,1998a. p. 16). In till's 
respect. the Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, Anwar lbrahini predicted that the economic crisis 
could chanoe the way business is conducted in Malaysia and this would lead to a **dramatic reduction in 
croný, capitalism. '* He said, '*No\A people assess what the markets saN, \khat people perceive. k%hether 
awards and grants are given to \our party supporters or to friends and lainil\. Fliese are noý% openl\ 
debated, %kithout exception, and I see this as ver-\ positive. " (Fur 1,, asicrti L'conotnic Review, Februal-Y 
19,1 998a. pp. 15-16). 
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reputation. The potential for exploiting architecture. particularly mth suppliers, 
which has a far-reaching effect towards sustaining competitive advantage has not been 
fully explored. For this reason, the approach considered to identifying sources of 
SCA, is narrow and mainly confined to competitors". Indeed, a push-factor approach 
(including suppliers) needs to be considered in identifying Sources of' SCA. To this 
end. the existing reciprocal relationships with suppliers, as practised by members of 
SGI and SG2. need to be explicitly considered in identifying sources ot I SCA'x. At 
this stage of the formulation process, although arrangements with distributors/retailers 
could also be a source ot'SCA. they are less crucial compared to suppliers. 
9.2.4. Managerial Capabilities in Formulating Competitive Strategies 
The study shows that most of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses seem 
to be familiar xxith the term competitive strategies. Indeed, the strategic capabilities ol 
most businesses. is their ability to integrate sources of SCA "ith competifixe 
strategies pUrsued. From Tables 9.1 and 93, it can be seen that members ot'SG I and 
SG3 that flocus on cost-based innovations pursue cost-based competitive strategies, 
whilst members of SG2' and SG4 (Tables 9.2 and 9.4) that emphasise quality-based 
innovations, pUrSLie diffierentiation-based competitive strategies I () 
" Daý & Wensley ( 1988), Grant (1991 a). HaI 1( 1992; 1993), and Arn it& Schoelliaker(1993). 
19 Bertodo (1991) aroues that relationships between manut'acturers and their key suppliers could 
influence effectiveness. cost and c3cle time, hence has become an important element of' competitive 
advanta(, e. 
'(' The above findings are parallel \Aith the observations made b\ a number of'scholars (Porter, 1980ý 
Johnson & Scholes, 1997). Accordin', to Porter (1980). by adoptino an overall cost leadership. a 
business sets out to be the lo\ý-cost producer in ternis of' designing- producing, and marketing a 
coniparable product more efficientIv than its competitors. Porter ( 1980: 1985) further elaborates that in 
the dilterentiation strate,, \, a business seeks to be unique in its indusw, almo sorne dimensions that are 
valued bý customers, in terms ol'product qualitý, special features, or after sales services. 
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It appears that the mqjority of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are 
competing on the basis of operational excellence, whereby the emphasis is on 
perl'Orming similar activities better than competitors (in terms of improvement in the 
relative cost positions and levels of differentiation) 10 . Such practices, which may be 
adequate in a stable condition, may not be sufflicient in I'acing the dynamism of' 
competitive environment. In this respect, the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses 
may need to consider perfon-ning different activities from competitors or performing 
similar activities in different \, vay, as suggested by Porter ( 1996). 
It also appears that a number of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are not 
clear of the approach to be considered in formulating competitive strategies. This is 
reflected bý the self-centred approach adopted by members of'S(i I and the customer- 
oriented approach considered by members of SG") in lormulating competitive 
strategies. 'File obvious flaw is the neglect ofcompetitors in the strategy flormulation 
process. In the case of members of SG2 and SG4, the adoption of a competitor- 
centred approach, though important. is insufficient. Indeed, a broader push-lactor 
approach (comprising competitors and suppliers) needs to be considered by the 
businesses so as to enhance the competitive strategies to be pursued. Considering the 
CUrrent practices, the reciprocal relationships of members of SG I and SG") with their 
suppliers should be explicitly considered and exploited in the strategy t'Ormulation 
process. Fhis suggestion is consistent with the views held by Pearson & GrItzmacher 
( 1990) tllýlt to C0111PCtC SLICCeSSfUlly III today's competitive environment reqU11-CS OIC 
intcoration ot'a sophisticated purchasing function into strategic management decision tý 
making process. In emphasisim, a similar point. Williamson ( 1991 ) explains that: L- 
,,, ,I reacý & Wiersenia ( 1993,1995) and Porter ( 1996). 
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-In the past, many companies have dismissed purchasing and supplier nianagement as ZI little more than order-taking and price neptiation. Todav, these function,, are 
increasingly recognised as the Cinderellas of modern business. In a world where customer 
responsiveness is critical, those companies Aith a strategic approach to supplier 
relationships win an important head start. Careful strategies evaluation of'suppliers can 
mean not only lower costs, but more variety at shorter notice. Competitive advantage in 
demanding markets is thus the ultimate prize. " (p. 89) 
21 As regards the dynamics of competition , most businesses appear to suggest 
that similar competitive strategies will be pursued in the future. The finding of the 
study is expected as the competitive arena for furniture businesses is relatively not 
complex, cornpar. 1d to technology-based businesses. Nevertheless, the notion held 
that similar competitive strategies will bc pUrsued ill fLItUrc, is not confined to 
Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. but also other businesses. due to lack of 
attcntion oiven to the dynamics of competition. 
9.2.5. Managerial Capabilities in Developing Positioning Themes 
This particular aspect in the strategy formulation process seems to be given a 
loxv priority by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses. One of the underlying 
reasons is the reality that their products are not marketed directlý to customers, 
part]CLIlarly in the international market. In most cases, it appears that the positioning 
aspect is entrusted to their distribLitors/retailers. Nonetheless. based on the cll'()rts by 
some of the businesses to monitor their distributors'/retailers' promotional activities, 
the study is able to explore the positioning thernes pursued. 
As shown in Tables 9.2.9.33 and 9.4. businesses in the three strategic grOLIPS 
(SG2. SG3. and SG4) are able to integrate their positioning thenies in accordance mth 
customer VaILIC elements. For instance, members of SG2 and SG4 Use quality as their 
MacMillan (I 982ý 1983). MacMillan ei al. ( 1985), Karnani & Wernerfelt (1985). (illbert & Strebel 
1988). D'Aven i( 1994), and Daý el al. ( 1997). 
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positioning theme to demonstrate that they are producers of quality furniture, whilst 
members of SG-3) use price as their positioning theme, to present themselves as low 
cost producers. This findings are parallel with the observations made by McGee 
( 1987) that: 
-There are downinarket, sometimes discount, operations, especially in electricals, 
furniture. and DlY. where price-comparisons are readily made and where there are 
potential scale effects. The traditional High Street multiples tend to be moving upmarket, 
emphasizing quality and service. " (p. 99) 
Nonetheless. members ot'SG I (Table 9.1 ) seern to Iocus more on their product 
attributes (low price) rather than as producers of low-priced products. These 
ditTerences can be explained in terms of the approaches considered in developing 
positioning themes .I L- 
22 It is observed that developino positioning themes. most 
businesses (SGL SG22 and SG33) are able to take into account their customers. hence, 
theý, undertake a customer-oriented approach. Meanwhile, members of SGI and SG4 
also consider an environment-oriented approach to developing positioning thernes. 
Thus. although customers are the main factors to be considered in developing 
positioning thernes, other pull factors (such as distributors/retailers and F'NGOs) need 
to be explicitly considered. On the other hand, members of SO I adopt a self-centred 
approach to developing positioning thernes. 
In terms ol' relationships in the value web. it appears that only members of' 
SG2 and SG4 attempt to torge reciprocal relationships with their distrihUtors/retailers. 
Hence. these businesses need to consider explicitly the existing relationships mth 
their distributors/retailers mth a \, Ie\,, - to enhancing their prodLICtS" and businesscs" 
positions in the medium segment of the market. relative to competitors. 
Aaker &, Sharisb,. ( 1982). Ries &, Trout ( 1986a). Johnson ( 1987b). Mulilbacher ci al. ( 1994). Porter 
1996). and Kare-Siker ( 1997). 
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Following this analysis of the managerial capabilities of the above four 
strategic groups, comparisons need to be made with their added value contributions 
with a vievv to identifying appropriate approaches flor tile formulation ol'competitive 
positioning strategies. 
9.3. Comparison between the Managerial Capabilities in the Formulation of 
Competitive Positioning Strategies with Added Value Contributions 
On the whole, it can be seen that members ot'SG4 have strategic capabilities. 
in terms of defining markets. determining the KFS, identifying sources of' SCA, 
formulating competitive strategies. and developing positioning thernes. Members of 
SG4 are followed in descending order by members of SG2 and SGI. At the other 
extreme are members ofSG I. who have an overall non-strategic capabilities in terms 
of the approaches considered in formulating competitive positioning strategies. 
RecapitUlating the analysis made in Chapter Fight, in general, the added value 
contributions ofniernbers of'SG4 are greater than those ofincinhers of'S(i-'), which in 
turn are greater than those of members of SG I. Though the added value contribLItIO11S 
of members of SG2 could not be computed. it can be concluded that businesses %Nith 
strategic capabilities in terms of the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, 
contribute greater added value than their competitors. I fence. the practices undertaken 
by members of SG4 (as shown in Figure 9.1 ) could possibly be used by members of 
SG I, SG2 and SG-') as a basis in the t'ornILliation of'conipetitivc positioning strategies. 
Ilo-, kever. comparing the approaches considered by members of' SG4 (Figure 9.1 ) and 
those in the rotating k0eel franioNork flor the lormulation ofconipctitive positioning 
strategics (Figure 5.2). it is obsen ed that the approaches considcred b\ membas of' 
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Figure 9.1: A framework to represent the approaches considered by members 








01 Push factor 
Cp: Competitors 
S64 are not comprehensi%e. In particular. distributors retailers (pull tactor) have not 
been expliciti) considered in defining markets and developing positioning themes. 
Neither in determining the KFS. idenlif-, ing sources of SCA. nor forniulating 
competime strategies. have other push factors. namelý suppliers. complementors. and 
go%emment been expllcitlý taken into consideration. lience. in the stratep 
formulation process for S64. not only factors in the general en% ironment 
(go%emmeno and industrý competime enxironment (complementors) are neglected. 
but also tactors in the task en% in-mment (suppliers and distributors retailers) 2-' 
9.4. Recommendations 
B&, cd on the lliridlrigý, kit the Ntud\. ific follomn, recommendations are made t, 
for consideration ofthe Mala%sian wxiden furniture businesses and the go% ernment. 
1-irstl%. at the out-wt. the Malaysian %%,, x-, den furniture businesses need to recognise the 
lact that %%ithin the indusin. different strategic groups exist. These strategic groups 
can bc identified using the geo-product dimensions of the market of the businesses. It 
Is crucial f-or manai! ers to identit"% to %, hich particular strategic groups their businesses 
belong. so as to ha%e an understanding of competition and the consequent 
Identit- ion of' stratcoic groups is also opportunities and threats in the indu-str% I icati 
IMIX)rIant it) enable manager-s to Ila% c insights into the competime force, that need it) 
he incorjx)rated in the fomiulation of coni[vtiti%e rx)sitioning strateines 
- In of (he iho%e. the rotating %heel vrarne%%ork. as discussed in Chapter Fi%e. should instead he 
considered in forniulating competm%e positioning strat"ies. 
hen 4 19%) highlights IN importance of' strategic groups for competitor anal%sis "ith a %ie%% to 
predicting malm and identifNing possible alliance partrim. 
aff oll el al 1 942) 
, -7 () 
For the go%emment. recognition ofthe existence of strategic groups mthin the 
Nlalaýsian %%kxýden t'Umiture business is imrx)rtant. so that the existing generic 
mewsures. such as training. can he tailored for the specitic requirements of the 
different strategic groups". For instance. businesses in the lo" end segment of the 
market should be trained in matters pertaining to cost reduction. "hilst those in the 
medium scimient should he trained in matterN leading to differentiation. 
Secondlý. the Nlalaýsian %%,, Kiden furniture businesses should recognise the fact 
that sustainable competime ad%antage depends on their ability to manage the linkages 
in the %alue %%eb. particularlý with distnbutors retaiiers (do%%nstream %alue %%eb) and 
suPP]Icrs (upstream %alue %%eb). and their ability monitor their competitors. In fact. 
these are aniong the kcý %%eaknesses of the Nlalaysian %Nooden fumiture businesses 
highlighted bý MIFR & DRI (1996a. 1996b). The abilitý to manage 
linkages %%ith supplier-% and distnbutor,, retailers is important a-, -; the potential to add 
%alue does not onl% lie in the businesses themsekes. but more importantl\. be\ond the 
businesscs' internal boundanes -- In other \%ords. managers ha\e to he concerned 
\%Ith building the right conditions not onlý \%ithm their o%\n organisations. but also in 
the %%hole s\steni that constitute their \alue-adding nemorks. Hence. the\ need to 
m\ est more time in the creation of distributors' retailers' and suppliers' nemorks Is . 
Mcam%hile. conirmitors* monitoring is also inirwiant n %, e\\ of' the Ir poss I hie 
Rovehan ( 1944 1 also recognises the need for differentiated assistance programmes and ser% ices to 
cater for different w-cr wgments of the %Ialaý, ian %%(-KAen fumiture businesses. Nonetheless, as 
Rovehan's 1 1494) suggc-, tion i% not explicifl! based tin the strat"ic group concept. an elaboration of' 
%Lkh a%sistarwe programmcs and scr% ices. could not he pro% ided. 
Kanter 1 1991 ) and 11alliburton 1 1497 1. According to Halliburion ( 1997). in rneetim! the challenLes of 
global one-ft)-one marketing i tor different j! co-prooduct dimensions of the inarket 1. the %%hole sxstem' 
dimension %% ithin the business and beý ond -A ith supplier-.,. distributor,,. and e% en indi% idual cusiorner,. is 
rNuired 
11 "0% Ic 1 199") and I lilliburion 1914-) 
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-or this purpose. actions in neutrallsing the added %alue created bý the businesses I 
the% a] ue %eb should tv used as a frame%% ork for identifNing \alue-adding act] N, I ties in 
the businesses' relationships %% Ith distri butors, retai lers and suppliers. and 
tvnchmarking of' coni[vtltor--,. In response to this requirement. the existing 
organisational structures niaý need to he adapted accordinglý. 
On the pan of the government. the existing training programmes - %%hich are 
directed pnrnanlý itmards improving production capabilities-"' - should be revised 
ith a% ie%% to incorporating the aspect of' the management of linkages in the value 
výeh. Consequentlý. furniture-related training programmes should not be confined to 
furniture businesses. but extended to suppliers apd. %% here possible. 
disinbutors relailvrs. In this respect. businesses should he trained to upgrade their 
segment-srvOtic marketing capabilities so as to haNe an understanding of 
distributor-s. retailer-, and customers across market segments. and managing 
capabilities to impro% e %%orking relationships %% ith distributors retailers and suppliers. 
I hirdlý . the imporiance of 
formulating competim c positioning strategies to 
ensure success in the diflerent geo-product dimensions of the market needs to he 
rck: ognised b% the MalaNsian "(xxien furniture businesses. The current practice hN the 
Mala%sian %koKx1en turniture businesses of' entrustinL! the rVsitioning aspect to 
distributoN retailers should bt: re-examined. For this purpose. the bwIfics. "c', flecd to 
he a%%are of' their distributor-, * retailers* %alue chains as %%ell dý, the 
dISIrIbLJ10r,, retailer,, * customers' %alue chains so as to Ime a Ix-tter understanding of 
I aswrTc 1 11)44-1 %uqge%1% that inxiacers must make the crucial inwNtnicril of buildinL! their o"n 
database. pariwularlý through the establishment of a net"ork of rclationships %%hich ha,, to he 
culll%aled. shared %%ith colleagues, and carefulk maintained 
Recommcnclation, made b, Ros/ehan ( 14144'). in part. also aprwar to gi%e emphasp, on upgrading the 
technical : aj%atjljt% of Mala, %tan "txiden furniture busine%se, 
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the customer %alue elements. Efforts could then he made to focus on value-adding 
acti% ities, airried at pro% iding superior value (in respect of price. qualitý or delivery) to 
customers. relatne to competitors. 
On the part of the go%emment. promotional activities should also be taken to 
complement the positioning efforts underiaken bý the businesses. These activities 
include promotional programmes to position the Nllalaýsian %%ooden furrilture 
businesses. either as lo%% cost producers (in the lox% end segment of the interriational 
market) or as producers of high quafitý furniture (in the medium and high end 
segments of the international market). In environmentallý conscious markets. efforts 
need to he undertaken to position these businesses as producers of "green furriliturC. 
In formulating corn[vtime fvsitioning strategies. the issue of'defining, markets 
needs to bt: gi%en serious consideration bý the Malaysian %%ooden furniture businesses. 
due to its protound effect tin the subsequent stages in the stratep forniulation process 
(i. e.. detemlining the KFIS. identifNing sources of SCA. fomiulating competake 
strategies. and de%eloping positioning themes). In this respect. markets should N, 
ed h% the busine-s-ses from an enactment % ie%%. instead of' a natural market 
ýo as to explore the opportunities a%allable in the market place. For this 
PurrKlw. the gc:, Lgraphicjl and prtxluct dimensions of the market COUld ýk- used as a 
hasi% for identi6ing the market currcntlý , cr\ed. as %%ell as t'or I'Uturc market 
expansion. either to ne%% L! cographical dimensions (e. g.. the lo%k end segment of the 
Russian market) or ne%% product dimensions (e. g.. high end t'Lli-niture t'()r the Japanese 
market ). or Nith. In this rcsrvct. the challenge I'Or managers is to consider the trade- 
llrtx, k, iI pid Buchanan &\ anbcri! 1 1991 ). p, it 
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ofTs (in terms of costs and %alue) bet,. %een segment-specific marketing and pan-global 
marketingý'. Meanwhile. managers also need to monitor the moxement of markets 
o%er time and leam about their businesses* capabilities in diverse market segments. 
On the part of the go%emnient. the existing poficý measures. such as training. 
market promotional missions and incentiNe packages should be sNnchronised so as to 
encourage businesses to create their markets. rather than to consider the market as 
gi%en and lx- uvo dependent on the government. In this respect. incenmes for export 
(e. g.. double deduction for promotion of exports) should be broadened to include 
efforts undertaken b% businesses to enact their markets. On top ofthat. recognition of 
the fact that e%en %%ithin the %%(-Kiden fumiture markets. there exist different product 
dimensions j e.. lo" end. medium and high end segments). is crucial. Hence. not 
onlý market pmmotional missions for fumiture should he treated differentlý compared 
to commoditý products (such as sa,. %-n timber and ply%%ood). but also t1or di Y, if erent 
pr(xluct dimensions of furniture. In this connection. the existing generic promotional 
missions (e. g., fumiture promotional mission to the USA) should be re,. ie%%ed. aimed 
at despatching specific missions to specific geo-produci dimensions of the market 
(e. g.. funuture promotional missions t'Or the medium se-L! ment of' the ( ', market). In 
addition to organising market promotional missions. N%hich are rriainlý aimed at 
assisting businesses to make eritrý into nc%N markets. consideration should also he 
ven to organising conirvtime rositioning missions. ý%Ith the airn of' assisting 
flall'burion ( 199-) di%ctj-. %c% the principle of one-to-Aine marketing and m--ntions that 'Pan-f-uropean' 
(indced pan-globall marketing is more a m\Ih than a realit\ due to national ditl , erences %%ith man, 
Product markets. and regulator% and market access barriers. notahl\ ad\er-tisiniz and distribution 
channel% 
I he c\jsterwe ot diticrent product dimensions for the furniture markets has been discussed bý NdJjec 
19871 and III()I IC i 141A)i A similar obwr%ation %,. a% made in the nemsparvi- (Cron%ha%% ,i al.. 
1(")). rctailing iIsj% m. 198'.. Da%is & Ka\, 141)(1. Ka\. 199, ai and hotel market,, (Kim & \I. iuK)r, -, ne. 
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businesses to strengthen their competitive position in the market segment 34 . flence. 
the challenge for policý makers is to balance the trade-ofTs (in respect of costs and 
%alue) bemeen segment- spec I fic and generic promotional missions. as %Nell as 
bet%%een market promotional missions and competiti%e positioning missions. 
Fifthi%. the Nlala%sian %%otAen furniture businesses should consider appl%ing 
the added %alue statement in assessing their competitive ad%antage. in combination 
v6lth the con%entional (financial and marketing) measurements of pertormance. Of 
particular imporiance. is that. it enables the businesses to relate %alue-adding act]%-ities 
and their impacts on added %alue. Studies bý a number of scholars (DaNis &- Kaý. 
1990. Ro%i/-/i & -]Fhompson. 1992: Ka%. 1993a) sho%% that the added %alue statement 
is more informative than the cow-entional measurements ot'performance. Studies bý 
se%eral %%riters. parilcularlý. Johnson & Kaplan ( 1991 ) and Wensleý ( 1997) indicate 
the inadequac\ ofrel% ing on con% entional measurements of'performance. 
As I'Or the government. the added \alue statement - though a measurement at 
the business unit le%el - should be used for comparing the relatl\e perfOrmance ofthe 
furniture businesses in tern-ý of their added \alue contributions. This comparison is 
Imporlant for the purrx)se ot'doising the nccessarý institutional suprK)rts to enhance 
husinessts' conirvtiti\e ad%antage. 
Vinallý. the rotating %%heel frarne%%ork xs shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 in 
Chapter Uke. should hk: Used bý the Malaýsjan %%(, K)dcn furniture huSinesses as a 
guideline in the formulation of' coniNtime [xisitioning strategies. I he prorosed 
I omc & [Xx, lc 1 1,414-1 commented that most ofthe j! o%ernmem support and ad%ice t0r husincsse, ý 
ccntre% around information on order procemins! d(xtimCnt-s and ho" to enter a ne%% market, lJo%%e%er. 
there is little c%tdcnce of' management de%clopment suprwo airned at assisting businesses to gain a 
slr(mecr compcjjtj,. c p-clsition in the future thin at prewnt. 
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frame\vork outlines the activities and approaches to be considered in the Iormulation 
of competitive positioning strategies and is more comprehensive compared to the 
approaches considered by members of SG4 (Figure 9.1 ). In particular, the starting 
point of defining markets, in effect, sets the parameters to be considered during the 
formulation process. Market definition will assist the businesses in understanding the 
intensity of competition and the key factors for success (KFS) within the enacted geo- 
product dimensions of the market, and in identifying sources ofSCA. Bulk Oil this 
premise, the furniture businesses will then have a firm foundation to formulate their 
competitive strategies and develop positioning thernes. The framework is represented 
as a combination of wheels to denote that the strategy l'ormUlation process needs to be 
revievved. not only in response to environmental dynamism but also in Lindertak"19 
pre-emptive measures in order to stay ahead of competition. 
As for the government. the rotating wheel, framework should also be used as a 
basis for initiating the necessary structural adjustments and 6or charting (lie future 
direction ofthe Malaysian wooden fUrniture bLISIness. particularly in the dill'crent geo- I 
product dimensions of the international market. relative to competitors. This initiative 
is critical as currently. most the Malaysian \vooden furniture businesses are positioned 
in the lo, ýv end segment, whilst only a few of them are positioned in niedium segment 
of the international market. In the low end segment of the international market. the 
rnzkjor competitors of Malaysian wooden furniture businesses are the Indonesian, 
Fhai"s. and Chinese (PRC) businesses. In the wake of' the Asian financial and 
economic crisis. the competitiveness of wooden furniture businesses in Indonesia. 
Thailand. and Malaysia is affected. though on a different niagnItude. The clevaltiat, (),, 
of' the Indonesian rupiah and Thai's baht by about 70 percent and 45 percent. 
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respective],., against the US dollar, compared to 35 percent drop in the case of' the 
Malaysian ringgit (The Economist. March 7.1998) may make their wooden furniturc 
more competitive in the international market than the Malaysian products. I lo\A, -ex, er, 
a shortage of credit in Indonesia and Thailand (relative to Malaysia) may hinder 
exporters' efforts to take advantage of currency devaluation becausc thCY COUld not 
obtain finance for raw material purchasing (The Economisl. March 7.1998)'-ý. On the 
other extreme. although the stable Chinese renniinbi may have a negative impact on 
the competitiveness of its xvooden fitirniture in the international market, China is still 
more competitive (in terms of labour productivity). compared to Indonesia, Thailand 
and Malaysia (Far Easlern Economic Review. February 12.1999c). In vie", ofthe 
above, the need for Malaysian wooden furniture businesses to penetrate the medium 
and high end segments of the international market xvill be more critical than ever. To 
encourage the businesses to expand their markets, in ternis ofeither the geographical 
or product dimensions, market-specific institutional supports need to bc considcred by 
the government. 
As an illustration. Figure 9.2 shows the application of' the rotating wheel 
frarne"ork for the formulation of competitive positioning strategies that SIIOLdd be 
considered by businesses in the medium segment of the international market (SG4). 
During the stage ot'defining markets, businesses should consider pull factors. namely 
customers and dI stri butors/retai I ers. III tills respect, businesses and 
distributors. 'retailers should take an enactment \ iew ofthe market. rather than a 
According to the Fur Eastern Economic Review (February 12.1998d), -Manv Indonesian-bascd 
exporters. bereft ofworking capital and unable to import inputs, have SLIspendcd production. Foreign 
lenders have largeIN ceased accepting letters of credit from Indonesian banks. hindering trade. ... (i in 
I'llailand) bank officials ... sa\ the\ aren*t taking on new customers and aren't extendino new 
facilities 
to c\istim, customers. - (pp. 56-58). 
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natural market view-, so as to have a better understanding of custorner value elements 
and the competitive environment. Once the market has been defined (e. g., the 
medium segment of the international market). businesses should determine the KFS in 
that particular segment of the market. For this purpose, businesses should consider 
push factors, namely key competitors (ASEAN, Taiwanese, Japanese. U'Liropean and 
US furniture businesses) and suppliers. Consideration ot'coinpetitors is important as 
businesses need to distinguish the factors that differentlate between winners and 
losers. The studv sho\, \, s that t'or businesses in tile medIL1111 segment of the 
international marKet. the KFS is the ability to produce quality furniture at high 
volume, hence, there is also a need to consider suppliers. particularly their ahility to 
supply quality ra\, N materials at high volume. Considering this KFS, businesses should 
identify sources of SCA. In this respect. emphasis should be given to Push factors, 
naniek competitors. suppliers and employees. Supplicrs and employees are important 
as theý determine the businesses" ability to produce quality furniture at high VOILIIIIC. 
For businesses in the medium segment of' the international market, the study shows 
that their sources of SCA include innovation (airried at product diftlerentlation), 
architecture (in respect of good working relationships with employees, reciprocal 
relationships with suppliers), and reputation (as producers of qualilý furniture). 
Meanwhile. consideration should also be given to competitors. due to their possible 
actions in eroding the sustainability ot'businesses' competitive advantage. 
I faving Identified SOLII-CeS of SCA. bLIS111CSSCS SIIOLII(I I'01-111LIkItC COIIIpetltl\'C 
strategies. For businesses in the medium segment of' tile international market, the 
competakc strateg,,,, that needs to be pursued is differcmiation (in respect ofqualitý). 
In order to compete on the basis ot'differentiation. consideration should be given to 
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push factors, namely competitors and suppliers. The success of the competitivc 
strategies pursued depends on the businesses' ability to out-pertlorm competitors, in 
providing superior value to custorners (in respect of' qLMlity and delivery). 
Meanvvhile, suppliers also have a significant role in enhancing the businesses' 
competitive strategies by supplying quality raw materials. I lowever, in response to the 
dynamism of the competitive environment, businesses Should considcr competing on 
the basis of strategic positioning by performing similar activities in different ways or 
performing different activities from competitors. 
The next stage of the strategy formulation process is concerned with 
dekeloping positioning thernes, whereby the businesses competitive strategies need to 
be communicated to custorners. During this stage, businesses Should consider pull 
factors, namely, customers, distributors/retailcrs and FNG()s. Businesses SIIOLIld 
make use of reciprocal relationships with distributors/retailcrs to assist them in 
promoting quality furnitUre and developing access-based positioning thcnics. 
Meanwhile. in environmentally conscious markets, businesses should undertake 
efforts to convince the ENGOs that they are producers of' -green I'Lirrilture". The 
applications of the framework 11or the other three strategic grOLIPS 01' the Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses (SGI. SG2. and SGI) are as shomm in Appendiccs 9.1, 




10.1. Main Conclusions 
This research has analysed the practices undertaken by the Malaysian wooden 
furniture businesses in managing linkages in the value web and formulating competitive 
positioning strategies. A review of literature concerning these issues and an analysis of 
the practices undertaken by the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses was then used to 
recornmend a framework for the formulation ofcornpetitive positioning strategies. This 
final chapter firstly presents the main conclusions of the stuoy. Secondly, areas l'or 
Further research work are suggested in the final section ot'the chapter. 
As explained in Chapter One, the specific objectives ofthis study were as follo,, vs: 
i. To identify strategic groups of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses and use 
these strategic groups as the unit ofanalysis; 
ii. To analyse the pattern of the practices undertaken by the strategic groups in managing 
linkages in the value NA-eb; 
ni. To analyse the pattern of the practices, in terms of' the activities and approaches, 
undertaken by the strategic groups in formulating competitive positioning stratcgles. 
iv. To assess the performance. in terms of conventional measurements ofpci-I'Orrilance and 
added value contributions. ofthe strategic groups. 
Theretbre, the main conclusions will be discussed in respect of the above lour 
areas. 
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10.1.1. Strategic Groups 
The study shows that strategic groups can be used as a unit of analysis in 
assessing how businesses formulate strategies as discussed by a number of researchers'. 
Indeed. the study goes a step further to demonstrate the use of strategic groups at tile 
business level in understanding the patterns in terms of management of linkages in the 
value webs and forinulation of competitive positioning strategies. These two aspects will 
be deliberated in section 10.1.2 and section 10.1.3. 
In choosing strategic groups as the unit of analysis, consideration is given to the 
on-going debates on the theoretical and empirical Issues pertaining to strategic groups, 
namely the strategl,., dimensions that could be used in identifying strategic groups. and 
inconclusive evidence concerning group membership and perflormance (I latten &I latten. 
1997, Reger & Huff, 199-3; Peteraf & Shanley, 1997). The study shows that. at the 
business level, the geographical dimensions of the market (domestic and international 
markets) and the product dimenslons of the market (low end. medium. and high end 
segments) are used as the basis in forming strategic groups. I lence, at the business level. 
both pull-factor (geographical dimensions) and push-factor (product dimensions) 
perspectives need to be considered in determining strategic groups. 
On the relationships betvýeen group membership and perfiormance. it is considered 
that inconclLISIve evidence is partly clue to the use of conventional nieaSLII'CIIIClltS 01' 
performance. namelY. the financial and marketing measures of'perl'orniance. In vlew of' 
1 Porter (1985), McGee & Thomas (1986). Lewis & Thomas (1990), Fiegen ball in & Thomas (1990), 
Carroll ef al. ( 1992). Mehra ( 1996). and Smith et al. (1997). 
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the shortfalls in the conventional measurements of performance, the study uses added 
value contribution as a measurement of performance differences among strategic groups. 
One finding of the study shows that there is a relationship ', )et%Necn strategic group 
membership and added value contribution. 
10.1.2. Management of Linkages in the Value Web 
In managing linkages in the value web, the study shows that businesses 
relationships with distributors/retailers in the clownstrearn valuc web vary according to 
strategic groups. Specifically. the study indicates that greater variation in the 
relationships (in respect of relative bargaining power, customer value elenicrits. 
distributors'/retailers' intensity. types of relationships, joint problem solving and 
information exchanges) is observed along the product dimensions than the geographical 
dimensions ofthe market (as shown in Table 6.4 of Chapter Six). 
Considering the above, it can be concluded that in studying the relationships 
bet"een businesses and distributors/retailers, besides custorners" concentration and 
switching costs relative to bUsinesses, ability ot'custorners to integrate back\Nard (Porter. 
1985), concepts of buvers' markets and sellers' markets (Frazier & Kale, 1989) and the 
three factors of uncertainty of the environment, value-added contribution in the 
downstream channel. and replaceability of businesses (Kim & Frazier. 1996). 
consideration should also be given to the product dimensions ofthe market (i. e.. low end. 
medium, and high end segments). Indeed, the finding of the study seems to be consistent 
NN ith the viev, s expressed by Lassar & Kerr ( 1996) that competitive strategies pUrsued by 
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businesses have an influence on their relationships with distributors/retailcrs. In fact, the 
study goes a step further to uncover the underlying issues of competitive strategies (i. e., in 
terms of customer value elements and product dimensions of' the market) and their 
impacts on the businesses' relationships with distributors/retailers, which are not 
explicitly considered by Lassar & Kerr (1996). 
In terms of the management of linkages in the upstream value web, the study 
shows that businesses' relationships with their suppliers also vary according to strategic 
groups. It is also observed that in the businesses' relationships with suppliers (in respect 
of relative bargaining power and customer value elements), greater variation exists along 
the product dimensions than the geographical dimensions of the market (as shown in 
Table 6.5 of Chapter Six). Nonetheless, most businesses (irrespective of their product 
dimensions of the market) seem to forge contractual relationships with many suppliers. 
The above finding, particularly for businesses in the medium segment of the market that 
possess greater bargaining power than suppliers was not expected. Fhis phenomenon 
might be explained in terms of declining raw material supply (as discussed in Chapter 
Two) and the fact that access to raw material is regarded as one of the KFS in the 
furniture business (as discussed in Chapter Four). I lence, in order to ensure regularity of 
raw material supply, contractual relationships instead of reciprocal relationships, are 
forged by the businesses with as many suppliers as possible. It can be concluded that 
under certain conditions (e. g.. raw material shortage), it might be bcneficial for 
businesses to forge contractual relationships with suppliers in order to guarantee supply. 
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Therel'ore. the finding of the study reveals that in studying businesses' 
relationships with suppliers. besides suppliers' concentration and switching costs relativc 
to businesses, ability of suppliers to integrate forward (Porter, 1985). effect of perceived 
power position and interest commonality (Krapfel, Jr. el. a/., 1991), customers' 
importance to supplier. and importance of supplier to customer (Sinclair el cil.. 1996). due 
consideration should also be given to the product dimensions of the market (i. e., low end, 
medium. and high end segments). 
Comparing between businesses-distri butors/retai I ers relationships In the 
cloýýnstrearn value \veb and businesses-suppliers relationships in tile Upstream value web, 
certain diftlerences can be observed. In particular, whilst businesses in the low end 
segment of the market tend to forge contractual rel-itionships "ith many 
distributors/retailers as well as suppliers, businesses in the medium segment of the market 
appear to forge contractual relationships with many suppliers, but reciprocal relationships 
with only a few distributors/retailers. Hence, it can be concluded that businesses do not 
practise a similar pattern of relationships with distributors/retailers and suppliers. 
Recognition of this phenomenon is important. as not many researchers (Williamson, 
1991. Kaý. 1991. are the exceptions) have studied businesses' relationships in both the 
downstrearn value vveb (xvith disti-lbutors/retailers) and upstream value web (xvith 
suppliers). Therefore. it may not be possible to generalise the linclings ofthe businesses' 
relationships in the downstream value web to assess the businesses' relationships in the 
upstream value web, and vice versa. 
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In studying businesses' perceptions of competitors. consideration is given to the 
fact that not many attempts have been made to assess the variation of businesses' 
perceptions of competitors along the geo-product dimensions ofthc market. The finding 
of the study shows that in terms of businesses' view about competition and categories of 
competitors considered, greater variation is observed along the geographical dimensions 
than the product dimensions of the market (as shown in Table 6.6 ol'Uhapter Six). This 
notwithstanding, most businesses (irrespective of their strategic group membership) were 
found to give low attention to competitors (in respect ot' financial allocation and 
personnel commitment) and to have no clear approach for organising competitor analysis. 
Considering the above, no definite pattern can be observed in terms of' the 
perceptions of competitors by the strategic groups. Most businesses appear to have a 
narrov,, categorisation of competitors. Hence, they do not give emphasis, in terms of' 
Imancial allocation and personnel commitment, to competitor analysis. This 
phenomenon is not abnomial. as studies by a IlUmber of ý, Nritcrs2 and observation by tile 
Business Week (October 29.1996a, b) have also shown that competitor analysis remains 
an ignored or neglected managerial task. Oil this basis. it appears that most businesses 
are still at the early stage of competitor awareness and I'ar from able to undertake a two- 
way, competitor analysis (as suggested by Partridge, 1991, Clien. 1996) to face the 
dynamism of competitive rivalry. 
2 Rothschild ( 1979b), Hershey ( 1980), Sammon et al. (1984), Ghoshal & Westncy ( 1991 ), and Lasserre 
(1997). 
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10.1.3. Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
In the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, the study shows that the 
activities considered by the businesses (i. e., defining markets, determining the KFS, 
identifying sources of SCA. formulating competitive strategies, and developing 
positioning themes) vary according to strategic groups. Specifically, tile finding indicates 
that greater variation exists along the product dimensions (i. e.. loxN end, medium, and 
high end segments) than the geographical dimensions of the market (i. e., domestic and 
international markets). This notwithstanding, in respect of markets definition. there 
appear to be no marked differences along tile product dimensions, most businesses take 
an enactment view of the market. The natural market view adopted by certain businesses 
is related to their relatively new involvernent in the business. It is crivisaged that as 
businesses mature. they will move to an enactment market view. Hence, Instead ofthe 
dichotomy between the natural and enactment views of market as discussed bý Brooks 
(1995). the finding shows that market perception could be seen as an-evolving. 
In detemilning the KFS. consideration is given to tile views expressed by a 
number of scholars (Ohniac. 1982; Day & Wensley, 1988, Grant, 199 1 a) that KFS varv 
according to industries. thus giving the impression that it is an industry-wide 
phenomenon. Nonetheless. the finding of the study sho,, vs that even mthin an industry. 
KFS vary according to strategic groups: ability to source ravv materials at loxN price lor 
businesses in the low end segment of the domestic market- abilitý to produce quality 
fUrniture at low volurne for businesses in the medium segment of' the domestic market, 
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ability to mass produce low price furniture for businesses in the lo" end segment ofthe 
international market; and ability to produce quality furniture at high volume flor 
businesses in the medium segment of the international market. This finding is not only 
in support of the opinion that KFS may vary according to transaction complexity and 
technology (De Vasconcellos & Hambrick, 1989) and the stages of' product/market 
evolution (Hofer & Schendel. 1978), but also dernonstrates that even within an industry, 
variation in the KFS can be observed along the geo-product dimensions of the market. 
Nonetheless, access to ravv material supply is considered to be one of the KFS by most 
businesses, irrespective of their strategic group membership. and hence should be 
regarded as an industry-wide KFS, as discussed by Ohniae (1992) and Taylor (1985). 
The study, parallel vvith the vicýks expressed by Daniel ( 1961 ) and LcIdecker & Bruno 
( 1984), indicates that there arc only a tloN KFS that exist in a particular industry. 
In terms of sources of SCA, the study shows that greater variation is observed 
along the product dimensions than the geographical dimensions of the market: businesses 
in the low end segments of the market mainly consider innovation (ainied at cost 
reduction) as their main source ot'SCA, businesses in the medium segment ofthe markets 
regard innovation (airned at product differentlation) and architecture (reciprocal 
relationships with distributors/retailers) as their sources of SCA. Whilst rnaný miters 
(Grant, 1991a, Kay. 1993a; Collis & Montoomery, 1995) seem to give the impression that 
the sources of SCA may vary according to businesses. the study indicates that there is a 
certain degree of similarity arnong businesses within a particular strategic grOLIP. 
Meamkhile. the study shows that despite the weaknesses ofinnovation (Ghemavkat. 1996. 
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Williams. 1992, D'Aveni, 1994). most businesses seem to give greater prominericc to 
innovation than other sources of SCA. including architecture. As regards strategic assets 
(as discussed by Hall, 1992, Kay, 1993a, Mai loor & Van Witteloostuiýjn, 1996), such 
assets were not found to be regarded as a source of SCA by the businesses surveyed. 
In the lorMLIlation of competitive strategies, the finding of the study concerning 
the variation among the strategic groups seems to be in line with Porter's (1985) 
categorisation of generic strategies: businesses in the lo" end segment of' the domestic 
market pursue a cost focus strategy-, businesses in the medium segment of the domestic 
market pursue a differentiation focus strategy. businesses in the lo\, v- end segment of' the 
international market pursue an overall cost strategy, and businesses in tile medium 
segment of the intemational market pursue a diffierentiation strategy. llellccý whilst 
Porter (1985) only introduced the concept of generic competitive strategies. the study 
relates the concept to the geo-product dimensions of the market. Meanvkhile. the study 
goes further and indicates that by plotting a two-dimensional map of competitive 
strategies along the axes of perceived quality and price (as suggested by D'Aveni. 1994). 
a visual representation ofthe relative competitive strategies ol'the businesses can be made 
(p. 220). This visual representation of competitive strategies is important in 
understanding the evolution of businesses in respect of competitive strategies pursued 
over a period of time. and their strategic group membership (as discussed in Chapter 
Three and Chapter Six). Nonetheless, Porter (1996) argues that ý\Iillst improvement in 
operational excellence (in temis of the relative cost positions and levels ot'd i fferentiat ion) 
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is necessary to achieve superior profitability, it is usually not sufficient3. Thus, there is a 
need for Malaysian wooden furniture businesses to consider competing on the basis of 
strategic positioning (i. e., performing different activities from competitors or perl'orming 
similar activities in different ways). as suggested by Porter ( 1996). In this respect, a two- 
dimensional map of perceived value-added and price (as suggested by Kare-SlIver, 1997) 
should be used for plotting the businesses' relatl,., 'e positions in relation to tlicir value- 
based competitive strategies (p. 115). 
In developing the positioning thernes, the study shows that positioning by 
customer value (Doyle, 1994, Porter, 1996, Kare-Silver, 1997) tends to vary along the 
product dimensions of the market: businesses in the low end segment of tile market 
choose positioning themes based on price value, and businesses in the medium segment 
of the market choose positioning themes based on quality value. These positioning 
4 
themes. tend to fall into the variety-based positioning and needs-bascd positioning 
However. the access-based positioning (based on segmenting CLIStomers who are 
accessible in different ways) has not been explicitly considered by the Mala)sian wooden 
furniture businessesý. Consideration of the access-based positioning. particularly in the 
international market. is crucial as most ofthe Malaysian "ooden furniturc businesses do 
not directly market their products to end customers, but rather through 
distributors/retailers. For this purpose. reciprocal relationships betvNeen hLISinesses and 
Porter ( 1996), ()p. cii. 
Porter ( 1996). ol). cit. 
Porter ( 1996) explains that positioning by access (access-based positionino) is less common and less well Zý 
understood than the other tmo bases (variety-based positioning and needs-based posit ion in(, ). 
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distributors/retailers need to be taken advantage of in developing access-based 
positioning themes. 
In linking the activities in the formulation ofcompetitive positioning strategies (as 
shown in Table 7.13) of Chapter Seven). it needs to be emphasised that the activities 
considered by businesses in formulating competitive positioning strategies vary more 
along the product dimensions than the geographical dimensions ofthe market. Whilst the 
above activities Individually have been discussed by a 111.1mber of researchers. the Study 
shows that linking the activities provides a firm loundation for businesses in fol-IllUlatilIg 
competitive positioning strategies. 
In terms of approaches to t1ormulating competitive positioning strategies. 
consideration is given to the approaches considered in defining markets, determining the 
KFS. identifying sources of' SCA, formulating competitive strategies. and developing 
6 
positioning thernes . The finding of the study shows that greater variation is observed 
along the product dimensions than geographical dimensions of the market (as shomi in 
Table 7.14 of Chapter Seven). The study also indicates that the approaches (i. e.. sell- 
centred. custorner-oriented. competitor-centred. and custonicr plus competitor-centred 
approaches) suggested by Day (1990,1997b) and Day & Nedungadi (1994) are not fully 
6, I-he revie" of literature indicates that in defining markets, explicit approaches, niainIN based on a demand- 
side perspective (narrowly termed the custorner-oriented approach) or a supply-side perspective (narrowly 
termed the competitor-centred approach) are discussed bý Abell &I laniniond ( 1979). Abell ( 1980.1993) 
and Day ( 1984). In identifying sources of SCA, explicit approaches based on self-centred, customer- 
oriented, coin pet itor-centred, and market driven (better termed customer plus com pet itor-centred) 
approaches are offered by Day ( 1990-, 1997b) and Day & Nedungadi ( 1994). Mean%N hi le, for the other 
activities in formulating, competitive positioning strategies (i. e.. determining the KI-S. forniulatim-, 
competitive strategies, and developing positioning themes), explicit approaches are not offered. For tile 
sake of comparability. the study applies the approaches considered in identifying Sources of' SCA for other 
activities. 
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adequate to incorporate a number of factors in the external environment. namely 
distributors/retailers, suppliers, government, and ENGOs. In view of' this. an extended 
approach based on pull-factor and push-factor approaches should be consldcrcd as 
diSCLIssed in the following section. 
10.1.4. A Framework for the Formulation of Competitive Positioning Strategies 
As a means of assisting businesses in the strategy I'Ormulation process, a rotating 
wheel fi-amework for the formulation of competitive positioning strategies is proposed. 
Distinctive characteristics of the framework are as tlollows: 
" An integration of concepts from the strategic management (competitive strategies) 
and marketing (positioning strategies) disciplines, 
" An integration of the competitive 11orces perspective and the rcsource-hased view 
perspective "-]thin the field of strategic management; 
"A broadened concept of' environmental analysis (Using pull-factor and PLIS11-factor 
approaches); and 
"A dynarnic analysis of the competitive environment. 
The rotating wheel framework suggests that there are five building blocks or 
activities that should be considered in the formulation of' competitive positioning 
strategies (i. e., defining markets, determining the KFS, ideritifýing sources of' SCA, 
formulating competitive strategies. and developing positioning themes). 
The use of a wheel-like framevvork for the purpose of formulating dynamic 
competitive strategies was also made by Day el al. (1997), as shoxvii in Appendix 10.1. 
Comparing between the proposed rotating wheel and Day ei al. 's (1997) dynamic wheel 
framekwrks. several similarities could be observed: 
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"a wheel-like framework is used as a basis to denote the dynamism of the strategy 
formulation process, particularly between the key chal lenges/act] vi ties and the external 
factors, 
"a recognition of the need for an integrative view on strategy. particularly the 
competitive forces perspective (which Day el al., 1997, refer to as the structure- 
cond LIC t -performance perspective) and the resource-based vie\, \ perspective; 
"a recognition of the fact that the key challenges facing nianagtrs include understanding 
advantages in a changing competitive environment, anticipating competitors' moves, 
and formulating dynamic competitive strategies; and 
"a continuous consideration ofthe external factors. namely customers, competitors, and 
government (which Day et al.. 1997, discuss in terms of public policy) in the strategy 
formulation process. 
This not-withstanding. the rotating wheel framework differs from Dav el al. 's 
(1997) dviiamic wheel framework, in respect of the t1ollowing: 
40 the rotating wheel framework is represented by three wheels (tile middle wheel of' 
activities in the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, tile inner wheel of' 
core interactions between the external factors, and the outer wheel of peripheral 
interactions between these external factors), whilst Day el al. 's ( 1997) framework is 
represented by two wheels (i. e., the outer wheel ofkey management challenges and tile 
inner wheel of interactions among the external factors), 
41 the integrative view on strategy presented by the rotating wheel framework is niade at 
two levels: an integration of concepts from tile strategic management (competitive 
strategy) and marketing disciplines (positioning strategy), and an intcoration of 
different perspectives (i. e.. the competitive torces perspective and the resource-based 
view perspective) within the field of strategic management. The rotating Wheel 
framework further distinguishes these perspectives in terms of' tile order of 
environmental analysis (i. e.. outside-in and inside-out approaches). On the contrary, 
Day el al. 's (1997) frarnework is confined to one level of' integration (i. e., all 
integration of competitive forces perspective and the resource-based view perspcctive) 
and does not discuss the order of environmental analysis-, 
key challenges/activities facing managers in formulating competitive positioning 
strategies are explicitly discussed (i. e.. dclining markets, Identifying Sources Of 
sustainable competitive advantage, and formulating competitive strategies). In 
addition, other activities (i. e., determining the key factors I'm success and de\elopiiig 
positionino themes) are also considered in the strategy I'Ormulation process, and 
a broadened concept of environmental analysis is used in the rotating \AIieel 
framework. Besides customers, competitors and government (as seen in Day el al. 's. 
1997. frarnework), other external factors considered are distributors/retailers. 
cornplernentors, ENGOs and suppliers. These factors are FUrther categorised as pull 
Cactors and push factors, whose importance varies according to activities. 
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Fhe proposed rotating wheel framework is not only in line mth the thinking of 
strategy scholars (Day el al., 1997) on a need for a dynamic framework for strategy 
formulation. but also wider in perspective in terms of the integrative view on strategy 
(which encompass both an integration of perspectives within the field of strategic 
management as well as an integration of concepts frorn the strategic management and 
marketing disciplines). Hence, the proposed rotating wheel framework is of' theoretical 
and practical importance both to businesses and policy makers. For hLIS111CSSeS. the 
Framework offers a systematic. but dynamic approach for the formulation ofcompetitive 
positioning strategies. For policy makers, the rotating wheel framework is important flor 
the purpose of initiating the necessary structural adjustments and I'm- charting (lie future 
strategic directions of their businesses. particularly in diffierent gco-product dimensions of 
the market. relative to key competitors. 
10.1.5. Assessment of Businesses' Performance 
In assessing the performance of businesses, it is observed that the use of 
conventional measurements of performance, individually, Is Inadequate and could be 
misleadin 2. L7 The study shows that the use ofthe added value concept (as dISCLIsscd by 
Davis & Kay, 1990, Kay, 1993a) ofilers not only as alternative, but an important measure 
ot'businesses" perfori-nance. particularly in ternis of their ability to add value. 
The stud), also indicates that the added value contrihUtIOIIS 01' bLISHICSSeS %ary 
according to strategic groups. Although the study is confined to certain sconlents. it I L- 
Johnson & Kaplan ( 1991 ). Partridt, e ( 1991 ), Kay ( 1993a). and Wensley ( 1997). 
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shows that businesses in the medium segment of the international market add more value 
to their inputs than those in the low end segment ofthe international market, who in turn 
add more valLIC than those in the low end segment ofthe domestic rnarkct. Their potential 
to add value to the inputs used depends on the value-adding activities in the Value webs 
(in respect of relationships with distributors/retailers in the downstream value NAeb, 
suppliers in the upstream value web. perceptions of competitors and I'Minulation of' 
competitive positioning strategies). Hence. instead of the concept ofadded value being 
applied merely for assessing businesses' performance (as suggested by Davis & Kay, 
1990. Kay. 1993a). the study demonstrates that It Could be strengthened by combining it 
with value web analysis to identify value-adding and non value-adding activities. 
10.2. Suggestions for Further Research 
The purpose of the study is exploratory rather than theory testing. I lence. the 
scope of the study is limited to the analysis of the practices Undertaken hN selected 
Malaysian NAooden furniture businesses in managing linkages in tlIC VaILIC NAeb and 
formulating competitive positioning strategies. Under such circurristances. the results and Z-- 
conclusions made in the various chapters provide a general pattern of the practices 
undertaken bý the businesses covered in the study. Despite this. the rcsults do providc an 
insight into the practices undertaken by Malaysian "ooden Furniture businesses in 
managing linkages in the downstrearn value web (with disti-ibLitoi-, ý, /, 'i-etýiiiers) and 
upstrearn value web (vvith suppliers). undertaking competitor analysis, and l'ormulating 
competime positioning strategies (i. e.. defining markets. determining the KFS, 
identifying sources of SCA, formulating competitive strategies, and dcýeloping 
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positioning therries). As the findings of' the study are indicative, it is suggested that 
detailed research be undertaken to validate the findings of this exploratory Study. 
In the formulation of competitive positioning strategies, market definitions. the 
KFS, sources of sustainable competitive advantage (SCA), competitive strategies and 
positioning themes, that are crucial to wooden furniture busincsses might not have the 
same effect in other timber businesses, still less so for businesses in other industries. In 
fact, even within the Nvooden furniture businesses, the findings oftlic StUdy indicate that 
the interplay of external factors and elements ofcompetitivc positioning strategies diffcrs 
according to strategic groups. Therefore. it may not be possible to gencrallse the findings 
of the study, as the market dimensions and subsequently the nature of' competition in 
other businesses may differ from those ofthe wooden furniture businesses. In view ofthe 
above, it is recommended that the scope of the study should he broadened to other 
businesses both within the timber indLIStry and in other indLISUICS, to asscss flic 
applicability of the rotating wheel framework for the fOrmulation of' competitive 
positioning strategies in different contexts. In this respect, future researchers may v\ish 
to incorporate additional factors and elements peculiar to a partICLIIar business in the 
Framework and study their implications. I 
Finally, as the study is based oil a cross-sectional analysis, in the future. 
longitudinal analysis could be undertaken to assess the evolution ol'businesses in respect 
of' strategic group membership. management of' linkages in the value web, and 
formulation of competitive positioning strategies. Such a consideration is important. due 
to the dynanlism in the competitive environment. 
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Appendix 1.1 
INTERVIEW GUIDE: WOODEN FURNITURE BUSINESSES 
1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1. Date of the interview: 
June/July//August 1996) 
2. Name and address of firm: 
Tel. No: Fax No: 
3. Name and title of interviewee: 
If. INTRODUCTION 
I. The purpose ofthe stucfý is to analyse the practices undertaken by the Malaýsian furniture businesses to 
market their products, particularly in terms ofthe approaches considered in defining file markets and their 
implications on the subsequent stages in the formulation of'competitive positioning strateoics. zn 
2. For the purpose of the study. separate interviews will be held with the Chairman/Mana-ing Director, 
Purchasing Director/Manager, Marketing Director/Manager, Operation Director/Manaper and Personnel 
Director, Manauer. 
3. If the concepts and terminology used in this interview are not clear, feel free to ask. You may also wish 
to adapt them to )our situation. 
4. If there is no ob 
, 
jection, I would like to record the interview. lf*you do not xvish any specific parts ofthe 
interview to be tape-recorded, please indicate accordin Iy. -9, 
5. The issues discussed in the intervie%A will be suniniarised. Can I corne back and check my note Ný ith ý ou? 
Would you like to have the summarý, and check whether what is being written reflect our discussions or 
other" ise? 
6. The information provided will be used solely for the purpose ofthe study and it will be treated in strictest 
confidentiality. 
7. Thank you for your time and co-operation. 
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Ill. CHAIRMAN/MANAGING DIRECTOR 
1. Ilow do You identiý, the markets for ýour business' products? 
2. Based on the geograph ica I -product dimensions of the market, which ofthe following do you consider to I be your major markets and what percentage of your products are sold in these markets (Please refer to Table 
I )? 




Domestic market Regional/ASEAN 
market 
International market 
Low end segment 
Medium segment 
High end segment 
3. How long have you been invo I ved in the above markets? 
4. What are the factors considered by the business unit when making selling propositions (elements of' 
custorner value emphasised bý the business unitV 
5. Who are your key competitors in the market? 
6. To what extent do you give attention to your key competitors" 
7. How well do ýou know Your keN competitors' products" 
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8. In your opinion, what are the factors considered by your key competitors in making selling propositions 
(customer value elements emphasised bý your key competitors - Please rel'er to Table 2)? 
9. In delivering the above value elements to customers, how would you rate your pertbrinance relative to 
key competitors (Please refer to Table 2)? 
Table 2: Factors considered by the business and key competitors when. makino selling 
propositions. 
Price Technical/ Service Value Reputational' Others 










- better than 
- comparable to 
- worse than 
10. What are the major problems/issues faced by your business unit in the major markets'? 
1 1. What are the major issues/problems with key competitors? 
12. Does your business unit co-operate (collaborate) with key competitors? 
No? 





13. When you collaborate with key competitors. what are the major considerations given to safeguard your 
interest? 
14. How aware is your business unit of keý competitors' operations, right from raw material procurement to 




15. In your opinion, how aware are your key competitors of the business' oper, itions, fi-om raw material 




16. Does your business has strategic information (intelligence) system in placed to keep track ot'vour key 
competitors and their offering, and why? 
17. In your vie". will there be ne\N entrants into the major markets that could pose serious threats to your 
business, and whý? 
18. Will you consider re-locating your operations in the major markets, and why? 
19. What is the revenue and the following cost components of your flurniture business unit I'Or the period 
1991- 1995" 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
Revenue 





1. Do you think your current markets need to be re-defined? 
Yes? 
_____ _Why? No? Why? 
2. What have you done so far to expand your markets? 
3. What are the difficulties encountered in expanding your markets? 
4. Will you consider to expand your markets in the future and what are the I'actors to be taken into account 
in expanding your markets? 
5. Why it is important to define the market for the business? 
Key Factors for Success (KFS) 
1. What do ýou consider to be the factors that differentiate between winners and losers (KFS) in the 
markets? 
2. How do , ou ldentifý the above KFS? 
3. What are the activities that need to be emphasised by the business to meel tile above 
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4. Do you think the above KFS will likely to change in the future, and why? 
5. In your opinion, "ill the KFS depend upon the definition of the market and why'? 
6. Why do you think it is important to identify the KFS? 
Sustainable Competitive Advantage (SCA) 
1. What do ýou consider to be the business' strengths and weaknesses? In your opinion, what are ý, our key 
competitors I strengths and weaknesses? 
Sirengths Ifeaknesses 




2. What do you consider to be the sources of your business' sustainabie competitive advantage? 
How do you identify the skills/capabilities and resources/assets that contribute to your business' 
competitive advantage? 
4. Ofthe set of relevant skills capabilities and resources /assets identified, how do You Select those that need 
to be developed and strengthened" 
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5. How do you go about developing, enhancing and protecting your business' ý, kills/capabilities and 
resources, 'assets to ensu. e their sustainability? 
6. What do you consider to be the probable sources of your business' sustainable competitive advantage in 
the future' 
7. To what extent do you know the sources of sustainable competitive advantage ol'your key compctitors? 
8. How aware do you think your key competitors are of the sources ofyour business' sustainable 
competitive advantage? 
9. Will it be possible to neutralise or render obsolete the formidable skills/capabilities and resources/assets 
of your key competitors" 
Possible? 








1. In the Figure I below, which position best describe your business' competitive strate"ies? I 
Figure 1. Competitive strategies of the business. 




2. How do ýou determine the above competitive strategies? 
3. What do you consider to be the major requirements (value drivers - cost drivers or differentiation drivers) 
that need to be considered to pursue the above competitive strateoles? 
4. What are the major risks associated with the competitive strategies chosen' 
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LoNk II i" h 
Perceived Qualit) 
5. How do you go about to strengthen or maintain the competitive strategies pursued'? 
6. Do you think the above competitive strategies will still be appropriate in the future and why" 
7. Using Figure 2 below, would you be able to describe the competitive strategies pursued by your key 
competitors and what are your likely responses? 
8. In your opinion, how aware are your key competitors of the competitive strategies pursued by Your 
business and what are their likely responses (Please refer to Figure 2)? 




9. Why it is important to fonnulate the competitive strategies lor your business" 
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LoNN II i"ll Perceived Quality 
Positioning Themes 
1. What are the positioning themes chosen by your business unit? 
2. How do you determine the above positioning themes? 
3. What are the major risks associated with the above positioning themes., 
4. How, would you do to ensure the sustainability of the positioning themes chosen" 
5. Do ýOLI think the above positioning themes will still be applicable in the future, and why? 
6. To what extent do you know the positioning thernes pursued by your key competitors and what are your 
responses (Please refer to Table 3)? 
7. In your opinion. hový aware are your keý competitors of the positioning thenies pursued by your business 
and what are their responses (Please refier to Table 3)? 
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Table 3. Positioning strategies of the business and key competitors. 
Competitorl Cornpetitor2 Cornpetitor3 Own Responses Responses 
business unit by the by key 















8. Why it is important to develop positioning themes for the business? 
Government and Eco-Labelling 
1. What are the existing government policies that you consider to be ot'significant importance in enhancing ltý Zý 
your business' competitive advantage in the markets'? 
2. What are the policies that constrained the competitiveness of your business in the markets? 
3. Does your business participate in the promotional missions or-anised by the government (e.,, - 
Ministry 





4. How satisfied are you with the existing promotional missions organised by the government and why? 
5. What are your suggestions to improve the existing policies and measures undertaken by the gowninicni 
to ensure the competitiveness of your business in the markets? 
6. What do you consider to be the impact of eco- label I ing/cert i fication of tropical timber products on the 
competitiveness of your products in the markets? 
IV. PERSONNEL DIRECTOR/MANAGER 
1. What is the total number of employees for the furniture business unit and how is the or-anisation 
structured? 
2. What is your average training budget, time allocated for training annually and main training areas'. ' 
Training budget: RM /employee/year. 
Training time: hours ýemployee/year. 
Main areas of training: 





4. What are the technical capabilities needed by your business unit but are not readily available" 
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5. How satisfied are you with the training programmes offered by government agencies (e. g.. Malaysian 
Timber lndustrý Board) in up-grading the managerial and marketing skills ol'your stall'and why'. ' 
6. What are your suggestions for the improvement of rnarketing-related training conducted by government 
agencies? 
7. What are the major personnel/training issues faced by the business unit" 
V. PURCHASING DIRECTOR/MANAGER 
1. Who are )our keN suppliers, their locations and range ofraw materials supplied? 









3. What percentage is the transportation cost relative to the total ra" material purchases? 
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4. When your business unit places orders for raw materials, what are the specifications provided to key 
suppliers'? 
5. What are the major problems/issues faced with your key suppliers? 
6. Does your business unit co-operate (collaborate) with key suppliers? 
Yes? Which are the areas of collaboration? 
No? Why? 
7. When you collaborate with key suppliers, what are the major considerations given to saleguard your 
interest' 
8. Do You consider youv relationships with key suppliers a florm of'contractual or reciprocity relationships 
and how would you describe the nature ot'relationships'? 
Contractual? 
Reciprocity? 
9. What are the efforts undertaken to improve your relationships with key suppliers'! 
10. In your opinion, hoNv well do the key suppliers know the factors considered by your business unit when 
making purchasing decisions (customer value emphasised by your business unit)? 
11. How aware are you of key suppliers' operations, right from raw material sourcinI4 to production to 
marketing and services (value chains)? 
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12. How aware are your key suppliers ofthe business' operations, right from raw material procurement to 
production and to marketing and sales (value chain)" 
13. Do you regard your key suppliers as a major source for providing reliable infOrmation about your key 
competitors and to what extent this has been practised by your company? 
VI. PRODUCTION DIRECTOR/MANAGER 
I. Please indicate the products (furniture and other timber products) manufactured by Nour company 
according to the following Malaysian Industrial Classifications (M IC): 
MIC 33111 Sawn wood. 
MIC 33 112 Panel products (plywood, veneer, particleboard and blockboard). 
MIC 33) 113) 
MIC3 33 114) 
MIC 33119) Mouldings and joineries. 
MIC 33120) 
MIC 33 190) 
M IC 33200 Furniture. 
MIC 34110 Pulp and paper products. 
2. How would you describe the level of technological applications by your business in the production of' 
furniture compared to key competitors? 
3. What is your budgetary all ocati on for research and deve I opment (R&, D) activities a nd main areas of R&, D 
activities'? 
R&D budget: RM year. 
R&D expencliture as share of sales: % 
Main areas of R&D activities: 
4. How much interaction is there between the business, universities (e. g., UPM) and public research 
institutions (e. g.. Forest Research Institute of Malaysia)" 
3-2 0 
VII. MARKETINC DiRECTOR/MANAGER 
1. Do You market your business' products direct to customers or through distrihutors/retailers'. ) 
Direct to customers? Whyl 
Through distributors/retailers? 
2. Who are your key distributors and customers, their locations and range ofproducts Ourniture and other 
products) distributed and purchased respectively'? 







). What is the percentage of the business' products that is purchased by key distributors and customers 3 







4. What percentage is the transportation cost compared to the total cost ofthe product distributcd and sold 
respectively? 





6. What are the major issues/problems faced with key distributors and customers? 
Distributors' 
CLIstomers? 
7. Does your business unit forge collaborations with key distributors and CLIS(OMCI-S? 




-- --- --- -- 
Why. ) 
8. When you co-operate with key distributors and custorners, what are your maJor consideration to 
safeguard your interest? 
9. Do you regard your relationships with key distributors and customers a lorm ofcontractual or reciprocity 







10. What efforts have been taken to improve your relationships with key distributors an(] customers? 
1 1.1 low aware are you of the factors considered by your key distributors and customer when makino 
purchasing decisions (elements ofcustomer value required by your key distributors and CUSIOnIff")? 
Distributors? 
Customers') 
12. In your view, how well your key distributors and customers know the 1', Ictors considered bý the business 




1 3). How well do you know your keý distributors' and customers' operations. right from product purchasing 
to usage and to re-cycling (value chains)? 
Distributors? 
Customers? 
14. In your opinion, how aware are your key distributors and customers of (lie business' operations, right 
from raw material sourcing to operations and to marketing and services (value chain)'? 
Distributors" 
Customers? 
15. Do you consider your key distributors and customers as major sources lor providing reliable intormalion 





List of Malaysian Wooden Furniture Businesses Surveyed 
Wooden Furniture Businesses Location Types of Furniture Produced 
Stage I 
1. Business D Malacca School furniture and craftsmen 
furniture 
2. Business F' Negeri Sembilan Occasional tables 
3. Business F Selangor Wood 1`61(ling screen/partition 
and panellim, 
4. Business M Selangor Work benches 
5. Business N Selanoor Dining-room furniture, buftet and 
hutch, occasional tables, bedroorn 
furniture, customised furniture 
and uphols ered furniture 
Stage 11 
1. Business A Terengganu Upholstered furniture 
2. Business C Pahang Bedroom furniture and living- 
room furniture 
3. Business G Pahang Dininu-roorn furniture 
4. Business L Pahang Office furniture (cabinet-.,, work 
stations and tables) 
5. Business 0 'rerengganu Diuinlý furniture i1nd OCCaSiOnal 
furniture 
6. Business R Pahang Dining-room chairs and rocking 
chairs 
Stage III 
1. Business B Johore School and kinder, ', arten lurniture 
and occasional tables 
2. Business H Johore Dining-1-00111 furniture and 
occasional tables 
3. Business 11 Johore Japanese tables 
Stage IV 
1. Business I Johore Dining-1-00111 furniture 
2. Business J Johore Dining-room furniture and 
occasional furniture 
3. Business K Johore Dining-room furniture and 
occasional fund(urc 




List of Distributors/Retailers of the Wooden Furniture Businesses Surveyed 
Distributors/Retailers of Location Typ, -s of Furniture Distributed 
Wooden Furniture Businesses 
1. Fareast Timber Industries Scln. Terengganu Upholstered furniture, dining- 
Bhd. room furniture, bedroom 
t'urniturc, buffet and hutch an(] 
occasional Furniture 
2. Vista Raya Scln. Bhd. Kuala Lumpur Dining-room furniture, rockim, 
chairs. upholstered furniture, 
buffet and hutch and occasional 
Furniture 
3. Guthrie Furniture Scln. l3hd. Kuala 1. umpur School furniture, -ardcri furniturc I 
and occasional Furniture 
4. The Bombay Company, Inc. Kuala Lumpur Dining-rooin furniture and 
occasional furniture 
5. Italcomm (M) Scln. Bhd. / Kuala Lumpur Upholstered l'urniture, dinin- 
Abita Italia room furniture, bedroom 
furniture, 0111CC furniture and 
occasional furniture (imported 
Ita wri I'Lu-niture). 
6. Guthrie Timber Products LAd. Liverpool, United Kingdom Occasional furniture 
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Appendix 1.4 
List of Suppliers of the Wooden Furniture Businesses Surveyed 
Suppliers of Raw Materials Location Tvpes of Raw Materials 
1. Golden Hope Fibreboard Sdn. 
Bhd. 
Negeri Sembilan Medium density fibreboard 
(mDF) 
2. Pahanco Corporation Bhd. Pahang Particleboard 
3. Shing Leong, Sdn. Bhd. Pahang Furniture components (table tops) 
4. Kilang Papan Chong Wah/ 
Frarneline Scln. Bhd. 
Johore Furniture components 
5. Takeuchi MDF Sdn. Bhd. johore MDF 
6. IKTA ScIn. Blid. Kuala Lumpur Veneer, plywood, panel products, 
)articleboard an(] MDF 
7. Woodblock Sdn. Bhd. Kelantan Sawn timber 
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Appendix 2.1 
A Summary of the Findings and Recommendations of the Study on Wood-based 
Products and Furniture Sector by MIER & DRI/McGraw-l-lill (1996c) 
A study was undertaken by MIER & DRI/McGravý-l HII (1996c) on the wood- 
based products and furniture sector. as part ofthe preparation I'Or the Second Industrial 
Master Plan. The study, inter alia, reveals that: 
While the global dernand for wood products is growing at a modcst rate. Malaysia is 
well positioned in much faster growing markets, such as ASEAN, llong Kong, 
Taiwan, Korea and China, and large markets such as Japan, 
N, Ialaysia*s spectacular entry into (indeed performance in) the global furniturc market 
and strong foothold position in fast growing markets could be leveraged to provide 
markets for fUMitUre with more indigenous design and marketing content. 
Generally strong buyer-supplier linkages do not exist in the "ood-based product and 
I, urniture sector. both in the domestic and international markets, and 
Product differentiation based on quality. unique design or product technical 
perflormance is lacking. 
Considering the above. MIER and DRI/McGraw-flill (1996c) recommend that six 
key strategic directions be considered for the development of' the wood-based products 
and furniture sector: 
" Positioning for key markets (including understanding specific needs ofkcý markets in 
Asia, North America and Europe. facilitating direct contact bet"cen domestic 
producers and consuming sectors and promoting Malaysia as a producer of *'green 
products"), 
" Product differentiation (including shifting to '*knowledge intensive- wood products. 
increase use of' indigenous design content and market research and adopting Ilexible 
production technologies), 
" Tailored cluster development (increase use ofcornputer-aided design/C0111PLIter-aided- 
manufacturing - CAD/CAM technologies, especially in furniture), 
" Strengthening capacltý of key suppliers (no ne%k strategy was proposed), 
" Improving econornic foundations (including t'OCLlSllIg on downstream research. 
increasing the linkages to the domestic construction sector, improving testing and 
standard in design and safety features of furniture and improving the availability of' 
containers for furniture transportation), and 
" Strengthening ties to ASFAN partners (including relocation to areas with loxkcl. I, actor 




Situation of Wooden Furniture Businesses in Competing Countries 
Indonesian wooden furniture businesses have benefited from downstream value- 
added production policies supported by the government (Barbler, 1994; Ginning. 1996, 
MIER & DRI/McGraw-Hill. 1996c). According to MIER & I)RI/McGra\, \, -l fill (I 996c), 
in 1980 an outright ban oil log export was implemented, t'ollo\Ncd by prohibition oil tile 
export of sawn timber worth less than US$200 per cu. metre in 19881. On tile top of' tile 
above policies. MIER & DRI/McGra\, v-HilI (1996c) also mention diat tile success of' 
Indonesian businesses can be attributed to domestic design 1eatures that have a good 
reputation in the global market. low cost of production and access to supplies. 
Notwithstanding the above. Ginning (1996) argues that although there is an 
abundant supply of inexpensive labour. skill levels are not yet developed. Ginning ( 1996) 
also explains that there is an intermittent supply of wood raw materials. It vws also 
reported in the Ashin Furnilure (March. 1995) that although Indonesia is reputed to be 
rich in timber resources. furniture businesses have difficulty in obtaining raw materials. 
In terms of exports, the main markets for Indonesian wooden I'Lirniturc are East 
Asia, Western Europe. and the USA. Nonetheless, Ginning (1996) argues that in 
supplying to the East Asian market, product is limited to less prolitable items (low end 
products). MeanwHie-Tvitin Furniture (March 5,1995) highlights high costs involved in 
participating in international furniture exhibitions. 
The success of Thailand's wooden furniture businesses can be attributed to the 
availability of1mv costs labour (Berita Htirian, January 2,1996) and their capabilities in 
design, quality and craftsmanship of furniture exported (Avitin h'urnimrc, September 
1995a), mainly made offeak and Rubberwood (known locally as Parawood). I he Thal 
Furniture Industries Association is undertaking activities to assist its members in terms of' 
organising technical training. and arranging visits to international furniture exhibitions to 
broaden members' network of contacts and potential customers and investors. 
In terms of exports. wooden furniture businesses in Thailand lia\e shown 
remarkable growh from US$ 153 million (40 percent of all furniture exports) in 1992 to 
US$408.0 million (70 percent) in 1994. Throughout the period. Japan has remained as 
the leading customer for Thailand's wooden furniture. f'ollov\ed by the I JSA and Furope 
(Ginning, 1996). Besides the export markets. the Thai Furniture Industries Association 
contends that furniture businesses will soon have to meet local customer requirements. 
' According to Barbier (1994), in 1978, the ad valorem export tax on loggs was doubled f rom 10 to 20 
percent, whilst most sawn timber and all pkwood were exempted. Beginning 1980 controls on the c\port 
of loos were proyressi, /el\ enforced, until an outright ban was introduced in 1985 (instead of' 1980 as 
claimed by MIF, R & DRI McCjraýN-Hill. 1996c). As for sawn timber, specific export taxes. ran-ing from 
US$250-2,400 per cubic metre, were introduced in 1980. 
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Despite the above, Thailand is t, acing the problem of wood raw material supply. 
As Thailand has lost 75 percent of its tbrest cover since record was first kept (helr 
Euslern Economic Revieiv, March '), 1994). logging is banned since 1989 (]he 
Economisf, February 22.1997 )2. Currently, logs are imported firom a number ofcountries. 
narnely Cambodia3, Myanniar and Laos, whilst logs of I'ast growing species. Such as 
FucalyptUs. are also used (. Ivian Purninv-e, September 1995b). Thai furniture businesses 
have also imported sawn timber from Malaysia (Berila Ihirian, January 2,1996). 
According to Ginning (1996). Taiwan was arriongst the first Countries in Asia to 
have a developed furniture component industry, initially as a \vastc recovery and 
utilisation process associated \vIth its ma j or ply\vood industry in the early 1970s. 
Takvan's exports of furniture (including wooden furniture) Increased frorn IJS$556 
million in 1982 to US$1,707 million in 1987 4, making it the leading exporter of' furniture 
amongst the Asian countries (i. e., South Korea, Japan, Thailand, Malaysia, and 
Indonesia). The main export markets 11or Taiwanese furniture \vere the I ISA. Japan. and 
the FU. 
I lowever, beginning 1988. exports of furniture from Taiwan shrank by about 6 
percent due to a number of Cactors, narnely increasing cost of' ra\N materials and labOLir, 
restriction on the export of' raw materials imposed by the government of' exporting 
countries (for example. Indonesia and Malaysia), strengthening of Takvanese currency 
during the period which affected the competitiveness ofTaiwan"s production. particularly 
on lovv-price items, and emergence of new competitive production in the neighbouring 
Asian countries (Ginning, 1996). 
Not\, \itlistanding the above, continued transfer of low and inediurn cost furniture 
items to countries. such as Malaysia. Indonesia. and more recent],,, China. has cnab1cd 
Taiwan to maintain its key role in furniture exports. This is due to the abilltv of' 
Tan. vanese businesses produce superior quality products to meet increasing demand for 
high quail itý and design from increasingly discerning middle class customers (Oinning, 
1996). Moreover, Taiwanese businesses were able to Secure the supply of' lo\N cost 
components, often from 'Fai\Nanese businesses' own offshorc_subsidlaries as a 111cans of' 
constramino costs (Asiun Fw-nilure, December 1994a):. Meanwhile, MILIZ & Z-- 
DRI/McGraý\-l 1111 (1996c) attributed the success of countries without local supply of' 
2 Although log, -, in has been banned in Thailand since 1989, 
it is reported that forests are still being felled 
by powerful commercial interests with the help of influential local 11111.1res (FW- Eastern Economic Review, 
March 3,1994). 
Log exports, in theorN, have been banned from Cambodia, since April 1995.1 ImNever, 18 Flial companies 
were given special permission to Import more than I million cu. metres of' logs from Cambodia. (Ac 
Economist, Februarý 22,1997). 
1 In 1982, wooden furniture constituted 70.0 percent of exports, metal furniture 16.4 percent, and other 
furniture 13.6 percent. lloAever, in 1987, the composition of wooden furniture dropped to about 55.0 
percent, whilst metal furniture almost doubled to 30.5 percent. and other furniture sli,, I)tl\ increased to 
about 14.5 percent. 
I According to Asian Furtfillit-e (December 1994a), sorne ofthe these offshore plants Oor example. Win 
Leader Enterprise Inc., which has a branch in Malaysia) process serni-linished PI-OLILICtS aIId Send them back 
to Taiwan Im Further processing. 
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wood materials (including Taiwan) to their innovative capability in optinlising tile 
amount of value-added products wood can offer 6. At the same time, a number of' 
Taiwanese furniture businesses have moved to Indonesia, Malaysia, Viettlain, the 
Philippines, and even mainland China, where lower labour costs and natural materials are 
available (Asian Furninire. December 1994a). 
Most of the wooden furniture businesses in . 1apan are small and run as I'amily 
businesses. Japanese wooden furniture businesses have historically concentrated in 
certain districts including Kyushu, Hiroshima, Nagoya, and Hokkaido (West & Hansen, 
1996). The production of wooden furniture in Japan aniounted to 2 trillion yell 0 ISV 7.3 
billion) in 1993. 
Japan's small wooden furniture businesses that rely on craftsman to produce 
specialty furniture do not appear to face labour shortage. Nonetheless. large businesses 
are facing the problem of labour shortage and high labour costs. To overcome tile 
problem. some businesses are automating their plants, whilst others are sourcing parts and 
serni-finished products from overseas, particularly in the ASFAN region. Imports of' 
furniture parts increased by about 70 percent during the period 1991-1996. A number of 
businesses have also moved their operations overseas. 
Japan's imports of wooden furniture Increased from 65.0 billion Yen in 1999 to 
117.2 billion yen in 1995 (West & Hansen, 1996), mainly from Thailand, 1'ollowcd by 
Taiwan, China, Indonesia, Italy and Malaysia. In 1989, Taiwan was the leading exporter 
of' wooden furniture to Japan (26 percent of the Japanese total imports). I IoN\cýcr, ill 
1995. Thailand has displaced Taiwan as the leading exporter ofwooden furniture to Japan 
(25 percent of the Japanese total imports). Thailand began her expansion into the 
Japanese market by becoming the leading wooden component SUppliCl' tO Jap, 111. Often 
partncring with Japanese businesses. Although rnaýjor imports of wooden furniture \ýcre 
from the Asian countries, the products were ofthe low end category. Meanwhile. imports 
of high end furniture have traditionally been from Furope and the USA. According to 
West & Hansen (1996), these products were marketed in the Lipper high end segment. 
thus, the sales volume is low. 
The production ofwooden furniture in the USA amounted to I JS$10.6 billion if) 
1995 (West & Hansen, 1996). Wooden furniture businesses in the USA have achicved all 
advantage by installing highly productive lines and maintaining a price advantage in the 
low end segment. Meanwhile. certain businesses are trying to move away I'l-oill the lo" 
end to the mcdium segment of market by using veneers, solid \wod trim and moulding ill 
their products (West & Hansen, 1996). 
6 MIER & I)Rl, 'Mc(; ra,. k, -H ill (1996c) use the term -have" countries and "have not" countries a" a nicans of 
classiýying countries that have wood-based products sectors. The -hav, - countries (e. o., MalaNsia, 
Indonesia, the USA. Canada, Scandinavia, Australia, and Chile) are those counties that lime deNclopcd 
wood-based sectors by using rnain1v local sources of raw material Supply. Meanwhile, the --have not" 
countries (e. g., Taiwan, South Korea and Japan) are those countries that have developed strono wood-based 
sectors in the absence of local sources ofraw material supply. 
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Furniture designers in the USA continue to set trends for furniture produced by 
businesses from other countries as the world largest furniture wholesale inarket is located 
in High Point, North Carolina (West & Hansen, 1996). rwo furniture exhibitions (i. e.. 
*'Spring Market" and "Fall Market" exhibitions) are held annuallN at I ligh Point. where 
the rnaýjority of furniture merchandise is introduced for the first time. I lence the furniture 
design cycle in the USA revolves around the timing of' these furniture shoNAs (West, 
1995). 
Currently, the USA is a net importer of wooden furniture. Imports of' wooden 
furniture increased from US$4.0 billion in 1994 to US$4.4 billion in 1995. Wooden 
furniture is mainly imported from Canada, Italy, Taiwan, China, Malaysia, Mexico, 
Indonesia. and Thailand. 
In 1992, production offurniture in the European Union (Et) amounted to 62.2 
I., CU7 3 billion (compared to -)0.2 
billion ECU in the I ISA, and 19.9 billion VC1 I ill Japan) 
(Kinitsaris. 1995a). In 1993. production of furniture stood at 603 billon FCU. The 
major furniture producing countries in the Ell are Germany (19.8 billion FCU or 13 
percent of EU production in 19933), Italy (13.1 billion FCU or 22 percent). France (8.1 
billion FCU or 14 percent), and the United Kingdom (7.5 billion FCt I or II percent). 
According to Kinitsaris (1995a), furniture businesses in the IJ I are relatively 
specialised. vvhereby most of thern exclusively produce a particular tN-pe offurniturc. such 
as living-room furniture, bedroom furniture, dining-room furniture and kitchen furniture. 
'There arc long term relationships and frequent contacts between furniture businesses and 
retailers, particularly during international furniture fairs. 




Demand Situation of Wooden Furniture in Major Importing Countries 
Total consumption of furniture in the USA was about I JS$l 3.3) billion in 1994, of' 
which about IJS$4.1 billion was imported frorn more than 100 Countries (West. 1995). 
Wooden furniture was mainly imported from Canada, Italy, Taiwan, China, Malaysia, 
Mexico. Indonesia, andThailand. 
Exports of Malaysian wooden furniture to the USA increased From US$29.1 
million (I percent of the US imports) in 1989 to US$332.4 million (7 percent ofthe I IS 
imports) in 1995. In terms of ranking, Malaysia's position as an exporter of' wooden 
furniture to the USA improved from the 10"' position to the 5"' position during (lie sanle 
period (West & Hansen, 1996). 
In terms of the product dimensions of the market. the medium segment accounted 
for about 70 percent of sales, followed by low end (17 percent) and high end ( 13 percent) 
segments (ITTO/ITC. 1990). According to West &I lansen ( 1996). furniture demand in 
the USA has changed whereby there is an increasing requirement I'Or large bedroom sizes. 
children's bedroom furniture, casual dining furniture. and "home off-ice- Furniturc. 
Although customer value elements may vary according to dift'crent product dimensions of' 
the market. customers base their buying decisions on factors such as price, stN Ics. and 
colour (West & Hansen, 1996). Meanwhile, solid wood and well-designed furniture are 
also perceived by customers to be good value. 
Production of furniture and distribution of furniture are considered as two 
diff'crent businesses. Although a number of manufacturers may sell their products 
directly to customers or have their own distribution nctxvorks, the nia , lority ol'thein rcly on independent distributors/retailers (Kirritsaris, 1995a). Major distributors/rciallers of' 
wooden furniture in the USA include Wal-Mart, J. C. Penný, and Sears. Roebuck and 
Company. Wal-Mart, a discount chain with about 2,500 stores in man), countries 
including Singapore. and Mexico. is the world's top retailer. Wal-Mart' sales in 1993) 
amounted to US$68 billion (The Economist, March 4.1995) and is expected to reach 
US$115 billion in 1997 (Business Week, January 13.1997). M\mm. N-hile, . 1. C. Penny is 
considered to be the largest general catalogue retailer" vvith a total sales of IJS$19.6 
billion in 1993 (The Economist, March 4,1995). Sears, Roebuck and Company, is a 
departmental store with a total sales ofUS$ 29.6 billion in 1993) (The Ectmonfisl, March 
4,1995). 
9 According to West &, I lansen ( 1996), the major style categories of Furniture include American countr\ 
18"'. Centurý. European countrN. and Contemporary. 
1) Accordino to The Econolnivi (October 12,1996), 59 percent of' adult Americans alread,, ordcr from 
catalogue retailers. and three quarter of thern spend more than USS 100 a year. Clothing remains ilic most 
popular itern sold through catalogues, followed by home furnishing (includino furniture) 
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In Japan. the imports of wooden furniture increased From 65.0 billion yen in 1989 
to 117.2 billion yen in 1995 (West & Hansen, 1996). Wooden furniture was mainly 
imported from Thailand. Tai\van, China, Indonesia, Italy, and Malaysia. 
Exports of Malaysian wooden furniture to Japan has increased fi-oin 0.6 billion 
yen (I percent of the Japanese imports) in 1989 to 10.4 billion yen (S percent of' tile 
Japanese imports) in 1995. In terms of ranking. the Malaysian position improved froni 
the I 01h position in 1989 to the 6"' position in 1995. 
As for the product dimensions of the market, ( 1990) reported that the 
bulk of the market for furniture in Japan is the low end segment (which the 
terms as mass market). Nonetheless. imports froin Furope and the I JSA arc Ior the high 
end and medium segments of the market, whilst imports from other countries arc mainly 
1'or the low end segment. In Japan, there is an increasing demand flor wall storage 
furniture that makes better use of interior space (West &I lanscn. 1996). According to 
Nakao (1995). traditional Japanese rooms are floored with latarni inats. Miereby low 
tables are used. However, there are now rooms without tataini mats. "-here living-rooin 
furniture and dining-room furniture are used. Nakao ( 1995) further mentions that the 
main factors considered bý customers in their purchasing decisions arc price. quality, and 
delivery. Ofthese three I'actors. quality is the most important a,, Japanese customers are 
quality conscious. 
In Japan, the major retailers of wooden furniture Include Ito-Yokado, Dalel Inc., 
Seiyu, Uny, and Yaohan (The Economist, January 25,1997)''). Ito-Yokado controls the 
biggest chain of convenient stores in Japan with 15 percent of 12 trillion yen (I 1S$I 04 
billion) annual retail market. Meanwhile, Daiei's diversified retail outlet has 13 percent 
ofthe market, SeiýU'S Inc. 8 percent. and Uny's chain about 4 percent Mit, 
March 4.1995 & January 25,1997). It was reported that Daiei Inc., Would buy 16 retail 
outlets of Yaohan in Japan. to be run by its subsidiary, Seiyu Inc. (The Slai% February 18. 
1997). 
Meanwhile. the ELI's imports of wooden furniture amounted to 12.4 billion FCI I 
in 1993 (Kimtsaris. 1995a). The largest wooden furniture importing country \vithin the 
F. LJ was Germany (40 percent of the ELJ imports), 11ollowed by France (18 percent). the 
Netherlands ( 12 percent), and the t Inited Kingdom ( 10 percent). About 68.5 percent of' 
total imports (9.5 billion ECI J) were intra-FU imports, whilst the rcinainino 11.5 percent 
(33.9 billion ECU) "ere extra-ELJ imports. Of the extra-I'l I imports, about half come 
from six countries: Poland. Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Romania, and the I ýSA. 
The FJJ imports of A-ooden furniture from ten Asian countries (comprising five 
ASEAN countries and five non-ASFAN countries)' I amounted to 75's million FC11 in 
10 According to The Ectmomiv (March 4,1995), the total sales ot'llo-Yokado and Daiei Inc., in 199, ý%ere 
IJS$26.0 billion and US$22.6 billion, respectively. 
The five ASEAN countries are Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, MaIaNsia and Singapore, whilst tile 
live non-ASEAN countries are Japan. South Korea. China, Taiwan, and I lono Kong. 
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199-3. Of this. about 195 million ECU (26 percent of imports from ten Asian countries) 
were from Indonesia, 192 million ECU (25 percent) from Talwan. 121.1 million F'CI J (16 
percent) from China, 89 million ECU (12 percent) from Thailand, 51 million I'CU (7 
percent) from the Philippines. and 44 million ECT (6 percent) from Malaysia. 
Considering the above. Malaysia does not seem to be in the top ten exporters ofwoodcn 
furniture to the FU. 
Within the EU, the main markets for Malaysian wooden l'urniture are the I Inited 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Germany. In terms of' the product dimensions of' the 
market, the ITTOATC (1990) reported that in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, 
the bulk of market for wooden furniture is in the broad medium segment category (50-60 
percent). Meam. 0ile, in the Federal Republic ol'Germany. the bulk ofinarket for wooden 
furniture is the high end segment (65 percent), t'()Ilo%Ned bv the medium sq,, nient (16 
percent) and the low end segment ( 19 percent). 
According to Claxton (1996) customers in the Unitcd Kingdom consider quality 
and design as the main factors to be considered in buying wooden I'Llriliture. In Ocrinany. 
the rnam factors considered by customers in purchasing furniture are Ljualitý, design and 
appearance, and reasonable price (Fink, 1996). Meanwhile, Claxton (1996) observes that 
wooden furniture is becoming more fashion-oriented, and styles and finishes arc being 
standardised across the whole ofthe Furopean market. 
In the FU. there are different types of' distribUtors/retailcrs for furniture: buying 
groups. independent retailers, furniture hypermarkets, mail ordcr companies, direct 
distributors, and department stores (Kinitsaris, 1995a). Nonetheless. retailing businesses 
may vary according to countries within the ELJ. 
In the United Kingdom. furniture retailers could be categonsed according to Out- 
of-to, An furniture chains (MFI. Magnet. IKEA, and Courts Mammoth). high street 
furniture specialists (Allied Mapples, Cantors. and Habitat), do-it-yourself (DIY) stores 
(13&Q. Texas Hornecare, and Sainsbury Homebasc), department stores (I. cýýis), mail 
order companies. and mixed retailers (Argos). According to it Keý Note Report (. 1992). 
high street furniture specialists accounted for about 55 percent ofretai I sales, 110 1 I(w ed by 
out-olltoxNn furniture chains (20 percent), DlY stores (I I percent). department stores ( 10 
percent), mail order companies (2 percent) and mixed retailers (2 percent). NlcanýOillc. 
it was reported that the pattern of retailing business has changed, xNhereb\ inaný retailers 
have abandoned city and tokvn centres for OUt-Of-tOW11 Shopping 'cities' (Key Note 
Report, 1992, liawk-sley, 1995). According to f lawksley ( 1995) a cle\ clopment director 
ofa major retailing group mentions that: 
"I think it's difficult to see bulk -oods such as DlY and readv-to-assemble furnishim, heino 
sold in town again. Customers want to be able to load heavv ob , 
jects straiglit Into their car: it's 
hard to see ho%N that sort ofshop could return to the hi,, h street except %%ith a good delivcrý 
service". (p. 34) 
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Among the out-of-town furniture chains, MFI with 170 furniture centres is the 
largest furniture retailer in the United Kingdom. MFI accounts tor about 13 percent of' 
the retail market in 1992. Meanwhile. ]KEA, a Swedish-owned international furniture 
chain is making outstanding progress with turnover of f92 million in 1991 (Key Note 
Report. 1992). According to Kimtsaris (1995a), there are about 14,000 selling points (Ior 
furniture in the United Kingdom. In Germany, the main buying and distribution 
groups are Begros, Regent. and Atlas. Meanwhile, major furniture hyperrilarkets are 




Market orientation and the geographical dimensions of the market of the Malaysian 
wooden furniture businesses 
1. Bu.,, incv, A I \Port - 
(hei_, innina 1997) 
Domestic: 100% 
2. Business B Export: 35% USA, Canada and the IIK, 
Dorriest: c. 65'. MinistF% ofFducation*s contracts. 
3. Business C Export: 20% PRC (KTS Hotel in Fuchow Province). 
Domestic 80% Mount Kiara Project, I lotline Furniture. SJI Industries and Sibu Kidiicý I oundallon 
4. Business 1) Export: 10% USA. Japan, Republic ot'Korea. 
(Future: F[ ]- L JK and the Netherlands). 
Domestic: 901,0 The International Islamic Uniýcrsitý, uniNcrsitý of' lechnolop. Saluan lo%wr and 
State Mosque of'Malacca. 
5. Business F Expon: 95% USA (60% of the export markets), Japan (20"o). Canada (10%). I'aman. I long Kong 
and the UK. 
Domestic: 5% 
6. Business F Export, 951/o USA, [: 11. Japan and the Middle East. 
Domest. c: 5% 
7. Business G Export: 80% The UK, Republic ol'Korea, Australia and Fai"an 
(Future: USA) 
Domestic: 20% 
8. Business H Lxporc 100% Republic of Korea. Japan. Australia, I JSA, (JAI: and Reunion [Sland 
Domestic: - 
9. Business I Lxpori 9s', o 1. JSA (80% of the export markets). Japan, Rcpublic of' Korea. I aman, anada and 
Australia. 
(Future PRC. Eastern Furopc. Thailand and Saudi Arabia), 
Domestic iR. 
10. Business J Lxpom 80% USA, 
Domestic: 20". 
11. Business K Export: 80%o USA (80% of' the export markets), FU (ItalN - 15%). Australia. Singapore in(] (lie 
Middle Fast. 
(Future Russia and South Africa). 
Domestic 20% 
12. Business 1. Exporu 90'. ASEAN (Indonesia, I hailand. Suil-apore. [he Philippines- Vicinam and anihodia), 
Korea. Taman. Japan, the PRC. I long Kong. Laos and Austialia 
Domestic looo 
13. Business M Export: 99% USA. 
Domestic: 1% 
14. Business N I, xport: 901/. Japan and the USA. 
Domestic: 10% 
15. Business 0 Export: 99% USA (80% of the export markets), Australia, Japan and Ft 1. 
Domestic: 1% PETRONAS projects 
16. Business 11 Export: 100'o Japan (W, o) and F( J (50 o) 
Domestic: - 
17. BuNiness Q Export: 8iO/. USA, Canada. F( 1, Japan, Asia-Pacific Countries and Middle I ast 
Domestic: 15% 
18 Business R Export, 90% USA (9011o ot'tlic c\port markets), Australia. the [ [K and Canada 
Domestic: 100o Sogo departmental store 
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Appendix 6.2 
Detailed analysis of the Malaysian wooden furniture businesses' relationships with 
distributors/retailers and suppliers, and perception of competitors 
1. Businesses' relationships with distributors/retailers 
VaILIC cI cmcntý cnipli a, i, cd h\ thc MaI a%ýian \\k)odcii I tum I urc h ij, incsscý in wlecting disltihtitors; iclailciý 
Strategic Groups SI S( 2 SC3 S( '4 
% alue Elemenis 
Mall) c1cilicni, Pricc hialiv% . uniquciicss and Price Qualli\ and (IC11%cl\ durabdo 
Additional cIcnicni, QuahtN. reliahilitý Qualih. rchabilik Desigw leputalloll and 
(dch%crý ). durabilit\ (dcl i\ crN ) and Jcsign rclallon"Illps 
and relationships 





of distributor, retailer, IM (lie Nlakn, ian Nkoodcn I'mmitne businesses 
Sirategic Croups SCI SC2 SCJ S(ý4 
1) pes of Distributors/ 
retailers 
Main 1ý PCs ol, Indepciidem (Business Inte(umcd/ Associatc All independent All indpendclit (C,!! 
(ktributorý mailcr, C and Businc. ýs 13) conipam (BusilicsN 1) 1 IS - Bomha% Co I IS - scars, \& al-mall. 
for local market onl\ Japan - malum, Japan - Nlafmw YuaNa 
I akaktlichi, and I )a1cl ýI 
lic 
IK- Arps, I lahitat) Ncilicilands -I illo) 
Additional IýpcN ol Integraled. /Associatc Independent (I 
distributors/retailers compain (Business A) iLithric \A ood ProdLICt.., C0111panN (BuNlncsý IZ 
Id ) loi locA maikci onh 
F\ceptional (. \pc.,, oI Prolccts BusincsN 13 llrojcctý 
distributors/rclailcr, and Business C 
I Npes of re I at ion., I ii p, I)ct\N cc n %la I ztý wn \%oodcii ILI mi I tire bits inesses and their d I, IIIh mot, iciai c I, 
siralegic Grolips SGI Is'( '2 SW Is(. 4 
Iý pes of'rclationships 
Main t\pcý )I ( 011traCtUal (BLIý111Cýs Reciprocal ContractUal Rcciplocal 
rclauonýhip,,, ( and Business B NI. lijlsincýý 
tender) N and Business R) 
Additional t,, pe,, of' ontraclual (Busilic', 
relationships and 1111"Incss ( )) 
I: Xccptloll, ll I. N pcý M Reciprocal (litmile" A [toil) contlactual and Both conflactual and 
rclatioiishipý and lltmncý ()I ICCII)IOCal (BLIS111CSý I IcciplociiI (IiIINJI, I') 
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Imokenient ot'distributors/retailers ofthe Malaysian Aooden l'UfnitUrC bUsinesses in iic%% product doelopment (i-cllcctcd 
bN the designs used bý the businesses) 
Strategic Croups 1, SIC, 1 SC, 2 SW S(14 
Distributor, C/ 
Retailers' 
I n% oh ement 
Main Imokcincilt BusillesseýN, dcs]Llls ('0111hinalioll of' BlvmlcsýCN, dc, lpll, 
hw, ll)Csws, and 
dI str I bu tors'/ret aiI ers' 
dcsigns 
I CCP1 1 oil a Combination of' Distributors-/rcladciý I )I'll lhillol, iclallel, 
111.11incsses' and designs dlusincsý II dc-, igns Miisincýs 
dmi-ibutors'/rctailers' and Combination of 
Licsigns (Busilless 13) bLlSincsscs' aild 
dislributors'/rctailci, ý' 
LICSIý'-HIS (RUNI]ICY, ( I) 
2. Businesses' relationships with suppliers 
Value CICIlIcIll, b-ý 111c %Ialaýýran Nkoodcn furniture bLl', lllCSSCS ill SCICCIlM,, Mil"II)IM', 
. Stratcl_, ic Croups S(; 1 S(; 2 S( IJ 
N alue Elements 
Main clenicnts Pricc Qualit\, dcli\crN and Price jild dcli\CIN 
rclation. ýhipý 
Additional clements Otjalitý and dcli\ci\ 
I'\Ceptiolial civiliclit, Qualitý- dcli\cr\ Relationship,, (Busincss I'llce (Busilicss NI) and 
HILISIIICYý C) ilild 1: and litmneNs I and lcklllollýllljlý OllmllcýN 
rclatioiWiipý (Bimuss 
Rl 
Iý PC, 01 1] PP I ICr, tOr thC I al) ý%00(101 IH III I ILI ICh llý I IICýSCý 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SC3 S(; 4 
1 ýpes of. Suppliers 
Main t. \I)" M upplici, him-, rated \N,, ocialc Vendoiý Indclmident Indcpendclit 
compallic', (111miless A 
and Business 
Additional tNpes of' Intcl-Irated (Business ( i. Imcgrawd (litism"N M, 
', Llpplicrs BusillcNs 11. Business K HUSHICY, P, liLJ', IIICýl 
and kusmcýý 1. ) and BuNincss R) 
1ý\ccptional t%l)e,; of' lti(icpcTldcllt ý Btlýlllcss Both \cndor,, and Both Illicutatcd alld 
ýklpplicrs 11 'Ind ku'llic', 
indcpcndcnt ( llwoncýý \Clldolý ( 1111,11ICN, 
I). alld I ilmllcsý R) 
Iý pcý oI rc I at ion, I ii p, hc I %ý cc n %I aIa. ý ýian %%(x)dcn l'urniturc bi is inesses and (I icir ,, it I) pI ict, 
Strategic Groups SGI SG2 SC, 3 SC 4 
1ý pes of'relationships 
%laill k PCs (it' Rcciprocal Reciprocal ontractual ollimcklal 
rclationships 
Additional týpes of' RCCIPrOCA (BLMIICSý II 
rclaliorWiips and Busincv., I) 
[ý\Ccplloilal t\I)C', of' ContractUal (Bumncss Reciprocal olll\ Reciplocal onk 
C) 1: and i IN"Ill"N Q Mid 
13tisilloss I)I IllmlICN, R) I 
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Inwkernent of' suppliers of' the Malaysian rooden furniture businesses in ne%% prodLICI development (reflected bý the 
designs used by the businesses) 
Strategic Croups 
Suppliers' 
In% ol % erne nt 
S(; 1 S(., 2 SW S(; 4 





business' and suppliers' 
designs (Business 13) 
I \CCI)tIonal Supplier's dcsigns 
mokcillent (I IUSiTICSS 1, ) al)(I 
combination of 
business' and stipplm,, ' 
dcýýigns 01(1ý111C,, N I) 
3. Businesses' perceptions of competitors 
Categories ofcompetitof, oI ilik: Vala\ ian %woden I, U1111turc 1,11ý111c"C' 
Strategic Croups S, I S(; 2 SC3 S(. 4 
Categories of 
competilors 
Main conifictitor,, Domestic conipcolors Domestic competitors Dollicstic colllpclllolý R0,1011al collipclllolý 
(iliellitict" )I S(,., ) 
Addilwnal compctnorý Regional coinpctitorý Regional and 1111cillational 
Illicillational Omllpcfitolý 
com clitors 
1: \ccptiOnal Small scale contractors Cus(oni-madc Joinitm e tic : ) , : C 
conifictitt)r, dllvNillcýý manulactuicis and bC Iý01i , ," 
: : 
















































The rotating wheel frarnework for the formulation of 
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